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1. 25th February, 1974.
2. Thirty-two (Migrant rooms).
3. ATCO Constructions Pty. Ltd.
4. $484,811.
5. Contract period: four months.
contract is still current.
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PORTABLE CLASS-ROOMS.
(Question No. 977)

Mr. FORDHAM {Footscray) asked
the Minister of Public WorksWhether the Public Works Depal'ltment has I~eceived from the Education
Department details of further portable classrooms required to be available by the commencement of the 1975 school year; if so,
how many of such class-rooms are to be
provided and when it is expected that contracts will be let for construction of these
class-rooms?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-The answer isYes; Two hundred; April-May 1974.

BAIRNSDALE HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 979)

Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)
asked the Minister of EducationWith respect to the new section of the
Baimsdale High School1. Whether he is aware that necessary
equipment and furniture such as benches
and handtools for metal work has not yet
been supplied; if so, what is the cause of the
delay and when these items can be expected?
2. Whether the machinery provided is
equivalent to that provided in other schools;
if not, in what respect it has been chang~d?
3. Whether it has been decided not to
supply schools with metal; if so, what alternative source of supply is proposed?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education).-The answer is1. (a) The Public Works Department has
been requested to expedite the matter. The
equipment and furniture referred to is not
held in bulk supply and is ordered as required by the Public Works Department for
direct supply from manufacturers. I am
not able to give an exact indication as to
when three items will be supplied however.
(b) Handtools are at present difficult to
obtain but will be ordered immediately.
2. The machinery to be supplied is in
accordance with a schedule prepared by the
secondary division of my department.
3. Materials will be ordered immediately.
Session 1974.-159
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 4.28 p.m.,
and read the prayer:
BREAD INDUSTRY (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister of
Water Supply), was read a first time.
LOTTERIES GAMING AND
BETTING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister of
Housing) , was read a first time.
CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING
SOCIETIES (AMENDMENT) BILL
(No.2).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister of
Housing) , was read a first time.
SUPPLY (No. I, 1974-75) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization), was read a first time.
SEWERAGE DISTRICTS (INTEREST
SUBSIDIES) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister of
Water Supply), was read a first time.
YARRA VALLEY.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-I wish to
move the adjournment of the House
for the purpose of discussing the
failure of the Victorian Government
to halt the destruction of the Yarra
Valley.
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Approval of the proposed discussion was indicated by the required
number of members rising in their
places, as specified in Standing Order
No. 53.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-The destruction of the Yarra Valley is
environmental vandalism committed
in the name and with the authority
of the Victorian Government. It is
not just a planned error or a nice
matter of judgment upon which
there is room for a technical difference of opinion by reasonable men
on the· siting of a freeway.
The Eastern Freeway should not
under any circumstances have been
built along the course of the stream or
in the valley because the day tranquillity left Melbourne it left its footprints on the Yarra Valley. They
could be clearly seen scarcely 3 miles
from the heart of the city. As
one meandered upstream one passed
through ·a place of beauty, peace and
serenity. It was a priceless work
of nature, providing relief and enjoyment for the community. This has
been acknowledged by the Minister
for Planning and by the Premier. The
Victorian Government ·had no more
right to destroy the beauty of this
land, the trees and wildlife of the
Yarra Valley than it has by deliberate act to poison the air we breathe
or. the water we drink. That is a
startling proposition.
Has the Government of New South
Wales any right to fill in Sydney
Harbor and turn it over to the developers? It has not. The Yarra
Valley is not exactly a Sydney Harbor, but according to the experts it
is Melbourne's most beautiful· and
precious natural asset. Governments
in Australia and throughout the
world should acknowledge that
people have rights as tenants to use
and not abuse the glories of creation,
but they also have a duty to pass on
to mankind, as far as practicable and
within the limits of reason, the good
life.
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The Hon. I. A. SWINBORNE.-What
is meant by "within the limits of
reason''?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That
is a proposition which places limits
on the power of all Governments in
Australia and throughout the world,
because honorable members need no
reminder from q1e about the fragility
of the twentieth century world.
Human beings have weapons at their
disposal which are capable .of destroying the entire earth. This seems
to me to be a matter which ought to
form part of the jurisprudence of
every nation. The Victorian Government has committed environmental
arson in the Yarra Valley. When a
mischiefmaker bums d.own a building,
that is called arson, and the building
can sometimes be restored, but when
a priceless work of nature such as
the Yarra VaHey is destroyed it can
never be restored. Within a tenminute drive from Parliament House
honorable members can see the terrible destruction that is taking place.
It is a basic human ·right of every
citizen to be secure from environmental violence.
The Government has recognized
some of the propositions; it has recognized the beauty of the .Yarra
Valley and the necessity· for its protection. During the last election
campaign the Premier said that the
Yarra Valley was one of the ·most
critical areas of the State. Prior. to
and during the election campaign the
Government assured the people of
Victoria that the valley would be
protected because it was part of the
quality of life programme planned by
the Government and had been an
issue discussed in the House. I am
ashamed to say that destruction has
been allowed to take place under the
very eye of the Government and of
the Minister for Planning~ ·
What is the destruction of which
I speak? From Studley Park, as the
river runs from Collingwood to
Templestowe, the land adjoining the
eastern bank has been ravage4. This
is a battleground and it can be seen
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every day.· Gigantic monsters smash
trees and destroy billabongs-perhaps some people do not consider
them important-and tear up and
bleed the earth. From the moment
the
Government
disgracefully
smashed through the Yarra Bend
Park in defiance of the Cultural and
Recreational Lands Act, as was· acknowledged by the Minister-The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-It was not
the Cultural and Recreational Lands
Act.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.Whichever Act of Parliament was
concerned, it was violated by the
Government, which resolved that nothing would stand in its way. Some
years ago, before the election, the
Government set up the Yarra Valley
Advisory Committee. Its members
were able and experienced men. The
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works had had to deal previously
with this type of interference with
its activities. For some time it regarded the committee as a harmless
curiosity, but word kept coming
through to the Board of Works that
members of the committee were determined to ·do something about the
park and did not regard the project
The board was
as a· sinecure.
troubled, so it set up four consultative
committees. The purpose of this
action was obviously to embarrass or
burlesque the Yarra Valley Advisory
Committee. The Minister for Local
Government stated that the four
committees proposal would bog down
the Whole system and achieve
nothing This was precisely what the
board wanted. In the House the Minister praised the advisory committee.
What happened then? There is no
prize for guessing that the four consultative committees remained. I
have ·not added up one by one the
number of committees and authorities which have a finger in the pie of
the Yarra, but I believe it is approaching 30.
· Members of the Yarra Valley Advisory Committee were bold enough
to say that the committee did not
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believe the Board of Works should
be a planning authority for the Yarra
Valley. The board is comprised of
experienced people, and that was not
the type of recommendation they
were seeking. What did .the Government and the Minister do while
all this was happening? The answer
is that they did nothing. Not a single
act has been performed by the Government since the last election to
carry out its election promise to
preserve the Yarra Valley.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is not
true.
'The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.1 am glad to hear that statement
and shall be delighted if the Minister
will tell honorable members in what
respects my assertion is not
true. For eighteen months no work
has been referred to the watchdog
committee. It is a watchdog that
is not permitted to bark. Its function is purely advisory, so eventually
its members resigned, although I understand there has been some adjustment to that decision.
·
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Is Mr. Galbally aware that the resignations
have not been proceeded with?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.1 am aware of that. Of course, the
destruction of the Yarra Valley is
still proceeding. I am not concerned,
and my motion does not relate to,
whether the watchdog committee was
not given enough food or not allowed
to bark. The motion refers to what
the Government has done to carry
out its election promise to preserve
the Yarra Valley. I am mindful of
the debates which took place
in the House regarding the Yarra
Valley before the destruction began.
I introduced a Bill to stop freeways
from being erected within approximately 400 metres of the valley. The
Government viewed the measure as
one of those Bills presented by some
cranky fool, and · the Minister had
no difficulty in assuring the House
that there was no need to worry
about novel schemes such as this
because all would be well and the
Yarra VaNey would remain intact.
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is
hardly a fair statement.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.It may not be phrased elegantly, but
I hope it has been put fairly. However, some people had lingering
doubts and my constituents came to
see me because they did not think
the Yarra Valley was being looked
after. How right they were. I was
bold enough to suggest· to the House
that a Select Committee be appointed
to consider the whole matter of the
Yarra Valley. After all, it has been
said that the two Select Committees
which had been established in the
past 30 or 40 years did admirable
work, particularly in relation to the
Royal Botanic Gardens. We have
it on the word of Government supporters in the House. It seemed
fruitful to look at what had been
regarded as a State asset. The Government brushed the recommendation
aside and said that there was no
need to be concerned about these
matters, because they were being
attended to.
I am the first to acknowledge that
I have long had an interest in the
People ought to
Yarra Valley.
declare their interests. I was one of
not seven little Australians but nine
who were brought up on the
banks of the Yarra River at Ivanhoe.
I used to swim 3 miles from Twickenham ferry.
The Hon. A. J. HuNT.-I used to
swim at Burke Road bridge.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.I used to train at Burke Road bridge,
but if a person swam there today
he would be training for a bed in
hospital because of the shocking
desecration of the river in that area.
Even in those days of my early experience when I went up as far as
Warrandyte, I learned that if one
gives a pencil to a planner he will
destroy a park. A highway planner
can smell open country, and that is
what he goes for.
As I have said, approximately 25
bodies have a finger in the Yarra
"pie".
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The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-You
said a moment ago that there were
30.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.Twenty-five or 30-say twenty.
What a dirty mess the Yarra has
become! It is more polluted than
ever. It is just a floating junkyard
for industrial and household waste
and, regrettably, sewage. That is
acknowledged.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Why
do you not support the Country Party
on a decentralization policy?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Mr.
Swinburne is aware that this Government has made the farmer a wealthier man than he has ever been
before in the history of Australia.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Mr.
Galbally does not know much about
farming.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-My
ancestors were on the land and they
made only a bare living.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Mr. Galbally
Garrett). - Order!
should return to the Yarra Valley.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
Government broke its election promise to take care of the Yarra Valley.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL·Where would you build the Eastern
Freeway?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I was
hoping Mr. Campbell would ask that
question. I would build it anywhere
rather than where it is now because
it is destroying something which can
never be restored. Can honorable
members imagine a situation where
there is nowhere else possible to put
the Eastern Freeway except along
the banks of the Yarra River? I have
informed the House that a planner
smells the open country.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-Do
you believe he should plan projects
to go through residential property?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-No.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPELL.-Where
else can they go?
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I
shall inform Mr. Campbell. Motormania is by far the greatest destructive factor in the environment. It is
tearing the heart out of cities and
towns. It is possible to travel in a
motor car other than on freeways.
Has any person today the t:ight to
demand that, within a measurable
distance of his home, there shall be
a freeway so that he can travel into
the city at 60 miles an hour? If so,
it has never happened before in our
history.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON .-People
still object when a freeway is routed
through the ordinary suburban roads.
It is a fact of life.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It is
becoming apparent even to the planners and to this Government that,
wherever a freeway is built near the
city, motorists queue up for miles to
get on to it. Traffic is being directed
through a funnel from both ends. It
is true that on a freeway a motorist
can travel at a fast rate, but he
comes to a dead stop half a mile
before the end of it.
The Hon. H. M·. HAMILTON.-Your
answer is to take away the freeway
and flood the whole area with traffic.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-No;
I am saying that by 1985, at the
present rate, a car that is capable of
travelling at more than 50 miles an
hour will be declared unroadworthy
and a car that burns more than one
gallon of petrol for 30 miles of travel
will also be declared unroadworthy.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-How
do you travel?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
best way I can.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-By
car?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.Sometimes by train and sometimes I
run. If Mr. Campbell is willing,
before dinner tonight I will race him
across the Fitzroy Gardens and back.
The Government promised to halt
the desecration or sacrilege but it has
done nothing about it. The Minister
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for Planning contends that it has.
Perhaps one bulldozer has been
removed from the 50.
The section of the river from
Studley Park to Templestowe is finished forever. However, the matter is not concluded there; plans have
already been drawn up for a freeway
to be built near Ringwood or Donvale. I received a note to that effect
this morning. Worse than that, in
the vieinity of Woori Yallock and
Launching Place subdivisions are
progressing and developers are
merrily chopping down trees. As
night follows day, further pollutants
will go into the river. Why has this
development not been halted? Why
have subdivisions been allowed to
proceed adjacent to the river?
I do not want honorable members
to think for a moment that I am
putting the blame on the Board of
Works. The blame for this desecration should lie fairly and squarely
on the· heads of the Government and
the Minister for Planning. The Minister, I regret to say, has been for
some years in a state of paralysis
in regard to the Yarra River. It
cannot be said that the Board of
Works is one of those bodies floating
around without any Ministerial control. That has been stated previously
but that statement does not seem
to have any statutory basis. Section
206 of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act states, inter
alia( 1) The board may from time to time
recommend to the Governor in Council
that a new metropolitan main highway
within the metropolitan area be made
(whether in whole or in part) on or through
any land.
(2') The recommendation shall be accompanied by maps, plans and estimates . . .

The recommendation goes to the
Governor in Council, which is the
Government, and it may approve the
recommendation with or without
modifications or may refuse to approve it. It does not matter what the
Board of Works does, the Government-that is, the Minister-has the
last say.
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The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The
Minister is the master planner.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That
is so. What has the Minister done
ro carry out the promises of his
Government? Nothing.
The broken promises of this Government to save the Yarra are
piled as high as the great mounds of
bleeding earth on the site of the
Eastern Freeway along the river. The
position is the same as if the board
of management of the Royal Botanic
Gardens had sat down and watched
while a group of developers bulldozed the gardens, turning them into
an abattoir. That is what has happened in the Yarra Valley not far
from here.
I thought, having seen this beautiful area where we used to be able
to play golf and football, swim or just
take the dog for a walk, I would
be shocked more than other people
in the community would be. But I
inspired some friends of mine-whose
politics I am not sure are the same
as mine; for all I know, they may
have a warm regard for this Government-to visit the area and they
were shocked by what they saw.
This· project is a fearful thing; it
is .·set to be an 8-lane highway,
with great caverns in places· on either
side, and a railway reservation in
the middle. We are not even sure
whe'fher the railway will be built.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Or, if so,
when.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Do
not · ask silly questions because the
Government does not know the
answers.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That
is true. Some years ago, the Government had the railway line between
Hawthorn and Kew removed and it
allowed the Country Roads Board to
build on the land.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Was that
the old outer circle railway?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-No,
I-· am speaking of the railway line
from Hawthorn to Barker and Kew,
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which presumably could have been
extended but the Government decided
that it did not want the railway and
that it would be a good site on which
the Country Roads Board could have
its own building in the same way as
the Board of Works has its
establishment.
The Minister for Planning, as I
understand the law, is fairly and
squarely responsible, not the Board
of Works. The board is his agent,
and if he disagrees with the siting
of a road he can stop it from proceeding. That would seem to be a reasonable proposition because the Government must govern.
The Minister
has done nothing, and the Government has turned its back on its election promises. Perhaps in the course
of time it is impossible to fulfil some
promises; that is recognized. But in
this case, as one would have expected,
the Premier said before the elections that the Yarra Valley was so
vital to the well-being of the people
that it would be preserved. An
enormous chunk of it has now
become a desert. I ask the House to
support the motion.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Planning) .-Mr. Galbally alleges the
continuing destruction of the Yarra
Valley and in so doing he makes his
perennial attack upon planners. The
despoliation of the Yarra Valley took
place in eras when people paid no
heed to the planners. In the years
after the first settlement -of Melbourne, the fellmongers, the abattoirs
and the tanners established on the
very banks of the beautiful Yarra
River. No one stopped them. Everybody used it as a drainage system, so
that even more than a century ago the
first calls for cleaning up the river
and the valley were heard.

. Successive Governments took no
action and paid little heed. Land
was developed, draining into the
river in areas where today none
would ever be permitted.
The Hon. J. W. GAL'BALLY.-That
is .why it should not be permitted
any longer.
·
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That tide
of destruction has been turned, and
it has been turned in the lifetime of
this Government.
In 1971 the
Government adopted a statement
of planning policy for the Yarra
Valley-a detailed statement which
emphasizes the value of the Yarra
to
the
whole of Melbourne.
The statement of planning policy is,
inter aliaThe Yarra River and its environs shall be
identified through appropriate planning
measures as one of the most significant
physical features in the Melbourne metropolis.
The Yarra River and its immediate· environs shall be planned primarily as an
open space system for nature conservation
and recreation, with provision, where
appropriate, for primary production and
forestry.
The planning of areas within the catchment of the River Yarra east of Warrandyte
shall take account of the potential of the
area f~r water catchment purposes.

One must recognize that since settlement took place.in Victoria the bulk
of the land in the lower Yarra Valley
has long since been alienated; in fact
all of the City of Melbourne itself is
in the Yarra Valley. Much of the
settlement was in the Yarra Valley.
It is not public land; it is privately
owned and private citizens still have
some rights. The statement of planning policy laid down strict conditions governing future development.
Late in 1971 the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works planned
for Melbourne showing certain urban
land within the catchment but well
away from the river itself and showing a corridor wherein some further
urban development might be permitted. As recently as a fortnight ago, a
review of these policies appeared
with recommendations that further
urbanization within the corridor east
of Lilydale be rejected. On the same
day, the Government announced
acceptance of those · recommendations, which were designed to prevent
further urbanization within privatelyowned land east of Lilydale.
It is interesting to note from the
report of the Land Conservation
Counci'l, w~ich was released only
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yesterday, that east of Lilydale more
than 70 per cent of the catchment of
the Yarra Valley remains in public
ownership. If one takes the figure
upstream of Whittlesea and Yan ·Yean
areas over 54 per cent of the Yarra
Valley remains in public ownership.
Of course, in the lower reaches, a
great dea'l has been alienated. Sound
planning is designed to prevent further urbanization in sensitive areas
such as this and to prevent further
development of a kind inconsistent
with the planning and preservation of
the valley as an area for nature conservation and recreation and indeed
for water conservation. In his attack
today, Mt. Ga1bal'ly relied on one aspect, namely, the Eastern Freeway.
I point out to him that if the Government is to be accused on the matter,
so too should he. The plans of the
Eastern Freeway were on public exhibition from 1969 onwards. There
were 54 major articles in the daily
press and also in the local newspapers
about the project. Therefore, Mr.
Galbally cannot claim ignorance of it.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-He raised
it in the House.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-1 wiU tell
Mr. Elliot when the honorable mem:.
ber raised it. All the objections
were considered and because of representations by conservation groups
in the vaUey, the road was re-routed
towards the perimeter of the park.
It was determined that, in place of
the 100 acres to be taken for the
freeways, an additiona!l 106 acres
should be provided for parks within
the Yarra Valley and its environs.
Public hearings were held. Neither
Mr. Galbally nor any member of his
party lodged any objections or sought
to be heard at the public hearings,
which were advertised.
A planning scheme amendment,
varied to meet the objections, was
tabled in this House on 2nd March,
1971. Honorable members had 24
sitting days within which to move disallowance, but nobody did. In· Ju.ne,
1971, I wrote to Mr. Galbally and aU
other members of this House as well
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as in another place who represented policy has been backed by the passage
areas affected by the route, which in- through this Parliament of the Local
cluded you, Mr. President, and the Government (Subdivision of Land)
Leader of the Opposition in another Act. He also knows that a target
place and I received an acknowledge- exists for the sewering of these areas
ment from both of you. I explained which are currently unsewered is
in precise detail the plans and the 1980.
steps taken to meet the objections. I
Unfortunately, these plans are
received no reply or objection from being delayed through industrial
M'r. Galbally.
Subsequently this action which has currently put the
Parliament debated the matter when Carrum treatment plant almost a year
it was found that the Board of Works behind. He knows-it has been stated
had commenced work before the in this House-that Victoria has made
enactment of the authorizing legis- representations for assistance from
lation. That was the first time there the Commonwealth in performing
was any objection.
that mammoth task and, over the
The Hon. R. J. Enov.-Who woke next seven years, that something like
the M-inister for Local Government $300 million in assistance from the
Commonwealth is needed to complete
up to that?
urban sewerage throughout the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Mr. Eddy State.
saw the work going on because he
The
Environment
Protection
passed it every d~y for some considerout
that the
Authority
has
pointed
able time before he mentioned it in
the course of conversation with the connection of sewerage to the rehonorable member for Broadmeadows maining areas is a major step in
in another place. Mr. Eddy took it remedying the pollution of the Yarra
for granted; he knew the planning Valley. We are concerned not only
scheme had been approved and with pollution but with the prevenpassed. In any event, this Parlia- tion of improper land use, the mainment enacted legislation authoriz- tenance of the visual amenity of the
ing that specific project and area, its conservation and its use for
the work is proceeding. In due recreational purposes. The Board of
course construction will be followed Works, which Mr. Galbally despises,
by large-sca'le beautification of has carried out many recreational
more than 106 acres of parkland. improvements.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I did
In so far as Mr.
Galbally
relies on that factor for his not say that I despised the board.
case, an Act of this Parliament was
Hon. A. J. HUNT.-If I drew
enacted with that background. I do anThe
incorrect
from what Mr.
not believe Mr. Galbally is in a Galbally saidinference
I
will
withdraw
my reposition to complain in respect of mark. However, that was the impresthis matter. He had his opportunities sion I gained.
and fai'led to make use of them at any
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-My
materia1 time.
anger
was with this Government.
Upon what does his case rest? It is
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-I withon vague generalities without the
backing of specific facts at any point. draw the remark if Mr. Galbally said
He knows, as this House knows, that that the innuendo was not intended
an environmental policy in the Yarra The Melbourne and Metropolitan
Valley has been adopted, the Board of Works, which never reGovernment has adopted a principle ceives any praise from Mr. Galbally,
of compulsory sewerage not only for has established picnic areas in the
Melbourne but for every urban com- Yarra VaHey which currently attract
munity throughout Victoria, and that 400,000 visitors a year who enjoy
the Government's adoption of that quiet, peace and serenity.
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The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Who
counts them?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Attendants
are provided and in some cases there
are car counters.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Will
the Minister for Local Government
tell us where the picnic areas are?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-My colleague, the Minister for Social Welfare, will deal with that aspect in
greater detail later. As honorable
members know, Melbourne suffers
from recurrent water shortages. They
are further aware that to avoid these
shortages, water storages must be
provided. Honorable members are
also aware that strong representations
have been made to the Government
to build a dam at Yarra Brae, followed
by one at Sugarloaf and another at
Watsons Creek. Because of the conservation issues involved and because
conservation cannot be thought of in
black or white as water conservation
on one hand versus nature conservation on the other hand, these aspects
must be balanced. Attempts to conserve water must be undertaken in a
way which fits in as well as practicable with the maintenance of the
environment.
Since the last State elections the
Government has undertaken a major
environmental study in relation to the
Yarra Brae dam. That study is now
being evaluated by the Environment
Protec~ion Authority and the results
are likely to be announced shortly. I
am not at liberty to forecast what the
results will be but I am at liberty to
say that they would be likely to avoid
at least some of the dangers feared
by conservationists.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Has the
Minister referred this at any time to
the advisory committee?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT .-I will come
to that question later. Mr. Galbally
has asked what further action has
been taken.
Shortly after the
elections last year, the Government
announced the creation of a Warrandyte State park stretching from Pound
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Bend to the Jumping Creek reserve.
That park is being created with an
area of about 800 acres.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Has
the Minister looked at Pound Bend to
see some. of the sullage going into
the Yarra River?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The
Government also purchased 360
acres of land at Templestowe,
known as Westerfold estate, at a cost
well in excess of $1 million. Some
members of this House will remember the continual dispute over the
proposal to subdivide part of the
Westerfold estate and the subsequent
hearings before the appeals tribunal
where objections were raised by
those who expressed concern for the
preservation of the Yarra Valley.
The appeals tribunal reached a
decision where it felt constrained to
grant a permit but the Government
stepped in and preserved the land for
the people by purchasing it.
Concurrently, and recently, the
Government has approved a plan to
purchase 843 additional acres of
privately-owned land to preserve the
habitat of the helmeted honey-eater,
the faunal emblem of this State.
This land, which will be purchased
over a period of five years, will cost
$2 million. I am happy to announce
that the Federal Government will be
participating with the State Government in the purchase of the land.
The proposal is to extend parkland
in an area where a rare and beautiful
bird faced the possibility of extinction. From behind me there was an
interjection that extinction would
have been a probability, but for the
action of the Government. I agree
that the bird faced the probability
of early extinction. The purchase of
843 acres of additional parkland is
proposed as an addition to the
Yellingbo Faunal Reserve which
currently comprises 412 acres. In
other words, the Government is more
than trebling the total area of the
reserve in the interests of conservation.
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The. Upper Yarra Shire was planning a road construction project near
the habitat of the helmeted honeyeater. The shire was invited by the
Government to consider a ·road
deviation to avoid a possible disruption to the habitat, and the shire i~
currently constructing the road on a
new alignment.
Mr. Galbally, who spent his youth
in the Ivanhoe district, would remember Rockbeare Park-I am sure he
knows the area very well. Recently
the Board of Works supplied the local
council with more than 1,000 trees to
replace the vegetation which it had
been absolutely essential to clear
during flood control operations. The
trees have been planted in Rockbeare
Park with a view to restoring the
Yarra Valley.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-But
how many did they pull down?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Mr.
Galbally's interjection refers to the
number of trees on the other side of
the river, but let me inform him that
an extensive tree-planting programme
will be embarked on in conjunction
with the construction of the Eastern
Freeway. Further, the programme
will involve the replacement of vastly
more trees than were lost during the
construction operation.
I have mentioned the Yarra River
environment protection policy which
envisages the restoration of the
Yarra River to a state where it will
be drinkable and will be a habitat for
fish of all descriptions, including
species which have now disappeared.
It will also be able to provide water
for agricultural purposes and parkland and be an area-The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.What about the swimming clubs that
were once at Fairfield, Ivanhoe and
so on and have all now gone?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The
objective is to restore the Yarra
River to a state which will enable the
clubs once again to provide swimming facilities in the area. Mr. Gal-
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bally may not have read about the
fuss over the prohibition of subdivisions in the Anderson's Creek catchment area last year when owners
complained bitterly that land they had
purchased could not be subdivided,
developed or built upon. This resulted
from joint action between town
planners and the Environment Protection Authority. It was felt there
were inadequate safeguards against
the discharge
of contaminated
effluent. As a result, the land owners
agreed to proposals which were
designed to ensure that there would
be no waste of a kind which would
contaminate the Yarra River. In the
process, limited development was
permitted to reconcile public interests
and private rights.
I could go on with many details
of individual cases but it is quite clear
that the pattern of appeals tribunal
decisions has been to preclude the
development of many subdivisions,
which were effected years before
the current sensitivity over the provision of services to avoid pollution.
The
planning
authorities-the
Board of Works and the Ministry for
Conservation, together with the
Environment Protection Authorityhave been working together in the
area to ensure that the promises of
the Government were honoured.
Mr. Elliot, by interjection, raised the
question of the Yarra Valley Advisory
Committee. Under section 7 of the
Town and Country Planning Act, the
committee is established by the Town
and Country Planning Board. Its
purpose is to advise the board on
planning policies for the Yarra
Valley. All planning amendments
have been referred to it and it has
furnished advice on them.
Its
function under the Act was neither
to advise me nor to advise the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works. However, at a meeting at
which I was present on 15th March
last, severe disquiet was expressed
by members of the committee over
the fact that proposals which had no
relation to planning schemes h~d not
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been referred to the committee. Of
course, no department was required
to refer other plans to the committee.
,I made a number of proposals to
that committee, and I am in the
course of implementing them. I
proposed to the committee that it
should have the right to report not
only to the Town and Country
Planning Board but also to me. A
proposal of this type had been previously rejected by the board, which
regarded the committee as its adviser.
The board has now agreed that the
committee can report to me, just as
it can report to the Town and
Country Planning Board.
I further undertook to seek leave
to have the reports produced by the
committee tabled in this House so
that they will become immediately
available as public documents.
Members of the Labor Party will then
be able to see what the committee
is saying, and if any recommendations of the committee are not acted
upon the Labor Party wiH be able
to take action to ensure that they are
publicly aired.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-If in the
first place the Minister for Local
Government had acted as he has indicated there would not have been
any resignations from the committee.
I have been informed that the Minister ignored the committee and that is
why he received the resignations.·
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The committee was appointed as an adviser
to the Town and Country Planning
Board. In the light of our discussions, the committee can now forward advice to me and I have proposed that I shall seek authority to
table the reports of the committee
in this House.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
committee was appointed in 1970.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-And it has
been an extremely valuable committee which has participated in
criticisms of proposals for the Yarra
Valley. The committee also participated in the preparation of the statement on planning policies and the
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planning scheme proposals of the
Board of Works. The committee has
furnished advice on all those matters.
At the meeting on 15th March, I
offered to contact the · Board of
Works to ensure that although the
committee was not an adviser to the
board, all applications which could
affect the Yarra Valley would be referred to the committee. I contacted
the Board of Works and, at the last
meeting of the committee, applications made to the Board of Works
were referred to it.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Is it
not a fact that members of the committee resigned because they said
that recommendations made to you
had received no attention from you?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-They have
not resigned.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Members of the committee attempted to
resign. Is not their complaint that
you would do nothing?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-No.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Did
they not say that to you?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-No.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-They
have said it to us.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-1 was
somewhat surprised and disappointed
that following my meeting with the
committee, at which these proposals
had been made to strengthen its role
and to ensure all relevant information was made available to it, the
chairman saw fit to act as he did on
the following Sunday week before
the proposals I had made were discussed by the committee in detail.
Of course, the chairman was entitled
to act as he did. In fact at the
meeting which I attended 'on 15th
March I made it clear that every
member was to regard himself as
not being muzzled in speaking of the
Yarra Valley merely by reason of his
membership of the committee. However, Mr. Gardner saw fit to speak
publicly on the issue, as was his
right, and I uphold that right
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absolutely. Mr. Gardner is a valuable man; he is something of a
" stirr~r " which I do not regard in
any way to his discredi~.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-What
was his complaint which led to his
threatened resignation?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-His complaint was that the Yarra Valley
Advisory Committee had not been
consulted or informed on various
rna tters affecting the Yarra Valley.
I reiterate that the initial role of the
committee was only to advise the
Town and Country Planning Board on
planning schemes and planning
policies affecting the Yarra Valley;
it was not to advise the Board of
Works.
I also undertook that when the committee defined the nature of proposals
to be advanced by other authorities
-honorable members should remember that the committee cannot offer
advice on every minor thing which
happens throughout the entire area
-the committee would be given
power to deal with the information
it received. In other words, when
the committee draws up guidelines
on the types of matters it desires
to consider, which are not of a
planning nature but which affect
other departments, I will circularize
every department and request them
also to advise the committee when
considering proposals which affect
the Yarra Valley.
Mr. President, on the evidence that
has been presented, the motion moved
by Mr. Galbally must fail.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) .-Some years ago
in this Chamber an interesting
me(;lsure relating to organ transplants was passed by honorable mem~
hers. I well remember seeking advice
from the famous Sir Macfarlane
Burnet to ascertain what was society's reaction to the legislation at
that time. He said to me that up·
to the introduction of organ transplants medicine had somewhat progressed along the way of human
nature, but the introduction of those
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operations was against human nature
and nature was not too happy
about it.
The same principle applies to the
environment in which we live. You
may remember, Mr. President-! believe you commented on it-a quotation used by me from the Doomsday
Book some years ago during the debate on another matter concerning
the environment.
The quotation
emphasized that it was up to
us as a society to pass on something
worth while to the generations to
come. I also quoted quite generously
from the ideas, the ideals and the
aspirations of our forefathers in the
early planning of Victoria.
It might be interesting for the
House to know that in the embryo
stages of the planning of Melbourne,
it was envisaged that there would
be parkland, for instance, from
Princes Bridge to the St. Kilda Junction. If honorable members examine
old maps of early Melbourne, they
will see that beyond Albert Road,
the area between St. Kilda Road and
the beach was planned as open space.
Over the years the annexation of a
little slice here and a little slice there
has taken place. Hansard reports
show that the Government of the day
has always smoothed over the matter
and said that it would try to compensate in another direction for the loss
of areas of open space. However, with
the passage of time that has not been
done.
When a single tree is removed
from the ground the immediate
environment is affected. It may
appear that only a few birds and
insects are· involved but many factors
operate when trees are destroyed.
Many enlightened countries today
require the issue of a permit before
a tree is felled.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Did
you obtain a permit when you
knocked trees over?
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Mr.
Swinburne, who comes from an area
in which there are many trees, should
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know better than to ask such a question. He is a dedicated national
parks man and should know the
value of a tree. He should know the
much-quoted words from the song
"Trees"Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.

Mr. Swinburne should be humbled
by that thought. In areas such as
the city it should be essential that a
permit be issued for any tree that is
to be destroyed. This requirement
applies in Honolulu and in the Swiss
cities of Zurich and Geneva.
I have spent much time looking at the Eastern Freeway over
the past couple of days and I am
frightened about the ecological aspect. The Government will probably say that the trees which
have been disposed of will be replaced by trees which will be planted
around the freeway to beautify the
area. I accept that in time that will
be the case. To a certain extent, it
has occurred along the Tullamarine
Freeway. However, there are other
dangers involved in the removal of
trees. The Eastern Freeway passes
the Greenacres Golf Club. Under
the original plan. it was to pass along
the river at the 14th fairway of the
golf course. Parts of that area have
been completely razed and already
the ecology has become affected. It
is no longer a place in which one can
hear the sound of birds.
When one plays golf at Greenacres,
Kew, LaTrobe or Yarra Bend one is
surrounded by the beauty of nature
at its best. Man has not yet greatly
molested that area. Bellbirds still
exist in profusion at the Kew, La
Trobe, Greenacres and Yarra Bend
golf courses. It is a unique experience for city dwellers to hear them.
Within a few miles of the city it is
possible virtually to be in the
country, amongst gum trees in their
natural state. Although it is polluted,
the Yarra River is attractive.
I do not think any member of this
Chamber wants to see the Yarra
Valley exploited. I invite honorable
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members to consider why this is
being done. I believe the Government has been prompted by lack of
finance to take the easy way out.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON .-It is
not only lack of finance.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-The
the actuating factor is a shortage of
finance.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-You
have objected to the taking up of
residential areas.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-The
freeway is taking up some residential
area but it is far better to do that
than to despoil an area such as the
Yarra River. As the years go by
these areas will become more
precious to society.
In developing the New York Long
Island freeway system, the authorities have invariably utilized areas of
a residential nature rather than
despoiling natural green belts or
recreational areas. The course of the
freeway has been deliberately altered
to go around an area and protect it
for aH time as breathing space. By
routing our freeway through open
spaces, the Government will avoid the
necessity of making a wholesale
reclamation of built-up areas.
I am certain that a number of
honorable members have visited New
Zealand and seen the beauty of the
Avon River which flows through
Christchurch. I do not say that the
water of that river would be safe to
drink but even in the centre of the
city it is remarkably clear. It is a
slow-flowing stream as it has the
Canterbury plains behind it. The
inhabitants of Christchurch are
determined to protect the river for
all time.
The Han. W. M. CAMPBELL.-ls it
not man-made?
The Han. D. G. ELLIOT.-No, it is
a natural flowing stream.
The Han. W. M. CAMPBELL-It did
not look like it to me.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-It has
a park-like appearance but it is a
natural flowing river.
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The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-! am
speaking about the surroundings.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-They
have been beautified but the structure
has not been touched, nor can it be
touched by law. As a citizen who
carries on a perpetual love affair with
Melbourne, the city in which I was
born, I am deeply affected when
natural beauty is destroyed. I do
not wish to see Melbourne despoiled
in any way. As is my custom, I have
spoken to a number of residents in
the electorates of other honorable
members on the other side of the
Chamber to ascertain their feelings
about the freeway which is passing
through the area in which they live.
In my little door-knock campaign,
which covered 60 to 70 homes, I did
not find one person who was not
deeply concerned about the environmental pollution aspect of the undertaking.
The l-Ion. W. M. CAMPBELL.Would one not expect that response
anywhere next to a freeway?
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-No, not
necessarily. If the honorable member has doubts in that direction, he
should study what has taken place
in America. With the exception
perhaps of Germany with its
autobahns, no country has had more
experience of freeways than the
United States of America.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-! am
speaking about Melbourne.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-There is
not one genuine freeway in Melbourne. The Tullamarine Freeway
has crossings at Essendon, and the
monstrosity which runs along the
Yarra finishes in the greatest
bottleneck of all time. All honorable
members should be compelled to drive
along the South-Eastern Freeway and
experience
the
frustration
of
motorists who are trying to drive to
work.
The Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works newsletter dated 4th
April, 1974, stated that the board is
to undertake a detailed study to determine an acceptable route for the ex-
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tension of the Eastern Freeway from
Bulleen Road, Bulleen, to Mitcham
Road, Donvale. This was suggested to
Mr. Tripovich by Mr. Galbally earlier
in the debate. The newsletter further
stated that the aim of the study is to
try and find an acceptable route which
disturbs the community as little as
possible and benefits the community
as a whole. It is wonderful to know
that the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works will do the best for
the people concerned and that it wil'l
make the decisions! By constructing
the freeway through the open spaces,
the Government will make future
generations pay in no uncertain
manner for its miserly folly of today.
It does not have the intestinal fortitude-call it guts if you like-to do
what our forefathers did more than
100 years ago.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-What
did they do?
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-When
one travels around Victoria-it has
been my privilege to do so over the
past few weeks-and looks at cities
such as Ballarat, Maryborough and
Bendigo and old towns such as
Beechworth, one can see the result
of forward planning of our forefathers and their faith in the future.
We are indebted to them for the
implementation of positive plans and
for what they passed on to the generations to come. I see very little
evidence of this today. The mighty
buck reigns supreme, especially for
the Government. It was stated in
today's Age that Melbourne needed
more land where people could relax.
The human animal has the tendency
towards working shorter hours,
which results in more leisure time.
In the years to come relaxation will
be a major problem in every city of
the world.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE.-Possibly we ought to work longer hours.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-That may
be so. Because of the wages and
conditions which exist today, most
families are compelled to develop a
two-job economy so that they can
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have some marmalade on their toast.
It is a reflection on the Government

that husbands and wives, purely
through financial necessity, must go
to work to obtain the necessities of
life for themselves and their families.
The artide in today's Age statedA report to the State Government has
warned that recreational land around Melbourne is fast reaching saturation point.
In its report on the Melbourne area,
released today, the Land Conservation
Council makes it clear that far more land
will have to be set aside for recreation
around Melbourne, Geelong and the Latrobe
Valley over the next 30 years.

Here is the crunch paragraphOnly 1 per cent of the •area ·around Melbourne is now specifically reserved for
recreation, the council says, while people's
demand for such areas is increasing rapidly.

The Land Conservation Council says
that this state of affairs cannot be
allowed to exist any longer, and that
the time has come for future planning.
The percentage of recreational land
is becoming progressively less. The
Age article continuesThe report is particularly significant since

it is the council itself that effectively decides

what public land should be set aside for
recreation and other uses.

The Minister has included Melbourne ·as part of the Yarra Valley.
I have a magnificent pamphlet, Port
Phillip Bay, The Case for Alarm, by
Dr. Robert Birrell, Colin Hay and
Russell Hilton. It is symptomatic of
what I am talking about. The troubles
apply as much to the Yarra River
and its valley as they do to Port
Phillip Bay.
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There is much material in the article
which is worth quoting, but it is
unnecessary to quote extensively.
Honorable members understand the
point I am making.
A lamentable and shocking mistake has occurred. Portion of the
Yarra Valley and its immediate environs will become worse; the
area will be despoiled by the Eastern
Freeway. Will there be action rather
than words from the Government?
What are its intentions on greater
protection for the Yarra Valley?
The Minister for Local Government was quick to mention the picnic
area at the Upper Yarra dam. But
that was constructed when the dam
was built. The Minister seemed to
suggest that it was an innovation. He said that more than 400,000
people a year visited this and other
picnic areas in the Yarra Valley. I
know most of the picnic areas. I love
the Yarra Valley. It should be a
place where all the people can enjoy
themselves. The Minister for Social
Welfare could do more to improve the
picnic area at Yarra Glen which is
in the area he represents. It could
be vastly improved.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-Mr.
Elliot should have seen it twenty
years ago.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-! am
concerned with its condition today.
The Minister lives in the area and
knows it.
It is nothing to be
proud of. I was there ten days ago
and it was anything but clean.

Ruthless action must be taken now
on this matter if we are to be proud
The Minister for Local Government
of ourselves in years to come. An has persuaded members of the adarticle in tonight's Herald is headed visory committee to withdraw their
" 125-Year War ". It is a special resignations. It is now to be hoped
report by Kenneth Joachim and it that the promi·ses of the Minister will
result in more notice being taken of
statesthis
body which the Opposition has
The battle to save the Yarra started
in the 1850s. Now the fight is fiercer, the learnt to resp·ect as a result of the
advice that it has passed on. The
Yarra dirtier.
calibre of the men on the committee
One way out is to put a concrete lid has impressed members of the Labor
over the Yarra and call it what it's becom- Party. It is appalling that for eighteen
ing. A drain.
months they have been ignored by
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the Minister and other authorities
when they have .formed opinions on
the Yarra \"alley and the Eastern
Freeway.
A heading to an article in the Age
of 1st April states " I'll resign: Yarra
Study Man ". But an article in the
Herald of the same day is headed
" Group Sought Power-Hunt ". The
text of the article is apparently a
reply by the Minister to the article
in the Age of that morning.
The Hon. H. R. WARD.-The Minister refuted that.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-The Minister for Local Government said that
the Yarra Valley Advisory Committee
wanted too much power.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (SouthEastern Province) .-I raise a point
of order, 'Mr. President. I understand
that the Minister for Local Government gave an answer on that matter
in the House and that it was accepted
that he had been misquoted.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-There is no point of
order.
I remember the incident
well.
Mr.
Elliot
is
at
liberty to quote from the newspaper and the Minister is at liberty
to refute his statement. It is unfortunate that the Minister is out of
the Chamber at the moment and I
suggest that Mr. Elliot might reserve
that portion of his comments until
the Minister returns.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) .-That is fair
enough, Mr. President.
I should
like to hear a refutation from the
Minister, but I heard nothing in his
contribution to this debate to suggest that I should not quote from the
Herald of 1st April. You, Sir, know
I am a fair-minded man and if there
is any reason why I should not give
that quotation to the House, I shall
withdraw it.
Nothing would have been done by
the Minister if pressure had not been
applied and maintained. This worries
me about so-called Liberalism. There
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is seldom legislation of any description unless representations are strong
enough, an abject tragedy occurs
calling for immediate action, an outcry comes from the workers of the
State, or a union considers it its duty
to apply pressure against something
unfair. Until something of this nature
occurs, nothing is done.
This Yarra Valley Advisory Committee was rudely ignored for too
long. From now on there should
be close collaboration and cooperation between the committee, the
Minister, and the appropriate departments, not only in relation to the
Eastern Freeway but also in relation
to the Yarra Valley as a whole. There
is no doubt that whatever the Minister has wanted over the past few
years has been done in relation to
municipalities and interested bodies,
conservationists and others. But what
has been done in the name of modern
planning deserves one of the severest
indictments possible.
Why should the freeway not have
gone underground through Yarra
Park? That was suggested during the
original debate. I would not care how
much it cost to protect the environment of the area. But an 8-lane
freeway
runs
from
Alexandra
Parade, cutting off green land where
children have played for years because there is nowhere else in the
Collingwood area where they can
play. I am speaking of the area between Alexandra Parade and Victoria
Parade. I am sure that Mr. Eddy, who
has spent his lifetime in the area,
will back me on that.
Members representing the area
have had to arrange for schools to
remain open until sunset so that the
children could play on asphalt. That
gives them their only opportunity of
kicking a football or of engaging in
any other sport.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-The
Coilingwood City Council should be
interested in this.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-I am
speaking of the area between Alexandra Parade and Victoria Parade.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! That area is not in
the Yarra Valley.

Even the Minister is becoming
puzzled. The main thing is the
concept.

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Mr.
President, it would not be more than
300 or 400 yards from the west bank
of the Yarra River.

If we are sincere about the future
of our State this adjournment motion
proposed by Mr. Galbally should be
carried. I know of no reason why
any honorable member should object
to it. The motion should be adopted
by the unanimous decision of the
Council. I know that it will not be,
but I repeat that it should be.

The PRESIDENT.-I thought it
would be farther than that.

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Let me
say that it would be a pretty good
hop, step and jump. The Government
The sitting was suspended at
has ridden roughshod 'Over the people 6.26 p.m. until 8.4 p.m.
and ignored their basic needs. The
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
Minister is clear in his answers and I
have no doubt that he is sincere in (Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
his mind. He is not a person who will Labor Party could almost be appush a brief ruthlessly-although he plauded for bringing forward this
has done so on occasion. That is motion, because, perhaps with the exnot his nature. But the Govern- ception of one or two honorable memment will regret its actions on the bers, all would agree wholeheartedly
Eastern Freeway. The freeway should with the motion if it werehave been constructed in a way
That the Government be congratulated on
that would protect the park and its efforts to halt the destruction of the
the Yarra Valley as a whole. If neces- Yarra Valley.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
sary, ruthless action should have
been taken to give that protection by Minister is being facetious.
constructing the freeway through
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.built-up areas instead of despoiling, Not at all; I am quite serious. I have
for generations to come, areas which heard the contributions by previous
can p~ovide breathing spaces and speakers, and there appears to be
enjoyment.
almost complete agreement on this
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Why did point. Mr. Galbally has brought
Mr. Elliot not object to the planning forward some matters which have
been raised in this House ·on a prescheme when it was exhibited?
vious occasion and on which the
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Once House expressed its opinion, I think
again, this is a glib question. I frankly in 1971. At that time I had the priviadmit that I am not always able to lege of participating in the debate
understand plans. I am not a town on the Yarra Valley.
planner. I have not been able to unLike Mr. Galbally, I must declare an
derstand many planning schemes.
interest in that I own part of the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Mr. Elliot Yarra Valley, and I consider myself
had a letter from me explaining it in extremely fortunate to do so. I have
detail.
worked in the valley for 28 years and
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Did the I hope that some of my contemporaletter mention that a railway would ries will say that I have contributed
run along the centre of the freeway? in some small way to some of the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-! believe it Government initiatives to preserve
the Yarra Valley.
did.
At this juncture, I must correct one
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-The
Minister should check that. Did the misstatement which the Minister for
letter mention that there would be Local Government freely acknoweight traffic lanes instead of six? ledges. The honorable gentleman said
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that 70 per cent of the whole of the
Y~n:a Valle~ above Warrandyte-the
Mimster said above Lilydale but I
think he meant above Warra~dyte
was private land whereas the honorable gentleman meant to say that 70
per cent of the land above Warrandyte was public land. This came
from a quotation which the Minister
made from the recent report of Land
Conservation Council.
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should not throw tins and sweets
wrappers out of cars as he travels
through the Yarra Valley.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.--Or anywhere else.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-Or
anywhere else. Undoubtedly the
littering of the verges of the 'roads
and the reserves in the valley spoils
the amenity of the area.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-How manv
Any consideration of the Yarra litter bins are provided in the valley?
Valley must take into account what is
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.in fact the Yarra Valley. M'embers of
Quite
sufficient. Whenever I have
the Labor Party have confined themselves to a restricted area. Mr. my family in the car, I tell them to
Galbally seemed to be mesmerized by keep their rubbish within the vehicle
the Eastern Freeway, which is being and to get rid of it when they arrive
constructed in only a very small part home. Naturally, I finish with an
of the valley. Mr. Elliot broadened untidy car but at least the countrythis concept slightly by mentioning side is not littered. I wish ·more
a small picnic reserve in the valley. people would take similar steps.
It is necessary to define the limits
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-! have of the Yarra Valley, which are fairly
been to Woori Yallock.
extensive. Most reviews of the valley
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-The by various authorities, such as the
reserve to which Mr. Elliot referred is Land Conservation Council, the Envia small area of land adjacent to the ronment Protection Authority, counYarra River at Yarra Glen, which is cils and other organizations which are
used by the local agricultural and charged with the responsibility for
horticultural society for its annual planning in the Yarra Valley, genershow and controlled by a committee ally recognize that the valley extends
of trustees who over the years have over 1,400 or more square miles with
contributed considerably towards im- half of the area being above Warproving the reserve by providing randyte.
The valley contains an astonishing
facili~ies
for swimming, and by
carrymg out tree planting and number of streams, which are
beautification of the area.
The tributaries of the Yarra River and
main criticism levelled by Mr. Elliot which ought to be considered as part
was that the reserve was untidy. His of the valley because polluted streams
criticism was valid but the blame contribute to the pollution of the
for the untidiness ought to be fairly Yarra River. Any planning of water
placed upon the vandals who come catchments must affect the whole
into the Yarra Valley and throw their Yarra Valley. I should like to remind
rubbish around the countryside. Vic- the House of some of the important
toria has many vandals and therefore streams situated in the valley. We
the community is not without blame must get away from the concept that
when we talk about conservation of the Yarra River is the important part
of the Yarra Valley. In the upper
the Yarra Valley.
areas there is the O'Shannassy River,
The littering of the valley is serious on which one of the early water
and it is regrettable that young child- storages is situated, Armstrongs,
ren today have not learnt, although Watsons, Starvation, McMahons,
more are certainly learning now, to Mississippi and Cement creeks, all
be tidy. I suppose my genera- of which are beautiful little creeks
tion is equally at fault in that it did and are part of the upper reaches
Some of
not seem to understand that a person of the Yarra Valley.
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them have been used in recent years It has logged another part and
to augment Melbourne's water sup- allowed it to regenerate naturally.
ply. Lower down the valley t~ere It then measured the effect of the
is Don River, Hoddles Creek, Little quality of water in the area. A
Yarra River and farther down is the similar area has been untouched and
Plenty River. Also there are the the board has gauged the effects of
Olinda,
Pauls, the ·absorption of water into the
W oori
Yallock,
Steels, Coranderrk and Andersons ground, the run-off and turbidity of
creeks. Watts River is an important the water and has made a scientific
tributary of the Yarra River and determination of the way in which
encompasses a large catchment a?out the catchment should be used.
20 or 30 miles away from the nver.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-All
All these tributaries of the Yarra those aspects were recommended by
River ought to be regarded as part of the all-party Public Works Comthe planning area and are in fact so mittee.
regarded when the Yarra Valley is
The ·Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.considered.
That may be so. Certainly the Public
The reservoirs in the Yarra Valley Works Committee did valuable work
are vital to Melbourne's water on all the river catchments of the
supply. There is the catchment of State. I am aware that Mr. Campbell
the Toorourrong reservoir, the Yan was a member of the committee at
Yean reservoir the Maroondah dam, the time. The committee made recomthe Upper Yarra dam, the. O'Shan- mendations that affected the Yarra
nassy reservoir and other small Valley. I am uncertain whether this
reservoirs which augment Mel- was one of the recommendations, but
bourne's water supply and service I have studied the experiments and
certain towns in the Yarra Valley.
I know how valuable they will be.
In particular, I refer to an import- The board is to be congratulated, and
ant experiment that is currently the young scientific investigators
being undertaken by the Melbourne involved in the work are officers of
and Metropolitan Board of Works the highest calibre. I congratulate
on the slopes of Mount Riddell. For them on the way in which they have
many years, the Board of Works has undertaken the study.
set its face against the multiple use
The Yarra Valley virtually falls
of forest catchments on the basis into three important sections. As
that their use would destroy the members of the Labor Party have
quality of the water supply for Melthe lower section of the
bourne. Serious doubts have been indicated,
river
is
in
serious danger and needs
cast upon the policy and, in order to be carefully
planned and conto resolve the question, the slopes served. I am sure Mr. Galbally
of Mount Riddell-which is a very not mean it when he said, "Givedida
convenient mountain-have been set
a pencil and he runs riot ".
aside and the Board of Works has planner
As
the
Minister
Local Government
instituted an experiment designed to indicated, there for
is
no
hope of regulatmeasure the effects of various forest ing the future of important
places
uses upon the quality of water. Unfor- such as the Yarra Valley without
tunately, the work is in full vie~ and planning. Physical, social and other
sometimes I have had to explam to types of planning are necessary to
people what is going on. Blue Jacket
ensure that places such as the Yarra
Creek and other streams run down Valley
are preserved for generations
to the base of Mount Riddell and ap- to come.
proximately 200 acres of catchment
in each area is eminently suitable for
The middle reaches of the river, in
this sort- of experiment. The board the area where I have the privilege
has completely logged, cleared and to live, are not under such a serious
replanted the area and then assessed threat. Ample land is still available,
the effect of this on the water supply. and it is pleasing that most of the
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land along the river is owned by
farmers. I put in a plug for the
farmers, because no single body of
people are more conservation conscious or more able to preserve the
environs of the Yarra Valley. It is
in the farmers' own interests to conserve this asset. Even if a farmer
has no sensitivity about the environment, as a businessman he recognizes
the need to conserve his assets in
the land, which involves control of
erosion, providing shelter belts which
improve the amenities of the area
and treating the land as it should be
treated. No one is better suited to
undertake this task than the farmer
who lives with nature. Tribute should
be paid to the farmers. Many farmers
along the Yarra River hold their land
privately.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.---JI hope
they will not use superphosphate,
about which everyone has been complaining, so that the Yarra River will
not be polluted.
The Han. W. V. HOUGHTON.Fertilizing the land is a conservation
measure and it does not pollute. The
residual effects of superphosphate on
land are short lived. All that happens
to Yarra Valley land that is fertilized
is that it grows grass. There are
more serious pollutants such as those
that pollute the urban and closely
settled areas.
The industries which exist along the
Yarra River have been polluting the
river to a degree which is unacceptable to the Government. The Government has made this clear and has
taken consistent action to ensure that
pollution from industry is reduc-ed.
An enormous body of literature is
available on the Government's efforts
to assist conservation. The report of
the Environment Protection Authority
of September, 1972, statesAs the Environment Protection Act is
implemented, the Yarra will become a
pleasant river with improved appearance,
safe for bathing and with improved fishing
for the whole length down to Princes Bridge.
Care must be taken that while the river is
being returned to a clean and healthy state,
its existing green surroundings are not lost
to further urban development.
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It cannot be said that the Environment Protection Authority is a
'' buddy " of the Government. However, the authority and the Government have stated that this is their
aim, and this is what will be done.
On the day on which the report was
presented, a man fishing from one
of the piers on the river, near where
a ship sank recently, caught a bag of
mullet. It cannot be said that the
Yarra is not a good fishing stream.
The third important section of the
river is the area above Warburton.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.---'It is a
magnificent place.
The Han. W. V. HOUGHTON.-As
Mr. Elliot says, it is magnificent.
Its mountain scenery, forests, water
catchments and river uses are a
tremendous asset to the State, and
the Government is determined to
preserve them. Eight sections of the
river are detailed in the Environment
Protection Authority's report. They
fall roughly into the sections of the
river which I have described. Two
of the sections are in the lower
reaches of the river. These parts
need special attention because they
are under a severe threat.
On 28th March, 1973, the Premier
made it clear that Freeway F19one of the freeways which posed a
serious threat to the amenities of the
valley in the Heidelberg and Ivanhoe
areas-will not be built.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Public
opinion was responsible for that.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.The Government has recognized in
its planning that the freeway should
not be built and it has taken
appropriate action. On many occasions in this House I have asked
that a series of areas of Governmentheld land in the Warrandyte area
be consolidated into a national
park. Approximately 800 acres of
ground are held for various uses.
such as forests, timber reserves and
Crown land, and some areas are still
in private ownership. The Government should be given credit for saying that it will create a national park
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in this important and beautiful area
of the Yarra at Warrandyte. The
area of 800 acres will be consolidated
into a national park. The land which
the Government already holds is
considerable, but to consolidate the
park it will be necessary to buy some
of the land that is privately owned.
It is not proposed to acquire it but
when the land becomes available for
sale ,the Government will be in the
market to purchase it. Therefore,
the future of this part of the river is
assured, which is important because
the community in Warrandyte is
conscious of the need for environmental protection. Mr. Algar, who
is a member of the advisory body to
which the Minister referred tonight,
was one of the prime movers in the
proposal to have this conglomeration
of Crown land consolidated into a
State park. 'He is an environmentconscious person.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-How will
that 800 acres be utilized as a
national park?
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-It
will be used mainly for recreational
purposes. There is some argument
about what is meant by" recreational
purposes ". Some people argue that
recreational purposes should be
passive, and others argue that they
should be active. Both points of
view will be catered for. Along the
river there will be golf courses,
cricket and football grounds and
areas where people can enjoy the
environs of the river.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Will a
golf course be built on the area of 800
acres?
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.Many years ago I successfully
resisted the use of part of the land
for a golf course.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-You just
said that a golf course would be
provided.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-!
am sorry that Mr. Elliot misunderstood me. What I meant was that a
portion of the environs of the river,
which it is suggested should be used
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for recreational purposes, should be
used for the establishment of a golf
course. I was not referring particularly to the 800 acres of the national
park.
The Hdn. D. G. ELLIOT.-1 hope the
trees near the river will be protected.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-!
am certainly in agreement with that.
Farther down the river, and again in
the great province of Templestowe,
the Government was able to purchase the Westerfold estate, which
had been a sore point for many years.
To their great credit, the owners of
the estate eventually saw the force
of the Government's argument and
the argument of the council concerned and decided that they would
sell the portion of the estate that
was needed for conservation. The
Government paid $1 · 05 million for an
area of approximately 4,000 acres.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-That is a
good price.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.It is in the vicinity of $2,500 an acre.
Thanks to the owners of the Westerfold estate the Government was able
to purchase the land.
The Government has decided to
preserve the haunts of the helmeted
honey-eater in the Woori Yallock
area. It has insisted that a road
which was planned through the
centre of the area must be diverted.
The Government should surely be
applauded for this conservation
measure.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT. - Why
could not the Government have done
that with the Eastern Freeway?
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.The Labor Party appears to be mesmerized by the construction of the
Eastern Freeway. One of the advantages of the Eastern Freeway is
that it will allow people to enjoy the
areas of the river not far from
Melbourne.
The Minister for Local Government spoke about the Andersons Creek catchment area in
Warrandyte where serious pollution
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from septic tanks occurs. Plans have
been instituted to ensure that the
effluent from the development there
is contained and purified. With the
co-operation of the Upper Yarra
Shire Council, the Government has
placed a ban on further development
of Woori Yallock subdivisions farther
along the river until a plan has been
prepared by the Town and Country
Planning Board. The Upper Yarra
Shire Council's resources are limited
because it is small and its rate
revenue is not great. Perhaps the
council could not afford the services
of a town planner. The services of
the Town and Country Planning
Board have been made available to
the council, and there will be a cessation of the events that previously
occurred in the Upper Yarra shire and
the undesirable subdivisions in some
parts which are situated virtually on
the banks of the river. The Government ought to be given credit for
having taken this action.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-What
about the huge development that is
going on apace at Yarra Junction?
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.It is not going on apace. Honorable
members will be familiar with the
Bend of Islands in the area of the
proposed Yarra Brae dam. Last week
the Minister for Local Government
introduced the Cluster Titles Bill
which will permit low-density living
in this type of environment. The
Government should be congratulated
on this move.
I hope what I have said will indicate that the Government is aware
of the need to preserve the priceless
asset of the Yarra Valley. Vigorous
steps are being taken to ensure that
many parts of it which are available
will ·be conserved for the future use
of the Victorian population. The
Environment Protection Authority
will make a considerable impact upon
the amenities of the Yarra Valley,
as will the Land Conservation Council, which was established by the
Government to study the uses of
Crown land outside the cities, towns
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and boroughs. Some Crown . land is
still available in the Yarra Valley. A
report on the subject has just been
released.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-One per
cent of land in Melbourne is to be
zoned for recreational use.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.! have not yet had time to devour
the contents of the entire report. If
one takes into account recent Government initiatives in the Yarra
Valley, it will be seen that much more
than 1 per ·cent of the Yarra
Valley has been reserved for public
purposes.
I have mentioned the Land Conservation Council, the Environment
Protection Authority and the Yarra
Valley Advisory Committee, about
which so much has been said tonight.
I shall not say much more about
those bodies, because they have
been adequately referred to by the
Minister for Local Government. The
Yarra Valley Advisory Committee,
which was set up by the Government, has done and will continue
to do valuable work in this area.
One should not forget the endeavours
by private individuals to preserve the
valley. I have referred to the outstanding contribution made by farmers to the conservation of the Yarra
Valley.
Their efforts should be
recognized by the imposition of rates
which will enable the farmers to continue farming in the valley.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-What is a
viable acreage in that area?
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.It depends on the purpose for which
one wishes to use the land.
The Yarra Valley Conservation
League has consistently drawn the
attention of the Government and of
the people of Victoria to the need
for conservation in the Yarra Valley.
In its newsletter of May, 1970, the
league applauded the setting up of
the Yarra Valley Advisory Committee. It listed the names of members
of the advisory body and expressed
its pleasure that the Minister had
established such a committee.
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I also commend the work of councils along the Yarra River. It has long
been recognized that the 1934 flood
level established a boundary along
the Yarra Valley below which no
re~idential housing should be permitted. Probably without exception
all the councils involved have refused
to .issue permits for the building of
res1den~es, although permits have
been given for the erection of such
buildi~gs as hay sheds, shearing sheds
or milking sheds.
To overcome
this problem in Kew, some houses
have been built on stilts and are
thus out of danger of being flooded.
In recorded history there have been
three floods in the Yarra Valley of
the magnitude of the 1934 flood but
it is certain that another larger flood
will occur in the future.
Some
residences that have been built
along the borders of the valley
would suffer in the event of
such a flood. The Government canno! allow for this. If people wish to
build homes at their own risk in an
area which may be flooded once in
600 years, the Government cannot
prevent them from doing so.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Or
once in 60 years, like the Queensland
floods.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-

T?e Queensland floods are not being
discussed. The flood which occurred
in 1934 in the Yarra Valley was of a
type which is likely to occur once
in 600 years. That is a reasonable
criterion. to be adopted in the issuing
of permits for the erection of residences in the Yarra Valley.
Many bodies, private individuals
and associations involved in the development of the Yarra Valley are
performing valuable work and assisting the Government in its initiatives
to preserve the amenities of the
val~ey. . I criticize only one group,
which · mcludes some users of these
amenities.
Irresponsible hunters
shoot· stock and litter is left along
the banks of the river or thrown from
cars along the road to the Yarra
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Valley;. An unsight~y mess results
from this type of behaviour. I strongly
criticize the actions of pe.ople in
the community who have not yet got
the message, " Keep Australia beautiful ".
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-I support
the motion moved by Mr. Galbally.
I thought the Minister for Social
Welfare was being facetious when he
suggested that the Government ought
to be commended for its actions.
Until 1968, thirteen years after the
Liberal Government was elected to
office, no Government member
knew about the good life or
conservation or similar ideas because they did not listen to what
was being said. The efforts of members of the Yarra Valley Conservation
League resulted in a clamour about
the way the blue Dandenongs and
the Yarra Valley were being destroyed
by quarrying, littering and poor unplanned development. In 1970 the
Government set out to do something
about it.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Unlike Mr.
Galbally, Mr. Tripovich believes in
planners.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.I ask the Minister for Planning
to allow me to make my speech
and he can criticize me later. As a
result of public clamour by interested
people, it was decided that the quality
of life meant something. The blue
Dandenongs and the Yarra Valley
have a good deal in common and
could be developed as one unit of
development. This position would be
economical and ecologically desirable.
I do not condemn any previous
Government, although the present
Government could not be exonerated
completely. As the Minister stated
it has taken 140 years for our devel ~
opment in general to grow up. In the
early days industries established
themselves along the rivers because of the easy access to
the river for the disposal of
waste products.
Abattoirs and
other noxious industries whicl) were
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set up along the Maribymong River·
have completely destroyed what had
been a magnificent stream which was
known at orie point as the freshwater
river and lower down as the saltwater
river. A tannery was established
alongside the Yarra River at Richmond. Until a few years ago it was
feeding its waste into the river.
These are natural developments, but
the Yarra Valley and the blue Dandenongs remained virtually untouched
except for quarrying operations.
You, Mr. President, would have experience of that during the years in
which you represented the area.
Because of the agitation of public
bodies, the Government became interested. To his credit, the then Minister for Local Government, Mr.
Hamer, took a positive interest in
conservation and convened meetings
of the various bodies. He attended
meetings and co-operated with the
bodies. At one meeting the Yarra
Valley Advisory Committee was established. Its members were a fine
body of men. The committee chairman was Mr. R. A. Gardner, Secretary
of the Town and Country Planning
Association. Other committee members included Mr. W. H. Algar, chairman of the interim committee for a
Warrandyte State park; Dr. L. R.
Allen, President of the Yarra Valley
Conservation League; Mr. J. J. Bayly,
Vice-president of the Town and
Country Planning Association; Mr.
G. E. Broadhead, past President of the
Commonwealth Institute of Valuers;·
Mr. J. D. Brookes, technical director
of Australian Paper Manufacturers
Ltd.; Councillor P. S. Colclough,
past President of the Diamond Valley
Shire Council; Mr. A. S. Knox, Victorian Chairman of the Institute of
Landscape Architects, and Mr. C. L.
Saunders, former chief engineer for
major works in the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. In the
past four years members of that body
became so disillusioned and frustrated about its functions that they
resigned. This was the same body
of men who were elected four years
One Minister-the MinisteT for Social
Welfare-has stated in what I
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.
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interpret as a facetious manner that
the Government ought to be commended by experts. His statement is incorrect. The Government ought to be
condemned by the experts-not only
by ·Mr. Galbally and by me.
The Minister knows that a series of
bodies-39 in all-were established.
Each went its own way to "do its
own thing", and conscientiously tried
to save the valley. None of the bodies
took any notice of anybody else.
They were unco-ordinated. In 1970
another body was established to do
something and has now become completely frustrated. What did that
body do?
Shortly after the committee was
formed the Government called meetings. The Premier, who was then
Minister for Local Government, was
kind
to
the
members
of
the
Yarra
Valley
Advisory
Committee and arranged for them
to tour throughout the Yarra
Valley to acquaint them with the
whole of the area under their care.
They met municipal councillors and
met the members of all the other
interested bodies. However, when
the committee tabled its findings
and reports they fell on thin air and
no one took any notice of them.
This body of men, whose names I
have just read, had the required expertise. I feel that it can now be
seen that committee was an advisory body set up to placate the
people of this State and so that the
Government could say that it was
doing something for conservation and
to save the Yarra Valley. Because it
wanted to do the job for which it was
appointed, the committee fell foul of
many other organizations including
the Town and Country Planning
Board, the Town and Country Planning Association, the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works-the
largest of them all-the National
Parks Service, the Forests Commission, the Land Conservation
Council, the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, vari-ous
municipalities throughout the area,
the Environment Protection Authority, the Save the Dandenongs
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League, the Australian Planning Institute and the Yarra Valley Conservation League-to mention only a
few.
All of these bodies had ideas, and
at times presented deputations to the
Government. The Yarra Valley Advisory Committee became tired of
this situation and spoke to the new
Minister, who understood its reasons
for complaint. I do not criticize the
Minister; he knew what was wrong,
and immediately wrote to all the
municipalities seeking their co-operation with this committee so that
something might be done to save
the Yarra Valley. How many municipaHties co-operated? The committee
did not hear from one of them.
The committee also wrote to the
Government departments stating that
if it were to function in any way as
a co-ordinator or advisory body in
matters relating to the welfare of the
Yarra Valley, it would be necessary
to have discussions on the matter.
What happened? Members of the
committee were simply laughed at.
The Minister will recall that in its
report for 1971 the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works indicated that a large area north of the
board's boundary should be controlled. Four more advisory committees were set up by the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works to
advise it and the Town and Country
Planning Board. What did the Minister do about this situation? ·what
could he do about it?
The Yarra Valley Advisory Comsuffered the utmost frustration.
Although members . of the
committee had expertise and knowledge, they had no power. I consider
that this motion was moved 24 hours
too late. The committee announced
its intention to resign and discussions
have now taken place. Tonight the
Minister has said that various steps
will be taken and explained how the
problem will be overcome.
~ittee
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The Government has said that
everything will be rosy, but that will
not be the position because there still
exists a number of confused, uncoordinated bodies, all of )Which are
sincere in their desire to protect the
Yarra Valley. I believe the Minister
is sincere, and I should like to think
the Government also was sincere, but
at present these bodies are all "doing
their own thing '" and getting nowhere. Members of the Labor Party
consider that the Government should
co-ordinate the activities of these
organizations.
This problem can be approached in
several ways. The Dandenongs
and the Yarra Valley are within one
and the same area of development.
An authority, similar to the Western
Port Regional Planning Authority,
could be set up. This authority should
have access to finance, and should
have power to co-ordinate the
activities of the various bodies concerned. This authority could operate
outside the control of the Board of
Works, or the boundaries of the
board could be extended and the
authority could be established as a
separate section within the board.
I support the vi~w of the Yarra
Valley Advisory Committee recommending the appointment of a Westem Port Regional Planning Authority
type of body that would have access
to finance and would have some
power to ensure that its decisions
were properly based and carried out.
A pronouncement by the Leader of
the Government does not solve the
problem. In 1960 this same problem
was forcefully pointed out to the
Government by public organizations
such as the Blue Dandenongs League
and the Yarra Valley Cons~rvation
League.
The . previous Minister for Local
Government acknowledged that the
problem existed and promised
interested bodies co-operation. The
mere establishment of an advisory
committee has not overcome the
problem.
The Government must
take action.
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It makes me laugh when the Minister for Social Welfare states that
the Government ought to be congratulated. For four years the Government frustrated the Yarra Valley
Advisory Committee in every way
possible. It has allowed the com~ittee to function, but it has ignored
It and has allowed other bodies to
ignore it. The Government has not
even considered the requests made
by the· committee.
The Minister has now taken the
wise precaution of advising the committee not to resign. I commend him
for that action. This body of men
should not be allowed to go; they
have expertise and after four years
of experience they are competent to
advise the Government and their decisions should carry some weight.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-Mr
Tripovich is commending the committee but he will not _let me do· so.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.With great respect to the Minister,
his Government frustrated this committee to the extent that it drove·nine
men-at least eight of whom hold the
same political views as the Minister-to inform tbe Government that
they were finished. Nevertheless
the .Minister says that the Govern~
ment ought.to be commended. What
a joke!·
I now want to tender the Government some advice.
When the
Government constructed the freeway .through Yarra Bend Park did
it realize that that was the 'only
playing area available for approximately 35 schools, with one of which
M;r. Eddy· is connected as president of
the school council? Seven playing
fields·.were wiped out. Did the Government realize that that was the
only area within 5 or 7 miles where
those children could play? When the
Government informs the people in the
area that it is replacing this parkland
with another area 5 miles farther up
the river, it does nothing for the
school . children of Fitzroy and
Collingwood.

Valley.

The Eastern Freeway could have
been constructed by a cut-and-fill
operation that would have taken the
freeway and the railway through
Yarra Bend Park. If this had been
done the playing areas would still be
available. It could be done now if
the Government were not s~ pigheaded. It would not have to ·go on
bended knee to obtain Commonwealth assistance to return to a deprived area a small area of parkland
that the Government took away.
It was said by the Minister for
Social Welfare that farmers should be
commended. I do not wish to ..criticize farmers, but it took much Government agitation, through the ,Land
Conservation Council, to convince
many farmers that land should not
be over-cropped.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.Could you tell me where the. overcropped land is?
· The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-In
the MaBee-. The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-!
mean in the Yarra Valley.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH;..-:-The
Minister asked me for an example.
I could give him many; but I
shall give him one. Ex-servicemen
of the first world war were :settled
on cleared land in the Mallee and
were told to grow wheat on a one in
three rotation-fallow, oats . and
wheat ..
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS .........That
was 50 years ago.
The PRESIDENT (Sir R,aymond
Garrett).-1 will allow Mr. Tripovich to give an example but he must
come back quickly to the Y·~rra
Valley.
The Hon. J. M. TRI~POVICH.-If I
were not subject to s.a much advice
from other members I would: have
conclud~d that point.
· .
THE PRESIDENT~-! wiil . allow
Mr. Tripovich to continue but he must
then return to the Yarra VaHey~
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-1
have ·mentioned one example~ but it
is not the only one. There a~e good
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farmers and bad farmers. I commend to refuse a permit for the constructhe good farmers, but it must be tion of the silo which would have
realized that they are not all in that towered 65 feet in the air. They
were grain silos which would have
category.
The motion has been amply justi- polluted not only the ·air but the
fied, not by the Opposition, by the river.
words of Mr. Galbally, Mr. Elliot or
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
myself, but by the reaction of nine Planning) .-I rise to a point of
fine citizens who after four years' order. As indicated by Mr. Eddy,
experience with this Government the matter to which he is referring
said, " Shove it up your jumper; we is currently the subject of an appeal
have had it; we can do nothing!" hearing before an independent
Members of the Labor Party do not and impartial tribunal of a judicial
·want members of the committee to nature; at the very least it
resign. We consider that the Gov- is a quasi-judicial tribunal. I am
ernment deserves censure and that sure that Mr. Eddy is not intending
the m-otion should be carried.
'to influence the determination of that
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta tribunal, but at least it is capable of
Galla Province) .-I support the being so construed. I suggest that the
motion so ably moved by my Leader, normal sub judice rule should be
Mr. Galbally, and also the remarks observed.
of the. previous speakers for the
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Labor Party. I shall point out how Garrett).-Order! I uphold the point
incompetent and corrupt this Govern- of order. The rna tter has been
ment is. H has approved of the covered sufficiently by Mr. Eqdy· and
destruction of the Yarra Valley and he should not continue along those
the adjacent green fields.
lines.
The Hon. H. R. WARD.-Can you
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
supply some evidence of this?
Galla Province) .-Thank you,.. Mr.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-I can give President; I believe I have covered
honorable members plenty of evi- that point adequately. The cori~cil
dence. Mr. Ward probably would not has applied to the Minister for Youth,
know where to go, but I could take Sport and Recreation to establish
him to the national park to which bicycle and walking tracks adjacent
Mr.. Tripovich referred, where many to the western banks of the Yarra
school children have previously had River through the municipality of
their only opportunity of using sport- Collingwood. The construction of the
ing ·arenas. School children have Eastern Freeway will not help the
been deprived of football ovals, people of . Collingwood to use those
soccer fields, cricket pitches and also tracks because of the danger "from
the beautiful swimming pool known motor · vehicles traversing the · freeas Deep Rock. The dressing sheds way.
and club-rooms were demolished for
During his reply to Mr. Galthe Eastern Freeway which is being bally, the Minister for Planning
constructed from Collingwood to castigated me and said that I had
Templestowe. I do not approve of not referred to the construction of
the Government's action, nor do the Eastern . Freeway until·. three
many thousands of people.
weeks after the works had .comThe Cqllingwood council has re- menced. l defy any honorable memceived an application from a large ber who knows the area to say that
company which desires to . construct he could have noticed what was
silos ·on the banks of the Yarra. taking place until three weeks aftet
The Minister knows about it be- the commencement of the works
cause this company appealed this because the destruction of the parkweek against the decision of council lands did not come into view: from
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the roadway which traverses the present, it would be preferable for any
railway constructed in the general dire~ion
municipality. The Minister does not in
which the eastern railway was authonzed
know the area, otherwise he would to be constructed by the Eastern Railway
not have made his remarks. I Construction Act 1971 to be constructed
referred the matter to my party to a point as far east ·as that referred to
the said Act or to one or other,, (and if
because I considered that it was a in
so which) of the following pointsdisgrace.
(a) a point at or near the point where
The Melbourne and Metropolitan such railway would meet Balwyn Road;
Board of Works treated the Min(b) a point at or near the point where
ister for Planning like a little such railway would meet Doncaster Road.
boy because it proceeded with the Because of pressure from a land
works and did not bother to seek development company known as
the approval of Parliament. Until Lewis
Land
Corporation
Ltd.,
members of my party referred the which is developing luxury estates in
matter to the honorable gentleman, the area from Doncaster to Templehe knew nothing about it. His
and which does not want the
instrumentality showed him no stowe,
railway to go through this section
respect.
because Toorak-style houses were to
I now wish to refer to the pro- be constructed, the Government
posed construction of the eastern changed the terms of reference. That
railway adjacent to the Eastern is how corrupt this Government is.
Freeway. Works have already comThe Executive Council, on Tuesday
menced from Victoria Park and have
extended to the parklands.
It is of this week, asked the Public Works
proposed .that the line will go to Committee to consider a busway, instead of the eastern railway. If bus
Bulleen.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-Are loads of people travelled along the
Eastern Freeway they would see the
you sure of the facts?
devastation that has taken place in
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-I am sure. parks. The Executive Council conBulleen is in the Shire of Temple- sisted of the Minister for Fuel and
stowe. I will prove how corrupt the 'Power, the Minister of Agriculture,
Government is. The Eastern Railway the Minister of Lands and the Minister
Construction Act was passed in of Labour and Industry. Those honor1971.
able gentlemen did not consult the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-By the Minister for Local Government and
the ·Minister of Transport, who were
Parliament.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-That is vitally concerned.
so.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-Mr. Eddy
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-Of has no clues about how a Governwhich Mr. Eddy is a member.
ment works.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-I agree.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-Truth
It would not have made any differ- hurts. I should like to show how
ence if I had objected. My party corrupt this Government is. Lewis
opposed the Bill. The Public Works
Committee had already made a report Land Corporation Ltd. is tipping
on the route of the railway. Late in hundreds of thousands of dollars into
1973 the Government again referred the election fund.
the subject of the eastern railway to
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
the Public Works Committee to Garrett).-Order ! That suggestion
report on how far the line should go. should be withdrawn.
The term
That committee was asked to deter- " corruption " is used frequently in
minedebate in Parliament but the suggesWhether, having regard to the futu~e
deVelopment of the eastern suburbs of tion made by Mr. Eddy is getting a
Melbourne as far as can be foreseen at little beyond that statement.
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The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-1 withdraw
the remark. In another place the
Premier was asked whether Cabinet
had agreed or not, and the honorable
gentleman refused to answer because
he had to protect the Minister for
Local Government and the Minister
of Transoort. who knew nothing
about what was happening ·ahout
the provision of a busway along the
Eastern Freeway to Doncaster.
The Hon. G. J. NICOL.-Was that
asked in another place?
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-1 need not
answer that question; Mr. Nicol can
read it in Hansard.
The Hon. G. J. NICOL (Monash
Province) .-1 rise to a point of order
and seek an assurance that Mr. Eddy
is not referring to a debate that took
place in another place.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! Mr. Eddy did not
suggest that he was; he said that
it could be read in Hansard.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) .-1 have proved
that the Government has acted
corruptly in res·pect of the eastern
railway. The ·Minister for Local Government should have known what
was taking place within his department. The construction of the Eastern Freeway from Collingwood to
Doncaster has caused much devastation and the destruction of many
trees. A further line of traffic will
be created in and out of Melbourne
and the traffic in Nicholson Street,
Carlton, will bank back to Hoddle
Street. I support the motion moved
by my Leader and spoken to by other
members of the Labor Party.
The House divided on the motion
for the adjournment of the House
(Sir Raymond Garrett in the chair)Ayes
7
Noes
24
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AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Elliot
Galbally
Kent
Thomas

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Block
Bradbury
Byrne
Campbell
Clarke
Crozier
Dickie
Dunn
Granter
Grimwade
Gross
Hamilton
Hauser

Mr. Tripovich.
Tellers:

Mr. Eddy
Mr. Knight.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Houghton
Hunt
Jenkins
Long
McDonald
Nicol
Storey
Swinburne
Ward.
Tellers:

Mr. Hider
Mr. Wright.
PAIRS.

Mr. Trayling
Mr. Walton

Mr. Gleeson
Mr. Fry.

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
(TRANSPORT FUND) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Minister
for Social Welfare), was read a first
time.
MOTOR CAR (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for Local
Government), was read a first time.
SUPERANNUATION (RAILWAY
SERVICE) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization)., was read a first time.
PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of
Parliament, were laid on the table by
the Clerk:Dandenong Valley Authority-Report and
statement of accounts for the year
1972-73.

Majority against the
motion . .

17

Education Act 1958-Adult Education
(Salaries) Regulations 1974, No. 5 (S.R.
No. 110).
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Forests Act 1958Forests (Delatite Arm Reserve)· Regula-

tions 1974 (S.R. No. 101).
Forests (Princess Margaret Rose Caves
Scenic Reserve) Regulations 1974 (S.R.
No. 102).
Marketing of Primary Products Act 1958The Tobacco Leaf Marketing Board
(Registration of Producers) Regulations
1974 (S.R. No. 105)-.
Metric Conversion Act 1973Metric Conversion (Dog Act) Regulations
.
1974 (S.R. No. 107).
Metric Conversion (Drainage Areas Act)
Regulations 1974 (S.R. No. 106).
Metric Conversion (Gold Buyers Act)·
Regulations 1974 (S.R. No. 108).
.
Metric Conversion (Grain Elevators)
Regulations 1974 (S.R. No. 104).
Motor Car Act 1958-Motor Car (Blood
Samples) Regulations 1974 (S.R. No.
112)·.
Police
Regulation
Act
19ss-:-Police
(Authorized Strength No. 2) Regulations
1974 (S.R. No. 111).
Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended (Nos. 746 and 747)
(two papers)·.
State Savings Bank Act 1958-State
Savings Bank (Interest Rates Amendment No. 5) General Orders 1974 (S.R.
No. 113).
Teaching Service Act 1958-Teaching
Service (Governor in Council) Regulations-Regulations amended (S.R. No.
103).
Youth~ Sport and Recreation Act 1972. Youth, Sport and Recreation (Council
· Fees and Allowances)· Regulations 1974
('S.R. No. 109).
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Morivell Planning Scheme 1954-Amendment No. 34, 1970.

BREAD INDUSTRY
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

It amends the Bread Industry Act

1959 .by removing from it references
relating to bread standards. It is
proposed
that,
instead,
bread
standards shall be regula ted by the
Food · and Drug Standards Regulations made under the Health Act
1958. Power already exists in that
Act for the regulations to be made.
The reasons for this are threefold.

(Amendment) Bill.

Firstly, the National Health and
Medical Research
Council has

recently recommended standards for
flours, meals and bread, for uniform
adoption throughout Australia. These
standards cannot be incorporated
completely into the schedule to the
Bread · Industry Act 1959 because
that Act does not cover the labelling
of bread or of bread ingredients. It
also is not concerned with the
labelling or the standards for meals
and flours not used or intended to be
used for breadmaking. It is desirable that the council's recommended
standards not be fragmented, but
should be dealt with in the one piece
of legislation.
Secondly, the enforcement of the
existing legislation relating to bread
standards has been the concern of
inspectors appointed by municipal
councils as health inspectors and
weights and measures inspectors
under the two relevant Acts. The
Department of Labour and Industry
has never been concerned with prosecutions for breaches of the bread
standards requirements. They have
always been dealt with by the health
inspectors and the weights and
measures inspectors appointed by
municipal councils. It has no expertise in the area of the testing of bread
samples and it .is therefore appropriate to transfer the administration
of bread standards to the Department of Health.
Thirdly, the Health Act 1958 gives
comprehensive powers to inspectors
who are concerned with contravention of the Food and Drug Standards
Regulations. Examples are: Power
to enter premises; power to demand
the sale of the product to an inspector; oower to demand answers to
questions put by an inspector; power
to stop and detain persons or vehicles.
The powers of inspectors under the
existing Bread Industry Act 1959 are
limited to those appropriate powers
contained in sections 186 to 188 of
the Labour and Industry Act 1958.
The powers of inspectors under the
Health Act are more appropriate than
those under the Labour and Industry
Act for dealing with bread standards.

Lotteries Gaming and Betting
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In addition, under the Health Act
there is provision for manufacturers
to issue warranties to retailers regarding products. These are warranties
that the products meet the standards
laid down by the regulations. Action
for breaches 'Can be taken against the
manufacturer rather than the retailer.
In the interests of efficiency and
convenience, it is preferable to have
all food standards in the one set of
regulations. It is, as I have said,
also in the interests of efficiency to
have all the recommendations of the
National Health and Medical Research
Council in relation to its standards for
flours, meals qnd bread in the one set
of regulations. This Bill will allow
this to be done through the Food and
Drug Standards Regulations. It has
the support of the Minister of Health.
Clauses 2 to 5 of the Bill repeal
Part I. and those sections and parts
of sections and the schedule to the
principal Act which are concerned
with bread standards. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. J.- M.
TRIPOVICH (Doutta Galla Province) , the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of meeting.
LOTTERIES GAMING AND
BETIING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
Th~ Ron. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister

of Housing) .-I move-

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to bring
greyhound race meetings within the
ambit of section 42 of the Lotteries
Gaming and Betting Act 1966, which
restricts the communication of certain
information in relation to ·actual or
estimated betting odds to and from a
racecourse during a race meeting,
and to provide that a certificate from
any State or Territory outside Victoria
as to whether or not a race or a race
meeting or any sport or game was
conducted on a certain day shall be
prima facie evidence of the facts
stated therein.

1974.]

(Amendment) Bill.
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Section 42 of the principal Act
makes it an offence for any person on
a racecourse to send, convey or communicate to a person not on a racecourse information in relation to
actual or estimated betting odds while
a race meeting is in progress. However, a person does not commit an
offence where the transmission of
such information is made under and
subject to a permit issued by the
Chief Secretary. The permit authorizes the transmission of the information(a) to the place of printing of a
registered newspaper; and
(b) to another racecourse on which
a race meeting is being held.
The definition of race meeting in
the Lotteries Gaming and Betting
Act 1966 includes race meetings for
horses, ponies and trotters but does
not include race meetings for. greyhounds. Therefore the passage of
any betting information from a greyhound racing ground does not come
within the scope of section 42 of· the
Act. It is desirable that the section
shou.Id apply equally to all forms of
horse and greyhound racing. Clauses
2 and 3 of the Bill make the appropriate amendments to the principal
Act.
Sub-section (2) of section 10 of
the principal Act provides that the
production of a certificate signed by
the secretary of a racing club to the
effect that the club conducted a rac·e
meeting on a specified day or that a
specified horse was entered or competed in a particular race at a particular time at that race meeting· shall
be prima facie evidence of the facts
stated therein. Sub-section (3) of
section 70 provides for a certificate
signed by the promoter to be· prima
facie evidence of the holding· of any
sport or game at a particular place
and time.
From time to time it is necessary
for members of the Police Force to
rely upon these certificates in connection with charges relating to
illegal betting and the conduct of
common gaming houses. In a recent
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case tne court ·refused to accept a
certificate from a racing club outside
Victoria. Similar difficulties to those
which in fact have occurred with race
meetings could occur with certificates
~rom another State or Territory relatIng to sports or games. Accordingly
clause 4 of the Bill amends subsections (2) and (3) of section 70
of the principal Act to place beyond
doubt that certificates issued by a
~acing club or by a sports promoter
m any State or Territory are sufficient
for the purposes of the section.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the ·Hon. R. J.
EDDY (Doutta Galla Province) the
debate was adjourned.
'
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.

CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING
SOCIETIES {AMENDMENT)
BILL (No. 2).
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

In the. period .in which we are living
a_nd will continue to live for quite a
time the problems associated with
inflation do not show themselves
mor~ str~ngly than they do in the
hous1ng Industry. At this time last
year I introduced a Bill which raised
the amount of a loan available to
members of co-operative housing
so~ieti~ f~om $12,000 to $13,500.
This Bdl raises the maximum amount
from $13,500 to $15,000, an increase
?f 25 .per cent in twelve months. It
IS necessary to increase these maxima
because of increased costs and that
~rend is . continuing. The housing
Industry IS the best gauge available
of how rampant inflation is in the
community today.
This Bill contains three amendments-one of a machinery nature
only and two of some importance to
~oth prospective borrowers and existIng members of co-operative housing
societies. In recent years there have
been innumerable instances of members of societies seeking additional

(Amendment) Bill (No. 2).

advances to assist them to add ·roo~s
and effect other improvements .to the!r
homes because of increases In thetr
families.
As there is always pressure on
societies, whether financed from institutional sources or from the Home
Builders Account, to spend up to the
limit of their loan accommodation as
quickly as possible, onl~ in the. C?dd
case has a society been In a position
to make an additional advance to
a member and those unable to obtain
an additional advance have then
obliged to seek second-mortgage
money, at a much higher rate .of
interest, from some other financial
institution.
Where there is a large number of
societies in a group, it is not unusual
for at least one of the societie~ to
have available some uncommitted
funds, and it has been suggested t~at,
in such circumstances, the society
be permitted to make a secondmortgage advance to a person
who is a member of another society
in the same group and with the same
registered office. A similar proposal
adopted in New South ~ales se~eral
years ago has operated wtth considerable success.
The amendment to section 34 ?f
the principal Act, proposed m
clause 2 of this Bill, will ena~le
societies to assist members of s~~Ie
ties in the same group by provtdtng
second-mortgage finance on ~uch
more favourable terms and conditions
than are obtainable at the present
time.
Clause 3, which also see.ks . to
amend section 34 of the pnncipal
Act relates to the machinery rna tter
to ~hich I referred earlier. The Sale
of Land Act of 1962 brought in the
power of compulsory transfer and
mortgage back to a vendor in cases
where houses are bought under terms
contracts. For the first time, the~e
fore, the Co-operative ~ousing So~Ie
ties Act needed extensiOn of meani!lg
so that '' purchase " woul~ 3:I~o mclude the 'paying off of a habihty or
mortgage under a terms contract as
defined in the Sale of Land Act 1962.
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At that time, probably the most
suitable amendment would have been
to extend the meaning of purchase
on the lines just mentioned.
However, to avoid somewhat difficult amendments to both sections 5
and 34 of the Co-operative Housing
Societies Act, it was decided to
amend one section directly and the
other by reference. It possibly would
have been more suitable to make
section 5-the objects section-the
principal section, and then make section 34 subject to it. However, in the
drafting, it was done in reverse order.
Unfortunately, when the age limit
provision applied to existing dwellings was abandoned in 1970, the
words " subject to section 34 " became redundant but were not repealed and they have remained in
section 5 without any real meaning.
Although that history could be
explained if the sections in question
became the subject of discussion before the courts, it confirms criticism
by members of the legal profession
that the present form of the section
leaves much to be desired, and could
even lead to considerable legal argument. It is considered that insertion in
section 34 of a provision similar to
that contained in sub-section (2) of
section 5 of the Act will remedy the
position.
It is the Government's intention to
increase to $15,000 the maximum
amount of advance which may be
made by a society to any one member. Sub-section (1) of section 76 of
the principal Act provides that, in
any case where a society makes an
advance which, when reduced by the
value of the share capital of the
member, exceeds 80 per cent but
does not exceed 95 per cent of the
value of the security, the Treasurer
of Victoria may indemnify the society
against so much of any loss sustained
by the society in respect of that advance as is directly attributable to
the fact that the amount of advance,
reduced by the value of the share
capital of the member, exceeded 80
per cent of the value of the security.
Session 1974.-160

The advance limit currently fixed
for that purpose is $13,500. Following the increase in the advance limit
to that amount last year, further increases in the costs of obtaining a
home have made that limit somewhat
unrealistic, and prospective homeowners, particularly in -the lowerincome groups, have been forced
either to continue to live in high
rental accommodation or seek finance
at substantially higher interest rates.
The proposed increase will play its
part in reducing the deposit gap.
Clause 4 contains the necessary
amendment to section 76, and as
societies' rules rel~ting to advances
are tied to that section, societies will
be able to take advantage of the new
limit for advances generally without
the need to further amend their rules.
Although it is less than six months
since the statistics relating to the
operations of co-operative housing
societies were drawn to my attention,
the updated figures indicate the continuing success of the scheme in this
State. Co-operative housing is in its
29th year and, during that period,
more than 1,600 societies have made
just over 80,000 advances, of which
9,225 or 11 · 5 per cent have been
indemnified advances, that is, advances to families with limited
means.
To date, only six claims have been
made under the indemnity provisions
of the Act. Four claims involving
a total amount of $2,130 have been
settled, and the other two are under
investigation. When it is noted that
societies have raised loan accommodation aggregating more than $470
million, the losses are insignificant
and only tend to highlight the tremendous success of the scheme since
1945. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
TRIPOVICH (Doutta Galla Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.
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SEWERAGE DISTRICTS (INTEREST

SUBSIDIES) BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister

of Water Supply) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to amend the Sewerage
Districts Act to implement the
announcement in the Treasurer's
1973-74 Budget speech that, over a
period of two years, interest concessions to those water and sewerage
authorities operating within the
metropolitan planning area would be
phased out. Under existing legislation
these authorities receive subsidies
from the Government to meet the
cost of interest payments on their
borrowings in excess of 3 per cent
per annum. The initial purpose of the
concession was to assist development
of · country areas and to aid
decentralization. However, it was
never intended that the special concessions would be available within
the metropolitan area. It does not
apply to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works.
An examination of subsidized
authorities has revealed that only the
Dandenong and the Springvale-Noble
Park sewerage authorities levy rates
lower than those levied by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works for the general metropolitan
area. In arriving at the decision to
phase out interest subsidies to water
and sewerage authorities, it was
never intended that ratepayers would,
as a result of the withdrawal of these
concessions, be required to pay
higher charges for services than those
imposed by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works.
As a consequence, the amendment
now proposed applies only to the
two sewerage authorities mentioned.
If these authorities received no
subsidy, they would still levy lower
sewerage rates than those currently
levied by the board. Accordingly, the
amendment proposed in clause 2 of
the Bill provides for the phasing out
of interest concessions.

Clause 3 inserts a schedule in the
Act which specifies the two authorities presently concerned in the
phasing-out programme. It is proposed that in the 1974-75 period the
authorities will be paid two-thirds
of their normal subsidy, while in the
1975-76 period the concession paid
will be reduced to one-third. After
that, the specified authorities will receive no subsidy. I commend the
Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. A. W.
KNIGHT (Melbourne West ·Province), the debate was adjourned.·
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.
SUPPLY (No. I, 1974-75) BILL.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE

(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill provides for the expenditure
requirements of departments from
the Consolidated Fund for the initial
five months of the 1974-75 financial
year. The amount of Supply sought
is $522 · 636 million and this sum
represents the amount required to
allow departments to continue normal
operations until the annual Appropriation Act is passed.
The form of the Supply Bill follows
the procedural changes recommended
by the Standing Orders Committee of
the Legislative Assembly to that
House last year. The Bill provides
for the appropriation of the Consolidated Fund in 1974-75 to the ·extent
and for the purposes specified in the
table to clause 2.
As I said at the outset, the Bill
covers the period from 1st July next
until after the time when Parliament
will reassemble for the spring
sessional period when the Budget and
the Appropriation Bill for 1974-75 will
be introduced.
The amount included under each
division in clause 2 of the Bill is the
amount estimated to be required to
meet expenditure under those divisions for the initial five months of
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next financial year on the basis of the
continuation of existing services. No
provision has been made for any new
policy decisions. These matters must
await the introduction of the Budget
in the spring sessional period.
There is no immediate urgency
with this Bill. However, it is neces-·
sary that it be passed before the
autumn sessional period ends. It has
been brought in early so that honorable members will have ample opportunity to discuss any matters which
they desire to raise in relation to the
wide range of Government services
and administration which the appropriation covers. I commend the Bill
to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
TRIPOVICH (Doutta Province), the
debate was adjourned.
J.t was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of meeting.
SUPERANNUATION (RAILWAY
SERVICE) BILL.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Min-

ister for State Development and Decentralization) .-I moveThat this Bill ·be now read a second time.

This is a Bill to amend the Superannuation Act 1958 with respect to
the superannuation benefits of certain employees of the Victorian
Railways. Honorable members may
recall that in 1961 agreement was
reached between rthe Government :and
the Trades Hall Council on a ·retirement benefits scheme which provided
for railway staff to have a choice of
the following alternatives:To qualify for a service grant and
a retiring gratuity and to forgo entitlement to superannuation ;
to restrict superannuation to four
units and qualify for a service grant,
but not for a retiring gratuity ;
to retain full superannuation entitlement and be ineligible for either
service grant or retiring gratuity.
The number of superannuation
units was fixed at four in 1961 as
being roughly equal in value to the
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retiring gratui;ty which it replaced.
An election to contribute for not
more than four units was irrevocable.
In 1971, following a decision to increase the retiring gratuity entitlements to $55 to each year of service,
amending legislation was enacted rto
increase the numbers of units of
superannuation available, while still
allowing an employee rto qualify for
service ·grant, from four to five.
Honorable members will be aware
that the Government reached agreement with the Trades Hall Council
in November last to again inc-rease
the retiring gratuity entitlements for
staff in Government departments and
instrumentalities. The agreement provided for an increase in the non-contributory retiring gratuity from $55
to $68 for each year of adult service
and to increase to six the number of
units for which a railway officer ·may
contribute and still be eligible to receive the full service grant. This
measure amends the Superannuation
Act 1958 to give effect to this agreement.
Clause 2 of the Bill :amends the
Superannuation Act for new appointees. Clause 3 provides eligibility for
one additional unit without medical
examination for existing contributors
who had elected .tn restrict their entitlement rto not more than five units.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
TRIPOVICH
(Doutta
Galla
Province) , the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of meeting.
PUBLIC LANDS AND WORKS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.

The debate (adjourned from March
19) on the motion of the Hon.
Murray Byrne (Minrster for State
Development and Decentralization)
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
The

Hon.

J.

M.

TRIPOVICH

(Doutta Galla Province) .-The Public Lands and Works Act 1954 was
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amended in 1968 to relieve the Minister of .the responsibiHty of having
all work done by public tender. A
new sub-section (lA) was added to
section 8 of the principal Act. It providedThe Minister of Public Works may by
writing under his hand appoint any officer
in his de.Partment as his delegate to carry
out on his behalf any of the duties set out
in sub-section ( 1) in relation to the carrying

out of :works and repairs ·and the provision
of buildings and furniture whioh are estimated to cost not more than $4,000.

That was a wise move at the time
and, although he still had to accept
responsibility, it relieved the Minister
and his department of the necessity
to advertise and to carry out all the
paper work associated with the calling of tenders for small jobs. It was
for that reason that the amendment
to the principal Act was accepted by
the Parliament.
As a result of inflation, prices have
risen over the year.s. I was interested
to hear the Minister of Housing
speak tonight about a 25 pe'r cent
increase in 1cos:ts. In passing, I point
out that inflation has helped many
people to buy their homes. This
should be remembered when the
Government speaks about a 79 per
cent home ownership in Victoria. I
am one of those whom inflation has
helped to buy a home. Controlled
inflation is not a bad proposition-it
helps in the payment of debts. The
problem of inflation about which the
Minister spoke i:s not limUed to Australia. It extends throughout rthe
Western World, including the United
Kingdom ·and the United States of
America. H is associated with rthe
price of land and food.
Inflation is given as the reason for
increasing the sum of $4,000 in !SUbsection (1A) of section 8 of the principal Act to $10,000. When the Bill is
enacted, the department will obtain
three quotations for ·any works up Ito
the value of $10,000 and a committee
will recommend for the Minister's
acceptance what it deems to be the
best of them. For work of a value
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.
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between $10,000 and $100,000, public tenders must be called. The calling of public tenders creates much
administrative work and costs considerable sums of money, and this is
why the Labor Party is agreeable to
increasing the amount from $4,000 to
$10,000. For work of values at over
$100,000, the department uses selective tendering. The Labor Party
offers no comment on this.
It
accepts the principle.
I have some sympathy with the
Public Works Department.
As
" shadow " Minister of Public Works,
I was associated with the Leader of
the House when he held the public
works portfolio. The department ·is
blamed and criticized when it does
not deserve criticism, rand I am prepared to defend it inside this Chamber
and outside.
This year the department has been
allocated $64 million from all
sources. Whereas :the department's
commitment for education usually
totals approximately $70 million to
$80 million at this stage of the year,
as at 29th March last the commitment was $115 million. That commitment will be further extended
next year with the allocation of an
additional $20 million from the Karmel committee repor:t.
Tremendous pressure has been put
on the Public Works Department,
which has not received from the
Public Service Board the assistance
that it should have had in regard
rto staffing. The appointment of additional staff has now been approved
and undoubtedly when the extra staff
have been recruited the efficiency of
the department will be much better
than it has been in the past. The department has my sympathy and I do
not like it 'being criticized.
I
do not agree with a comment in
another place about alleged fumbling
by the department. The number of
jobs under construction at present
has doubled as compared to last
year.
The Public Works Department has
often been criticized because of
alleged delays in the building of
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schools. I have had personal experience with the reconstruction of the
Princes Hill High School. The plans
were drawn up by private architects.
On behalf of the school I approached
the Minister of Education on eight
occasions to have amendments made
to the plans that had been agreed to.
These things delay the completion of
a project. It was not a simple matter,
as it is when the Education Department says that it wants 38 standard
schools erected at 38 different sites.
In those circumstances, no trouble
arises.
When a speciality school is being
planned and alterations are necessary because of the local requirements, naturally the works are delayed because, firstly, the Public
Works Department has to provide
an estimate of the additional costs
that will be involved. Then it is
necessary for the Education Department to consider whether sufficient
money is available to meet the additional costs or whether certain
items have to be pruned. These
things are all matters for negotiation
and Mr. Knight, one of the representatives of Melbourne West Province,
knows that negotiations over a threestory complex at Altona for which
tenders had been called has caused a
five-month delay in the construction
of a similar building at Lalor. A comparison of tender prices was needed.
All of these complications delay the
progress of the building programme,
not the fumbling or inefficiency of
the Public Works Department.
I offer no objection to the Bill but
I wanted to say something in defence of the department which does
a magnificent job, and I commend
the officers of the department.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN {NoflthWestern Province) .-I do not want
to go into detail concerning the
operations of the Public Works
Department because no doubt I shall
have the oppofltunity of doing so in
the debate on the Supply Bill or
later in the year when the Public
Works and Services Bill is before
the House. The Minister for State

(Amendment) Bill.
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Development and Decentralization,
having held the portfolio, is aware
of the responsibilities of the Minister
of Public Works. Any legislation
than can be passed which will effectively ease the almost inhuman load
placed on the Minister must receive
the approbation of honorable members. The increase from $4,000 to
$10,000 in the value of works which
may be approved without reference
to the Minister is reasonable having
regard to present-day costs. This
will ease the Minister's work-load and
also the paperwork and administrative problems in publicly calling tenders for jobs estimated to cost as
low as $4,000.
I am concerned about the paper
warfare which goes on in this place
and in public departments. There
seems to be a never-ending cycle of
circulating paper and it is becoming
worse as time passes.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-There
is a shortage of paper at the
moment.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-I know,
and it is no wonder when one considers the paper work which occurs
in the departments. In some instances, officers are employed virtually as
paper handlers. I trust that it will
be possible to scale down the paper
warfare in the departments. The
Public Works Department has a difficult task but I have always received
the utmost co-operation from officers of the department.
Mr. Tripovich contended that the
delays which occur are not always
the fault of the department. Perhaps they are the fault of the Government in that adequate staff are
not provided to do the job properly.
Time after time, honorable members
are told that a delay has occurred
because the staff have been switched
to a project which has a higher
priority. Only a few weeks ago, I
referred to a project which had been
delayed because of the lack of staff
in certain areas.
If the Government expects departments to carry out their programmes, the necessary staff must
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be provided instead of adhering to
the present half-hearted methods
which result in personnel being
shifted from one job to another and
leaving a trail of unfinished projects
behind them.
I agree with Mr. Tripovich about
the advantages of standard plans for
school buildings but the different requirements in various parts of the
State must be considered. Certain
school buildings in the north-western areas of Victoria are hot-boxes
because of their unsuitable design.
If a standard design is to be adopted
for high schools, then climatic conditions in certain areas must be considered and air conditioning or cooling devices must be installed in
schools in hot areas.
The Country Party supports the
Bill and trusts that it will assist the
department in re~ucing th~ _Pap~r
warfare and in easing the Minister s
work-load.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Authorized delegation).
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-I thank honorable members for their support of
the Bill, which will be of tremendou.s
assistance to me and those associated with the Public Works Department. I compliment Mr. Tripovich
on his understanding and knowledge
of the depart,ment. I point out publi<'.ly that when Mr. Tripovich was
selected by his p·arty to be
" ·shadow " Minister of Public Works
he took the trouble to study, and
go over, the works of the Public
Works nepartment, and to ·meet and
understand how the officers ·Of the
department worked. I assure honorable ~me·mbers that it is something
for a ·Minister of Public W·orks to
have someone in Parliament who has
a knowledge of the depart~ment.
The Public Works Department is
greatly misunderstood. When I met
Mr. Serpell, the permanent head, ii

(Amendment) Bill.

said that I hoped I would be disillusioned about what I had heard of
the department, and I was, because
I had no knowledge of the :problems
it faced. Shortly afterwards, I obtained a copy of the report of the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization into the
Public Works Department. That
organization conducted a survey to
ascertain whether the delays in the
department were ·comparable with
those of other departments and
works in private enterprise. I presented the results of those studies to
Parliament. I found that the staff
were far from being a body of
people who were doing nothing but
paper work and who were bogged
down
with
technicalities,
and
that the expedition of design work
and construction of major works far
surpassed that of private enterprise.
If people in other departments who
are often frustrated with delays in
works and services were f.air and
honest and considered the delays that
occur outside the Public Works
Department, they would be much
more sympathetic towards this department.
As Mr. Tripovich fairly and correctly said, the demands on the
Public Works nepartment have risen
by more than 100 per cent at a time
when it is more difficult to be involved in any type of construction.
Perhaps in other times difficulties
have arisen and Mr. Swinburne, who
was then the relevant 'Minister, will
recall the situation during the war
years when problems of buildings
and materials were almost insur·mountable.
I thank Mr. Tripovich and ·Mr.
Dunn, who complimented the department. It consists of dedicated and
hard-working people. I am delighted
to know that the Public Service
Board has approved of increases
within the department. However,
that is not the only answer.
At a time of tremendous expansion
in Government building, one cannot
readily engage an engineer or an
architect. Time is needed to train
these officers in a specialized field.
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It is only when times are bad-in

times of unemployment-that people
say, "We would love ·a job". I am
delighted at the passing of the Bill.
I know something of the many thousands of documents that the Minister
has to sign. It is a worrying task and
a great responsibility. I have full
confidence in the department, which
has expanded since I was appointed
the responsible Minister. The passing
of the measure will allow for efficiency and action and will cut down
delays and paper work which is the
bane of Ufe of people in the department.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
thf\ough its remaining stages.
DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRY
(HOUSING) (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from ·March
12) on the motion of .the Hon. V. 0.
Dickie (Minister of Housing) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
1

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province) .-I thank
the Minister for his courtesy in
agreeing to the adjournment of the
debate on this Bill to allow me to
make my ·contribution to it. It refers
to the provision of housing for administrative personnel who may be
transferred to ·country areas under
a decentralization scheme. One of
the problems in country areas today
is that to qualify for a Housing
Commission home, one must have an
income of less than $102 a week.
If a person's earnings are in excess
of this sum, he is disqualified from
obtaining a Housing Commission
home and must look to some other
scheme.
Several measures have been introduced which require the approval
of the Minister ·of Housing and the
'Minister for State Development and
Decentralization to enable houses
be ·provided
for
personto
nel in industry. ilt is proposed
to provide housing for people

in the country who are involved in
public administration. This relates
to a distance of 80 kilometres from
the General Post Office and includes
the approved towns of Bacchus
Marsh, Broadford, Gisborne, Kilmore,
Kyneton and Woodend, which are
listed in the Bill. These have been
declared decentralized secondary
industry areas. One of the problems
is the extension of assistance to
public administration officers. I
realize that this assistance will not
apply to officers of State Government departments which are already
decentralized, but only to those of
public authorities which become
decentralized. Employees of industries that are already established will
receive no assistance.
One of the difficulties is the delay
in obtaining a Housing Commission
home. This problem exists in the
country today, including my electorate in the north-eastern part of the
State. According to the recent information supplied by the Minister there
is a housing delay of 24 months in
Shepparton, 12 months in Wangaratta
and 18 months in Wodonga. People
have difficulty in obtaining a home
in these areas and often give up in
frustration before their turn arrives.
Over the years local members have
endeavoured to get the building programme speeded up. Tonight in
answer to a question asked by my
colleague, Mr. Bradbury, the Minister stated that in 1973 the number
of new country dwelling units approved had increased by 4,1 05. That
figure includes all types of houses,
both Government and private. The
Minister estimates that the new job
opportunities created by the decentralization of 145 industries in the
country will require a minimum of
8,000 employees. I do not know
where these people will be housed
unless Government assistance is
provided.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-They
will live in caravans and tents.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-It
is tragic that scores of people live
in caravan parks in every country
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town. In my town this will be the
third winter during which a certain
family has been living in a caravan.
Nothing can be done to help them.
This happens ih every town where
there is a delay of 18 or 24
months for houses. People will continue to live in make-shift accommodation for a long time.
A few weeks ago I asked a question
in the House to which the Minister
supplied an answer. Last week in my
absence the Minister corrected a
figure in the answer he had previously
given and stated that the amount
allocated to the department this
financial year should have been
$400,000. This sum will assist in
providing houses for those people
whose income exceeds the Housmg
Commission limit and will also assist
industry. However, it may not be of
assistance to the person who at
present has a long wait for housi~g
accommodation in the country. It 1s
useless to decentralize various industries if housing is not available for
employees. People employed in the
new industries that have been established over the past two years in
Wangaratta
and Wodong~ are
clamouring for houses. It 1s well
known that for every three families
that are brought into a town another
one must be brought in to service
them. For many years the housi~g
authorities have worked on th1s
formula.
Tonight the Minister for St~te J?evelopment
and
DecentralizatiOn
stated that he was providing job
opportunities for 8,000 people. The
Minister of Housing must put a .tremendous number of houses 1nto
every town in which ~n.dustr!es are
established or the wa1bng t1me of
twelve months will become two years
and where it is two years it will become four years. Today people in
country towns are facing this problem. Probably one of the most active
workers in the interests of decentralization is my colleague, Mr. Bradbury, but he is making a rod for his
own back because for every industry
that is brought into the town there
The Hon. I. A. Swinburne.

are probably 20 or 30 persons requiring housing accommodation. The honorable member will be unable to go
to bed soon because of the number
of people who will visit his home
for assistance. The system of decentralization will break down if this
matter is not viewed realistically.
During the last State elections the
Country Par.ty proposed that the
housing and decentralization portfolios should be linked and that they
should be held by one Minister. If
there is to be a successful decentralization policy, the person in charge
of placing industries in the country
should be the Minister in charge of
housing. The Government did not
agree with the proposition and
appointed separate Ministers. The
Minister of Housing works on a set
of figures that have been unchanged
since 1950-approximately 13,000
houses for the city and about
6,000 for the country, resulting
in a round figure of 19,000 for
the State year after year. The problem would become unmanageable if
it were not for the fact that 25 per
cent of houses are vacated throughout the State each year. In Wangaratta the turnover is approximately
20 per cent. That is the only factor
that saves people from being in
serious trouble under the present
system.
Provision of housing is becoming more acute. I have discussed
with
the
Minister for
State
Development and Decentralization
the figures he produced on the number of houses built in the State. Last
year's production of about 52,000 to
53 000 was probably a record. This
ye~r the figures are steadily declining. This is natural because of the
slowing down of the building programme as a result of the shortage of
housing materials and rising costs.
Fewer people are able to build
houses in the country or in the
metropolitan area. Everywhere the
problem is the same. People have
been waiting to get into houses
which they expected to be completed by Christmas of 1972.
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The Country Party is not objecting
to the principles embodied in the
Bill but believes the Government will
not achieve what it is endeavouring
to achieve. It will probably "fill the
biU " ·for what might be termed the
tall poppy-those within the higher
salary ranges who will obtain accommodation in Housing Commission
houses. The principle does not ·make
provision for persons in the lower
income group. The Government
should remember that when it establishes a decentralized industry or
transfers public servants into decentralized regions many people will
fall within that category. That is a
problem which the Government must
face. I believe the BiH will not solve
the problem of housing the ·masses
in the com·munity.
In country towns the problem of
priorities arises. Permits are issued
to what ·are termed essential personnel for decentralized industries, and
people who receive these permits
move into ;Housing Commission
houses immediately, passing over
others who may have been waiting
two years for accom·modation. If any
honorable member wants to make
himself unpopular, he should try to
overcome this problem that exists in
country towns today.
I realize that the Minister of Housing has a problem with the shire
council in my home town of ~Myrtle
ford which he has not yet been able
to solve, but 'I hope he overcomes it soon. In Myrtleford, untH
the council overcomes its difficulties
with the Minister of Housing, the
housing situation will remain chaotic.
The building programme is about
two years behind schedule, and with
the establishment of a new industry
by Bowater-Scott Australia ·Ltd. and
Australian Forest Industries Pty.
Ltd., involving the expenditure
of $8 million on a new mill,
honorable members can imagine
the number of people requiring
housing in the town.
However,
the Housing Commission is not able
to construct sufficient houses to cater
for the needs of those requiring accommodation. I do not blame the

·Minister of Housing for the problem
which exists but I do know the
difficulties of many people because
they come to my home each weekend.
In Wodonga, Wangaratta or Shepparton where the delay i·s 12 moriths,
18 .months or 2 years, everybody is
" on the back " of the local member
every week seeking some form of
accommodation, whether provided by
the Government ·Or by private enterprise. .People also seek permission
to remain in caravan parks f.or more
than the regulation period. :Caravanners must move after so many
months, and people :move from one
caravan park to another. That is
not the way in which to overcome
housing problems.
Recently I asked the Minister of
Housing how many houses had been
·made available to persons on ·low
incomes in the various Housing Commission estates throughout the State.
The answer I received .indicated
that there were none. However, I was
further advised that the commission
·was currently negotiating with eligible applicants for the sale of residential allotments at ·Mornington,
Bacchus Marsh and Broadmeadows.
It is good to hear that those negotiations are finally taking place. When
the Housing (Sale of Land) Bill was
debated during the last sessional
period, the question was asked when
this land would be made available
and the answer given ·was it would
become available forthwith.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.---JF'ebruary
of this year wa·s the date :mentioned
in the debate.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-It
is now April
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-The
answer to the question was correct
and the commission has now called
applications.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.--But
the land was to be made available
forthwith. Surely it does not take
that long to arrange for the sale of
a block of land. I asked a further
question recently on the number of
1
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houses app~oved by the 'Minister of
Housing under the Decentralized
Industry (Housing) Act 1973, seeking details of the number of houses
built and purchased, respectively,
and their location. I received an
interesting answer which I suggest
embarrasses the Minister for State
Development and ~Decentralization
and the Minister of Housing somewhat, because their home city of
Ballarat received 38 houses out of
a total of 119. I understand that
the population of Ballarat is in the
vicinity of 60,000 and comparing
what Ballarat received in the way
of houses, it makes the other figures
appear worse. Referring to some of
the smaller towns in which there is
a struggle to obtain housing accommodation, Bendigo received 2 houses,
Benalla 1 house, Broadford 1 house
and Camperdown 8 houses. The honorable members who represent the
South-Western .Province must have
been working overtime to achieve
that result.
However, an examination of the
figure for W odonga, which according
to the ·statistics from the last census
has probably the greatest rate of
development in the State, reveals
that it received only nine houses.
No doubt the Minister of Housing
wiH explain that the areas which
received the larger number of houses
were those which ·must have had
better representation.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-The Minister for State Development and necentralization came to see me about
Ballarat.
The :Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-!
am glad that the ·Minister of Housing
has come into the open. No doubt
the two members representing the
Ballaarat Province got their heads
together and made good representations on behalf of their home city.
I stated before that the policy of the
Country Party enunciated during the
last election was that the two portfolios of housing and decentralization
should be combined in the one 'Ministry. ~I suggest that what has occurred in Ballarat supports my

proposa-L Where the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization and the 'Minister of Housing
have co-ordinated in regard to Ballarat, the principle has worked effectively and I suggest that is the only
way it will work effectively. There
;must be co-ordination and what has
been achieved in Ballarat has been
the result of a co-ordinated approach.
Turning to the problem confronting
the Government today, I refer honorable members to the Government
Gazette of Thursday, 28th ·March,
which was a special issue approved
by the Minister for Planning for
the declarations covering the investigation areas which, I venture to suggest, will help the metropolis develop
to twice its present size. I shall
describe how it will affect decentralization. The Minister of Housing will
be unable to construct sufficient
houses to meet the needs of those
areas in ·which decentralized industries have been established. Instead
of there being a potential waiting
list of 8,000 for houses, the waiting
list will increase to 12,000 or 14,000
in the space of six months because
of the inability of the Housing Commission to meet the needs of country
areas.
However, I give full marks to
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization for his effective
representations to the Minister of
Housing. When honorable members
consider what the Minister for Planning is doing, they should recall
the period prior to the last State
election when the Minister made a
statement on what was proposed.
Despite all the work that has been
done by the Minister for State Development and Decentralization and
the Minister of Housing in promoting decentralization, the Minister
for Local Government who is also
the Minister for Planning, proposed
a scheme for satellite towns around
Melbourne. The following, by publication in the Government Gazette,
were declared investigation areas:Berwick-Pakenham, Baxter-Balcombe
Valley, Cranbourne, Werribee, Sun-
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bury, Point Cook, Langwarrin,
Melton, Carrum Downs, Geelong,
and Plenty. Barrabool and South
Barwon, South Barwon and Corio
areas
were
declared
to
be
designated areas. When Corio is developed to the size envisaged, the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization will not be able to
carry out his job. I suggest to the
honorable gentleman that he should
take action within the next twelve
months before the Minister for Planning commences his ope·rations. If
he does not do so, the honorable
gentleman will have to seek another
job.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-I might
take up planning.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-If
the honorable gentleman became
Minister of Housing and Minister for
Planning, he might achieve some
success.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-I do
not think that is in the Bill.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-It
is probably not in the Bill but this
is something w.ith which the Minister
for Planning will agree. It is part of
the development planning of this
State. If a Bill is introduced into this
House, it should be capable of working. I do not believe this measure
will work, be·cause it has not the
app,ropriate backing to achieve the
development outlined in the Government Gazette.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON .-Is the
honorable member critical of that?
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-!
shall be frank with M·r. Hamilton. I
am not in favour of increasing the
size of the city of Melbourne; I
believe the State should be developed. If it attempts to do that the
Government will make a contribution
towards ·solving many .problems
which have been mentioned this
evening. The Minister of Water
Supply w·as previously a member of
the Drainage Committee, which considered drainage problems in the dty
of Melbourne· and the State of Vic-

toria. Members of the committee
were informed what .the problems of
the metropolis are likely to be.
When the Government introduces
a Bill like this and says that i:t is in
favour of decentralization, I know
that that is not true. But I give the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization full marks for being
in favour of decentralization. This
Bill is not worth a ·cracker while the
development of the metropolitan area
to the size set out in .the Government Gazette is being contemplated.
Probably neither you, Mr. President,
nor I will see the implementation of the plan, but if the planners
continue with their work, it will
eventuate.
More planning should be done and
more houses should be made
available to overcome the problem
of
country areas.
The
Minister highlighted that problem in answer to my colleague, Mr.
Bradbury, tonight, when he said that
he wants 8,000 workers Ito fill the
factories which have been put .into
country centres. If the number of
factories is doubled in the next two
years, 16,000 workers will be needed.
Where will the houses come from?
The situation is critical and the housing requirements of members of the
Public Service who are transferred to
country towns will add ·to -the problem. More than $400,000 will be
needed to ove~come the housing
shortage in country areas.
.

.

A few more houses should be
built for the people who are waiting
patiently in the country, living under
all sorts of unfavourable conditions,
and who have made a contribution
to those areas by working in the
industries situated there. They are
worthy of some consideration in the
housing programme of this State.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
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Clause 2, providing, inter aliaThe Principal Act is hereby amended as
follows:-

.

.

.

.

(b) In sub-section ( 1) of section 12 after
the words " any country industry " there
shall be inserted the words "or in any
country public administration."

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE '('Minister
of Housing) .-1 thank Mr. Swinburne
for his commenrts. He is deeply interested in the problems of decentralization and wa:s :formerly Minister of
Housing. If decentralization is to succeed, people must be housed ; housing is the key .to decentralization.
I must defend the Government in
what it has done in the housing field.
In doing so, I do not wish it to
appear that I am praising actions
that I have .taken over the past
eighteen months to try improve the
housing position in country areas. I
shall be brief.
Under the Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement the Victorian
Government receives $36 million approximately to build houses in Victoria ; that is apart from the money
that goes into t:he Home Builders
Account for co-operative housing.
Spiralling costs of housing have been
mentioned. When I assumed the
housing portfolio eighteen months
ago, the allocation in millions of
dollars could be divided by ten to
ascertain roughly the number of
houses which could be built, because
each house cost about $10,000. One
could build 3,600 houses with $36
million. Today $36 million builds
about 2,400 houses. That is an indication of how costs are spiralling.
Eighteen months ago I divided Victoria into three ·centres. Centre " A "
was from the General Post Office .to
the perimeter of Melbourne ; centre
" B " was from the perimeter
to a radius of 50 miles ; and
centre " C " was beyond a radius of
50 miles. I recall the criticisms which
were correctly levelled by honorable
members on both sides of this House,
that although the Government talked
years ago about a building programme in the country, it considered
only places such as Geelong and

Mornington. When the building
figure for country areas was speci-

fically named, it was lucky to obtain
about 400 out of 3000.
·I said that zone " C "--beyond 50
miles of Melbourne--must contain
half the houses to be built. I set out
to do this because it is the commission's policy. If the com·mission is to
build 2500 houses, at least half. must
go into zone " C " or to the six
towns named in :the Commercial
Goods Vehicles (Decentr·alized Industries) Act. I thought the commission
would achieve its objective, ~and I
said that I hoped that ·within twelve
months ithe waiting time would be
reduced to a certain figure, and that
within ·two years it would be no
longer than the time neccesary to
build a house. There have been significant problems in the building industry. This has been illustrated by
the difficulties in obtaining schoolrooms, and has reacted violently on
the Government sector of housing in
Victoria.
When matters are going well in
any area, there is always a tendency
for private enterprise to deal with
private enterprise and to place the
Government sector second. It has
been extremely difficult to obtain
contractors ~to ·erect Government
houses. I ·have been calling tenders
throughout the length and breadth of
Victoria for the erection of houses.
I called tenders four times within
twelve months in my own town for
the building of 35 houses, and could
not get them built. Fortunately, the
contract has now been let.
The com·mission investigated all
avenues of having houses built. r1t
instigated the concept of modular
housing. Two years ago I would
~have
been reluctant to sponsor
modular housing because I wanted to
get away from a typed house. The
commission wants a wide variety of
home designs. It does not want
people to be able to pick out the
Housing Commission area in ta particular town or suburb. This might
be brought back .to a degree by
modular housing, because the houses
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or rooms are prefabricated and set
up in different forms. It is a cheap
and quick way of building a house.
I am currently negotiating wi~th
representatives of Stawell Timber Industries and other house building
enterprises, and in another fortnight a
contract wiH be let to Stawell Timber
Industries for the construction of a
number of modular houses. I can
meet the housing needs of places
such as Ararat in this manner, but I
could not let the tenders for these
houses to private enterprise.
The operations have been extended.
Eighteen
months
ago
Holmesglen was at half capacity, but
today the com·mission is bringing out
a prototype of a prefabricated brick
house. The name " concrete housing
project " ·which is sometimes applied
to Holmesglen conjures up an image
of concrete garages ·and air raid
shelters. I give credit to my engineers and architects, and wiU back
them against anybody in private
enterprise. They have produced a
prototype for a prefabricated brick
house which ·will be erected in
Frankston within a few weeks. It
should be accepted everywhere.
Although previously the commission did not haul the product out of
Holmesglen farther than the metropolitan area, I now have no aUernative but to take it everywhere. As I
said a few nights ago, I took the
prototype to Shepparton ·and other
places because ·I realize that ·I ·must
get houses into the country.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-! hope
this will not be to the disadvantage
of country contractors.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-A meeting was called in Shepparton at the
instigation of the Leader of the
Country Party. Mr. Clarke and Mr.
McDonald attended, and more than
100 contractors and sub-contractors
were present. I have passed the
stage of allocating numbers of houses
to towns. A programme of unlim1ted
building is currently being undertaken in approximately twenty towns,
including Wodonga, Shepparton, Ballarat, Bendigo, Warrnambool, Hamil-

ton and Mildura. Tt is useless to state
that instead of allocating twenty
houses to a town, 50 will be made
available, when only three or four of
the original twenty houses have been
built. Those days have gone. The
commission will build houses in
country centres provided that the
services of contractors to erect them
can be obtained. The commission
will give a guarantee of a continuing
building programme for five years.
Naturally I cannot go beyond that
time, but tha:t is the current approach
of the commission, and it is bearing
results.
In Shepparton, a Mr. Bassani, who
is one of the town's best buHders,
told me-Mr.
Clarke
and
Mr.
·McDonald will be aware of thisthat he was interested to hear that
~the commission would now negotiate
with builders. The commission must
negotiate wUh builders, aJ.though
there are inherent dangers in so
doing. For instance, if one believes
a price should be $15,000, the builder
may quote $18,000, and because he
is not interested in obtaining the
work, as he has many other jobs, a
price between those figures ·must be
negotiated. It is of no use to have
$36 million in the coffers at 30th June
and not to have built a house bec·ause
one must build to ·a price. One must
negoti<ate, and there are inherent
dangers because this contributes unnecessarily to the inflationary spiral.
The commission's policy now is to
go into the country areas and ·meet
builders. Many builders still believe that the commission, as
in previous times, has no rise
and fal'l provisions. The commission introduced these provisions,
but it is amazing how many builders
are unaware of this fact.
A:t the meeting in Shepparton Mr.
Clarke said that he understood the
commission was a bad payer. The
commission is the best payer when
it comes to building houses. In the
past there have been problems, but
they no longer exist. T think the
story is getting across. WTth $36
·million, 4,600 houses can be built, of
which 1,200 will be in the country.
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The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-It
will take eight years.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-The
answer to that question is that
e~entuaUy 8,000 job opportunities
Will be made available. They ·will not
all occur this year or next year. 'Mr.
Swinburne asked how this occurs
under the Decentralized Industry
~ousing Authority.
The list I gave
him stated that Ballarat had 38
houses, Wodonga had 8, some places
had 1 and some had 2. The answer is
simple. The commission is now
negotiating and asking representatives of industry to go to its offices
to discuss their housing needs. The
situation is not, as in the past, that
they want 200 houses immediately.
No large industry can get into full
production in less than four or five
years. These men ask for houses for
their chief engineers and key personnel. They ask for three or four
Housing Commission homes this
year and more in the following years.
The commission is. now working out
a programme with them, because it
is useless for ~them to go to the
country believing that all the advantages ·will be made available immediately. In discussion, programmes can
be worked out and the people know
where they stand.
Thirty-eight houses are to be built
in Ballarat. This may be because the
area is represented by two Ministers.
Industry representatives came to see
officers of the commission. The large
firm of Freighter Industries Ltd. is
expanding, and existing industries
are taking advantage of all the concessions. I hope representatives of
e~ery ~ndustry w~ich wants housing
will discuss their needs with the
commission. Only $400,000 has been
spent this year by the ·Decentralized
Industry Housing Authority and as
Mr. S~inburne knows-although he
was kmd enough not to put it back
at me-l said I had expected to
spend $3 million in the first year.
The demand did not really exist.
The commission and I are meeting
the needs of the people who come to
speak to us. It is surprising that,
although there was a belief that

there would be a tremendous initial
demand, on speaking to people it is
found that the pressures are not as
heavy as were expected. We would
have liked to spend more than
$400,000. Possibly, we could have
spent $600,000, but not much more.
I hope, as a result of publicity,
more industrialists will talk to us
so that we can work out the problems with them.
The waiting list has been divided
into two categories. Category " A "
comprises people employed in industry and category "B" are members of the local community. I have
been the Minister for State ·Development twice and I am now the
Minister of Housing, and I know
that there is more than industry in
a country town. Initially, I said that,
as a matter of policy, preference
should be given to industry, but I
have altered that policy over the
past six mop.ths. Bill Smith and his
wife, who have waited twelve
months for a house in a country
town, cannot be pushed aside all the
time because industry is coming into that town. Both industry and the
local community will receive their
share of housing and I hope the
needs of both can be met. Although
I was originally caught up with the
desire to meet the needs of industry
at the expense of the community,
today I realize that that policy was
wrong and that the little fellow in
the community is on an equal basis
with industry.
In relation to the housing blocks,
Mr. Swinburne spoke of the answer
the other day, that negotiations had
been conducted with a number of
people in Mornington, Bacchus
Marsh and Broadmeadows. I introduced a Bill in relation to housing
blocks during the spring sessional
period in 1973. I said that land
would be bought and that by the
middle of 1975 the bulk of it would
come onto the market.
The Han. I. A. SWINBURNE.-You
told us that you had land all over
Victoria and that you would sell
blocks in any estate.
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The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-I said
that there were 700 blocks immediately available in existing estates.
But people will not buy blocks in
existing Housing Commission estates
in country towns. If Mr. Swinburne
can brin~ to me anyone in a country
town who is having difficulty in obtaining a block, one will be sold to
him.
People will buy blocks in estates
close to the city. At Mornington, 40
were placed on the market. The
commission believed the market
value to be $8,500, but I said that
they were to be sold at $6,000.
About 100 applications for those
blocks were received. If the prices
are brought down, applications will
be received, irrespective of where
the blocks are located.
There were 26 blocks at Bacchus
Marsh. I suggested that thirteen of
them be placed on the market
immediately.
The valuation for
similar blocks in the area was
$6.500. I decided that the blocks
were to be sold at the cost of development plus a small margin and the
price was fixed at $4,000. Fifteen
applications were received, twelve
from local people and the others
from outside the area. Much the
same situation prevails at Broadmeadows although I forget the exact
relativity of the prices. I said that
the blocks would be on the market
in February and they were advertised in February. Applications closed
in mid-March. Applications must be
serviced because they must comply
with 1the formula, and this takes
time. But the 700 blocks are coming
onto the market progressively.
By mid-1975, the land bought at
Pakenham, Melton and Sunbury-as
many as 10,000 blocks-will be made
available to persons earning up to
$150 a week. The blocks will be
sold because they will be priced so
much below current values. We
must not lose sight of the fact that
people will always live in Melbourne
and must be housed. High-rise living has been phased out. Neither
the commission nor I want to see
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the sprawl of Melbourne perpetuated
by the development of land on its
perimeter. Satellite town development around Melbourne will make a
important contribution to the provision of homes for those who need
them. I believe in decentralization
but in the next 2'5, 30 or 50 years,
millions of people who want to live
in ·Melbourne will have to be housed.
The policy enunciated by the Minister for Local Government of developing areas near Melbourne to
house people who will work in industry or commence in Melbourne is
a practical solution to the problem.
If anyone can suggest a better
scheme, both the Minister for ·Local
Government and I will be glad to
listen to it.
An amendment which I am about
to propose be suggested to the
Assembly has been circulated. The
need for the amendment arises from
an oversight and the reason for it
should be obvious. The words "or
in any country public administration " were left out of the original
Act. I move1

That it .be a suggestion to the Assembly
that they make the following amendment
in paragraph (b):- For the words commencing "after .the words" and ending at end of
the section insert( 1) after the words "any country industry"(where first occurring) there
shall be inserted the words "or in
any country public administration"; and
·
(ii) in paragraph (f) after the words "in
any country industry" there shall
be inserted the words "or in any
country public administration".

The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern Province) .-Mr. Chairman, I
should like to reply to a statement
which the Minister made recently.
Should I do so now or after the
amendment has been dealt with?
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicol)._,jlt is not within the customary practice of the Committee
for honorable members to reply to
statements made by the Minister on
clause 2.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-What
I want to say is more of a personal
explanation, Mr. Chairman.
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The OHAIRMAN.-A personal explanation may be made.

Adjournment.

capacity as a partner in the firm of
May and Mellor, and I make the brief
personal e~planation as .follows : This share allotment occurred
some months be.fore I became a
member of Parliament. The firm of
which I was then and am currently
a ·member and partner was instructed
to allot these shares by our client
company, Coopers Creek Mining and
Exploration N.L. I did not know until
the Age article of 27th March 1974
some four years later, that' thes~
shares had been allotted to Mines
Department employees. Notwithstanding this, even had I known at the
time, the shares ·stiU would have
been allotted under instructions from
our client ·com-pany.
·Mr. Holding .further mentioned the
Geelong Gas Co. 'incident which
o~curred some three years ago. He
did not mention that an investigating
committee cleared me of any complicity in the Geelong Gas Co.
affair. 'Mr. President, ·my conscience
is quite clear on these matters.

The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-The
Minister commented that I said at
S~epparton that the Housing CommiSSIOn was a slow payer and that
I received complaints to that effect.
At the meeting, I asked those present whether that was so and
whether it was a factor in contractors not· tendering for Housing Commission work. I was told that it was
not a factor and that the Housing
Commission was not a slow payer
but that, in fact, it was a very
satisfactory payer. Since then I have
spoken to one of the complainants
who is not a Housing Commission
contractor. He has no personal
knowledge of slow payment and he
was referring to a rumour. As the
Minister mentioned this, I felt I
should explain my position. The
Housing Commission is entirely absolved from any suggestion to that
effect which I made.
The suggested amendment was
ADJOURNMENT.
agreed to, and the clause was postMATTERS RAISED ON ADJOURNMENT
poned.
MOTION-DRAINAGE LEGISLATIONBREAD
DELIVERIES
AT
MARYProgress was reported, and the
BOROUGH TRACTOR TYRES suggested amendment was reported
SHEPPARTON GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL.
to the House and adopted.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (MinIt was ordered that the Bill be
returned to the Assembly with a ister for State Development and
leave,
I
message intimating the decision of Decentralization) .-By
movethe House.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
NEWSPAPER REPORT.

The Hon. V. T. HAUSER (Boronia
Province) (By leave) .-1 wish to
make
a
brief
personal
explanation.
In an article printed
in the Age newspaper on 4th
April, 1974, it was indicated that
a statement was made in another
place by Mr. Holding, Leader of the
Opposition, suggesting that I had
participated in the allocation of
Coopers Creek Mining and Exploration N.L. shares to Mines 'Department employees. I did this in my

That the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday, April 23.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for State Develop·ment and
Decentralization) .-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).----Before honorable members
raise .matters on the motion for the
adjournment of the sitting, I wish
to make ·clear the circumstances
under which this may be done. It
is the right of any honorable member
to raise a matter but it ·must relate
to Government administration. A
member may bring up only one

Adjournment.
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·matter each evening and the comments should be brief and to the
point.
The

Hon.

S.

R.

McDONALD

(Northern 'Province) . - The matter
I wish to raise with the ·Minister of
Water Supply certainly comes within
your ruling, Mr. President. Earlier
I
referred
to
this
session,
by
legislation
being
prepared
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and the Parliamentary
Counsel to implement the recommendations contained in the report of the
Drainage Committee in about 1969.
The ·Minister indicated that the legislation was being prepared and that
he would endeavour to introduce it
into Parliament during this ses·sion.
I understand that, following Easter,
the House will probably sit for
two weeks, which ·will leave only
a limited time .for the introduction
of the measure.
I ask the Minister whether he still
maintains that he will be able to
introduce the Bill. I have received
many letters on the ·matter and I
know that many persons ·conected
with local government are vitally
concerned to see the measure introduced.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE
(Bendigo
·Province) .-A
matter
which is causing concern to the
Maryborough com·munity is the delivery of bread which has been baked
at Bendigo by the Home .Pride organization. I am certain that this
breaches the .provisions of an Act
of .Parliament and constitutes the
unloading of this com·modity into an
area where there are local bakers
who need the .protection of the law.
It is a tragedy that local bakers have
been placed at risk and their businesses in jeopardy because of this
unfair competition. It has been suggested that the number of persons
employed in the bread industry in
the area will be reduced, which will
create a serious problem .for the
Maryborough community.
I suggest to the ·Minister of Water
Supply, who represents the Minister
of Labour and Industry in this

Adjournment.
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House, that inspectors of the Department of Labour and Industry should
be directed to police the Act,
particularly with regard to the
delivery of bread outside the 30-mHe
radius and to investigate the complaint that I have raised.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (Nor-thWestern Province) .-I refer to the
grave shortage of tractor tyres, particularly of sizes used by farmers.
Many of these tyres are being exported instead of being available
in Victoria. Approximately 9 inches
of rain, of an average rainfall of
14 inches, have fallen at Warracknabeal and, as a result, it
is necessary for the farmers to use
tractors. Unfortunately, 23·1 x 20
tractor tyres will not be m.anufactured by B. F. Goodrich until July
next. I ask the responsible Minister
to bring the ·matter to the attention
of the Minister of kgriculture with
the request that some action :be
taken.
The Hon. M.A. CLARKE '(Northern
P.rovince) .-1 raise a ·matter concerning the staffing crisis at Shepparton
Girls High School. The Education
Department has been communicated
with but, after seven or eight weeks
of the school year, the shortage still
exists. Today I learned that a number
of teachers w.ill arrive from the
United States of A·merica at about
the beginning of ·May. As this House
will not be sitting until 23rd April,
I ask the Leader of the House to
request the •Minister of Education
to give the highest possible priority
to the 'Shepparton Girls ·High ·School
when the new teachers are being
allocated to their respective schools.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister of Water Suply) .__;I know the
problems confronting the many
municipalities which have made representations to ·Mr. McDonald, Mr.
Clarke, ·Mr. Swinburne and other
honorable members. I share their concern because I know their difficulties with levee banks and the deterioration of both municipal and Country Roads Board roads. It was my
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great wish that the Bill referred to
by Mr. ·McDonald should be intro-

There are several bakeries in 'Maryborough which have given great

duced during this sessional period.

service over many years :to ·the people
of that dty. I ·refer to Fullers bakery

I have said previously that a number
of drafting difficulties arose which
have caused the •Parliamentary Counsel, and Mr. Tony Lyons in particular, a great deal of concern.

A draft Bill was pres en ted
to me only last week. It is an immense document of Ill clauses and
covers 61 pages. Accordingly, honorable ·members will realize that officers
of the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission
and
I
have
a
mammoth task in examining the
Bill, making the necessary alterations, and putting it into order
for presentation to Parliament.
It is regretted that to do justice to
the Bill and to the municipalit-ies that
asked for it, it cannot ·be introduced
this sessional period. I will give an
undertaking that it will be introduced at the commencement of
the spring sessional period. The
debate on the Bill could then be
adjourned for a period so that municipalities would have :the opportunity
of scrutinising ·it and offering further
suggestions. After a period of a
month or six weeks, the measure
could 'then be debated.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.Would it not be better to introduce
the BiU during this sessional period?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-!
should 'like to do so but it cannot be
done because time does not permit.
I apologize for this, but it 'has been
impossible.
Mr. Grimwade referred to the
delivery
of
bread
by
Home
Pride Bakeries to :M'aryborough.
understand
that
the
bread
I
is baked in Bendigo and delivered to
Maryborough which is outside the
radius of 30 miles. This is illegal
under the Labour and ·Industry Act
and I ~will draw the matter :to the
attention of the Minister of !Jabour
and Industry. Bread should be baked
at the Oastlemaine bakery of this
firm, and it would then be within
30 miles of Maryborough.

and Rhodes bakery.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Is
there any price differential?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-! do
not think so. The local bakeries have
had the support of the people of
Maryborough for a long time and .J
hope they will continue to have it.
A large firm came in from :the
Ballarat area 'but it could not get a
foothold in the town. I hope the
people will remain loyal 1to the local
bakeries.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Minrister for Social Welf.are).-No M-inister in Victoria is· responsible for the
distribution of tractor tyres and no
department is responsible for ·administration in this ·matter. I will ask
the Department of Agriculture to see
if it can be of any assistance to
Mr. Wright.
The Hon. MURRAY BRYNE (lVIinister for State Development and
Decentralization),_:_The matter raised
by Mr. Clarke concerning the staffing
of the Shepparton Girls High School
will be passed on to the Minister of
Education.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.25 p.m.
until Tuesday, April 23.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
TOTTENHAM TECHNICAL
SCHOOL.
(Question No. 253)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minist~r of
Education( a) What shortage of teachers is there,
and in what subjects, at the To:ttenham
Technical School?
(b) When is it contemplated that this
shortage will be overcome?
..
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The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization) .-The answer
supplied by the ·Minister of Education is(a) Five teachersMathematics-science.
Humanities.
Music.
Physical education.
Fitting and machining.
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(Question No. 258)

The Hon. H. A. THOMAS (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education( a) What provision has been made to
replace the vice-principal at the Werribee
High School, who is to take long service
leave?

(b) Term II. if sufficient teachers are
available from the United States of America.

(b) What provision is being made to
replace the two contract teachers, who are
returning to the United States of America,
and one other who is leaving the teaching
profession?

WERRIBEE HIGH SCHOOL.

(c) When does ·the Minister expect water
to be ·connected to the school oval?

(Question No. 255)

The Hon. H. A. THOMAS (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education·
(a) As the two teachers sent to Werribee
High School did not take up duties, when
does the Minister expect teachers to commence duties?
(b) Have some classes been rostered off
because of the teacher shortage; if so-(i) what classes are involved; and (ii) on
which days, and for what part of those
days?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
is( a) Of the two teachers appointed, one
will not take up duty because her husband
has been transferred. The other has not
reported for duty after appointment and it
should now be assumed that this appointee
will not take up duty.
The school is 1 · 3 teachers over strength
but is short on mathematics.
(b) Classes rostered offAll form I. on Friday = 6 X 6 36 periods.
All form II. on Thursday = 7 X 6 42 periods.
All form 111.-IV.
All form 111.-IV. Wednesday p.m.= 12 X 2
24 periods.
A total of 102 periods are rostered off.
The school claims it is short of two
mathematics teachers = 70 periods. A
thorough investigation is being undertaken
to determine why classes are being rostered
off when the school has 1·3 teachers above
the relatively generous target of the Education Department.

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
is( a) and (b) Every effort is being made
to find suitable replacements for these
teachers.
(c) The Public Works Department has
been asked for a report on the provision
of an alternative water supply which will
also be utilized to provide a watering system
for the playing fields. The work will be
undertaken as soon as possible.

LIFTS IN HIGH-RISE FLATS.
(Question No. 264)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister
of Housing(a) On how many occasions during the
past five years have lifts in Housing Commission high-rise flats broken down, naming
the occasions and the areas?
(b) For what lengths of time were the
lifts out of action, naming the areas concerned?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer is highly
statistical and would almost require
an issue of Hansard in its own right.
Accordingly, I seek leave to have the
answer incorporated in Hansard
without my reading it.
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Leave was granted, and the answer was as follows:The schedules which follow are for each estate where lifts are installed, showing
the number of lift stoppages per month since March, 1972, and the average idle time
per stoppage. Records held date back only to March, 1972.

Number of
Stoppages
1972March ..
April
May ..
June ..
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1973January
February
March ..
April
May ..
June ..
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

CARLTON
CANNING STREET
No. of Lifts 4
Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

3
7
9
7
7
3
4
1
2
9

4
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
2

7
6
Lift maintenance
Lift maintenance
4
7
6
9

5
7
8
5

10
11

2
15
11
4

55
25

20
12
1
workers on strike.
workers on strike.
7
1
7
1
10
1
14
1
14
1
1
3
~
1
1

No records kept
No records kept

5
9

6
8
134

NORTHCOTE
FRANK WILKES CoURT
No. of Lifts 2

Number of
Stoppages
1972September
October
November
December
1973January
February
March ..
April
May ..
June ..
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

Nil
1
Nil
3

1
3
1
Nil
1
Nil
Nil
2
Nil
Nil
Nil
4
Nil
Nil
16

Average idle time
Minutes
Hours
1

30
20

1
1
1

9
12
30
30

55

45
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COLLINGWOOD
DIGHT STREET
No. of Lifts 6

Number of
Stoppages

1972March ..
April
May ..
June ..
July
August..
September
October
November
December
1973January
February
March ..
April
May ..
June ..
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

11
6
10
11
27
12
14
8
12
8
14
17
Lift maintenance
Lift maintenance
6
8
13
17
11
9
9
7
11
8
253

11
47
23
19
9
11

22
19

16
1
22
1
workers on strike
workers on strike
19
1
1
12
14
1
1
17
4
1
1
12
14
1
20
1
16
17

1
1

·cARLTON
STREET
No. of Lifts 8
REEVES

Number of
Stoppages

1972March ..
April
May ..
June ..
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1973January
February
March ..
April
May ..
June ..
July
August..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

16
12
13
17
10
11
13
15
4
22
29
23
Lift maintenance
Lift maintenance
14
16
9
16
15
29
17
12
14
15
357

1
1
1
1
1
1

17
9
19
16
6
16
45
32

1
1

40

17

11
32
1
workers on strike
workers on strike
16
1
57
1
3
1
14
1
4
11
1
1
9
30
1
1
1

22
16

on Notice.
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BRUNSWICK
BARKLY STREET

No. of Lifts 2
Number of
Stoppages

1972September
October
November
December

1973January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

1

55

3
Lift maintenance
Lift maintenance
Nil
1
Nil
1
Nil
Nil
Nil
2

1974January
February
Total

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

1
Nil
10

1
6
workers on strike
workers on strike
5
1

1

30

1

5

SOUTH MELBOURNE
EMERALD HILL

No. of Lifts 2

Number of
Stoppages

1972March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

Nil
1
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

30

1973January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December

1974-

January
February
Total

Nil
Nil
Unknown due to strike
Unknown due to strike
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
1

2
Nil
4

20

35

on Notice.
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ALBERT PARK
LAYFIELD COURT
No. of Lifts 2
Number of
Stoppages

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

1972March ..
April
May
June
July
August..
September
October
November
December

4
2
1
Nil
1
1
3
2
Nil
1

40

1973January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August..
September
October
November
December

1
Nil
1
4
1
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
1

60

1974January
February
Total

Nil
Nil
23

30
30
60
30
25
30
45

2

30
30

25

PRAHRAN
LoXTON LoDGE
No. of Lifts 2
Number of
Stoppages
1972March ..
April
May
June
July
August..
September
October
November
December
1973January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

Nil
Nil
3
1
Nil
Nil
Nil
1
1
2

3
Nil
Nil.
Nil
1
1
4
Nil
8
5

8
Nil
1
3
41

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

30
20

20
25
30
25

25
20
25
20
25
30

20
20

on Notice.
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PRAHRAN

HORACE PE1TY

No. of Lifts 6
Number of
Stoppages
1972March ..
April
May ..
June ..
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1973January
February
March ..
April
May ..
June ..
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

18
17
14
10
15
38
31
15
21
18

35
40
45
40
35
40
42
35
40
35

27
24
Lift operators on strike
Lift operators on strike
21
23
20
39
26
13
34
22

40
35
40
45
40
45
40
35
40
35
30
35

42
31

PRAHRAN
BENDIGO /BANGS STREETS
No. of Lifts 2

Number of
stoppages
1973May
June
Jnly
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

Nil
Nil
2
Nil
1
2
4
2

20
25
20
25
20

1
1
13

25
20
RICHMOND
LANGDON PARK
No. of Lifts 6 till July, 1973, then 8

Number of
Stoppages
1972March ..
April
May ..
June ..
July
August ..
September
October
November
December

2
14
10

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes
3

s
s

9
10
16
9
20

1

60
20
41
62
60
35
73
60
60
20

(10

Questions
Number of
stoppages

1973-

January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December

1974.]

APRIL,

on Notice.

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

25
17

1

23
24

1

16

1

30
20

Lift mechanics on strike. No records kept
Lift mechanics on strike. No records kept
1

39
44
32
27

1

1

28

1
1
1

22
28

1
2

15
30
20
15
30
30
30
30

1974January
February
Total

429

30

WILLIAMSTOWN
NELSON HEIGHTS
No. of Lifts 2

1972-

March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December

1973-

January
February
March ..
April
May ..
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December

Number of
Stoppages
Nil

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

1
2

25
20
25

1

25
20
25

1

Nil
4

5

Nil

2

20

1

25
20

5
Nil

1
3
3

Nil

3
1
1

2
Nil

One lift out 4 days

30
30
35

35
30
25
30

1974-

January
February
Total

Nil
5

42

35

WILLIAMSTOWN
FLOYD LoDGE
No. of Lifts 2

1972October
November
December

Number of
Stoppages

12
4

9

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes
40

20
30
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Questions
Number of
stoppages

1973-

January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

on Notice.

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

6
1
Lift mechanics on strike.

30
20

~o

records kept

50
25

6

5
3
Nil
Nil
7
3
Nil
Nil

30

30
30

Nil
Nil
47
SOUTH MELBOURNE
PARK TOWERS
No. of Lifts 3

Number of
Stoppages
1972March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1973January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

4
9
15
11
9
13
4
14
12
7

50
45
40
23
30
32
28
35
30
60

one lift out 3 days.

29
45
one lift out 2 days.
9
40
Lift mechanics on strike. No records kept.
Lift mechanics on strike. No records kept.
14
55
11
50
18
45
12
40
3
35
13
40
17
35
12
30
13

35
45

10

272
ST. KILDA
STREET
No. of Lifts 2

lNKERMAN

Number of
Stoppages
1972March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

3
Nil
Nil
1
Nil
1

30

5

30
25
20
20

4
1
1

20

Questions
Number of
stoppages

1973January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

[10

APRIL,

1974.]

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

14
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
3
2
Nil
1
2
Nil

30

20
25
20
25

2
4
44

25
20
NORTH MELBOURNE
HOTHAM EsTATE

No. of Lifts 8
1972March ..
April
May
June
July ..
August ..
September
October
November
December
1973January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

Number of
Stoppages

16
12
12
14
10
10
8
3
9
30

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

1
1
1
1

26
17
11
14
.16
13

1

1
1
J
Not known

1!

19
It
23
It
Unknown due to strike
Unknown due to strike
25
1
17
1!
26
1!
20
1
17
1!
6
1!
5
1!
10
It
20
25
357

30

2
1!
KENSINGTON
HOLLAND EsTATE

No. of Lifts 6
1972March ..
April
May
June ..
July
August..
September
October
November
December

Number of
Stoppages

8
9
10
11
18
29
3
22
26
11

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

It

1

1!

22
24
25
11
4

9

on Notice.
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Number of
stoppages

1973January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974.
January
February
Total

17

[COUNCIL.]

on Notice.

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

1!

39
2
35
It
Unable to calculate due to strike
32
2
5
1!
18
It
9
1
11
2
11
1 to several hours }
27
2 to several hours
10
Unknown
Lift mechanics not leaving dockets.
30
15
421

Unknown
Unknown
FLEMINGTON
DEBNEYS MEADOWS

No. of Lifts-8

Number of
stoppages
1972March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December

1973-

January
February
March ..
April
May
June
July
August ..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

24

1

31
41
17
18
25
33
27
23
28

1
1
1
1
1
2

46
29

17
22
19
17

4
1
1

30
30

28
30
27
1
30
Unknown due to strike. Accurate record could not be kept.
Unknown due to strike. Accurate record could not be kept.
Unknown due to strike. Accurate record could not be kept.
1
12
30
18
1
30
19
1
30

13

1

15
8
6

1
1
1

30
30

13

1
1

30

21
447

FITZROY
ATHERTON
No. of Lifts-8

Number of
stoppages

1972-

March ..
April
May
June
July
August..
September
October
November
December

9
11
24
20
14
9
10
10
13
9

Average idle time
Hours
Minutes
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

17
9
11
23
17
3
18
11
17

[10

Questions
Number of
stoppages

1973January
February
March ..
April ..
May ..
June
July
August..
September
October
November
December
1974January
February
Total

11

13

1974.]

APRIL,

on Notice.
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Average idle time
Hours
Minutes

1

11

1

19
58

6

Lift maintenance workers on strike. No records kept.
6
14
14

1
1

58
16
52

13
12

11

1
1

1

7
11

10
30

1
1

11

17

1

20

1

12
13

7

306

PRISON OFFICERS AT PENTRIDGE
PRISON.
(Question No. 266)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister
for Social Welfare(a) How many warders are employed at
Her Majesty's Prison Pentridge?
(b) What are the numbers employed . on
each shift, giving the hours of each shift?
(c) What are the hours worked in overtime by those employed on each shift?
(d) What is their gross salary?
(e) At what rates are they paid for
overtime?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare).-The
answer is( a) The term cc warder " is no longer
aplied in the prisons service. The correct
term is prison officer and as at 8th April,
1974, there were 320 such officers employed
at Pentridge Prison. Included in that number are 39 senior prison officers and 21
chief prison officers.
(b) Day shift: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.: 177
officers.
First watch: 4 p.m.-12 a.m.: 26 officers.
Second watch: 12 a.m.-8 a.m.: 22 officers.
(c) No overtime is worked on the first
and second watches. An average of 20!
hours overtime per day is worked by the
day shift.
(d) (i) Prison officer: $5,478-$5,846 per
annum.
(ii) Senior prison officer: $6,430$6,819 per annum.
(iii) Chief prison officer: $7,171$7,373 per annum.
(e}(i) Prison officer: $2.75 per hour.
(ii) Senior prison officer: $3.08 per
hour.

(iii) Chief prison officer: $3.44 per
hour.

POLICE AT SUNBURY FESTIVAL.
(Question No. 268)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Local Government, for
the Chief Secretary( a) How many hours did superintendents,
chief inspectors and inspectors of police
spend on duty at the recent Sunbury pop
festival, and from what areas were these
officers drawn?
(b) How many police were involved in
the control of the .festival?
(c) How many interstate police were in
attendance at the festival?
(d) From what stations were the Victorian police drawn?
(e) What provision was made for their
replacement at the respective stations from
which they were drawn?
(f) How many police cars and wagons
were used, and from what stations and
areas were these vehicles drawn?
(g) Who paid for the police supervision
and control?
(h) How many offences were detected,
how many were recorded (stating the nature
of the offences) and how many charges
were laid?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answer
supplied by the Chief Secretary is
detailed and I seek leave for its incorporation in Hansard without my
reading it.
Leave was granted, and the answer
was as follows:( a) Two hundred and fifty six hours.
The officers were drawn from the Police
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District Headquarters at Avondale Heights,
the Mobile Traffic Section and the Sunshine
Criminal Investigation Branch.
(b) One hundred and sixty-seven police
were on duty at the festival on the first
day and 195 on each of the other three days.
(c) None.
(d) Altona
Brunswick
Coburg
Essen don
Fawkner
Flemington
Glen roy
Heidelberg
Maids tone
Northcote
Operations support group
Sunshine
St. Albans
Victoria Dock
Williamstown
Mobile Traffic Section
Transport Branch
Criminal Investigation Branch
Crime Car Squad.
(e) Rerostering of members was arranged
within each police district from which members were drawn to ensure that stations
were adequately manned.
(f) Twelve cars, one bus, three brawler
vans and four motor cycles. These mobile
units were drawn from the Mobile Traffic
Section, the Transport Branch and the Sunbury, Heidelberg and Sunshine police
stations.
(g) Police supervision and control were
provided for the festival as a normal part
of police duty. However, a sum of $5,000
was received from the promoters for the
services of the police, prior to the commencement of the festival.
(h) A total of 63 offences were detected
by the police. These offences, all of which
were recorded and charges laid against the
offenders, were as follows:Nature of the offence

Number of
offences
10
Drunk and disorderly
Traffic offences
..
. . 34
Driving with blood alcohol content
in excess of · 05 per cent
8
Indecent behaviour
2
Obstructing police
1
Indecent language
..
1
Impersonating a member of the
Police Force
1
Rioting
..
1
Insufficient means
1
Possessing drug of addiction
1
Possessing Indian hemp
2
Smoking Indian hemp
1
Total 63

on Notice.

CIRCULAR LETTER ON FREE
MILK.
(Question No. 269)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister
for Social Welfare, for the Minister
of Agriculture(a) What was the cost of postage for the
circular letter re free milk to primary
schools forwarded by the Minister of Agriculture to principals of primary schools for
transmission to school mothers' clubs?
(b) Why did the Minister of Agriculture
and not the Minister of Health send this
letter?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Agriculture is(a) The cost of postage for the circular
letter re free milk to primary schools by
the Minister of Agriculture was $349. 50.

The Hon. R. J. Eoov.-That is a
waste of money.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-!
think it was money well spent. The
answer continues(b) The Minister of Agriculture consulted
the Minister of Health with respect to the
technical content of the letter as far as
health and nutrition matters were concerned.
NoTE.-$349. 50 represents an investment
of about 1/20th.c/school child in Victoria
in an attempt to have the benefit of free
school milk restored to them.

CONTRACTS FOR PUBLIC WORKS.
(Question No. 271)

The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
(North-Eastern Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Public Works(a) During the past twelve months, how
many contracts for public works have been
let by negotiation rather than calling of
tenders, stating, in respect of the metropolitan area and country areas, respectively,
who the successful contractors were and the
price of each contract?
(b) In country areas, were local contractors given the opportunity of tendering;
if not, why?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Public

Questions
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Works is detailed, and I seek leave for
it to be incorporated in Hansard without my reading it.
Leave was granted, and the answer was as follows:(a) Metropolitan

area-seventeen

con-

tracts.
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The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Transport is(a) Planning is well advanced for the
duplication of the railway line between Sunshine and Deer Park West.

$
The project provides for duplication510,000 initially without electrification-with autoCivil and Civic Pty. Ltd.
Citra Constructions Pty.
matic signalling to suit trains operating in
Ltd.
805,000 both directions. The laying of rail is proCostain Aust. Ltd.
2,400,000 grammed to commence in October, 1974.
D. A. Constructions Pty.
535,000
Ltd.
(b) Site clearing works, general earthDillingham Constructions
works, and a new bridge over Kororoit
2,140,000 Creek, are tender jobs. The laying of track
Pty. Ltd.
John Holland (Holdings)
Ltd.
1, 780,000 and other associated work will be carried
Humphries and Glasgow Ltd. 965,000 out by railway employees.
Lewis Construction Co.
(c) Preliminary site clearing works comPty. Ltd.
2,800,000 menced in December, 1973.
Mainline Corporation Ltd. 2,800,000
Prentice Builders Pty. Ltd.
945,000
Prentice Builders Pty. Ltd. 1,085,000
A. V. Jennings Ind. (Aust.)
CENTRES FOR MENTALLY
Ltd.
585,000
HANDICAPPED.
A. V. Jennings Ind. (Aust.)
Ltd.
800,000
(Question No. 273)
Simmie and Co. Pty. Ltd.
680,000
815,000
P.D.C. Constructions
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
R. Salzer Constructions
(North-Eastern Province) asked the
468,000
Pty. Ltd.
1,753,000 Minister of Housing, for the Minister
E. A. Watts Pty. Ltd.
Country areas-five contracts.
of Health$

A. J. Galvin Pty. Ltd.
490,000
K. G. Hooker Builders Pty.
Ltd.
455,000
Leighton Holdings Ltd.
1,810,000
L. U. Simon Pty. Ltd.
765,000
J. C. Taylor Constructions
Pty. Ltd.
430,000
(b) It is the usual practice to invite registered country contractors to submit tenders
for work within their region and classification, unless there are exceptional circumstances relating to the work concerned.

DEER PARK ·RAILWAY LINE.
(Question No. 272)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister of Transport( a) How far are plans advanced for the
duplication of the railway line to Deer Park?
(b) Will the work be carried out by daylabour of the Victorian Railways Board, or
let to tender?
(c) When is it expected that work will
commence?

Are mentally-handicapped centres to be
transferred to the Education Department; if
so, will the trained teachers in existing
centres automatically become registered with
the Education Department?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister of Health isThe school section of day training centres
for the intellectually handicapped, but not
the workshop or the special care section of
day training centres, may be transferred to
the Education Department if the committee
of management of a day training centre
makes such a request. Any decision can
be made only by the committees of day
training centres as they are independent
organizations.
The trained teachers will be required by
the Education Department to be registered
with that department if the Education Department is to conduct these schools. _under
present legislation, trained teachers m. day
training centres are not eligible to register
as teachers, but the Education Department
is examining this problem at the present
time.
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NEW MELTON-GEELONG
FREEWAY.
(Question No. 274)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister of Transport( a) What is the route of the proposed
freeway from Melton to Geelong?
(b) How many properties will be affected
by this proposed freeway?
(c) Has the proposed route been changed;
if so, when, and for what reasons?
(d) Will the Minister supply a map of
the proposed freeway route?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Transport isThe Country Roads Board has no
proposals for a freeway from Melton to
Geelong.

DAIRYING INDUSTRY.
(Question No. 275)

The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) asked the Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister of Agriculture( a') On what evidence does the Minister
base the statement that 3,100 dairy farmers
have left the industry in the past three
years?
(b) Does this number include cases where
dairy farms have been sold, or where share
dairy farmers have left dairy farms and
been replaced by other share farmers?
(c) What proportion of Victorian dairy
production was contributed by these 3,100
dairy farmers?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Agriculture is( a) Statistical information recorded in
the Dairy Farm Licensing Section, of the
Division of Dairying, Department of Agriculture, shows that 3,100 dairy farmers
have left the industry in the past three
years.
(b) No. This number is the number of
farm premises on which dairying has been
discontinued.
(c) In terms of licensed premises the
figure of 3,100 represents 16 per cent of
the number licensed three years ago; but
in terms of cows milked fhe proportion
of cows milked at those premises to the
total number of cows milked in the State
three years ago is 7 per cent.

on Notice.

CONTAMINATION OF AQUIFERS.
(Question No. 276)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister of Water Supply, for the
Minister of Mines( d) Further to question No. 1 asked in
this House on 11th October, 1972, will the
Minister supply up-to-date details of the
continuing detailed study .of contamination
of underground aquifers within the parishes
of Cut Paw-Paw, Deutgam, Tru·ganina and
Derrimut?
(b) How do these studies compare with
the earlier tests, and what are the main
pollutants?

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Mines is( a) Within the parishes of Cut Paw-Paw,
Deutgam, Truganina and Derrimut there
are now a total of 50 pollution observation
bores. Of these, 32 were drilled by the
Mines Department under its own programme,
eight were drilled by the Mines Department on behalf of the Environment Protection Authority as part of the Interdepartmental Committee on Aquifer Pollution
(!CAP) programme and six were Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works bores
adapted for pollution observation.
No additional bores are contemplated at
this stage although drilling is continuing
in other parts of the metropolitan area.
Bores under ·the Mines Department programme and the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works bores are sampled
quarterly. The ICAP bores, and four private
bores in these parishes sampled by the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
were sampled monthly for a period and
are now also sampled quarterly.
A detailed investigation of groundwater
pollution was carried out at Laverton during the latter part of 1972 and early part
of 1973 to obtain hydrogeological data
on the natural groundwater and the rates
of movement and dispersal of effluents
disposed underground. An additional study
of this nature including an investigation
of the feasibility of treating phenolic pollution underground is planned when staff is
available.
(b) The results from bores and analyses
since October, 1972, confirm the general
picture at that time and provide essential
detail where this was previously lacking.
As is to be expected from the low rates
of groundwater movement and dispersal,
the areas and levels of groundwater pollution are generally similar to those revealed
earlier. In addition to the phenolic substances, sulphate, cadmium and lead
previously recognized and now substantiated, anionic surfactants have been shown
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to be widespread and particular areas have
been found to have abnormal manganese
or iron contents or to be slightly acidic.
On the other hand fluoride appears to be
less important than previously thought and
values above background level have only
been recorded in a few bores.

(c) Will the Minister give an undertaking
that regional services in Victoria will not
be similarly controlled?

It is now considered that the main problem areas have been identified and the
major industries contributing have either
built or will shortly construct additional
treatment plant which will enable their
effluent to be discharged to the sewer.

1. Yes.
2. Yes.
3. My present view is that the existing
arrangement should not be disturbed but I
am unable to give such an undertaking categorically at present. The honorable member
will be aware that a committee of inquiry
headed by Sir Colin Syme is at present conducting an inquiry into hospital and health
services in Victoria. When the report of
that committee is received, this particular
recommendation will be examined in the
light of that report and the Government
will then decide what, if any, changes are
required in the system of control of the
ambulance services in Victoria.

LmRARIES FOlt SECONDARY
SCHOOLS.
(Question No. 277)

The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
(North-Eastern Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
EducationFurther to question No. 14 asked in this
House on 26th September, 1973( a) Has the survey of secondary schools
in need of Commonwealth libraries been
completed?
(b) What is the priority of the Wangaratta High School, and when can this school
expect to receive a Commonwealth library?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development' and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
is-

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister of Health is-

ESSENDON AERODROME.
(Question No. 280)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
DecentralizationFurther to the answer given to question
No. 9 in this House on 9th October, 1973,
has any further decision been made, and is
the report .available; if so, will a copy of the
report be made available to honorable members who represent the area in question?

( a) A complete survey has not been
completed.
(b) A priority has not yet been allocateq
to Wangaratta High School.

The Hon. 1\'IURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer is-

VICTORIAN CIVIL AMBULANCE
SERVICE.

HOUSING COMMISSION LAND.

(Question No. 279)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of Housing, for the Minister of
Health( a) Did the recent inquiry into the Victorian Civil Ambulance Service recommend
a board of three to assume many responsibilities. now carried by regional ambulance
service committees?
(b) Is the Minister aware that in New
South Wales where the appointment and
dismissal of staff is now handled by a central
authority, deep unrest has been caused in
New South Wales regional services?
Session 1974.-161

No decision has been made in this matter.

(Question No. 281)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of HousingWill Housing Commission land be sold to
potential home builders on low incomes in
the North-Western Province; if not, why; if
so, where?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer isIt is the commission's intention to make
land available to low-inct>me earners in all
major towns where it OWnS },and, and where
a demand is likely to arise.
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HEALTH REGULATIONS AT

SUNBURY POP FESTIVAL.
(Quest~on

No.

284~

The Bon . .- ·A. W. KNIGHT (Mel..

bourne West Province) asked the
Minister of Housing, for the Minister
of Health( a) What provision was made to see that
the bealth 'regulations . were complied with
at the ~ecent Sunbury pop festival?
"
{b) ·Were ·the authorities able to see that
the regulations were complied with; if not,·
why?
·
·
.·
·
....
(c)· Wli.at provision has been made. ·to
see that, .at future festivals of a like. nature,
these regulations are complied :with?.

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing).-The answer supplied
by the Minister of Health is- · ·

REFLECTORIZED NUMBER . ·.
:. PLATES.
,... t<iues~ion
No. 285). ·
· ..
··:

·The~·:·uon

...

M...

J.
WALTON· (Mel-:
bourne North Province) .asked ~he
Minister for Local Government, for
th~ C11ief .S.ecretary-:··
What was the result of the. pilot study
on· the use of reflectotized car number
plates, and is the Government intending to
make- these· compulsory on all vehictes?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government).-The . answer
supplied by the Chief Secretary isA pilot study conducted some time ago,
in conjunction with the· Country Roads
Board, prodllced inconch,tsive results as to
the efficacy of refl-ectorized number plat~s.
A submission by the Australian Road
Federation,· supporting the introduction of
reflectorized number plates on a compulsory basis, is under examination but I am
not able to advise the honorable member
when a decision will be made. It will be
appreciated that this is one of many proposals, of both a major and minor nature,
which are being investigated in the field of
road safety.

(a) There are no specific regulations
applicable to pop festivals such as those
conducted at Sunbury in recerit years. However, the Commission of Public Health has
approved a set of requirements for pop
festivals based on the Public · Building
Regulations and the Camping Regulations
made under the Health Act. These requirements are incorporated as conditions of
approval of plans by the commission for the
HOUSING AND INDUSTRIES IN
conduct of such festivals.
COUNTRY AREAS.
During the last festival, three health in(Question No. 288)
spectors, with members of the medical and
engineering staff and two building inspectors
The Hon. A. K. · BRADBURY
from the Department of Health, were in
attendance on a rostered basis to ensure (North-Eastern Province) asked the
that these requirements were closely ob- Minister for State Development and
served. In addition, there were four health
inspectors representative of the Shire of , Decentralization( a) How many building permits for new
Bulla in constant attendance during the
houses were issued during the period from
whole of the festival.
1971 to 1973, indicating the growth rates
(b). ·The· promoters co-operated to the
in country Victoria as against the metrofull in the observance of the requirements.
politan area?
Having regard to the type of function and
(b) What number of factories have· either
the large number in attendance, it was concluded that th~ management of the arrange- moved to, or indicated they are prepared to
ments for the· festival were generally satis- set-up in, country areas since· · the ten-point
factory. although improvements could be plan was announced?
effected in certain areas such as the instal(c) ·What job opp·ortunities are being··prolation of a more. permanent water supply, vided by the new industries in country areas
··
· ·
·
shower and toilet facilities, a more effective of ·Victoria?
refuse collecti9n service.: and up-grading of
(d) What financial assistance has been
the :.-electrical installations.
.
provided. by the Victorian pevelopinent
~orpora~1on?
.
·
. ·· . . ·· ...
(c): Future festivals will continue to be
closely supervised by departmental and
(e) What financial · assist~~e··.: has. been
council health and engineering st~ff to ·en- provided :bY municipalities for. the .years 1971
sure· compliance with ·the requirements' im- to 1973?
. _: . ·.
.
posed by the Commission of Public Health.
.
.
(f)
Will
he
ascertain
and
inform
· the
Improvements in certain areas as above will House· the nulllber of factories that have
be required · before approval is given in been established outside capital cities in New
fut~re for the conduct of the Sunbury pop
South Wales, T~mania, Western Australia
·
·
festival. ·
and South .Australia during· 1972-7.3?
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The: Hon. MURRAy· BYRNE
-(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization).-The answer is( a) ~ 1971, 28,226 new dweiling units
were approved in. the Melbourne Statistical
Division, which covers some 6,110 square
miles. In the same year, 6,651 new dwelling
units were approved in country Victoria.
In 1972, the number of new dwelling
units approved in the Melbourne area increased by 7,423, or 26·3 per cent over
1971. In country Victoria the number of
new . dwelling units approved increased by
2,137 or 32 ·1 per cent of the 1971 figure.
In 1973, the number of new dwelling units
approved in the Melbourne area increased
by 3,444, or 9·7 per cent over the 1972
figure. In country Victoria the number of
new dwelling units approved increased by
4,105, or 46·7 per cent of the 1972 figure.
The number of new approvals in Melbourne in 1973 was 38 · 5 per cent higher
than in 1971, while in country Victoria the
number of new dwellings approved in 1973
was 93·9 per cent higher than in 1971.
In 1973 country Victoria had 24·8 per
cent of the total number of new dwelling
units approved for the State, as compared
with 19 ·1 per cent in 1971.
(b) One hundred and forty-five in the
period from 1st September, 1972, to 31st
March, 1974.
.
(c) When the 145 industries mentioned
in (b) are fully operational it is estimated
that some 8,000 direct new job opportunities
will have been created.
(d) Forty-four loans have been approved
to a total value of $6 · 246 million.
(e) With the approval of the Minister,
country municipalities have loaned the follo~ng sums to new and expanding industnes:1971-$319,000
1972-$465,500
1973-$1,244,100 ..
This does not include any financial ·assistance provided by municipalities by way of
free rates or providing essential services
such as roads, water etc.
(f) New South Wales
26
20
Western Australia
South Australia
10
Tasmania

ADVERTISEMENT FOR PAINT
WORK TENDERS.
(Question No.· 289)

. The "on. K~ I. WRIGHT (NortltWestern· ·Province) . asked the Minister of Housing- ·
·· ·

he

( ci) Is~
~:aware of ari advertisement
placed by his department in a recent issue
of Sunraysia Daily calling tenders for
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paint work · iri ·the Mil dura district and
giving a Melbourne address for specifications?
(b) Will he consider showing the address
of the department's Red Cliffs office in the
advertisement to encourage local tradesm~?
.

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer is( a) Yes.
(b) Arrangements have now been made
for specifications for maintenance contracts
to be avrailable from the commission's works
officer at Red Cliffs, and this information is
to be included in future advertisements.

REGIONAL DIRECTORS OF
EDUCATION.
(Question No. 290)

The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) asked the Minister for State Development and Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education( a) What are the current functions and
responsibilities of the Regional Directors of
Education?
(b) What finance is allocated to each
director to carry out these functions and
responsibilities?
(c) What ·staff and other resources are
allocated to each directorate?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
and Decentralization) .-The answer
supplied by the Minister of Education is(a) No formal role description was
written .for the first three regional directors
appointed under the recent pilot scheme.
Their. major initial task has been to establish
the .acceptance of the region~l concept, and
to undertake a variety of tasks without a
formal delegation of powellS. When the
eight additional regional directors have been
appointed to cover the whole State it .will
be possible to delegate tasks and functions
to regions on a total basis. It is envisaged
that Regional Directors of Education will
then have both administrative and professional tasks to perform, for example, the
maintenance of school buildings, leave and
allowances for teachers, in-service education, the · recruitment of temporary · and
emergency teachers, forward planning in
relation to the educational needs of the area,
placement of first year exit gl'1aduates,
school transport and in other ways to represent the Education Department in Ute
region. These .additional appointments will
be niade in the near fu·ture and the pro})9sed
delegation of tasks will follow.
··
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(b).and (c) These matters are at present
under · active consideration and a detailed
announcement will be made before the
middle of the year.

SUPERPHOSPHATE.
(Question No. 291)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for Social We'lfare, for the Minister of Agriculture(a) In view of the shortage of superphosphate and proposed restrictions on
supply to Victorian producers, what action
will be taken by the Government to ensure
that adequate superphosphate is available
to producers at a reasonable price?

(b) What action. has the Government
taken towards retention of the superphosphate bounty proposed ·to be withdrawn by
the Commonwealth Government?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Agriculture is(a) It would appear that the shortage of
superphosphate is largely due to panic buying by consumers following the announcement by the Commonwealth Government of
the withdrawal of the superphosphate
bounty. Fertilizer companies have imposed
restrictions on supplies to Victorian consumers to ensure that regular customers
are able to obtain some superphosphate.
There is no action the State Government
can take at this stage to ensure that
adequate supplies of superphosphate are
available.

on Notice.·

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer isNo. One tender has been received with
incomplete documentation and this will be
presented to the commission for. decision as
soon as possible after the tenderer has completed his tender in proper form.

DONALD MEAT WORKS.
(Question No. 294)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for State Development and Decentralization'
Has an application for financial assistance
from the Victorian Development Corporation
been lodged by the Donald meat works;
if so, has a decision been reached?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization) .-The answer
is(1) Yes.
(2) No.

Received on 3rd April, 1974.

UNITS FOR ELDERLY WIDOWS AT
MERBEIN.
(Question No. 297)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of HousingHave investigations been made into the
availability of land and the need for unitl
for elderly widows at Merbein?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister\
of Housing) .-The answer is-

1

(b) The Premier has written to the Prime
Minister strongly protesting about the
Commonwealth Government's decision to remove the superphosphate bounty and presenting a reasoned case on the effect on
costs of production and consumer prices as
well as export sales. The Prime Minister
has been strongly asked to reconsider his
decision.

No. As the commission has only five
applications recorded for this type of
accommodation at Merbein, the early
erection of such accommodation is considered to be unwarranted. The Shire of
Mildura, if it feels a stronger demand exists,
should approach the commission with a view
to making land available under the usual
terms and conditions pertaining to commission pensioner accommodation normally
provided in conjunction with municipal cooperation and financial assistance.

ELDERLY-PERSON UNITS
FOR MILDURA.

NEW COURT HOUSE FOR
WERRIBEE.

(Question No. 292)

(Question No. 299)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (N:orthW estern Province) asked the Minister of Housing-

The Hon. A. W~ KNIGHT (Melbourne West. Province) asked the
Minister for Local Government, for
the Attorney-General-.

Have tenders been let for the construction
of elderly-person units on land in ~Sunnyside
Avenue, Mildura; if not, when will tenders
be let?

(a) What progress has been made towarcJs the provision of a court house at
Werribee?

Questions
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(b) When is it proposed that tenders will
be called for the construction of the court
house?
(c) What is the projected date for the
completion of the building?

The Hon. ~. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answer
supplied by the Attorney-General isAs the honorable member was advised by
the Attorney-General in a letter dated 17th
April, 1973, provision was sought in the
loan works programme for the current
financial year for authority to design a new
court house at Werribee. However, having
regard to other more urgent projects and
the limited planning and financial resources
available, the project was not included in
the current Loan Works Programme.
The project has again been included in
the Law Department's proposals for the
1974-75 works programme, with a view to
completion of the design of the building
during next financial year. At this stage
it is not possible to indicate when tenders
will be called or when completion of the
building can be expected.

ROBINVALE HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 300)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization, for the Minister of EducationIn view of the need for a mathematics/
science teacher at the Robinvale High
School, when will such a teacher be
appointed?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development
and Decentralization) .-The answer
supplied by the Minister of Education
isThe Teachers Tribunal staffing schedule
for this school is 18. The departmental
target is 22·5; there are 22·4 teachers at
the school.
This school is staffed virtually up to
target.
A teacher for maths will be appointed as
soon as possible taking the needs of all
schools into consideration.

ALEXANDRA PARADE,
COLLINGWOOD AND FITZROY.
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(b) Is he aware that both Collingwood
and Fitzroy city councils oppose any further
encroachment in this area?

(c) Is he aware that the residents'
association and residents •adjacent strongly
oppose any further encroachment?
(d) Will he give an assurance that trees
will not be removed from Alexandra
Parade without local councils' consent; if
not, why?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answer
is( a) I am aware that the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works has been considering proposals to reconstruct Alexandra
Parade in Collingwood •and Fitzroy as part
of the Eastern Freeway project and that this
could affect the median plantation and trees.

I am advised that there has been extensive consultation on the matter between the
board and local councils, and am •aware
that the board has recently resolved to make
a recommendation to me under its Act concerning the reconstruction of Alex•andra
Parade and Hoddle Street North, although
no formal submission has yet reached me.
(b) and (c) Yes, from press reports and
from the honorable member's question.
(d) The
Government will certainly
examine the recommendation and submission carefully and will take into· consideration any representations made by councils
and others.

WYCHEPROOF HIGHER
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 302)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization, for the Minister of EducationIn view of the fact that no French teacher
was available at the Wycheproof Higher
Elementary School at the beginning of the
school year, when will such a teacher be
appointed, and why has the delay occurred?

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister
for Local Government-

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
is-

( a) Is he aware ·that the Melbourne ·and
Metropolitan Board of Works is to remove
trees and encroach further into -the plantation in Alexandr.a P·arade, Collingwood and
Fitzroy, to create more traffic lanes?

Owing to a shortage of French teachers
the staffing officer was unable to fill •this
vacanc>.' ·at the beginning of the year. Efforts
are still being made to find a suitable
teacher.

(Question No. 301)
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NEW POLICE STATION FOR

MELTON.
(Question No. 303)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Local Government, for
the Chief Secretary<a) Has an alternative site for a police
station been purchased at Melton; if so,
where?
(b) When will tenders be called for its
construction?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answer
supplied by the Chief Secretary is( a) No. However, a site which adjoins
the new shopping complex, and which
appears to be suitable, has been inspected
by police officers. Negotiations in respect
of the purchase of the site ·are proceeding.
(b) No date can be given at this stage.
It will be appreciated that, even if the site
referred to above is acquired, some time
will elapse before plans for the new police
station can be prepared and the required
finance made available.

without· Nbtice.

niade by his Federal ·Leader, who
has indicated that he seeks a mandate to reduce expenditure within
the public sector of the economy?
Will the Premier indicate publicly
that that proposal, seriously considered and endorsed, would have a
severe and restrictive effect on public
works programmes under way in this
State?
(Premier
and
Mr.
HAMER
Treasurer) .-1 am not aware of any
suggestion that vital programmes in
this State would be affected by any
proposed retrenchment or cutting
down of Federal public expenditures.
What I understood the Leader of the
Opposition in the Federal Parliament
to be talking about was unnecessary
and wasteful expenditures, of which
we could all name some.

HOUSING COMMISSION
WHITTINGTON ESTATE.
Mr. AUREL SMITH (Bellarine).1 direct a question to the Minister
representing the Minister of Housing. Is the Minister aware that the
Housing Commission is building
100 homes at Whittington, near
Wednesday, AprillO, 1974.
Geelong? Is he also aware of a
report in today's press concerning the
development of this estate, with parThe SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. ticular reference to whether it is
Wheeler) took the chair at 3.33 p.m., being developed without the approval
and read the prayer.
of the local municipality? If so, can
the Minister advise what the present
ABSENCE OF MINISTER.
·
position is?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Wheeler).-! inform honorable mem- Transport) .-1 have seen the press
bers that the Minister of Labour and report referred· to by the honorable
Industry is interstate on business.
member for Bellarine. As a result
of seeing it I discussed. the matter
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.
with my colleague, .the Minister of
Housing, earlier today. I understand
FUNDS FROM COMMONWEALTH. that the commission is building on
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the that estate in conformity with the
Opposition) .-In view of the state- sealing of a plan of subdivision by
ments made by the Treasurer a.bout the Shire of Bellarine as long ago as
the lack of Commonwealth funds for June, 1972. I am informed that at
Victoria to carry out important pro- that time the Shire of Bellarine adgralllmes in education,· health, sewer- vised the Housin·g Commission that
age and town planning, .has _the hon- it was taking ·.the necessary steps
m~able gentleman expressed his. conto rezone the area as residential. I am
cern at the proposal being publicly further advised , that· the . Gee long

ljrgislntint Asstmbly.
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Waterworks ·and Sewerage Trust is
constructing the sewerage and water
services for the estate.
.I ~mphasize that the Housing Commission which, of course, is bound
by the Town and CC?untry Planning
Act,. do~s all it can to co-operate to
the full with local municipalities ..
CIVIL BAI;LIFFS.
1\'lr. HANN (Rodney).-Can the
Attorney-General. inform the Hous~
when appHcations will be called for
the appointment of civil bailiff~?
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-I hope advertisements for positions
of civil bailiffs will be lodged shortly.
For the . information of honorable
members I should point out that .the
question. refers to civil bailiffs who
will take over the work of members
of the Police Force in the collection
of civil debts. This is a step in the
right direction. I can. understand my
colleague, the Chief Secretary, being
pleased to know that it is coming
into effect. I know that a number
of honorable members have advocated
this change from time to time, but
it is not quite as simple to make
the change as it sounds. A great
deal of organizing is necessary, but
it is well under way.
USE OF AIR TICKETS.
Mr.
WILKES
(Northcote).Is the Minister of Education aware
that Professor Pederson telephoned
ce.rtain members of_ the Opposition
from the United States of America
about questions on the Notice Paper?
If so, can he inform the House how
Professor Pederson was informed of
these questions, which related to Dr.
Shears and his wife? Is the Minister
satisfied that this was a proper course
of action for a member of his department to take? Further, can the Minister advise the House whether, at
the time, any person in his department was available· to do the job
which was done by ·Dr. Shears's wife?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-1 advise the honorable
~e.mber that the s~me question appears· at pag~ 8 of the Notice Paper.
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It is question on notice No. 1021
standing in the name of . the honor-:able member for Dandenong .

POLICE DEPARTMENT.
. Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Is the
Chief· Secretary aware t_hat public
servants employed by the Police
Department will in future be paid by
computerized cheques and that the
cheques will be handed to the employees without b.eing placed in envelopes? Is this becaus~. the Poli~e
Department has no envelopes? If so,
will the Chief Secretary endeavour
to have envelopes made to fit the
cheques in order to preserve the
privacy of public servants who are
employed by the Police Department?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-I know of the concern of
the
Deputy
Leader
of
the
Opposition for the welfare of members of the Police Force. I shall take
up the matter raised with the Chief
Commissioner of Police and inform
the honorable member.
VICTORIAN SOCCER FEDERATION.
Mr. GUY (Gisborne).-Has the
Minister for Youth, Sport and Recrea~
tion recently received a deputation
from the Victorian Soccer Federation?
If so, what matters were discussed
and can the Minister advise what
support his department _has offered
to· the federation?
Mr. DIXON (Minister . for Youth;
Sport and Recreation) .-This morning I received a deputation from the
Victorian Soccer Federation which
had submitted to me a six-page case
involving certain requirements of
soccer in this State. I am please9 to
announce that I have made a gr~nt
of $10,000 to the federation for 197475 and that this grant will probably
go towards coaching and 'the promotion of junior soccer.
·
·
·
In addition, I have i~formed the
Victorian Soccer Federation that one
senior team anq one junior team w'ill
be eligible fc;>r partial· support in the
event of their attending the Austr~lian
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championships or, in lieu of that
support, that finance will be available
to send a team of junior soccer
players overseas.
I have also promised to investigate
the possibility of making available
the camping facilities of the National
Fitness Council so that if the Victorian Soccer Federation appoints a
director of coaching for soccer in
this State, he will be able to utilize
the camping facilities for junior
soccer games.
HOUSING COMMISSION
WHITTINGTON ESTATE.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).Further to the question asked by the
honorable member for Bellarine of
the Minister of Transport, representing the Minister of Housing, I ask:
In view of the fact that the Minister
apparently supports the present
development of housing on residential areas in such a case, is it a fact
that, as reported in today's Geelong
Advertiser, the Minister said yesterday, "There is no way that the commission has the authority to do what
they are doing "? In addition, is the
Minister aware of the opposition of
the Geelong Regional Planning
Authority and the Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust to this
land becoming residential permanently because last year, and the
trust says it will occur again this
year, the land was at least 1 foot
under water in the wet season?
·Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-The alleged statement
ascribed to me is completely unfounded; I made no such statement
to the newspaper or to anyone else.
Regarding the opposition of the
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage
Trust, I find it rather curious that the
trust has already contracted to do
the work and is indeed carrying it
out. The first that I heard of any
opposition
from
the
Geelong
Regional Planning Authority was
when I read the newspaper this
morning.
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WORLD TABLE TENNIS
CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas).Can the Minister for Youth, Sport
and Recreation inform me whether
there are any proposals to hold the
world table tennis championships in
Melbourne?
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-There were
proposals that the world table tennis
championships should be held in Melbourne, but they will now be held in
Calcutta. From 20th to 26th January,
1975, the British Commonwealth table
tennis championships will be held in
the Melbourne Town Hall. At this
stage my department has seen fit to
make a grant of $2,000 towards the
holding of these championships. The
Melbourne City Council is providing
its support by granting the use of the
town hall. I understand that at present the Commonwealth Government
is considering what support it might
give.
FLAMMABLE CLOTHING.
(Dandenong).-The
Mr.
LIND
former Minister of Health arranged
for the publication of a booklet for
mothers of new babies concerning
flammable clothing and how to make
nightwear safe for children. Because
the regulations relating to the labelling of clothing have been amended,
will the Minister of Health arrange
for an up-to-date edition of this booklet to be made available for distribution among people who need it?
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health) .-I should be happy to examine this matter and take whatever
action I can to implement the suggestion of the honorable member for
Dandenong. I am somewhat concerned at the whole range of our publications at the moment, and I am
having discussions with a view to up•
dating many of them.
MEDICAL BENEFIT FUNDS.
Mr. SKEGGS (Ivanhoe).-Can the
Minister of Health inform me whether
he has received advice · from the
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Federal Minister for Health that he
has approved rises in contributors'
rates to medical insurance funds?
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Mr.
Health) .-In the normal course of
events the Federal Minister for Social
Security would not advise me of arrangements that he has entered into
in regard to health and medical
insurance funds in this State. If
there is an appropriate Minister for
the Minister for Social Security to
advise, it should be the Chief Secretary.
We are well aware of the pressures
currently on the funds of this State,
and the Victorian Government Statist
and Actuary who has a responsibility under two Victorian Actsthe Benefit Associations Act and the
Friendly Societies Act-is closely
examining the position with a view
to ensuring that there are reserves
at least sufficient to uphold the funds
for a period desirably of thirteen
weeks, which would generally be consistent with the recommendations of
the Nimmo committee of inquiry and
the Senate committee of inquiry of
the level of reserves that should be
held.
The most recent advice that we
have had is that the reserves in
Victoria are sufficient for only ten
weeks, so they are falling behind the
recommended levels .established by
the Commonwealth Government.
SCHOOLS IN BROADMEADOWS
ELECTORATE.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).Can the Minister of Education inform
me whether he is prepared to lay on
the table of the Library the files
relating to the acquisition of land for
the Gladstone View Primary School,
the Broadmeadows North West
Primary School and the Gladstone
Park High School?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-Yes.
RETAIL LIQUOR HOURS.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds) .
-I desire to ask a question of thPChief Secretary relating to retail
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liquor trading hours. In 1972 the
honorable gentleman advised me, as a
result of a question that I placed on
the Notice Paper, that the Government was investigating whether it
would propose amendments to the
Liquor Control Act to enable retail
liquor stores to sell liquor at the same
hours as other shops on Friday night.
Can the honorable gentleman inform
the House whether this investigation
has been completed? If so, what are
the results, and when will action be
taken if the Liquor Control Commission has recommended favourably?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-This is a matter of Government
policy.
JUNIOR FIRE BRIGADES.
Mr. EBERY (Midlands).-In view
of the interest shown by the junior
fire brigades of Victoria, is the Chief
Secretary prepared to discuss with
the Minister for Youth, Sport ~and
Recreation the possibility of allocating grants in this important field?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is, u Yes ".
EASTERN RAILWAY.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-Can the
Premier explain why the Minister of
Labour and Industry, the Minister
for Fuel and Power, the Minister of
Agriculture and the Minister of Lands,
sitting as the Executive Council, saw
fit to change the terms of reference
of the Public Works Committee's
inquiry into the proposed eastern
raHway? Can the Premier also indicate whether the Cabinet was aware
of this decision, and in particular,
whether the relevant Ministers, also
the Minister of Transport and the
local members for the area, were informed of the decision? Can the
Premier explain how the change in
the terms of reference comes within
the scope of the Eastern Railway
Construction Act 1971 of this Parliament?
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Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer)._;For some time the 'Public
Works Committee has been examining the question of an eastern railway to run along the m·edian strip-the early part of it, anyway-of the
Eastern Freeway, and thereafter by
a variety of possible routes to Doncaster. Part of the evidence that was
offered to the committee related to
an alternative way of providing public
transport for the people in the area. I
understand that the committee has
felt unable even to consider that
proposition. It was thought desirable, and I still think it desirable,
that all possibilities· should be e'xamined so that the best possible public
transport system can be provided in
the area. That is the reason for the
enlargement of the terms of reference.
HANSARD.
Mr. . FORDHAM (Footscray).As the Minister responsible for the
Government Printing Office, will the
Premier consider reducing the cost of
Hansard in its circulation to interested
members of the public? I understand
that at present the cost of Hansard is
$5 a year. In view of public interest
in Parliamentary debates, this is a
somewhat exorbitant cost, bearing in
mind that Commonwealth Hansard
costs only $1 ; 20 per annum.
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-This matter has not
previously come to my attention. I
shall certainly examine it, although
I should have thought that anyone
who really wanted Hansard would
not find the amount stated exorbitant.
It does not sound a lot for the service
given and the size of the publication.
However, now that the .honorable
member has raised the matter, I shall
examine it.
RECRUITMENT OF PRISON STAFF.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-Yesterday I asked the Minister of Agriculture, representing the Minister for
Social Welfare, whether he would
confirm that prison officer Robert
George Black, unfavourably mentioned in the Jenkinson report, will
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travelling overseas with· the
Deputy.Governor of Pentridge Pris·on,
Mr. Roy Vodden, to recruit custodial
staff for the Victorian prison service.
Has the Minister inquired from the
Minister for Social Welfare whether
this is, in fact, the position, and can
he inform the House why Mr. Black
is travelling as part of a recruiting
team?

be

I\1r. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The first opportunity
I had today of questioning my colleague in another place was approximately a quarter of an hour before
the House resumed sitting, and I have
not yet received an answer.
WESTERFOLD ESTATE~
Mr. WILLIAMS . (Box . Hill).I ask the Premier whether the Commonwealth. Government has yet contributed its half ·share of the cost of
acquiring the · WesterfO'ld ~ estate. at
Templestowe ·at a cost of .more than
$1 million.
1\'Ir.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-I do not believe the
Federal Government ever contemplated contributing any money. That
money is being found solely by the
State Government.
WILLIAMSTOWN FERRY.
Mr. STIRLING (Williamstown).Can the Premier advise the House
whether the Government has received
a request from the Williamstown City
Council for financial assistance to
continue operation of the ferry at
Williamstown and, if so, what consideration has been given to that
req·uest?
Mr. . HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-Yes; a request has been
received by way of a letter from
the Williamstown City Council for
financial support in restarting the
Williamstown ferry. Some years ago
an agreement was made between the
Williamstown City Council and the
State Government under which the
Government provided funds to restore
and renew the ferry on the undertaking that the council would keep
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the ferry operating at least until the
West Gate Bridge was open for
traffic.
What has now happened is that
the ferry has become unserviceable
and uneconomical to operate and
has stopped running. The requ.est
received from the Williamstown City
Council therefore amounts to a
request to change the conditions of
the original agreement. This is being
considered now, and I shall provide
the Williamstown City Council with
an answer as soon as I can.
POULTRY INDUSTRY DISPUTE.
Mr.
FOGARTY
(Sunshine).Can the Minister of Agriculture
advise whether the dispute between
master poultry processors and poultry
growers has been resolved? Further,
will the Minister consider the setting
up of an authority to which growers
and other interested parties can
present a case for added remuneration, taking into consideration wages
and other factors?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-Earlier today I met
representatives of the master poultry
processors and representatives of the
growers. The position at present is
that the processors have agreed to
have the case of the growers determined by an independent arbitrator,
whose appointment shall be mutually
agreed upon by both parties. The
growers'· delegates claimed that they
could not make a decision on behalf
of all growers. However, it has been
agreed to place the proposition before
a full meeting of growers convened
for tomorrow night. The result of
the current dispute cannot be finally
known until this question is put to
the growers tomorrow night.
In regard to the suggestion for a
properly .constituted system of conc~liation and arbitration for agricultural products, the Government has
already announced that it proposes
to introduce legislation to cover
broilers .and
also
to .include
methods of arbitration in· the Tomato
Process.ing .. Act. whic~ pper.ates · in
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Victoria. If this principle is acceptable, the Government believes it
could easily spread to other processing commodities to iron out the
humps and bumps in price and supply.
It could also assist both the grower
and processor interests and act in the
general interests of the consumers.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
Mr. AUREL SMITH (Bellarine).Further to my question yesterday to
the Minister of Agriculture regarding
superphosphate, has the honorable
gentleman investigated the alleged
shortage of superphosphate available
to farmers and, if so, what are the
results of his investigations?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-I have made an investigation of the situation and I find
that at this time of the year the Pivot
Phosphate Co. is traditionally in a
position to supply about 75,000 tons
a week of superphosphate and other
fertilizers to the farming community.
However, the current situation is
that, because of the unprecedented
level of industrial disputes and the
bans on overtime which are affecting
not only production but also delivery
it can supply only 50,000 tons a day:
I am further advised by the Pivot
Phosphate Co. that the company has,
to its satisfaction, and certainly to
mine, prevented any grower from
hoarding superphosphate by the introduction of a formula under which
customers are allowed only an extra
5 per cent in addition to their normal
fertilizer requirements based on
purchases last year.
MENTAL HEALTH AUTHORITY
REPORT.
Mr. LIND '(Dandenong).-1 direct
a question to the Minister of Health.
Is it a fact that the latest report of
the ·Mental Health Authority · was
tabled fn 1971? If so, when can
honorable members
expect· the
reports for 19.72 and 1973 to be
tabled?
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Mr. SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Health).-! had discussions ·with
officers of the Menval Health Authority on this subject this morning.
I hope the report of the Mental
Health Authority for 1972 will be
available to Parliament shortly.
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in the branch? Is the honorable
gentleman aware that the delay in
the production by the Teachers
Tribunal of a salary structure for
social workers is severely handicapping the functioning of the Psychology and Guidance Branch? If so,
will the Minister take strong action
USE OF DIELDRIN INSECTICIDE. to direct the Government represen:tative on the Teachers Tribunal to
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).- ensure that an adequate ancillary
Has the attention of the Minister of structure is established in the next
Agriculture been directed to the month?
situation which developed in the
United States of Americ~a where a
Mr. DIXON (Assistant 'Minister of
large number of chickens had to be Eduoation).-1 am aware of the
destroyed because the insecticide problem and the
ra·mifications
Dieldrin had infected feed which was described by the honorable member.
to be used by chicken farmers? If At present the Teachers Tribunal is
so, can the Minister inform the House considering numerous submissions
what action his department wiH take Which have been made to it concernor what policy it will adopt to ensure ing not only the structure of the
that this type of situation cannot Special Services Division of the Edudevelop in Victoria, bearing in mind cation Department, 'but also the
that the insecticide Dieldrin is widely restructuring of the whole of the Education Department and the appointused in this State?
ment of various assistant directors
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of and so on. The process has been
Agriculture).-The insecticide Diel- slow. Like the honorable member, I
drin is widely used, but not in vast am concerned at the slow progress
quantities. However, the Department and wish that the Teachers Tribunal
of Agriculture is constantly aware of would hurry itself to enable these
the difficulties ~associated with the structures :to be put into effect so
use of insecticides. In some instances that the Teaching Service ('Profesit leads the ·field in promoting the sional Appointees) Act can be inuse of alternative methods of disease voked to enable the employment of
or insect control to that of iinsecti- desperately required social workers.
cides. For example, two research The honorable member can rest
officers employed by the department assured that I have done everything
lead the world in developing I can to try to ensure that this
antagonist varieties of bacteria to will take place within the next
overcome certain root problems in month.
wheat crops. The department is
actively encouraging this type of
research. If the honorable ~member
MENTAL HOSPITA·LS.
will place the question on notice, I
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).shall be happy to supply a more Has ~the Minister of Health in the
detailed and accurate reply.
past few days received a circular
which has been forwarded to ·all
PSYCHOLOGY AND GUIDANCE
members of Parliament concerning
BRANCH.
~the treatment of patients in mental
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).- hospitals?
Does the honorable
Is the Assistant ·Minister of Educa- gentleman know who originated that
tion aware that social workers em- circular? Does he consider any of
ployed by ~the Psychology and Guid- the allegations contained therein to
ance :Branch are currently employed be true and will he have investigaonly temporarily and that no more tions made into the general condisocial workers are to be employed tions within mental hospitals?
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Mr.
SCAN,LAN {Minister of
Health).-The answer to the latter
part of the honorable member's question is, "No". The Parliament of
Victoria has constituted a Mental
Health Authority to administer this
difficult field. I have the utmost confidence in the professional skills of
the Mental Health Authority's
advisers and in Dr. Alan Stoller, who
has proved to be a very capable
successor to Dr. E. Cunningham Dax.
In reply to the general question, ·I
wish to say that I have seen a number of circulars, and I ·am not certain
which one the honorable member is
alluding to. I have referred one
circular which I have received in
regard to a ward at Royal Park
Psychiatric Hospital to the 'Mental
Health Authority for its consideration ·and ·advice. I believe most of the
allegations contained in that circular
are unfounded. I am not aware of
the names of the authors of the
circular letter.
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would be a novel departure from
established procedure. So long as I
have been a member, personal explanations have been in order only
when a member considered that
statements made by him in the House
had been misrepresented or misquoted.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-If the honorable me·mber
for Bellarine believes he was ·misquoted in •this place or that statements which he made were misinterpreted, he would be in order in making
a personal explanation. However, if
he is referring to a newspaper quotation, or something of that nature,
this is not an appropriate place for
the complaint to be made.
PETITIONS.
PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION.

Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong) presented
a petition from certain kindergarten
teachers from Geelong and district
praying that the House will take such
action as it may to ensure that the
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
administration of Victorian preMr. AUREL SMITH {BeHarine).- school education be retained by the
1 wish to make a personal explana- Department of Health and that the
tion. I refer to the honorable mem- report of the Consultative Council
ber 'for Geelong North, who is on Pre-school Child Development be
quoted-implemented. He stated that the
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. petition was respectfully worded, in
Wheeler).-A personal explanation is order, and bore 42 signatures.
a matter which refers to the honorIt was ordered that the petition be
able member himself. It is not a laid on the table.
matter referring to another member.
Does the honorable member have a
·MISTREATMENT OF ANIMALS.
personal explanation that he ·has
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
been misquoted?
Wheeler).-! shall 'accept the petition
Mr. AUREL SMITH.-1 refer to from the honorable member for
rem:arks attributed to me wh'ich Heatherton but I inform the honorappeared in today's-able member :that it is advisable rto
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the notify the Clerk so that the paper
Opposition).-! rise to a point of can be prepared.
order. Unless the honorable member
Mr. BILLING {Heatherton).-1
is referring to remarks which he gave notice to the Clerk yesterday
made in the House and which have that this petition would be presented
been misreported, it would be con- and I handed it to him to see if it
trary to the usages of this House for was in order.
him to be permitted to make a
Mr. BILLING (Heatherton) prepersonal explanation. For a member
to m'ake a personal explanation about sented a petition from certain citizens
utterances made outside the House of Victoria praying that the House
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take action to establish and develop
research into techniques which replace the use of living animals in
experiments. He stated that the
petition was respectfully worded, in
order, and bore. 3,441 signatures.

1\lr. BILLING (Heatherton).-In
explanation to the House, I should
like to say that the opinions expressed in the petition-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-The honorable member
has been called on to present a petition. He has done that and read out
the appropriate clause. An explanation is not accepted. The honorable
member may bring up the petition.

Mr. BILLING.---"May I make a personal explanation?
THE SPEAKER.-Bring up the
petition.
lt ·was ordered that the petition be
laid on the table.

STAMPS ('BILLS OF EXCHANGE)
BILL.
Mr. HAMER '(Premier and Treasurer), by leave, moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the Stamps
Act 1958 with respect to the duty
payable on certain bills of exchange
and promissory notes.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first .time.
TEACHING SERVICE (CONDITIONS
OF SERVICE) BILL.
l\tr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education), by leave, moved for leave to
bdng in a Bill. to make further provision with respect to the determination of certain terms and conditions
of service or employment in the
Teaching Service, to amend the
Teaching Service Act 1958 and for
other purposes. ·

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill .wa.s .brought in and. read
a first time. .
·
·

Exchf:ZIJKe) Bill•.

VICTORIAN INSTITUTE OF
MARINE SCIENCES- BILL.
Mr. BORTHWICK {Minister for
Conservation), by leave, moved for
leave to bring in a Bill to establish
a Victorian Institute of Marine
Sciences and for purposes connected
therewith.
The· motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. BORTHWICK '(Minister for
Conservation), by leave, moved for
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the
Environment Protection Act 1970,
and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to. ·
The Bill was brought. in and read
a first time.
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works), by leave, moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board. of
Works Act 1958 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
FERTILIZERS BILL.
Mr. I. W. SMITH ('Minister of
Agriculture) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to consolidate and amend
the law relating to the sale of. agricultural limes, fertilizers and soil
conditioners and for other p1:1rpose~.
The motion was agreed to.
·The Bill was }?ro.ught in and read
a first time.
HEALTH (CONTRACEPTIVES) .
BILL.
.
.
Mr. SCA~LAN {Minister of He~lth)
moved for leave to bring. in a Bill
to make provision ·for the registration, advertising, .and sale of ca.ntra,:.
~~pti~es and . for that :. jmrpo.~e . to
'
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amend Part XIV. of the Health Act
1958 and to repeal Division 4 of
Part I. of the Summary Offences Act
1966· and for other purposes~
· The motion was agreed to.
. The Bill was brought in and read
a first tin:te.
WHEAT .MARKETING BILL.
Mr. I •. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture).-! moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The ·purpose of the Bill is to extend
the operation of the Victorian wheat
delivery quota scheme to cover the
season 1974-75. Under the ·Wheat
Marketing Act 1969, as it now stands,
the . operation of the scheme will
~xpire ..on 30th September, 1974.
For the advice of honorable mem~
hers I add tha:.t, iri negotiating the
new· wheat stabilization plan at the
Australian Agricultural Council, the
Federal Government insisted upon
the States·· agreeing to a national
quota so that first advances could
attached to it. ·
Mr. TREZISE.-Did the States support this?
·Mr. I. W. SMIT'H.-The majority
of ·the States did. I felt that Victoria
ought not to be the odd State out
and jeopardize a wheat stabilization
scheme for growers. However, I told
the Australian Agricultural Council
that the Government of Victoria was
not entirely happy with either the
principle of quotas in seasons when
they were not being applied or with
the method of their application in
Victoria.
· I made it clear that this measure
is brought to the House simply to
facilitate an agreement and to ensure
that growers obtain a first advance
payment next season as that is
allied to the Bill at the insistence of
the Commonwealth Government.
_It is the Victodan Government's
intention to undertake an early,
thorough review of the Victorian
scheme ··and with this in mind :the
Government, after considering the
representations of the grains division

be
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of the Victorian Farmers Union, has
decided that the best course to follow
at this ·stage would be to extend the
operation of the current legislation
for one season only. In order to
implement this decision, amendments
are required to three sections ·Of the
Act containing references to specified
seasons.
The first of these amendments, as
set out in sub-clause (1) of clause
2 of the BiB, is to sub~section (3) of
section 32 of the Act which dea'ls
with the apportionment of a quota
bet·ween a landowner and a -share
farmer where the applicant for a
quote was a party to a share~farming
agreement in respect of the seasons
1969 to 1973. This reference is ex~
tended -to cover the season _197 4-75.
The second amendment contained
in clause 3 .is to sub-section (2B) of
section 38 which makes provision for
over-quota wheat to be treated as
quota wheat. This sub-section provides that the M·inister, after consultation with the Victorian Farmers
Union, may specify that aH overquota wheat delivered by the holder
of a quota during the season 1973-74
would be treated as quota · wheat
delivered during that season. It is
envisaged that a similar •arrangement
will operate in respect of the season
1974-75, and provision is ·made
accordingly.
The third amendment, made by
clause 4 of the Bill, extends the
reference ·in section 48 to include the
season 1974-75 as a season in respect
of which the Wheat Marketing Act
shall have effec·t.
The other amendment proposed in
the Bill has been included following
a specific request from the grains
division of the Victorian Farmers
Union. The union has pointed out
that the existing requirements in the
Act for the Wheat Quota Committee
to issue individual quota notifications
to some 17,000 quota holders involves considerable expense. In
respect of the season 1974-75 it is
envisaged, as I said earlier, that a
specification will be made under the
Act whereby all wheat delivered by
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a quota holder during that season
will be treated ·as quota wheat.
Therefore there is little point in the
committee notifying quota ho·lders of
their individual quota allocations,
although the committee will, of
course, record them for administrative purposes.
In these circumstances the union
has requested that, in order to save
unnecessary expense, the requirement to issue individual quota notifications be suspended for the season
1974-75. The Government considers
that the request is reasonable, and
the relevant amendment is included
in sub-clause (2) of clause 2 of the
Bill. Honorable members will concede the administrative wisdom of
that; it will save much expense and
time.
In order that necessary administrative arrangements in relation to
the season 1974-75 can be put in
train, it is most desirable that the
amending legislation be passed during
this session. I commend the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of Mr. WILTON
(Broadmeadows), the debate was
adjourned.
It w·as ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, April 24.

GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(POWERS) BILL.
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power).-! ·moveT-hat this Bill be now read a second time.

(Powers) Bill.

In designing the pipeline the corporation was conscious of the Government's
commitment
to
the
development of the new AlburyWodonga complex-a joint venture
between the Victorian Government,
the Government of New South Wales
and the Commonwealth Government
-and therefore planned to provide
sufficient capacity in the pipeline to
meet the anticipated demands of the
new complex. Accordingly, provision
has been made for a 300 millimetre
( 12-in.)
diameter
pipeline
to
Wodonga with a 200 millimetre {8in.) diameter branch line to Shepparton.
As honorable members are aware,
the Victorian Government has always
taken the initiative in propounding
the scheme for an accelerated growth
centre in the Albury-Wodonga area
and has pursued this objective
through a wide range of policies
initiated by the Department of State
Development and Decentralization.
At a meeting in Albury-Wodonga
in January, 1973, the Prime Minister
and the Premiers of Victoria and New
South Wales formally announced
that their Governments would join
together to develop a new growth
complex in the general area of
Albury-Wodonga and would provide
incentives, amenities and services to
foster and service 'it. The AlburyWodonga Agreement Act 1973, which
was passed by this Parliament in
December, 1973, gave tangible expression to the Victorian Government's support of this major decentralized development.

The purpose of the BiU is to make ·
Since the Gas and Fuel Corporaprovision with respect to the powers
of the Gas and Fuel Corporation of tion acquired the Victorian undertakVictoria and to authorize the cor- ings of the Gas Supply Co.
poration to purchase the shares in Ltd. in 1970, it has been responsible for the :supply of gas in Wodthe Albury Gas Co. Ltd.
onga and has progressively expanded
In February of this year, the Gov- production facilities and improved and
ernment announced that the ·corpora- extended the gas reticulation system
tion would be extending its natural to meet the growing load in that city.
gas supply system to serve Seymour,
Sheoparton, Benalla, Wangaratta and The recent decision to supply natural
Wodonga. Surveys are at present in gas to Wodonga was evidence of the
hand to establish the exact route of corporation'·s confidence in the future
of the region.
the new pipeline.
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In view of the fact that the AlburyWodonga area is to be developed as
a major regional growth complex, it
is obvious that the most economic
way to supply gas to the new complex is to treat it as a whole. The
corporation, therefore, made an
approach to Boral Ltd. regarding the
possible amalgamation of interests in
the Albury-Wodonga area or the sale
of the Albury Gas Co. Ltd. to the corporation. After detailed negotiations,
an agreement between the parties
was reached, which i's now presented
for ratification by ·this Parliament.
Details of the agreement are set out
in the schedule to the Bill.
The agreement provides for the
purchase by the corporation of all of
the shares in the Albury Gas Co.
Ltd. for the sum of $801,912 plus or
minus the difference in audited current ·assets and current liabilities at
the takeover date, 30th June, 1974.
At 30th December, 1973, current
assets totalled $280,000 and current
liabilities amounted .to $145,000.
Naturally, some fluctuations will
occur · in these figures before 30th
June ·but indications are that the
difference between current assets and
liabilities will be around $150,000 at
that date. On this basis, the total
purchase price will be less than $1
million. This purchase price has been
determined on ~the basis of sworn
valuations of land and buildings
owned by the company and expert
independent valuation of all the other
assets including mains and services.
Provision has been made in clause
4 of the agreement to vary the purchase price in accordance with the
date at which the corooration ceases
to operate the gas production equipment and for the parties to sbare the
proceeds of the sale o'f specific items
of plant which will become ·redundant with the introduction of nart:ural
gas. The agreement also provides in
clause 15 that neither Bora11 Ltd. nor
the Gas Supply Co. Ltd. shall, for a
period of twenty years, directly or indirectlv carry on or be concerned or
interested in the business of manu-
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facture, sale or distribution of gas in
bulk or otherwise within the municipality of Albury or adjacent areas
currently supplied by the company.
A substantial part of the purchase
price will be provided from 1the sale
to Borajl Ltd. by the corporation of its
Queensland subsidiary, the Australian Chemical Co. Ltd., for the sum
of $424,000. Honorable members will
recall that in 1973, when the corporation purchased Colonial Gas Holdings
Ltd., it became the owner of a number of interstate subsidiaries of that
company. The Australian Chemical
Co., which operates in Brisbane, was
one of these. The funds generated
from the sale of ·this interstate subsidiary are thus being devoted to the
development of the gas industry in
this major area of decentralization in
which the Victorian Government is
vitally involved.
A further part of the total purchase price will be recovered by ,the
corporation when natural gas is introduced to Albury. Existing production
plant will be redundant and a valuable area of real estate in the centre
of the city will become available for
sale.
The construction of the pipeline
system to supp'ly Seymour, Shepparton, Benalla, Wangaratta and Wodonga will involve the corporation in
a capital expenditure of $18 million,
and honorable members will appreciate that a major factor in determining the economic viability of this
investment is the rapid development
of major gas loads, particularly in
the Albury-Wodonga region. In this
regard, the purchase of the Albury
Gas Co. Ltd. envisaged in this
Bill will ensure that the corporation
is able ~to develop the loads necessary for the over-all success of the
project.
Clause I sets out ·the title of the
proposed Act and the principal Act.
Clause 2 amends section 25 of the
principal Act ~to define the corpora·tion's power to carry on business
outside Victoria, to authorize it to
purchase the shares in ,the Albury
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Gas Co. Ltd., and to approve, valiSub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph
date and ratify the agreement made (a) of sub-clause (1) of this clause
on 3-rd April, 1974, between the cor- will enable -land, within 1 mile of
poration and Boral Ltd., and the Gas " Protected public land ", which is
Supply Co. Ltd.,· a copy of which is defined in paragraph (c), .to be ·inset out in the schedule, for the pur- cluded in the fire-protected area, and
chase and sale of tho'Se shares. I provides for protected public land to
commend· the Bill to 'the House.
become part of the fire-protected
area.
I offer to the honorable member
for Morwell, who will be handling
Paragraph . (b) of sub-clause ( 1)
the Bill for the Opposition, and to provides that the prohibited period
the honorable member who will be for pr9tected public land 'Shall be the
handling it for the Country Pa:rty, whole year, and for land within 1
full co-operation and assistance in mile of protected public land to be
any investigations that they m·ay re- subject to the prohibited period dequire to m~ke. The Ch~irman of the clared by the Minister. The interGas and. Fuel Corporation, Mr. Neil pretation of " Protected public land "
Smith, has .asked me to inform hon- is given in paragraph· (c) namelyorable members that he will be avail- " Protected public larid " means any
able to see them at any time.
lands of the .Crown not being within
a State forest or a national park deOn the motion of Mr. AMOS (Mor- clared to be protected public land
well) , the debate ·was adjourned.
pursuant to the provisions of subIt was 0rdered that the debate be section ( 1) of section 62 of this Act.
adjourned until Tuesday, April 23.
Sub-clauses (2) and (3)';of clause
2 are consequential :amendments.
FOREsTS (AMENDMENT) BILL.
Sub-clause (2) excludes protected
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Trans- public land from the fire-protected
area which is ·subject to a prohibited
port) .-1 moveper.iod
declared by the Minister, and
That this Bill be now read a second time.
sub-clause (3) provides .that the
J.t covers ·a number of amendments Minister, after consultation with the
to the Forests Act 1958. Sub-para- commission, ·may declare any land
g-raph (i) of parag-raph (a) of sub- within 1 mile of protected public
clause (1) of clause 2 provides for land not to be a fire-protected area.
the· deletion of ,the words "land with- These amendments, together ·witli
in the Mallee country within the others in clauses 7 and 8, will give
meaning of the Land Act 1958 or " effect ~to ·recommendations of the
from !the interpretation of " Fire pro- Land Conservation Council for the
tected area " in sub-section ( 1) of application of the fire-protection
section 3 of the principal Act. This measures to national parks and other
amendment will remedy ·the si,tuation Crown land not being within State
of the non-application of certain fireprotection provisions of the Act to forest or national park.
Clause 3 rel-ates to the closing of
State forest and national park
" within the Mallee country ". Exclu- roads. Section 21 of the orincioal Act
sion of. Mallee country-which is was amended by fhe Forests
only loo'Sely defined in the Land Act (Amendment) Act 1970, No. 8035, to
--had its origin in times when clear- provide the commission with power
ing of Mallee and burning in the to close for such oerio'd as it thinks
summer months was quite extensive. fit, or, with .the approval of the GovIn addition, at that time there was ernor in Council, permanetlJt:ly the
no provision to excise part of fire- whole or any part of ·a road, track,
protected area as can now be accom- tramway or other work construeted
plished under sub-sections (3) and or maintained by the commission. It
( 4) ·of section 3 of the Forests Act. is . now desired to define that the
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closure of roads and so on shall be
effected by the erection of barriers.
In addition, the Bill provides that
roads and so on may be closed temporarily by au.thorized forest officers.
This will enable prompt action to be
taken at local district level in the
event of a road being rendered unsafe
and dangerous for use by the public
because of heavy rain, landslip,
wash-away or other hazard. The
amendment contained in this clause
will make it possible to take prompt
effective action to prote,ct the public
from hazardous situations on roads
and tracks and ·so on in forest areas.
Clause 4 proposes to amend subsection (2) of section 23 to provide
for an increase from $3,000 to $6,000
in the amount of contract consideration in excess of which the sanction
of .the Minister is required. The
amount was increased to $3,000 by
the Forests (Amendment) Act 1968,
No. 7674, and the proposed increase
to $6,000 is justified by the rate at
which average weekly wages and
other costs have increased since
1.968.
Sub-section (2) of section 45 of
the nrincioal Act contains the words
" in - the- next succeeding subsection ". This exoression is incorrect
as there is no such succeeding subsection. The amendment in clause 5
provides for the insertion of the correct expression namely, " section
46 ".
The purpose of paragraph (a) of
clause 6 is to strengthen the tenure
of areas of forest set aside as forest
parks, scenic reserves, alpine reserves, roadside reserves or special
purpose reserves. Under the existing
Act .these reserves may be set aside
and varied or revoked by the commission. The amendment gives this
power to the Governor in Council in
lieu of the. commission. This change
is considered approp.riate in th~ light
of the increasing rqle that ·such areas
are playing in Victoria's system of
nature reserves .~nd park.s .. ·
;·
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Sub-section (4) of section ··50 of
the principal Act provides for the
payment of travelling allowances to
members of committees of management not being officers or employees
of the Public Service, but makes no
such provision for members of advisory committees. Paragraph (b) of
clause 6 will remedy this anomaly by
providing .that members of advisory
committees may receive travelling
allowances.
Clause 7 introduces a new subsection (1) of section 62 into the
principal Act which will enable the
Governor in Council, by Order, to
declare " any lands of the Crown not
being within a State forest or a
national park" to be protected land
on the joint recommendation of the
Minister of Forests and the Minister
of Lands or the Minister for Conservation and for revocation in the
same manner. Hence, under this
amendment protected public land as
defined will be :afforded the necessary protection from fire.
This clause also inserts into the
Forests Act a new sub-section (2)
of section 62 which places a. duty on
the commission to carry out fire prevention and suppression work in any
national oark and protected public
land as well as in State forest, but
requires that agreement be reached
with the managing authority as to
fire-prevention work in national
parks and on protected public· land.
Failing agreement the section provides for determination by the Gov:.
ernor in Council.
Clause 8 provides for protected
public land to be subject to the provisions of the Forests Act with respect to fire-lighting restrictions provided for in sub-sections ( 1), (2}
and (3) of section 63, removal of
fire hazards covered by sub-section
(1) of section 65, and the preven~
tion of spr~ad and reporting of fires
as ·referred to in sub-section· ( 1) of
sectiori 67. As mentioned earlier this
cl,aus.e 1 together with cla~se~ 2 and ?
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of the Bill, .give effect to recommendations of the Land Conservation Council for the protection from
fire of national parks and other protected public lands in accordance
with agreement reached between the
Forests Commission and the Ministry
for Conservation.
Clause 9 amends section 94A of
the principal Act, which provides for farm forestry agreements
and was introduced by the Forests
(Amendment) Act 1964. Since then
a number of deficiencies have become apparent in the legislative basis
of the farm forestry scheme.
The purpose of clause 9 is to
remedy those deficiencies.
Subclause (1) deletes the words "by instalments or otherwise " from subsection ( 1) of section 94A. The purpose of this amendment is to eliminate confusion in the meaning and use
of the word " advances· " in sub-section ( 1) of section 94A and of the
words " advances " and " instalments " in sub-section (7) of section
94A as amended by paragraph (b) of
sub-clause (5) of clause 9.
Sub-clause (2) of clause 9 provides for amendments to paragraph
(c) of sub-section (3) of section
94A, firstly by replacing sub-paragraph (i) , which requires an owner
to plant not less than 5 acres of
the area within two years of the
agreement, with a sub-paragraph
which will require an owner to plant
the area specified in the agreement
within the specified time, and,
secondly, by inserting a new subparagraph (iii) which will establish
the procedure to be follQwed by an
owner in the event of the destruction of a plantation, in whole or in
part, by fire, disease or any other
agency.
Sub-clause (3) of clause 9 proposes to introduce a new sub-section
(3A) into section 94A, the purpose
of which is to permit the commission
to lodge a caveat forbidding the
registration of any person as transferee or proprietor of, or of any instrument affecting, any land the subject of an agreement under section
Mr. Meagher.
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94A. This amendment is necessary
because, as the Act stands at present, dealings in land which is the
subject of an agreement, or disposal
of a deceased owner's estate may
occur ·without the com·mission's
knowledge. The lodging of a caveat
will ensure that the commission becomes aware of these matters and
will be able to take steps to protect loans outstanding under an
agreement.

Sub-clause (4) of clause 9 substitutes for the present subsection (4) of section 94A a
new sub-section. The present subsection provides that any moneys
owing under an agreement will
become due and payable if the
owner, during the term of the
loan, sells, transfers, and so on, the
land to which the agreement relates.
Proposed new sub-section (4) is of
broader application and provides that
the balance of any moneys owing
will become due and payable if the
owner contravenes or fails to comply
with any covenant to which the
agreement is subject.
Paragraph (a) of sub-clause (5)
amends paragraph (a) of subsection (7) of section 94A by
substituting for the rate of 5 per
cent per annum on advances,
'~a
rate determined in accordance
with
sub-section
(7A) ".
Sub-section (7A) is inserted in
section 94A by sub-clause (6) of
clause 9 and provides that the
rate
of
interest
payable
by
owners on advances under farm
forestry agreements shall be, in
short, the current long-term bond
rate. Paragraph (b) of sub-clause
(5) contains a series of amendments
to paragraph (b) of sub-section (7) of
section 94A of the principal Act, the
purpose of which is to ·enable any
owner who has received more than
one advance under an agreement, to
have the advances consolidated so
that repayment may be made by one
instalment, half yearly, throughout
the repayment period.
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Sub-clause (6) of clause 9 inserts
proposed new sub-section (7A)
in section 94A. The purpose of
this
amendment
is
stated
in the explanation of paragraph (a)
of sub-clause (5) to which I have
referred.
Paragraph (a) of sub-clause (7)
extends
the
meaning of the
word " owner " in sub-section 8 of
section 94A to include a " mortgagor under the general law ". The
commission, on the advice of
the Crown Solicitor, has not entered
into farm forestry agreements ·with
mortgagors of land under the general law as the Crown Solicitor has
stated that such a mortgagor may
not be held to be an owner within
the ·meaning of sub-section (8) of
This amendment
section 94A.
seeks to remedy that position.
Paragraph (b) of sub-clause (7) inserts in sub-section (8) of section
94A a definition of the meaning
the
term
"the
rate
of
of
yield to maturity" which is contained in proposed new sub-section
(7A) of section 94A.
Clause 3 of the Bill provides for
amendments to section 21 of the
principal Act in relation to closing
of roads which have been explained
previously. Further related amendments to section 96 of the principal
Act are provided under clause 10,
which will make it an offence to remove any barrier erected to close a
road or to drive a vehicle on a road,
track, tramway or other work constructed or maintained by the commission which is closed for use by
the public.
Clause 11 amends trwo of the
provisions of section 99 of the principal Act. The first amendment is to
paragraph (16), to provide that
the Governor in Council may make
regulations to regulate camping in
State forests as well as the establishment and conduct of recreation
grounds and camping areas; and
the second is to paragraph (19c) to
enable the Governor in Council to
make regulations to prescribe the
fees, expenses and allowances to be

Bill.
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paid to representatives of the timber
industry on the Timber Promotion
Committee. I commend the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of Mr. WILTON
(Broadmeadows) , the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, April
24.

STAMPS (BILLS OF EXCHANGE)
BI·LL.
Mr. HAMER {Premier and Treasurer) .-I moveTthat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to change the rate of
stamp duty applying to bills of
exchange and promissory notes not
payable on demand. Therefore, in
general terms, it covers promissory
notes and bills of exchange other
than cheques.
Representations have been made
to the Government by firms operating in the commercial bill market
for changes in the present stamp
duty provisions applying to bills of
exchange to remove some undesirable effects of the present structure
of stamp duty rates on the operation of the commercial bill market.
The representations covered two
areas. The first area covered was that
the existing rate of duty of 10 cents
per $100 made no allowance for the
term of the bill of exchange and
consequently short-term bills of
exchange ·were severely disadvantaged because the effective rate of
stamp duty, calculated on an annual
basis, rwas quite high. As a result,
fewer short-term bills were being
drawn and this was causing a distortion in the structure of securities
on the market.
The second area covered by the
representations related to a bill of
exchange drawn in another State
and subsequently negotiated in
Victoria. Under the existing provisions of the Stamps Act, even
though full ad valorem stamp duty
may have been paid on the bill when
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it was drawn in the other State, the
bill would attract full ad valorem
duty again when it was negotiated
in Victoria. The double duty has resulted in the situation that interstate
movement of bills is virtually nonexistent. The changes in the rates
of duty included in this Bill are
designed to overcome this problem.
There has been close collaboration in
this matter between the appropriate
officials in Victoria and in New
South Wales, and identical amending legislation is proposed in New
South Wales.
The existing rate of ad valorem
duty of 10 cents per $100 is changed
by the Bill to a new rate of 1 cent
per $100 for each ten days or part
thereof of the term of the bill. For
shorter-term bills the new rates result
in a significant reduction of duty.
For example, on a $10,000 bill drawn
for 30 days the existing duty would
be $10 but the proposed duty would
be $3. Expressed in terms of an
effective rate per annum the duty is
reduced from 1·2 per cent to 0·37
per cent. A new maximum rate of
duty of 12 cents per $100 is proposed for bills for terms in excess
of 110 days instead of 10 cents per
$100 as at present. In regard to
bills drawn in another State and
subsequently negotiated in Victoria,
where full ad valorem duty has
been duly paid in the originating
State the duty payable in Victoria
will be reduced to a flat 7 cents
which is the same duty that no~
applies to cheques in this State.
Because duty is paid largely by
adhesive sta·mps it is difficult to
obtain precise estimates of the effect
of these proposals on stamp duty
revenue. However, it is expected
that from the contribution they will
make to the development of the
commercial bill market, together
with the higher duty on ·longer-term
bills, the change of duty will be
effected ·with no net loss of stamp
duty revenue. It is expected that
the reductions .in duty on short-term
bills and bills moving interstate will
n:ak~ a
significant contribution. to.
Mr. Hamer.
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the development of the commercial
bill market and to facilitating a more
balanced market structure.
·Promissory notes have traditionally been charged the same rate of
duty as bills of exchange except
when they are payable on demand.
The Bill also provides for promissory
notes payable on demand to be
charged the same fixed duty of 7
cents which applies to bills of
exchange payable on demand. The
Bill contains other provisions to
bring the method of stamping
promissory notes into line with the
provisions relating to bills of
exchange and allows duty to be paid
by adhesive stamps. Furthermore,
the Bill contains provisions covering
the situation where the term of a
bill is extended. It also contains
other
consequential
machinery
amendments.
An explanatory memorandum setting out the
clauses of the
Bill has been distributed for the
information of honorable members.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. WILKES
(Northcote), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, April 24.
BONNIE DOON (PUBLIC HALL)
LAND BILL.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-I move·
That this Bill be now read a second time.

It is designed to effect the removal

of a restrictive covenant on the
Bonnie Doon hall site to enable the
Bonnie Doon hall committee to sell
the now unwanted land and apply
the proceeds of the sale towards the
erection of a sports centre, including
a public hall, on the Bonnie Doon
Recreation Reserve.
When the Eildon ·reservoir · was
enlarged in the early 1950s, the
township of Bonnie Doon was trans·ferred to a new site ~hove the water
level of the enlarged· storage. In
1957 the Bo:r:tnie. Doon hall com1:11itt~~
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sought the assistance of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission in establishing a public hall in
the new- township and the commission agreed to sell certain land in the
township as a site for a hall.
When the land was transferred to
the committee in 1958, a covenant
restricting the use of the land to that
of "a public hall and ancillary purposes"· was included in the transfer.
How:ever, in 1971, the surviving
members of the hall committee
advised the commission that there
\YaS no prospect of a public hall
being erected on the land and that,
in their opinion, the original purpose
of the ·committee would · be best
realized if the land was sold and
the proceeds used to assist in the
construction of a public hall arid
recreation centre ~n the recreation
reserve.
Although, this proposal· was considered satisfactory by the commissiol), a sale of the land could not be
effected while the land was subject
to the restrictive covenant. The
commission, therefore, obtained the
Crown Solicitor's opinion in the
matter and, in view of his advice; it
appeared that the most satisfactory
method of making the land saleable
wquld be by removing the covenant
by legislation. The Bill has been
prepared accordingly, and I commend it to the House.
·
On the motion of Mr. WILKES
(Northcote), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, April 17.
VICTORIAN INSTITUTE OF
MARINE SCIENCES 'BILL.
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-1 move.. That this Bill be now read a second time.

The southern coast of Australia is
one of the most interesting coastlines in the world. Although it is
less spectacular than the more
famo.us Great Barrier Reef, it is in
many ·ways more important, both
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biologically and for its oil and mineral wealth. · Cold and temperate
oceans are more fertile than tropical
ones ; all the major oceanic fisheries
are ··in cold water. In the latitude
35 degrees to 40 degrees south, the
rich waters of the cold southern
ocean meet the Australian land mass,
giving rise to a unique and valuable,
but as yet little studied, community
of plants and animals.
The basic exploration of this
marine environment has hardly begun, yet already oil and gas reserves
have been discovered. The potential
for the future is virtually unlimited,
but we are already feeling the
effects of our lack of knowledge.
Coastal developments have -caused
problems of erosion. Much of ·the
basic knowledge essential to good
fisheries management, such as ·detailed information on seasonal breeding periods and migration, egg and
larval development and definition of
food webs is lacking for most .of Victorian commercial fish, shell fish and
crustacea. More recently the problems of heavy metals have been
highlighted, and a great deal more
investigation is required.
In recent years interest in marine
science has developed strongly in all
the advanced nations. Science, industry and government are realizing
the necessity for exploring and utilizing the abundant resources of the
oceans. There is an awakening interest in marine science in Australia,
stimulated, on the one hand, by rich
discoveries of off-shore oil and gas
and, on the other, by a growing
realization of the need for conservation of natural .assets such as the
Great Barrier Reef and for the protection of coastal resources from
pollution and despoliation.
Not long ago the Commonwealth
Government announced plans to
establish an Institute of Marine
Sciences at Townsville, Queensland.
Admirable though such an institute
will be, its establishment by no
means provides for the total needs
of Australia in relation to her vast
coastline and variety of wafers that
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wash her shores. The Townsville
institute will, perforce, be directed
specially to problems of tropical
waters and to investigation of the
Great Barrier Reef. There is an equal
-perhaps greater-need for an institute that would concern itself
with the temperate ocean around
Australia.
.
B~cause of the importance of
manne
research
generally
in
the development of this country,
the Royal Society of Victoria which
is one of the oldest scientific' bodies
in Australia, if not the oldest took
the . initiative in proposing that an
Instrtute of Marine Sciences be
established in Victoria. Accordingly,
the Royal Society set up a committee drawn from its own council,
the three Victorian universities the
Vic~oria Institute of Colleges,' the
National Museum of Victoria, and
what is now the Fisheries and Wildlife Division of the Ministry for
Conservation, together with members with legal and business experience, to lay down the purposes and
objectives of an institute.
The
recommendations of the committee
have been accepted by the Government and the purpose of this Bill is
to constitute an Institute of Marine
Sciences in Victoria.

The institute will not be a Government department or a Government
instrumentality-it will be a private
corporation-and comparison might
be made with a body such as the
Florey Institute at the University of
Melbourne. It will differ from other
marine institutes in Australia in its
multi-disciplinary approach. It will
not be just a biological institute ;
the physical sciences and marine
technologies will be an important
part of the exercise. As is stated
in the Bill, the objects of the institute shall be to provide facilities
for and to foster, carry on and support scientific research and technologica'l development in all branches of
learning concerning or touching upon
marine sciences. It will concern itself with the sea, the sea bed, the
Mr. Borthwick.
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sea shores and the resources and in~abitants the~eof, and will draw particular attentiOn to mankind's relationship with and use of the sea.
Another unique aspect will be the
accent upon education. The institute
will assist the universities and colleges to stimulate and train students
thus helping to provide the man~
power necessary to staff marine establishments elsewhere in Australia.
The institute will provide a stimulating and co-ordinated focus on the
schools of marine science which are
being developed in Victorian tertiary
educational institutions. Victoria has
had very considerable difficulty in
recruiting the wide range of marine
biologists from within Australia,
who were required for the Port Phillip Bay environmental study and the
Westernport
Bay
environmental
study. The problem will be further
aggravated by staff needs for the
proposed environmental study of the
Gippsland lakes and their catchment.
The institute will play a very important role in making Australia less
dependent on overseas experts for
environmental studies of all kinds.
This country will never get the full
range of experts it needs hi . the
broad field of marine science until
there is a number of well equipped
institutes around our shores.
Australia has no cadre of people
expert in the operation of submersibles. No country with Australia's
length of coastline and Australia's
marine
resources-including offshore oil wells-can afford not· to
have knowledge and expertise that
will enable selected personnel to
operate beneath the sea surface, using the latest technical aids.
It is of interest to note that the
Commonwealth Government _has recently decided that Dr. G. Aitchison,
Chief of the Division of Soil
Mechanics, Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organization,
should take leave of six months
from his normal duties in order to
investigate and report on what can
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and should be done in regard to research on sediment on the Australian continental shelf. This is
another indication of the growing
awareness in Australia on urgent
problems of marine geology and related subjects.
The institute itself will make important contributions to environmental control, particularly in the
marine environment. The universities are being called upon more and
more to participate in environmental studies of the estuaries, and
as the three universities and the Institute of Colleges will be associated
within the one institute greater
assistance can be anticipated.
I now propose to deal in detail
with the provisions of the Bill.
Clause 1 and 2 are the usual citation and definition clauses. Clauses
3, 4 and 5 provide for the incorporation of the institute for legal purposes and set out the objects of the
institute. Generally, clauses 6 to 17
establish the council as the governing body for the institute and include the standard procedural provisions in relation to governing
bodies. Provision is made for the
appointment of officers and the regulation of council meetings. The
council of the institute is to consist
of not more than eighteen members
appointed by the Governor in Council, of whom three are to be members of Parliament. This is the desire
of the Royal Society of Victoria
committee. One member is to be
nominated by the society.
Clauses 18, 19 and 20 empower
the council to make statutes in respect of the affairs of the institute.
These powers are similar to those
contained in the Victoria Institute
of Colleges Act and the Melbourne
University Act. Clauses 21, 22 and
23 deal, again largely in conformity,
with standard financial provisions
for bodies of this type. Special provision is made in clause 23 for the
investment of common funds for
trust moneys. Although this may be
regarded as a somewhat novel way
of dealing with trust moneys, the
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Act will override any but a specific
direction that the moneys are not to
be invested in common funds.
Clause 24 provides for an annual
audit of the accounts of the institute
by the Auditor-General. Clause 25,
which is comparable with similar
provisions in the art .gallery and
museum Acts, deals with the acquisition of property by the institute.
Clause 26 requires council to prepare an annual report for presentation to Parliament.
The Institute of Marine Sciences
will, I believe, be an important and
significant step towards the better
understanding of our environment
and the prosecution of scientific
studies in this part of the continent.
It will certainly lead to a greater
knowledge of marine life and our
off-shore resources. I have much
pleasure in commending the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of Mr. t>OUBE
(Albert Park), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, May 1.
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
(TRANSPORT FUND) BILL.

The House went into Committee
for the further consideration of this
Bill.
. Discussion was resumed of clause
4, providing, inter alia(1) Section 8 of the Motor Car Act 1958
shaH be amended as follows-:(a) In sub-section (2)(U) in

paragraph ( aa) for the
expression " $7 ,. there shall
be substituted the expression
"$10";
(b) For sub-section (5) there shal·l be
substituted the following subsection:u (5) After deduction of the
cost of collection of addi,tional
registration fees under this section and notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the
Country Roads Act 1958, aU
remaining moneys shall be paid
into the Transport Fund."
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and of Mr. Meagl)er's amendment_,..
Tha,t the ·following sub-paragraph be in,.
serted to follow sub-paragraph (ii) : (iii) in paragraph (b) for the words "in
case of " there shall .be substituted the. words

" in any other case relating to ".

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister· of Transport) .-This amendment is consequential upon the amendment previous!~ made by the ·committee. ,
Mr.
WHITING
{Mildura).-I
queried this amendment when the
Minister moved it because at tli:e
time I could not follow it. However,
when I read it in conjunction with
the Act it made sense. I thank the
Minister for his assistance ·in clearing. up the matter.
The amendment was agreed to ..
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-1 moveThat, in proposed new· sub-section ( 5) of
section 8 of the Motor Car Act 1958, the
word " registration " be omitted.

The Chief Secretary's Department
asked that this word be omitted to
ensure that all fees charged by the
department were deducted from the
proceeds of this tax before the
moneys were transferred to the
fund. At present expenses relating
only to the registration of the
vehicle are deducted.
The amendment was agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
The Bill was reported to the
House with amendments, and passed
through its remaining stages.
MOTOR CAR (FURTaER
AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from March
20) on the motion of Mr. Meagher
(Minister of Transport) for the
second reading of this BHI was
resumed.
Mr. WJ.LKES (Northcote).-This
Bill makes a series of unrelated
amendments to the Motor Car Act
and the Recreation VehiCles Act. It
increases the number of incorporated nominal defendants and allows
the Minist~r to appojnt as many
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deputy incorporated nominal defendants as he thinks necessary. -In
some cases the signature of the in·corporated nominal defendant is required in the last few days ··of. a
statutory perio~ of limitations, and
if he is absent on leave or through
illness the seal cannot be affixed to
the instrument of" consent in the time
required to allow the cause of action
to proceed. ·
· The. power given to the . ·Minister
by the Bill to appoint as many
deputy incorporated nomina.! defendants as he thinks fit will allow -the
proper administration of the Act.
This a-mendment is supported by the
legal professfon and others concerned.
The Bill extends the meaning of
the word " owner " in the Motor
Car Act to refer to a motor car held
on lease and by agreement, registered in the name of the person in
possession who is not the legal
owner of the motor car. This amendment is necessary because section
1'6 of the Motor Accidents Act excludes from benefits under it a person who, whilst driving an uninsured
motor ·car owned by hi·m, was injured
as a. result of an accident. It makes
the meaning of the word " owner "
the same in the Motor Car Act and
the Recreation Vehicles Act.
The Bill also amends sub-section
(5) of section 10 of the prindpal
Act which prescribes the procedure
to be followed by a person who
seeks to renew the registration of
a ·motor vehicle more than fourteen
days after the previous registration
has expired. At .present the vehicle
cannot be registered until .the certificate of insurance from the authorized insurer is presented . to the
Motor Registration Branch. 'For some
reason the Minister contends . that
this procedure ·causes considerable
inconvenience. I was under the 1 im~
pression that this had always been
necessary and that the vehicle could
not be registered until the. form was
filled in and the certificate ·of thirdparty insurance .obtaineq . from the
insurer.
·.
1
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I hasten to point out that the
number of ·the authorized insurers
is shrinking. There are now only
three on the list sent out to vehicle
owners by the Motor Registration
Branch. They are Australian Associated Motor Insurers ·Ltd., RACV
Insurance Co. 'Ltd., and, of course,
the "'flogging horse" of the Government, the State Motor Car Insurance
Office. One would expect legislation
of this type to reflect the Government's concern at the shrinkage of
the availability of third-party insurance, one of the most important
forms of insurance in relation to
motor car accidents. Yet Victorians
must choose between three insurers.
The Minister should consider why
some of the more affluent insurance
companies have rejected third-party
insurance, because it is not as lucrative as some of the other kinds of
insurance. The companies recognize
that it is not as lucrative as some
of the other kinds of insurance they
provide in the free enterprise system.
It is a pity that the Government
has not shown more consideration for its own insurance .company, which has been hamstrung
and ·tied by the Government to the
1nost economically unhealthy forms
of insurance. The capable Insurance
Com·missioner, Mr. Carver, would be
only too glad if he were given the
opportunity of convincing the Government that the State Insurance
Offices should be allowed to operate
in the more lucrative fields of insurance.
The Government has allowed the
list of authorized thi·rd-party insurers
to shrink to only two in addition to
the State Motor Car Insurance Office,
and. it has a responsibility to ensure
that the State Insurance Offices are
able to compete against multinational insurance companies which
dictate insurance policy to the people
of Victoria. .
As I have pointed out, il cannot
pnderstand· the reasons given iby the
Minister for the change in the procedure of ·reregistering a motor car
more tha·n fourteen days after the
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previous registration has ~~pired.
Under the amending provision of this
Bill there will be no appreciable difference from what occurs now. The
Minister says that the procedure
causes
additional
administ·rative
work in both the insurance companies and the Motor 'Registration
Branch. But this has always been
the case. The vehicle cannot be reg. istered unless the certificate of insurance is provided.
Mr. RossiTER.-The owner can
nominate the insurance company.
Mr. WILKES.-That is so, but it
is not much comfort to the motorists
of Victoria that there are only three
companies undertaking this type of
insurance. The owner must still secure from the authorized insurer a
certificate which must be taken to the
Motor Registration Branch before the
registration can be renewed.
Mr. RossiTER.-The owner can
send a cheque to the branch and
nominate the insurer.
Mr. WILKES.-! thank the Minister. The alternative is that the
owner can send a cheque for the
third-party insurance to the registration branch nominating the insurer
and the branch will regard that as
evidence that the vehicle is covered
by third-party insurance. I ask ·the
Minister to point out how the proposals under discussion will make
any difference.
The Minister said that the present
procedure could have resulted in a
person who sought registration driving an uninsured and unregistered
car. How could this be so? An
owner could not reregister his car
until he had received his certificate showing that he had renewed
the . third-party insurance and . presented it to the Motor Registration
Branch. I cannot understand how
what the Minister fears could occur,
but I am sure that he will enlighten
me on this.
The Bill also corrects an anomaly
in the points demerit system which
was introduced after a strong recommendation for its recommendation
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was made in a report of the what the law is because no one can
Road Safety Committee. Its pur- understand it. I again direct attention
pose was to bring to the notice of to the wording of that paragraph.
the Chief Commissioner of Police
Mr. LoxTON.-What does it ·mean?
and other authorities those who were
continually breaking the law. If a
Mr. WILKES.-It means-and if it
driver attracted twelve demerit does not it should be redrafted-that
points within three years, he lost any period during which an applicant
his licence. But it ·was :found--=-as for a motor cycle driving licence
with so many measures which pass has been driving a motor cycle, prior
through this House with indecent to his reaching the age at which he
haste--that there was an anomaly. was entitled to do so, ·cannot be
As a result of a recent court case, taken into consideration. The law
the anomaly became apparent. The should be set out in simple wording.
decision of the eourt was that the Paragraph (b) providesthree-year period did not include the
all periods (other than any period referred
day upon which the last offence or to in paragraph (a) ) during which the driver
offences were ·committed. Therefore, has held a Hcence to drive a motor cycle
the licence holder had to commit an whether in Victoria or another State or a
Territory of .the Commonwealth or a country
additional offence after the twelve may
be aggregated.
demerit points were recorded against
him before he was in breach of the The law should simply state that if
an applicant for a licence comes from
section.
another
State and he is a qualified
Mr. FORDHAM.-That was bad driver and
has held a licence there,
drafting. ·
the time for which he has held that
·Mr. WILKES.-Of course it ·was. licence will be taken as part of his
But, in the interests of good driving qualifying period. An article in toand in order to help keep off the day's Herald is headed "Bike Tests
road the kind of drivers who earn Get Tough ". It statestwelve demerit points, the Opposition
The Road Safety and Traffic Authority
had no alternative but to agree to wiH
ask ,the State Government to tighten
the amendment.
up what iJt says is a dangerous loophole in
Another anomaly corrected 'by the the motor cycle licence testing section of
BiB relates to motor-cycle driving the Motor Car Regulations.
This is that anyone who fails a motor
licences. The Bill provides that the
licence test-for a P-plate licence--can
period of any licence to ride a motor cycle
legally continue Ito ride .for .-the rest of his
cycle, which was held by the driver three-month learner's permit time.
prior to his attaining the age of
eighteen years, shall not be recog- Whilst honorable members are fiddlnized for the purpose of the qualify- ing around with amendments which
ing period of twelve months. Para- have little consequence, the Minister
graph (a) of proposed sub-section has failed to deal with this important
(lA) to be inserted in section 31 safety measure in the Bill. He has
of the principal Act by clause 5 of done nothing about it and has not
even thought about it. The Bill merely
the Bill states.any period during which the driver of the corrects some minor anomalies and
motor cycle has been authorized to drive a nobody can understand the provisions
motor cycle that occurred whilst that person unless he goes into them in depth.
was of an age at which he would not have
been authorized to drive a motor cycle under
The Minister presents a Bill conthis Act ~hall be disregarded ;
taining provisions relating to motor
Has anyone ever heard such drivel? cycles, the age of driving a motor
But this is the type of provision cycle, and whether a motor cyclist
which the ordinary motorist is ex- can carry a pillion passenger, but the
pected to .understand. When he is honorable gentleman is not concerned
told by a policeman that he has about the unfortunate boy who fails
broken the law, he does not know his licence test and is able to continue
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riding a ·motor cycle for the rest of
his three-months learner permit time.
The boy can ride the bike home again.
Mr. WHITING.-There is still the
requirement that an "L" plate shall
be displayed.
Mr. WILKES.-Of course he is
required to have an "L" plate. The
Bill also. corrects the position where
an experienced motor cyclist may
carry a pillion passenger if he has had
an interstate licence for twelve
months or more.
Clause 6 will make it obligatory for
a person nominating an authorized
insurer to declare his age, physical
disabilities, and particulars of any
convictions or any offences under the
Motor Car Act 1958. A person has
to indict himself before he insures
his motor vehicle. The Chief Secretary says that it will help the Chief
Commissioner of Police. This incredible provision is designed to
provide the authorized insurer or the
Chief Commissioner of Police with
information which could lead to the
refusal to insure a motor car and to
other serious complications in common law.
Mr. BAXTER.-The Bill deletes all
these things; the honorable member
should look at page 8 of the Minister's
second-reading notes.
Mr. WILKES.-No, it does not. I
invite
honorable
members
to
examine what the Chief Secretary
said. At this stage, these matters
have nothing to do with the Chief
Commissioner of Police.
Mr. DUNSTAN .-Did the honorable
member look at the Bill prior to the
resumption of the debate?
Mr. WILKES.-! know more about
the Bill than the Minister knows
about his department but I would not
need to know much about the Bill to
do that. A person requiring insurance
should not have to disclose his age or
prior convictions because these things
have nothing to do with the insurance
company.
Mr. MAcDONALD.-What is wrong
with a person disclosing his age?
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Mr. WILKES-Clause 6 provides
that for paragraphs (a) and (b) of
sub-section (2) of section 42 there
shall be substituted the words " be in
the prescribed form". Without wasting the time of the House, I have
pointed out my objection to the
clause.
According to the Minister, it has
now become apparent that the provisions of sub-section ( 1) of section
92 of the principal Act cannot be
used to furnish a prima facie
certificate to the courts in the hearing
of an appeal against a decision by
the Chief Commissioner of Police to
suspend a licence under the points
demerit system. The Bill seeks to
remedy the situation by making the
certificate applicable in any legal proceedings relating to motor cars and
trailers. This will be a wide power
but there is no other way in which
the situation can be overcome.
Finally, the Bill lays down in the
schedule a calculation of rated horsepower for internal combustion
engines, a formula for determining
horse-power of rotary-engined motor
vehicles, and the calculating of the
power factor in the registration
formula, the latter being brought
about due to metric conversion. The
other amendments refer specifically
to the metric conversion, with the
exception of fees, which means now
that all fees for appointments paid
under the Act shall be paid to the
Consolidated Fund.
Metric conversion has been a great
boon to the Government because in
the determining of power factors and
power ratios for registration purposes
the Government has now moved to
the other side of what would have
been considered the mean under the
existing computation and therefore
additional revenue will be obtained by
the Government for the same power
ratios of vehicles.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-Not in every case.
Mr. WILKES.-1 agree that this
does not occur in some cases. I have
expressed the concern of the Opposition regarding the authorized
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insurers, which is a real problem for
the Gov·emment. Motorists now have
the choice of only three authorized
insurers. · I trust that the Chief
Secretary will explain how the proposals in the Bill will alter the
existing situation and facilitate the
work of the Motor Registration
Branch, and the authorized insurers,
as well as make it simpler for the
person who wants to register his car.
The Minister of Transport did not
explain this in his second-reading
speech ~nd the Bill does not inform
honorable members how it happens.
If the Bill proposes to delete from the
principal Act the provisions whereby
a person has to supply information about convictions, the Opposition
will support this because it is repugnant to any person to have to convict
himself before he appears in a court.
I regret that the Bill will not
correct the anomaly concerning motor
cyclists who fail the licence test. I
trust that the Minister will seriously
consider the matter when preparing
further amendments to the Motor Car
Act.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley).The Bill consists of a number of unrelated amendments to the Motor Car
Act. It is a sort of housekeeping
measure in that it tidies up a number
of anomalies that have come to light
through changed circumstances or for
other reasons. The Country Party
supports what the Bill sets out to do.
Obvioll:sly, ..if there is only one incorporated nominal defendant, difficulties can arise as to his availability
from time. to time. The Countrv Party
supports ·the· proposal to appoint a
!lUmber of deputy incorporated
nominal defendants to ensure the
inore efficient operation of the system.
· The amendments aimed at tidying
up ·the points demerit system have
obviously been introduced because a
smart. l~wyer has been able .to .raise
technical questions on the drafting of
the original legislation. It is fair to
say ·that 'the system has worked particularly well and has beeri of considerable· · value in apprehending
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people who consistently break the
law and who should be put off the
road.·
I have become increasingly concerned after reading reports of court
cases, which are regular fare · in
country newspapers, about the number of traffic offenders who have prior
convictions. Thousands of motorists
never have a conviction recorded
against them and yet many of those
who appear before the courts seem
to have a list of convictions as long
as one's arm. If these people can be
penalized, the system is worth while
and apparently the points demerit
system is achieving this aim.
I agree with the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition that the amendments
relating to motor cyclists seem to
be unnecessarily complicated in their
drafting. I am not a lawyer, but I
realize that it is necessary to word
them in this way in order to make the
provisions watertight.
I have been concerned generally
about the presence of motor cyclists
on the roads. When drafting future
legislation, the Minister may examine
more closely the provision~ relating
to motor cyclists. The number of
cyclists on the roads appears to be
increa~ing rapidly. Historically, during the 1930s motor cycles were
commonplace but in the 1950s and
1960s there was a decline in their
popularity. They are again back in
strength. I agree with the honorable
member for Heatherton that it is
mainly" temporary Australians" who
ride motor cycles.
As one who drives regularly at
night, I find it difficult to detect
whether an oncoming vehicle is in
fact. a -motor cycle. Frequently, it
appears to be a car some distance
ahead and when I move out to pass
the car in front I am suddenly alarmed
to find that the oncoming vehicle is
not so- distant and that it is a motor
cycle approaching rapidly. l have no
suggestions to make to tl?-e. Chief
Secretary on how to overcome the
problem, but this is a·situation I have
experienced.
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Mr .. Do_tJBE.-Have you had your
eyes tested recently?
Mr. BAXTER.-Yes. I am also concerned about the habits of cyclists
riding between -two . lanes of
vehicles,. particularly on metropolitan
freeways. There may be two lanes of
traffic and suddenly a motor cyclist
will speed along the narrow space
between two cars. This must lead to
accidents, particularly if a car is
cJ;tanging. lanes or moving close to a
car in an adjoining lane.
Another ~spect is that cycles are
very noisy, particularly in suburban and country towns. In this day
~nd age,· it ·ought to be possible to
tmprove motor cycle engines so that
they will be less noisy. Some cyclists
appear to
delight in
having
motors _that generate excessive
noise. The police should come
down heavily on these people.
It needs only a few convictions for
creating excessive noise and the
message will soon get 1through.
The p~ovision relating to the sup~ly of Information on an application to an authorized insurer for
third-party insurance appears to be
authorizing what is already current
practice. Some time ago it was
nec~sa_ry to give particulars of age,
convictions
under
the
Police
Offences Act, disabilities. and so on
but in my experience of registering
eighteen cars a year I have not had
to put that information on a form
for some two years. The Bill deletes
the need to provide this information
and I support that deletion. The Minister in his second-reading speech
referred to the fact that the information is· .us~d by only one insurance
company, that the insurers do not
have access ·to the information until
after the vehicle has been registered
and· that at that stage it is too late to
take· advantage of this information.
The Bill contains a number of
other amendments including one relating :to the calculation of rated
horse-power for rotary .engines. This
merely keeps abreast of technologi·
cal ·advances. Presumably, ~hen . the
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Act. was first passed by Parliament,rotary engines were unknown. The
Country Party supports . the Bill,
which -goes some way towards tidying up the Motor Car Act.
The motion was ag_~eed to.
The Bill was read a second. time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.· -.
Clause 2 (Amendment to· No. 6325
sect_ion 3 (1) .)
·
·
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).The Government is concerned at the
decreas·e in the number of insurance
companies that are accepting thirdnarty insurance. I was pleased to
hear the remarks of the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition on this
subject. I hone the honorable member will recall those remarks in the
snring sessional period · when the
Government will be doinf:! something
about the situation. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition -also referred to the need to tighten the
testing procedures for licences to
ride motor cvcJes. That is in the
process of beinP. done. and it is intended to remedy the anomalies. The
time has not arrived for revision of
motor car licence testing procedures.
Mr.
DoUBE.-It should have
arrived.
Mr. ROSSITER.-Members of the
Opposition can criticize to their
heart's content. The Government is
resnonsible for producing le_gislation
and regtdations which will fit every
conceivable situation. I admit it has
not been completely - successfu~.
Amendments have been necessary to
even the most carefully copsidered
Bi11s. However. the Government
seeks to produce le~islation which is
as perfect as possible, but, human beings being what they· a:re, this is
impossible. I suppose the. concept
of original sin was based on that
fact. as the honorable member for
Melbourne will readily -agree .. · It
would be proper for me· to have a
philo'sophical discussion with the
honorable member for Melbourne
but I refuse. to· have· anything to ·do
with the philosophy of the honorable
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member for Broadmeadows. Therefore, the amendments in the Bill relating to motor cycles will remain.
In due course further amendments
will be produced.
I am indebted to the honorable
member for Murray Valley, who
pointed out that the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition was incorrect in
his interpretation of clause 6 of the
Bill. I agree with the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition and the honorable
member for Murray Valley that
there is a repugnance in asking for
these details. As the Minister of
Transport stated in the explanatory
second-reading speech, the Chief
Commissioner of Police does not use
the information.
I regret that the honorable member for Brunswick West is not present at the moment. I refer to the
alleged gobbledygook in clause 5. As
Fowler and Sir Ernest Gowers say,
"the legal fraternity seeks :to trap
the event in a net of words ".
Therefore, they say " cease ", " de~
sist ", or " give " and " convey ".
They use synonyms to capture fine
gradations of meaning.
Those
phrases in the clause are necessary
to detail when a motor cyclist may
or may not carry a
"P"
plate, an "L" plate or a pillion
passenger.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3In paragraph (c) of sub-section (5) of
section 10 of the Principal Act after the
word " registered " there shall be inserted
the .following words:"or a· duly completed form of nomination of an authorized insurer in the
.prescribed form together wi·th the appropriate insurance premium and the surcharge thereon."

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).I moveThat the following sub-clause be added:--(2) The proviso to sub-section ( 1) of
section 42 of the Principal Act shall be
repealed ..

The amendment was agreed to,
as .was a. verbal amendment, and the
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clause, as amended, was adopted, as
was clause 4.
Clause 5 (Amendment of No. 6325
section 31).
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-Section 31 of the principal Act lays
down certain conditions under which
a motor cycle can be driven on a highway. The clause amends paragraph
(c) of sub-section ( 1) of section 31,
which states, inter alia( 1) A motor cycle shall not be driven on
a highway(c) with any person driving or being
carried on .the pilbon seat thereof unless the
driver of the motor cycle has held a licence
.to drive a motor cycle in Victoria .for not
less than twelve months.

Paragraph (a) of clause 5 provides
that after the word " Victoria "
there shall be inserted the words " or
in another State or in a Territory of
the Commonwealth or a country ".
I concede that a person who possesses a licence from another State
or a Territory of the Commonwealth
should not be prohibited from carrying a pillion passenger in this State,
but I cannot understand the significance of the words " or a country ".
The clause deals with the carrying
of passengers on pillion seats. The
Act at present provides that a motor
cycle shall not be driven on a highway with any person riding or being
carried on the pillion seat thereof
unless the driver of the motor cycle
has held a licence to drive a motor
cycle in Victoria for not less than
twelve months. As the law stands
that seems perfectly reasonable. A
person must hold a licence for
twelve months before he is permitted to carry pillion passengers. It
is now proposed that if a person has
held a licence in another State or in
a Territory of the Commonwealth
for twelve months he may carry a
pillion passenger. However, people
who hold licences in another
country are also included. That
is how I interpret the clause.
If this is so, the situation is very
-serious. Perhaps the Minister can explain the meaning of the words " or
a country " in the context of the Bill.
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Does it refer to a place ·outside Australia? If it does, it means that a
person from anywhere in the world,
having obtained and held a driving
licence for twelve months, can carry
pillion passengers. I am confused
about .this provision and :a'Sk the Mini'Ster to explain precisely what is
meant by it.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).The honorable member for Albert
Park has referred to the phrase " or
in another State or in a Territory
of the Commonwealth or a country ".
International driving licences are
issued in different countries allowing
drivers to transfer their licence
entitlements from one country to another. A person who held a driving
licence in Victoria and wished to
obtain an international driving licence
for use in Europe could do so on a
reciprocal basis.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert .Park).-The
provision is not as simple ·as that,
because the Committee is not debating international licences but permission to carry pillion pas'Sengers.
No one in Australia 1can carry a
pillion passenge·r unless he has been
licensed for twelve months. I
assume that the requirement is for
the driver to have held a full licence
for twelve months and not merely
a probationary licence. I ask the Minister to clarify this.
If implemented, the measure would
give authority to a person to engage
in •the sometimes dangerous practice
of carrying a pillion passenger. A
motor cyclist needs a good deal of
skill to be able to: carry a pillion
passenger, and that is why no one in
Victoria is allowed to do so unless
he ha'S held a driving licence for
twelve months. Under the term'S of
.the Bill, a pe1.'1son who came to Australia from another country-! •shall
not name any particular country
because that might be offensive, but
shall leave .it to the "imagination of
the Minister-could produce evidence of having held a licence in a
primitive country where traffic
condition$ · are in no · way similar
Session 1974.-162
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to
those
in
Victoria,
and
would be permitted to carry .a
pillion passenger.
If that
IS
what is meant, it seems an extraordinarily dangerous practice. I am
not familiar with road conditions in
some other countries and I do not
lmow what confidence the Minister
can have in the system of licensing
motor cyclists overseas which would
enable him to 'State that honorable
members should accept on face value
the licence of any motor cyclist
gained anywhere .in the world, and
permit tha:t person ~to ·carry a pillion
passenger.
If the Bill is passed and used by
people from countries with primitive
road and traffic systems, the casualty
lists on Vi1ctorian ·roads will be increa'Sed. The Minister should not
confuse the system of international
licensing to drive or ride a motor
cycle with the right to carry pillion
pas'Sengers. An examination of the
number of motor cycle accidents and
their effects on unskilful motor cycle
riders will show that the carrying of
pillion passengers can be dangerous
for both the rider and the pas'Senge·r.
If the passenger does not make hi'S
body as one with the driver in
cornering and manoeuvring, a
serious accident is likely to occur.
However, the Minister says that
anyone who has obtained and held
for twelve months a motor cycle
licence anywhere in :the world may
ca·rry a pillion passenger, even
though he may have had no experience of Victorian traffic conditions. If that is what is env.i'Saged by
the Minister, it is the most dangerous
and ridiculous propo'Sition rthat has
ever been put 1to the Parliament.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-The
honorable member for Albert Park
has •rarsed what members of rt:he Oppo·sition ·regard as an important question. During the debate on the
second-reading motion I pointed out
that it was difficult to follow the
reasons for the wording of the Bill.
I a·sk the Minister to give a clear
indication whether this provision
means that a person who has ridden
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a motor cycle in Afghanistan for not
less than twelve months w.ill be
considered eligible to ca~rry a pillion
passenger when he ~comes to Victoria and is granted a licence.
The Minister knows that one of
.the real problems of licence testing
in Viotoria concerns people who have
held licences in other countries and
who are not familiar with tlie licensing and road laws in this s·tate.
Much confusion has been caused
in their ·cases. When members of the
Road Safety and Traffic Authority
visited the licence testing station in
Lygon Street, Carlton, they were
advised of o-roblems of testing people
who have come from other countries.
As wen as experiencing language
difficulties, these people also face
problems in adjusting themselves to
Australian conditions. The Minister
should make it abundantly dear that
a person who has held a ficence for
twelve months should also have had
experience in riding a motor cycle
in the country of his origin under
conditions not dissimilar to those
under which he will be expected to
ride in Victoria. If necessary, the
Minister should move to amend the
Bill before it is transmitted to another
place to ensure· that such a person
must have had experience in conditions similar to those existing in Victoria. Members of the Opposition
want this assurance from the Chief
Secretary because they believe it is
reasonable.
Mr. ROSS-ITER (Chief Secretary).! am prepared to give that assurance.
In my second-reading speech I
stated, inter aHa~
One of the effects of the section is to
prohibit a pillion passenger from being
carried by experienced persons .who have
held :interstate or international licences to
drive a motor vehicle for periods longer than
the statutory twelve months.

This is quite clear. It do~s not envisage the ghosts and banshees drawn
into our fe·rvid imaginations by the
honorable member for Albert Park,
who seems . to be frightened of
shadows before 18th May. His
remarks indicate that he js posturing
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about the matter. I stand by the
statement that was made in the explan;atory second-reading speech. The
Government also stands by it.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-If the
Minister is becoming fidgety about
what will happen on 18th May, I
assure him that it will be no different
from the present :situation. The Minister should know that. If by some
strange stretch of the imagination
there was a ·change, there would be
less money available for hospitals,
·schools, and other facilities.
The clause was agreed to·, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported t0 the House
with amendments, and the amendments were adopted.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).! m-oveThat

thi~s

Bill be now read a third time.

Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-'! am
concerned because I believe the Chief
Secretary does not understand what
is being done by clause 5 of the Bill.
When the honorable gentleman first
spoke on the matter, he referred to
international driv.ing licences, which
indicates that he was not aware of
what was contained in section 31 of
the principal Act, which is being
altered. The Committee is not dealing
with driving licences for motor
cycles.
Mr. RossiTER.-The Committee is
dealing with experienced drivers who
have international driving licences.
Mr. DOUBE.-Naturally, the Minister has again changed the situation.
The right to· carry pillion passengers
is being discussed. The word " international " does not appear. The Minister is proposfng to aUow a person
from: any 'country in the world, who
may ·}?.ave driven in the most primitive driving conditions, and who may
have no competence or experience in
handling Australian road conditions,
to carry a pillion passenger.
In this amendment the Government is seeking· to permit people of
limited experience in sophisticated
traffic coriditidriS automatically .to be
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able to Tide a motor cycle and carry
a pillion passenger. 'f.his means !that
a student who comes to Australia
from another country and who has
had twelve months' exper.ience of
riding a motor cycle in primitive road
conditions would be able to carry a
pillion passenger. Such a person may
never have been on a freeway or on
roads where there are· road signs. He
may have only a limited understanding of the meaning of the road signs.
The principal Act is being amended
so that any person from anywhere in
the world, with the most limited experience of sophisticated .traffic conditions, provided that he has held a
licence for twelve months, will be
permitted· to carry a pillion passenger and to drive at normal speeds
and in congested traffic conditions. I
regard that as be.ing next to criminal.
It is negligent of the Minister's trust
to· apply this provision to a person
who ha:s come to Australia from the
highlands of New Guinea where he
had driven a motor cycle, although
that person may never have been to
a city as large as Port Moresby.
Mr. CRELLIN .-If a person can ride
a motor cycle in New Guinea, he can
ride one anywhere.
Mr. DOUBE.-Any person who
examined the casualty rate on
Australian roads and who considered
the annual Victorian figures of
20,000 persons injured, 60 motor
cyclists killed and 1,500 motor
cyclists injured would be foolish
indeed if he said that it was all right
to allow a person from a country
where there was not the same road
density or the same complicated
traffic situation to drive on Victorian
roads.
The Minister should examine this
measure because I do not think he
understands it I hope he will take
seriously the question which the
Opposition is raising because, if he
does not, he Will be responsible for
the damage that will result.
Mr. SCANLAN.-That is nonsense.
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Mr. DOUBE.-The Minister of
Health should be interested because
the hospitals under his administration
are being filled by persons who have
had limited experience on motor
cycles.
Under this measure the Government will allow · persons, including
students from other countries, who
have the most limited experience in
complicated traffic situations to carry
pillion passengers on motor cycles.
If members of the Government party
wish to take this question lightly, that
is their responsibility. The Minister
will be foolish indeed if he does not
examine this proposition carefully.
The sitting was suspended at 6.17
p.m. urittl 8.3 p.m.
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health) .-I shall reply briefly to the
co·mments of the honorable member
for Albert Park. I do not intend to
allude to comments made earlier regarding the ability or inability of
New Guineans to ride motor cycles
in Australia because they have a certain code of their own which is
recognizable. I do not intend to reflect,
as the previous speaker did, about the
ability of New Guineans to drive
motor cycles.
Mr. DOUBE.-That is ridiculous, and
you know it.
Mr. SCANLAN.-Far from it. I am
a former rider of at least eight motor
cycles - that is a curious attribute
for a Minister of Health - and during
1958-59 I had occasion to live in the
United Kingdom and to teach there.
:During this period I was the holder of
an international driver's licence. As
an Australian, it was necessary to
hold a licence under an international
convention, the signatories to which
were in agreement a:bout recognition
of the qualifications a person needed
to hold a licence and the standard
of testing in each country, so that
for a period I could drive a motor
cycle not only in the United Kingdom
but in all European countries.
I remind the honorable member for
Albert Park that if he proposes to
seek a prescription against people
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from overseas who would come here
with a form of licence under the international convention that applies, and
his proposal were adopted, Australia
would no longer be a signatory
because it would not be complying
with the international regulations. It
is. implicit in the submission of the
honorable member for Albert Park
that no Australian could hold an
international licence subject to the
standards and prescriptions laid
down; they would be disfranchised.
Victoria ought to uphold the international convention which is of great
benefit to young Australians, and even
to older Australians, who from time
to time seek to drive abroad. It is not
our intention to disfranchise those
who would have considerable advantage as drivers.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).--'For
some unknown reason the Chief Secretary and the Minister of Health are
not aware of the section of the
principal Act referred to in this Bill.
Paragraph (c) of sub-section (1) of
section 31 of the Motor Car Act, to
which the Chief Secretary and the
Minister of Health have adverted,
provides, inter aliaA motor cycle shall not be driven on a
highway(c) with any person riding or being
carried on a pillion seat thereof
.unless the driver of the motor cycle
has held a licence to drive a motor
cycle in Victoria for not less than
twelve months.

Clause 5 proposes to amend the
principal Act as followsIn paragraph (c) of sub-section ( 1) after
the word ''Victoria"

The Government is not satisfied
merely with saying in Victoria, it
proposesthere shall be inserted the words "or in
another State or in a Territory of the Commonwealth or a country".
It would be a simple matter for the

Chief Secretary to propose an amendment that would apply only to the
State of Victoria and a Territory of
the Commonwealth. Members of the
Opposition are not talking about the
riding of a motor cycle but about the
ability of a rider to carry a pillion
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passenger. The Minister of Health
referred to people coming from other
countries. There are three columns
on an international driving licence
referring to countries from Afghanistan to Zambia. The people mentioned
by the Chief Secretary and the
Minister of Health who come here
may well have been able to ride a
motor cycle according to the laws
of their countries, but could they
drive in Victoria under our conditions,
carrying a pillion passenger?
Mr. ROSSITER.-Of course they
could.
Mr. WILKES.-How would the
Minister know?
Mr. RosSITER.-Have you ever
ridden a motor cycle?
Mr. WILKES.-It does not matter
whether I have or not. I am concerned
about the people who come to Victoria and who would ride a motor
cycle. If the proposal is adopted it
will mean that an incompetent rider
who had ridden a motor cycle in
another country for twelve months
could carry a pillion passenger, not
at risk to himself but at risk to anyone on the road. The Chief Secretary
does not care if a person is in competent because some " nut " has told
him that a person coming from
another country which is listed on
the international driving licence
should be allowed to ride a motor
cycle in Victoria.
The Chief Secretary is being pigheaded; he knows that a problem
exists with the drafting of this
amending Bill. The honorable gentleman should give an assurance, that,
before the transmission of this
measure to another place, the ramifications suggested by the honorable
member for Albert Park will be
examined by competent people. A
motor cyclist is vulnerable on the
road and a pillion passenger is even
more vulnerable because he has no
control over the machine and is completely reliant on the rider. Victorian
legislation provides that riders and
pillion passengers must wear crash
helmets. This has done much to
reduce injuries. The Chief Secretary
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members of the Environment Protection Appeal Board. At present the
Environment
Protection
Appeal
Board consists of three members,
one of whom shall be a barrister
and solicitor and the other two shall
be persons experienced in environment control or management.
The Government has been fortunate in getting members of the
calibre of those at present constituting the board. Mr. P. Opas, Q.C.,
is the chairman and his fellow members are Mr. Sunderlands and Mr.
Clark, both highly qualified technically, and both have a considerable
amount of practical experience. The
proposed amendment will not affect
in any way the present members of
the board. Nevertheless because of
the way in which the Act is drafted
at present, there is no flexibility and
there are severe limitations on those
who can be appointed to the board.
I have been advised by the chairman of the board that it would be
desirable to amend the Act so that
more members could be appointed.
Because a quorum for the board is
constituted by the chairman and at
least one other member, additional
appointments to the board will enable the chairman to exercise some
flexibility in the constitution of the
board and also to take care of the·
situation that some members would
normally be prepared to accept a
part-time position as a member on
the understanding that they were
not going to be fully occupied.
Furthermore, the proposed amendment will enable the practical difficulty that may arise a little later this
year to be overcome. The difficulty
that may arise is that both of the
present part-time members may wish
to carry out some private arrangeENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
ments which would make it impos(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. BORTHWICK '(Minister for sible for the chairman to constitute a
board for a period of some weeks. It
Conservation).-! moveThat this Bill be now read a second time. is proposed to increase the number of
Its purpose is to amend the Environ- part-time members from two to five
ment Protection Act with respect to -that is three additional part-time
the numbers and qualifications of members.
asked me whether I had ever ridden
a motor cycle. I had a Harley Davidson motor cycle, and I have held a
licence and have driven more motor
cycles than the Chief Secretary.
Mr. ROSSITER.-Did you drive a
motor cycle in the Army?
Mr. WILKES.-No, but I was taught
to drive a motor cycle by one of the
most competent riders in Victoria at
the time. I should like to see the Chief
Secretary standing on a footrest of
a machine being taught how to
balance before he was allowed to
put his big backside on the seat.
The Chief Secretary has had many
opportunities to remove clause 5
from the Bill and the Opposition
would co-operate with him to
achieve that. The Opposition is
prepared to delay the passage of the
Bill until it is satisfied that what the
Chief Secretary is claiming has
validity.
It is a simple exercise and if
the Chief Secretary does not do
that, the holder of a motor cycle
licence for more than twelve months,
no matter where the licence was
issued, will be able to carry a pillion
passenger despite all the hazards he
may encounter on our roads when
riding the motor cycle. The Opposition submits that the proviso
should be confined to motor cyclists
issued with licences in Victoria or in
the other States of Australia, including the Australian Capital Territory. The Opposition wants the
proviso relating to other countries
omitted and the proviso inserted that
if a person comes from another
country, he should prove his bona
fides by being tested under the
conditions applying in this State.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a third time.
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The other proposed amendment is
to correct what was an oversight
when a similar amendment was made
to the Act in 1972 with respect to the
members of the Environment Protection Authority. I refer to the rigid
condition in section 12E of the
Environment Protection Act which
provides that a member of the board
shall not, during his term of office,
have any financial interest in or be
a shareholder of any company or
business undertaking licensed or
required to be licensed under this
Act. This was the situation with
respect to members of the Environment Protection Authority until the
Act was amended in 1972. I now
wish to present an amendment which
will specify what is meant by a
financial interest or shareholding in
that section. In effect, the amendment means th~t a person shall not
be disqualified from being a member
of the board if he does not hold
more than 1 per cent of the total
number of shares issued by the
eompany. The proposed amendment,
which will be inserted as section 12A,
is strictly comparable with the
present section 1OA which refers to
members of the authority. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. DOUBE
(Mbert Park), the debate was
adjourned.
Mr. BORTHWICK {Minister for
Conservation).-! move-
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of the board. The Opposition is not
aware whether the qualification is
to be 1 per cent of the issued shares
or 1 per cent of the paid-up shares of
the company and desires to investigate this matter further. If the Minister for Conservation insists that the
additional time is unnecessary, the
honorable gentleman will find it
difficult to proceed with the debate
if members of the Opposition are
not ready. I do not see what satisfaction this will give the Minister.
Therefore, the Opposition is asking
for an adjournment of the debate
for three weeks.
The motion was agreed to, and the
debate
was
adjourned
until
Wednesday, April 24.
SUPERANNUATION (RAILWAY
SERVICE) BILL.

The debate (adjourned from April
3) on the motion of Mr. Meagher
(Minister of Transport) for the
second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
·

Mr. STIR·LING (Williamstown).The· Opposition does not oppose
this measure. However, I wish to
make a couple of relevant points.
The Bill ratifies an agreement made
last November between the Government and the Trades Hall Council
relating to a retirement benefits
scheme which increased the retiring
benefits of staff employed in GovTh~t the debate be adjourned until Wedernment departments and instrunesday, April 24.
mentalities.
In his second-reading speech, th.e
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-I
understand that the House is not to Minister of Transport referred to the
meet next week. and the Minister for agreement reached in 1961, which
Conservation is asking that the provided for a retirement benefit
Opposition debate this Bill during scheme under which railway staff
the following week. It could be that had the choice of three alternatives.
there are some difficulties associated Honorable members may recall that
with tb.e Bill. The Minister for Con- at that time there had been a
servation interjects that it is quite long industrial dispute. The Governsimple ; it may be simple for him as ment of the day was endeavouring
he has had the opportunity of to have the matter resolved by
examining it. The Opposition is arbitration in the old Conciliation
being asked to approve an alteration and Arbitration Commission, but
under which a person who holds a Commisioner Chambers was trying
big parcel of shares in a large com- to have the matter resolved by the
pany could be appointed a member parties by negotiation. Subsequently
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agreement was reached and at that
(BenaHa).-The
Mr.
TREWIN
stage the 'latter procedure was found Country Party supports this small
to be correct.
but important measure which confers a benefit on employees of the
The alternatives available to rail- Victorian Railways. As has been
way staff were: To qualify for a stated, those employees who qualify
service grant and a retirement for a service grant or a retiring
gratuity-and to forgo entitlement gratuity will have the opportunity
to superannuation ; to restrict super- in certain areas of benefiting from
annuation to four units and qualify the provisions of the Bill. They can
for a service grant, but not for a either restrict their superannuation
retiring gratuity; or to retain full rights to four units and qualify
superannuation entitlement and be for a service grant or retain
ineligible for either service grant or full superannuation entitlements.
retiring gratuity.
On discussing th'is m·atter with railThe Opposition does not wish way employees in my district, ·I was
to delay the passage of the Bill informed that some had already taken
because
that
agreement
was the six units and that some, for
reached last November and in personal reasons, had decided to hold
the past five months many railway only five units.
workers who would have benefited
The honorable member for Wilunder this agreement have retired. liamstown referred to retrospectivity.
The Bill provides for the new I should like the Minister to comscheme to operate from the day the ment on whether the Bill should be
Bill is assented to.
dated back to the period when the
The area I represent embraces the agreement with the Trades Hall
Newport railway workshops and I Council was reached or whether it
know that many railway employees should apply from the date of the
will retire this month. Approximately proclamation. Some people may be
25 railwajy workers have retired losing----the honorable m·ember for
alreaqy, and they wilil not receive the Williamstown mentioned several, and
benefits conferred by the measure there are one or two in ·my area.
now under discussion. It would be Retrospectivity ·should be taken into
appropriate if an agreement could be consideration for those who are in a
negotiated so that the new benefits position to participate in one of the
operate from when the original thr-ee areas mentioned in the Bill.
agreement was arrived at between
The motion was agreed to.
the Trades Hall Council and the
Government. I ask the Minister of
The Bill was read a second time
Transport to consider the proposal.
and committed.
Clauses 2 and 3 contain machinery
Clause 1 was agreed :to.
amendments. Clause 2 provides for
the insertion of the figures " 1974"
Clause 2, providing for amendin lieu of " 1971 ". Clause 3 pro- ments to the principal Act.
vides that existing contributors
Mr. MEAGHER {Minister of Tr·ansshall be eligible for one additional
port).-I
shall be happy to investiunit of superannuation without the
need to undergo a medical examina- gate the question of retrospectivity
tion. It will apply to those con- in the immediate future.
tributors who elect to restrict their
The clause was agreed to, as ·was
entitlement to not more than five the remaining clause.
units and in essence will bring them
The Bill was reported to the House
up to six units. As I have stated,
the Opposition does not oppose the without amendment, and passed
Bill.
through its remaining stages.
1
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Mr.
SCANLAN {Minister
Health).-! move-

of

That this Bill be now read a second time.

This BiH of six clauses is necessary
to v·alidate the appointment of the
administrator of the Victorian Civil
Ambulance Service, to constitute a
committee of management for that
ambulance service and for other purposes. The Victorian Civil Ambulance
Service :is incorporated as a society
under the provisions of sub-section
( 1) of section 64 of the Hospitals
and Charities Act 1958 ·and comes
within the definition of a benevolent
society as set out in section 3 of the
Hospitals and Charities Act 1958.
There was a considerable amount
of industrial unrest among the staff
of the service in past years. As a
result of this and other difficulties
within the ·ambulance service, an
inquiry under the Hospitals and
Charities Act ·was instituted with my
approval by the Hospitals and
Charities Commission. This inquiry
was conducted by Sir Basil Osborne,
C.B.E., and Mr. R. S. Sims, B.Sc.,
B.A., M.I.E.(Aust.), A.C.A., and a
report was submitted :to the Hospitals
and Charities Commission in November, 1973. Before any action could
be taken to apply any recommendations made as a result of that inquiry,
all members of the committee of
management of the Victorian Civil
Ambulance Service resigned on 13th
December, 1973, leaving the service
without any managing authority. I
should like to express the gratitude
of the Government of Victoria to
Sir Basil Osborne ~and Mr. !Sims and
other members of the former committee of management for their
services to this State.
1

The Hospitals and Charities Commission immediately appointed its
chief inspector, John Raymond Ham,
as administrator to operate the service until a new committee of management could be I~awfully constituted. This appointment was ·made
on the assumption that such action

Service Bill.

could be rtaken under paragraph (e)
of section 21 of the Hospitals and
Charities
Act.
However,
that
assumption w·as not ·a V'alid one as
this particular part of the section
applied only to the appointment of
an administrator for a hospital,
which means a place where patients
receive :treatment ·and care ·and are
nursed for a period of time. Both
"hospital " and "benevolent society"
are specifically defined in section 3 of
the Hospitals and Charities Act.
Legislative authority for the action
.taken by the Hospitals and Charities
Commission is now required to ratify
the appointment of the administrator
and to enable him to direct the
operations of ·the Victorian Civil
Ambulance Service as he has been
doing since his appointment on 13th
December, 1973. It is also necessary
to make this appointment retrospective to that date.
Clause 3 of the Bill therefore provides for the appointment of an
administrator to operate the Victorian
Civil Ambulance Service retrospective to the date upon which he first
operated so ·as to ensure that his
future activities are properly authorized and to indemnify him in respect
of past activities if such is required.
Extra provisions have also been
included in clause 4 whereby the
Governor in Council may by order{i) appoint eight persons to be the
committee of management for a
period not exceeding three years ;
(ii) determine the constitution of the
service and vary it from time to
time ; {iii) repeal, extend or amend
all or any of the objects of the service ; and (iv) change the name of
the service if deemed necessary.
This will enable an interim committee to be appointed for a maximum period of three years by a
method other than that laid down in
the present constitution of ·the Victorian Civil Ambulance Service and
permit necessary variations of the
constitution, by-laws, and objects of
the service to place it on a satisfactory footing so that an adequate
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ambulance service may be available
for the Melbourne metropolitan area
in future years.
The provisions to appoint a special
committee of management by Order
of the Governor in Council will apply
for a period of only three years. The
action to re-establish the ambulance
service under this special legislation
will culminate in the appointment,
under the existing or amended bylaws of the service, and probably by
the usual method of voting by subscribers to the service, of a new
committee of management. Thereafter, the further operation of the
service, the activities of its committee of management and all necessary subsequent actions regarding the
reappointment of future committees
and any variation of subsequent
operation, objects, or name will then
have rto be taken under the existing
provisions of the Hospitals and
Charities Act 1958.
Clause 5 provides that the administrator shall cease to hold office on
the day the committee of management is reconstituted, provided that
he may cease rt:o be administrator if
his resignation in writing is accepted
by the Governor in Council or his
appointment is terminated by the
Governor in Council by Order and
makes provision for the appointment
of a subsequent administrator should
~nything unto~ard cause a vacancy
In that office pnor to the constitution
of a new committee of management
as set out in sub-dause (1) of clause
4.
Notwithstanding any change in its
con.stitution or by-laws or any change
to 1ts name under the provisions of
clause 6, the ambulance service is
deemed to be the same body on and
after as before the change in its constitution or its by-laws or its name.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. LIND
(Dandenong),
the
debate
was
adjourned.
H was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, April 24.
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GLADSTONE VIEW PRIMARY SCHOOLTELEGRAPH BRIDGE, WEST GEELONG
-QUEEN'S
BIRTHDAY HOLIDAYPARLIAMENT
HOUSE
MEMORIAL
STONE-WEBB
DocK--P~oN
OFFICER BLACK--MOONEE PONDS
CENTRAL SCHOOL-TEACHERS TRIBUNAL ACCIDENTS INVOLVING
POLICE VEHICLES FOOTSCRAY
PRIMARY SCHOOL-WORKERS CoMPENSATION PAYMENTS.

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) .--1 move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday, April 23.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Education).--! move-That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. WILTON {Broadmeadows).1 raise a matter with the Minister of
Education. Today I received a tele-

gram signed by Mr. Catchlove, chairman of the school committee of the
Glads tone View .Primary School,
Gladstone Park, Tullamarine, seeking
my
support
of
submissions
which
have
been
made
to
the Minister, also by telegram today,
for financial assistance to equip the
school ·with books for a reading and
mathematics scheme. As the school
began only this year, the parents are
fully committed in obtaining the
basic essentials needed for a new
school. This equipment is beyond
their financial resources. The parents
beUeve their children are suffering
because of the lack of the equipment.
I understand that the school made
a submission to the committee on
disadvantaged schools. I also understand that some of the money made
available for the purposes of these
schools by the Federal Minister for
Education is still available. I ask the
Minister to have this case examined
with a view to providing financial
assistance to the committee of the
school so that it can obtain the equipment necessary for this scheme. The
telegram states that the parents are
incensed that the children lack basic
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educational requirements owing to
what they state is the policy requiring
parents to provide equipment of this
type.
I return to the pojnt I made earlier.
This is a new school and it consists
entirely of portable class-rooms.
Because of this and because no permanent site works are being carried
out the parents believe they are
already under a severe handicap and
that they have some grounds for
being provided with assistance. The
Minister may see his way clear to
having finance provided to the school
through the disadvantaged schools
committee.
Mr. TRE~ISE (Geelong Nol'lth).I direct to the attention of the Minister of Transport a matter which
demands immediate action. It concerns a potential death trap for
motorists at the new Telegraph
Bridge, Geelong West, which was
opened in February, 1972. It is at the
intersection of Melbourne Road,
Church Street, and Pakington Street.
The bridge was constructed because
of problems motorists had with the
old bridge. But the new bridge is more
dangerous than the old. Whoever in
the Country Roads Board or other
authority designed the bridge should
go b;1ck to kjn.dergarten and start his
education again. Particularly in the
coming Easter period, it is possible
that death a.nd injury will occur at
this bridge. Great bank-ups of traffic
occur, especially at the intersection
of Pakington and Church streets and
anyone crossing tbe bridge risks
injury or death. I ask the Minister
to send an appropriate officer from
his department to confer on the site
with members of the Geelong West
City Council and local members of
Parliament with a view to overcoming
a bungle c.ommitted by the Country
Roads Boar<;!.
:Mr. WHITI~G {Mildura).---1 direct
the attention of the Deputy Premier to
an unusual situation. Last year, I
asked the honorable gentleman the
date of the Queen's Birthday holiday
this year. I understood him to say
that it ·wo.uld be on the third Monday
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in June. There is already confusion
among printers of various diaries
because they give several dates. The
latest pamphlet which shows the indecision among the general public is
one issued by the Melbourne Chamber
of Commerce giving public holidays
for 1974 and 1975. It states that in
all States the Queen's Birthday holiday will be on Monday, 3rd June.
There is an asterisk against" Queen's
Birthday " and a note states " to be
proclaimed ". I ask the Deputy
Premier whether a date has been proclaimed for this holiday in Victoria
and, if so, what it is.
Sir EDGAR TANNER (Caulfield).Mr. Speaker, I ask your permission to
read from a report of the Royal Commission on the Parliament Buildings,
dated 21st September, 1886, in relation to the matter I wish to raise.
The SJlEAKER ~(the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-lf the honorable member
proceeds I shall consider the position
as he speaks.
Sir EDGAR TANNER.-The report
statesOn the 24th August, the Speaker suggested
to the commission the propriety of the
Governor laying a memorial stone of the
P.arliament House, in order Ito mark the
national character .of the edifice ; and as no
public ceremony had ever taken place in
connexion with the erection of the building,
the commission unanimously approved of
the 'Suggestion. 'f,he Governor having signified his wHlingness to comply with the desire
of the commission, it was arranged that on
the 1st October, 1886, the ceremony should
take place. On that day, more than 30 years
after the building was commenced, Sir Henry
Brougham Loch, the Governor of the Colony,
wHI lay the die of the .pedestal of the righthand central column of the portico, a
massive !block of freestone, weighing over
six tons ; ,this stone will be, for the future,
known as the Memorial Stone of the Padiament House, Melbourne.

I ask the Deputy Premier to bring
this matter to the attention of the
Premier with a view to having the
stone suitably marked to indicate its
historic importance.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-!
direct a matter to the attention of the
Minister of Public Works and in doing
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so refer to an answer he gave to a
question I asked on 3rd April. The
honorable gentleman said that the
Melbourne Harbor Trust proposed to
extend Webb Dock 600 metres into
Hobson's Bay. He also said that no
detailed study had been made of the
effects of this expansion on the nearby
beach, but that observations over
twenty years had shown that extensions at Webb Dock beyond the
shoreline had not been detrimental in
any r~spect to the shoreline generally
and, in fact, had resulted in an improvement of the beach on the Port
Melbourne side of the extension.
What has happened over the past
twenty years is not relevant because,
as I have indicated, it is now proposed
that the dock works be extended 600
metres into Hobson's Bay. In addition,
we are told that there will be a plume
of hot water from the Newport power
station which will considerably raise
the temperature of the water in the
area. People who live in the Port Melbourne district are concerned about
what might happen.
On the three occasions on which
yacht protection works have been
extended into Port Phillip Bay, at
Sandringham, Brighton and St. Kilda,
the beaches within miles of the works
have been absolutely ruined.
Mr. ROSSITER.-The Country Party
Government did that, with Labor
Party support.
Mr. DOUBE.-It may be that what
was done then .cannot be undone. I
understand the works were undertaken to help house yachts during the
Olympic Games. In any case, the
whole of the mile-long beach at
Hampton has disappeared as a result
of the construction of the stone
breakwater at Sandringham. The
beaches at Seacombe Grove and Sandown Street, Brighton, have been
ruined as a result of the extension
of the small boats protection wall.
The beach at West St. Kilda has also
been ruined. Now dock works are to
be extended 600 metres into Hobson's
Bay, although the Minister said that
no .detailed study had been made.
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This is a shallow water area and
it is ecologically tender. I call on the
Minister to stop further work until
a study has been made by the Port
Phillip Authority or some other competent authority and the position has
been reconsid~red in the light of the
results of the study. If it is wrong to
extend the dock works to this degree,
the harm which would result could
never be undone.
Mr. JONES (Mel'bourne).---~I am
concerned at the slow flow of information from the Minister for Social
Welfare to members of the Legislative Assembly. I do not blame the
Minister of Agriculture, who represents the Minister for Social Welfare
in this House; he is a victim of the
system which places a controversial
Ministry in a political cul-de-sac on
the other side of Queen's Hall where
no questions without notice may be
asked. If one asks a question without
notice on anything dealing with social
welfare in this House, the Minister
of Agriculture is temporarily embarrassed and all he can say is that he
cannot answer promptly and must
refer the question to his colleague.
Unfortunately, in the case of the
matter which I raised at question time
yesterday, as yet I do not have an
answer. I still want to know whether
Prison Officer Robert George Black is
being sent overseas with Mr. Vodden,
Deputy Governor of Pentridge Prison,
to recruit staff for the penal system.
I placed a question on the Notice
Paper last week and received an
answer yesterday. It indicated that
Mr. Vodden was to go overseas, and
so was Mr. D. T. Taylor, Personnel
Officer of the Social Welfare Department, and that it was expected that
they would begin their work in London on 16th April. My specific question was whether Prison Officer Black
was to accompany them.
At question time, the Minister of
Agriculture said that he had only had
a few minutes in which to confer with
his colleague, the Minister for Social
Welfare, ·and had not yet obtained
the information from bim. In an age
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of electronic communication when it
is possible to obtain information from
the other side of the world instantly,
it should be possible to obtain information promptly from the other side
of Parliament House. The whole point
of raising the matter yesterday was
that something might be done either
to stop Mr. Black from going overseas
or to initiate an inquiry into the purpose of his going with a view to
preventing embarrassment to anyone.
But this House will not sit next week
and, if the party arrives in London on
16th April, by the time the House
resumes sitting it will be too late to
raise the matter.
In passing, it is worth mentioning some conclusions by the Jenkinson inquiry on Mr. Black. At page
49 the report states that Mr. Black's
evidence was " unbelievable ". At
page 57 it states that the board was
satisfied of the untruthfulness of his
evidence. At page 58 it states that the
board was "satisfied that Black deliberately conveyed an inaccurate impression
and
gave
untruthful
evidence ". At page 59 it states that
Prison Officer Black's "explanation
to the board of his reasons for lying
exhausted the board's credibility and
confirmed the conclusion that little
reliance could be placed on his testimony ". At page 82 it states that the
account given by Black was "at least
in one respect quite false ". At page
214 there is a finding by the board
that Black had been guilty of violent
conduct in the prison.
I want to know precisely what expert skills Prison Officer Black would
take on a recruiting expedition overseas. I find the position quite extraordinary. There may be a simple explanation. If there is, the House
should have the benefit of it. Other
members and I are concerned that,
because of the Minister for Social
Welfare sits in another place, it is
difficult for honorable members to obtain information relating to his portfolio when they want it and when
they are entitled to receive it.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).I inform the Minister of Education
that problems have arisen at the
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Moonee Ponds Central School. For a
number of technical reasons urgently
needed site works have been delayed.
There is difficulty in unravelling the
reasons. I ask the Minister to intervene in order to have the work expedited. With the winter and wet
weather coming on, the works will
cause an upheaval in the playing
space, and both staff and pupils will
be greatly inconvenienced.
Moreover the mothers of students
are affected in that the children
come home with their clothes in a
shocking mess because of the site
works. I ask the Minister of Education to intervene and to expedite
the completion of site works before
the onset of wet weather.
Mr. ROPER {Brunswick West).I direct the attention of the Minister
of Education to a matter which may
appear to be small but which involves substantial consequences. Mr.
R. Jamieson, who is presently teaching at the Strathmore North Primary
School, is a constituent of mine. He
underwent two years' training at
the State College of Victoria,
Coburg, and then did a two
years' part-time course at the
Preston Institute of Technology,
which gave him the e·quivalent of
three years' qualifications. He is regarded by the Teachers Tribunal as
having a certificate B qualification.
In 1972 Mr. Jamieson was one
of many who were disadvantaged by
a determination of the Teachers Tribunal which provided that a teacher
received no credits for qualifications
obtained prior to the award. However, if the qualifications were
obtained after the award, he received
full credits for them. The principle
is now being continued into the
current salary award so that a large
group of teachers with qualifications
are not treated by the tribunal as
having those qualifications.
One problem confronting Mr.
Jamieson is the difficulty of obtaining an answer from the tribunal
about his situation. I finally received
an answer on his behalf on 27th
March and the letter makes it clear
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that the tribunal does not credit Mr.
Jamieson as having a post-matriculation qualification but only a postleaving qualification, whereas in fact
he has obtained the equivalent of
matriculation. The letter ·makes two
points, in that it statesIn the ·regulations effective from 7th May
1972, provision was made for an extra increment to :be paid where a member of the
Teaching Service improved his qualifications
under certain conditions. Mr. Jamieson would
have qualified for such an increment had he
obtained his qualifications subsequent to the
effective date of this award, but the provision did not apply retrospectively.
In it~ award effective from the 18th
December 1973, the tribunal increased the
commencing rate of teachers who successfully complete a three-year course of postmatriculation teacher training and they commence on a salary of $6,100 a year-the
same salary paid ·to Mr. Jamieson. However,
it is .pointed out that Mr. Jamieson's teacher
training course was of post-leaving standard.

The general question is that a
teacher, having achieved three years
of qualifications and also having
taught for five years, is paid the
same salary as a person ·who has
just graduated from teachers' college
and whose value to the school and
to the education of children is likely
to be substantially less. I ask the
Minister to examine this case and
also the principle of the anomalies
in awards of the Teachers Tribunal.
Mr. WILKES {Northcote).-On the
question of road safety, I direct the
attention of the Chief Secretary to
the involvement of police vehicles in
road accidents during 1973 and until
20th March, 1974. The number of
police vehicles damaged in accidents
in 1973 was no fewer than 651,
almost two a day. The number of
police vehicles which were involved
in accidents in which persons were
injured totalled 147, the cost
of repairs to those vehicles was
$144,234 and the number of days
lost due to the vehicles being off the
road was 7,906. I ask the Chief
Secretary to examine the figures and
to ascertain whether police drivertraining is adequate. Honorable members speak of what the public does
concerning road safety, and over the
Easter period the Police Force is
1
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about to mount one of the biggest
traffic blitzes that the State has ever
experienced.
The serious involvement of police
vehicles in accidents may be due to
many factors. It could be that the
police are tired because there are
too few of them available to
drive vehicles. The vehicles could
be defective, although I doubt
it, or else there is insufficient
training for the drivers of those
vehicles. One of those three factors
must be involved, and the matter
must be tackled by the Government
because the figures are alarming.
Until 20th March this year, 131
police vehicles were damaged in road
accidents, of which 26 were involved
in accidents in which persons were
injured. The cost of repairs to those
vehicles to 20th March totalled
$24,041, and time lost amounted to
632 days. Even the Chief Secretary
must admit that that is an enormous
number of days lost for less than
three months of this year.
In the interests of road safety and
of the Victoria Police Force, I ask
the Chief Secretary to examine the
three factors that I have mentioned
and possibly to make a statement
when Parliament resumes after
Easter and after the Police Force has
mounted its huge blitz.
Mr. FORDHAM {Footscray).-I
direct the attention of the .Minister
of Education to a situation at the
Footscray Primary School in Geelong
Road, Footscray. The school was
established approxi·mately 100 years
ago on a totally inadequate site of
2·4 acres. The site restricted its
future development.
The Minister visited the school in
1970 and made an extensive list of
things that were required to ensure
that facilities at the school approximated what one would expect of a
primary school in the 1970s. Following the Minister's visit and letters
from the principal, the school committee and myself, outlining the
needs of the school relating to the
grounds, equipment and buildit?-~S,
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very little has been done. One major
development was the addition of an
infants' block, for which ·we are
thankful, but a host of other things
are needed which :will not cost a lot
of money but which require the
attention of the department and to
which I ask the Minister to give
more prompt attention.
I have written to the honorable
gentleman on a number of occasions
and I can appreciate that he is
probably deluged with queries of this
sort. On lOth January, 1974, I wrote
to him explaining the general problems at the school and the difficulties faced by students and staff. I
also saidThese matters have been brought to your
attention before and briefly concern toilets
for both staff and students, first aid fadlities,
sheltersheds, administration, accommodation,
storage accomm~dation and the inadequate
size of the number of class-rooms. It would
seem to me .that rather than these matters
be dealt with on a piecemeal basis, it would
be desir.a:ble for an officer of the department
to visit the school in order to .be fully conversant with the matters I have outlined and
a detai·led plan 1be prepared to over·come
these difficulties.

On 28th March, 1974, I received the
following reply from the Minister:I refer ·to your representations on behalf of
the· Geelong Road, Footscr:ay, Primary School
concerning the provision of more suitable
staff accommodation.
There are many primary schools stiH to be
visited wi·th a view to having staff facilities
improved. I have asked for this school to
be visited by officers of the department as
soon as it can be arranged keeping in mind
commitments already made to look at other
schools.

The reply of the Minister is deficient
in a number of ways. My representations were not concerned primarily
with staff accommodation but with
the need for a master plan. This
subject was not referred to by the
Minister. I trust that the ·Minister
will re-examine the matter, because I
can appreciate that he does not have
a chance of looking at all representations in detail. I should like an
assurance, particularly for the people
associated with the school, that an
officer will visit the school and that
a master plan will be prepared very
soon.
Mr. Fordham.
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Mr. SIMMONDS {Reservoir).On two occasions the Chief Secretary, in reply to questions, has indicated an intention to review the
current rates of workers compensation payments. I remind the honorable gentleman that the current
rate for an adult in Victoria is $63.
In many instances, the breadwinner
has a large family, and if he is on
workers compensa:tion the family is
expected to live on a weekly payment of $63.. Many families are on
the brink of. de·spair because of the
paucity of the payment. On two
6ccasions the Minister has indicated
that he is considering the matter and
wiH advise the Hous·e of his deliberations ..
I also ask the Minister to consider the plight of young workers
who are injured and receive a
week~y payment of only $23. Many
of the . young workers who are
involved in accidents are apprentices.
I ask the Chief Secretary to confer
with the Minister of Education on
the condition of equipment at trade
training schools throughout the
State. Last Friday, at the School
of Mines, Bendigo, I sarw a lathe
which was more than 40 years old
and on which the clutch was slipping. It was consequently unsafe for
a young apprentice to operate.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! rentiild the honorable
member that only fifteen seconds
remain in which to raise mattets on
the motion for the adjournment of
the sitting.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).On a point of order, the honorable
memqer is exceeding the rights of
the House in so far as he is permitted to raise only one matter whereas
he is now raising a second matter.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) .The matter I raise concerns workers
compensation payments to apprentices and adults.
The SPEAKER (the ·Hon. K. H.
\Vheeler).-'"Order! The time· for
raising matters on the motion for
the adjournment of the sitting has
expired.
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Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education).-The Deputy Leader of the
Country Party raised the question of
the date of the Queen's Birthday
holiday this year. In Victoria the
" Minister for Holidays " is our
versatile Chief Secretary, and I shall
refer the matter to him.
The honorable member for Caulfield referred to the significance of
the laying of the Memorial Stone of
Parliament House in 1886, and suggested that I might take up with the
Premier the desirability of official
recognition being given to that section
of the building. I know that the
Premier is interested in recognizing
areas of historical significance, and
I am sure he will be sympathetic to
the suggestion.
The honorable member for Broadmeadows mentioned the lack of
reading rna terial in schools such as
Gladstone View Primary School,
which commenced this year. I am
familiar with the other difficulty to
which he referred, and that this is
king-size thistle country. I appreciate the problems of the school. I
have not heard of the lack ·of reading facilities and I will refer the
matter to the Director of Primary
Education.
The honorable m·ember for Albert
Park directed attention to the proposed developments of the Melbourne
Harbor Trust and the effect that those
developments might have on Port
Phillip Bay. I shall be pleased to
refer the matter to my colleague, the
Minister of Public Works.
The honorable member for Moonee
Ponds spoke of a school unheard
of in this House-the Moonee
Ponds
Central
School.
The
House bears no malice towards the
honorable member, and I will ask
the Public Works Department to
expedite 'the site works.
The honorable member for Brunswick West referred to a ·Mr. R.
Jamieson and his qualifications, and
the faihite of the Teachers Tribunal
to recognize those qualifications as
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they should be recognized. I shall
be pleased to refer that letter to the
Teachers Tribunal.
The honorable member for Footscray mentioned the lack of modern
facilities at Footscray Primary
School in Geelong Road. I know this
school well. It was est'ablished 100
years ago on a handkerchief-sized
block. I requested a group of officers to visit all the older schools
and draw up a priority list for renovations and rebuilding. I notice that
they have not visited this school. I
will ask them to expedite the date
of their visit to Footscray Primary
Scnool and also give attention to the
development of a master plan, which
I recognize is desirable.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-The new Telegraph Bridge
near Geelong was referred to by the
honorable member for Geelong
North. Recently I received correspondence on the situation, and I
shall take an early opportunity of
sending a telegram to the Country
Roads Board seeking further information, which I will relay to the
honorable member.
Mr. ROSSITER ·CChief Secretary).The honorable member for Reservoir
referred to workers compensation.
I did not hear the details of what he
said because of the " broo-ha-ha " in
the House. I ask the honorable
member to discuss the matter with
me. The Government is examining
exactly the same points on workers
compensation as those raised by the
honorable member.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition referred to accidents and mortality in the Police Force involving
police vehicles. The Victoria Police
Force has a responsibility-Mr. EDMUNDS.-To drive carefully.
Mr. ROSSITER.-Mr. Speaker, do
you allow irresponsible comments?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I ·advise the Chief
Secretary to ignore interjections.
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Mr. ROSSITER.-This is a matter
of life and death in 1the community.
~he !=>eputy Leader of the Opposition IS as concerned as I am. The
Opposition and the Government
surely must be concerned with the
ability of members of the Police
Force to drive vehicles, to avoid
accidents, to detect crimes and to
bring criminals to justice. If they
must drive vehicles at 100 miles an
hour, it is surely the responsibility
of the Chief Commissioner of Police
to ensure that the vehicles are
capable of being driven at that speed
and that the drivers are capable. I
am certain that the Chief Commissioner discharges his responsibility,
and that down the line the system
of training and responsibility applies.
The carping attitude of the Opposition does not assist the situation,
and detracts from the work done by
the Victoria Police Force.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-I. rise
to a point of order. It is ridiculous
for the Chief Secretary to say that
the Opposition is adopting a carping
attitude because it has raised a matter
of urgent public importance. Members of the Opposition reject the suggestion that they are carping when
they raise matters on the motion for
the adjournment of the sitting.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Does the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition require the word
" carping " to be withdrawn?
Mr. WILKES.-No. I have not
asked for anything to be withdrawn.
The SPE:AKER.-Order! I call on
honorable members on both sides of
the House to cease interjecting. It is
almost impossible to keep the House
in order when honorable members
ignore the request of the Chair.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary) .
-I share the concern of the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition about the
road toll.
Mr. BORNSTEIN.-Why do you not
make up your mind?
·
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Mr. ROSSITER.-Why does the
honorable member not get his hair
cut?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The Chief Secretary has stated that this is a serious
matter. I suggest that he ignores
interjections.
Mr. ROSSITER.-! have finished.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (M:inister of
Agriculture).-The honorable member for ·Melbourne raised a matter
and, in this age of telephonic communication and instant communication, sought something of an instant
answer. I have taken the trouble in
this age of mechanization to walk
across the passage and ask my colleague in another place ·whether
Prison Officer Black is accompanying
the Deputy Governor of .Pentridge
Pri·son, and the personnel officer, Mr.
Taylor, on a recruiting trip to Britain.
He is not. However, I understand that
he is taking six months' long service
leave and that some months ago he
planned to visit relatives in Scotland.
In no way will he be performing any
duties for or on behalf of the State,
or receiving ·any remuneration. I
understand that there is no connection between his trip and that of
the :two officers referred to. It is
merely a coincidence.
Mr. WHITING (MHdura).-I asked
a question of :the Deputy Premier,
who passed it on to ·the Chief Secretary. In his recent fit of pique, the
Chief Secretary ·may have overlooked
the question of the Queen's Birthday
holiday.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).It appears to me that when a Minister answers a proposition on the
adjournment to the effect that he will
refer the matter to another Minister,
if it is within the jurisdiction of the
other Minister, that is the end of the
·matter.
The ·motion was agreed. to.
The House adjourned at 9.26 p.m.
until Tuesday, April 23.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.

The following answers to questions
on notice were circulated:SWIFTS CREEK H!GHER
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 839)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education1. What is the Education Department
staffing target for Swifts Creek Higher Elementary School?
2. What is the actual number of teachers
at the school?
3. When it is expected that the current
shortage will be overcome?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

1. The Teachers Tribunal staffing schedule
for this school is 3 · 7.
The departmental target is 8·6.
2. 7·1.
3. The school is functioning reasonably
well on present staffing.

INQUIRY INTO HEALTH AND
HOSPITAL SERVICES.
(Question No. 856)

Mr. WILKES (Northcote) asked
the Minister of Health1. Who are the persons employed by the
Government to inquire and report into health
and hospital services in Victoria?
2. What is the nature of the inquiry and
what are the terms of reference?
3. Whether evidence will be received from
the public and/or interested bodie>s?
4. What is the estimated cost of the inquiry?
5. Whether the Government has received
an interim report; if not, whether an interim
report will be made and subsequently be
available to the Parliament?
6. When the final report will be made to
the Government and whether it will be made
available to the Parliament?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health) .-The answer is-

of

1. Sir Colin Syme and Professor Sir
Lance Townsend.
2. The persons named were appointed as
a Committee of Inquiry into Hospitals ancl
Health Services with the following terms of
reference:( 1) To examine and report on health services within the State and to make
Session 1974.-163
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recommendations on the administrative structures required to ensure an optimum standard of public
and private health services to meet
the future needs of the community.
(2) To survey existing hospital 1and allied services throughout Victoria
and to consider and report upon
means whereby, without reducing
the existing standards of patient
care, the maximum use of finance
and present personnel, buildings
and equipment could be made.
(3) To analyze the costs involved in providing existing hospital services
differentiating between those services directly attributable to the
diagnosis and treatment of patients
in hospitals and those attributable
to matters such as graduate and
undergraduate medical and nursing
training and the training of paramedical personnel generally and
the provision of services by hospitals for various organizations not
engaged directly in treating persons
in ill health.
( 4) To make recommendations on requirements regarding:
prevention, diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation including(a) Public health services involving the
conservation of the health of the community,
including epidemiology; the control of communicable and other diseases; environmental
and occupational factors influencing health
and the welfare aspects of health services
(including school health services); public
diagnostic procedures and health education
programmes (including family planning).
(b) Hospital services; mental health services; services for alcoholism and drug addiction; nursing homes; rest homes; services
for chronic sick, handicapped and aged;
domiciliary supportive services; and day
hospitals.
(c) Health and welfare services in remote
areas.
(d) The participation and co-ordination of
government, including local government, and
voluntary agencies in health and hospital
services and in the welfare aspects of such
services.
(5) To consider and report upon the development of existing community health and
welfare services generally and how they
may be further developed to reduce the
demand for diagnostic and treatment clinics
provided by hospitals.
(6) To consider and report upon the development of existing preventive medicine
and curative services with a view to reducing the cost of hospital in-patient services
and the apparent inadequacy in meeting the
needs of preventive as compared with treatment services.
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(7) To make recommendations on the
financing of capital works relating to the
expansion and development of health care
facilities.
(8) To recommend what financial assistance should be required from the Commonwealth Government.

3. Yes. The submission of evidence has
been invited by public advertisement and
persons associated with hospitals and health
services have been asked directly.
4. The estimated cost including salary of
officers, purchase of vehicles and travelling
expenses is approximately $127,000.
5. An interim report from the committee
is not expected although special reports on
matters such as accommodation for the Department have been received.
6. The final report is expected to be submitted in mid-1975 to the Minister of Health
for consideration by the Government. No
decision has been made as to the extent of
its publication.

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

1. For the purpose of providing special
English language instruction migrant children are defined as children from a nonEnglish SJ?eaking background who are suffering learnmg difficulties through an English
language disability.
2. From surveys conducted in schools from
which requests for assistance are made and
to which special migrant English teachers
are appointed the number of migrant children enrolled is as follows:Primary
14,912
Secondary
5,851
Technical
2,074
22,837
Five hundred and forty teachers are engaged
exclusively in this programme.

TRANSPORT REGULATION
BOARD.
(Question No. 892)

TEACHERS OF ENGLISH FOR
GIPPSLAND SCHOOLS.

Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley)
asked the Minister of Transport-

(Question No. 875)

Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)
asked the Minister of EducationWhen the Education Department expects
to be able to fill the vacancy for English
teachers at Swifts Creek Higher Elementary
School and Cann River central classes?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-
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English is adequately covered at Swifts
Creek Higher Elementary School.
An
English teacher is required at Cann River.
Every endeavour will be made to appoint
one as soon as possible.

CHILD MIGRANT EDUCATION
PROGRAMME.
(Question No. 886)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of EducationIn respect of the child migrant education
programme!. How migrant children are defined?
2. How many migrant children attend
primary, high, and technical schools, respectively?

!. What revenue the Transport Regulation Board received last financial year from
-(a) "E" licences and "D" licences
respectively; and (b) fines imposed under
Parts I. and II. of the Commercial Goods
Vehicles Act 1958 and other Acts and Regulations, respectively?

2. What was the total expenditure of the
board last year for administration and disbursements to municipalities, respectively?

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

of

1. (a) "E" licences-$429,479

" D " licences- $66,276
(b) Part 1. Commercial Goods Vehicles Act and other Acts
and Regulations-$90,034
Part II. Commercial Goods Vehicles Act (Road Maintenance Charges)- $161,895
2. Total administrative expedtture
$2,564,749
Disbursements to municipalities
$58,560
Capital expenditure
$47,306
Total expenditure

$2,670,615
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UNIFORM BUILDING

REGULATIONS.
(Question No. 898)

Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat North)

asked the Minister of Public Works,
for the Minister for Local GovernmentI. Whether a committee is currently reviewing the Uniform Building Regulations;
if so, who comprises this committee, on
what date's the committee has met and for
what period of time in each case?

2. Whether the Government is at present
participating in discussions with delegates
from other States regarding building regulations; if so, what discussions, who are
the Victorian delegates, and how many
times the delegations have met?

Mr. DUNSTAN (M'inister of Public
Works) .-The answer supplied by
the Minister for Local Government
is1. (a) The Building Regulations Committee is constantly reviewing and updating
the Uniform Building Regulations to ensure
that they meet modern requirements.

(b) The Building Regulations Committee
meets weekly on Thursdays and consists of
the following eight members:(i) Cr. A. D. Whalley--Chairman.
(ii) Mr. D. C. J. Bradbury-Chief Architect-Public Works Department.
(iii) Mr. P. E. Olsen-Chief EngineerDepartment of Health.
(iv) Mr. D. T. Robertson-Building Surveyor-City of Melbourne.
(v) Cr. E. W. Giles-representing the
Municipal Association.
(vi)' Mr. R. A Eggleston-representing
the Royal Victorian Institute ot
Architects.
(vii) Mr. W. P. Brown-representing the
Institution of Engineers.
(viii) Mr. K. G. Hooker-representing the
Master Builders Association of Victoria.

(c) In addition to this the committee is
commencing a review of the regulations in
the light of the Australian Model Uniform
Building Code which has been formulated
by the Interstate Standing Committee on
Uniform Building Regulations.
(d) An advisory sub-committee called
the Above Limit Height Buildings Advisory
Committee has been formed at the request
of the Building Regulations Committee
specifically to investigate the fire fighting
services and egress systems of multi-story
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buildings and large building comple~es and
this sub-committee presently consists of
the following persons:(i) Mr. D. T. Robertson-Building Surveyor-City of Melbourne.
(ii) Mr.
T.
Williamson-Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board.
(iii) Mr.
R.
Orchard-Country
Fire
Authority.
(iv) Mr. J. P. Dawson-Fire and Accident
Underwriters Association of Victoria.
(v)· Mr. A F. Sallman-Richard, Ellis,
Sallman and Seward, real estate
consultants and agents.
(vi) Mr. P. F. Pearce-Bates, Smart and
McCutcheon, architects, engineers
and town planners.
(vii) Mr. R. G. Lyon-Royal Australian
Institute of Architects.
This sub-committee has met on
following dates:20th September, 1973
4th October, 1973
11th October, 1973
25th October, 1973
27th March, 1974

the

2 (a) The Interstate Standing Committee
on Uniform Building Regulations was constituted in 1964 and since the inaugural
meeting held in Sydney in that year Victoria has been represented by two representatives. The current Victorian delegates are the Chairman of the Building
Regulations Committee (Cr. A D. Whalley)
and the Senior Research Architect of the
Local Government Department (Mr. D.
Lim}.

(b) The task of the Interstate Standing
Committee has been to produce the Australian Model Uniform Building Code and
except for a few complex areas where
difficulties have been encountered and
some problems of metrication the docu··
ment is near completion.
(c) The Interstate Standing Committee
on Uniform Building Regulations has
to date held twenty-seven meetings with
an average of approximately three meetings per year and although meetings are
still being held they have become less frequent as the completion of the model code
draws nearer.
(d) The Senior Research Architect from
the Local Government Department (Mr.
D. Lim) is a member of both the
initiating panel and the drafting subcommittee of the Interstate Standing Committee on Uniform Building Regulations
which generally meets every month.
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COMMONWEALTH HUMAN

2. What arrangements will be made for
the future welfare of officers and other
persons employed at the prison?

RIGHTS BILL.
(Question No. 901}

Mr. JONES (Melbourne)
the Attorney-General-

on Notice.

asked

Further to the answer to question No.
741 asked on 19th March last, whether he
will table a copy of his own letter to the
Chief Justice on the subject of the Commonwealth Government's Human Rights
Bill?

Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-The answer isAs I advised the honorable member
in the answer to an earlier question, I
perused the Human Rights Bill and realized
what havoc it could cause to the administration of justice in this State. For that
reason I thought it necessary to send a
copy of the Bill to the Chief Justice and
said that I would like to discuss it with
him.
I do not consider that correspondence
between the Chief Justice and myself
should be laid on the table of the Library.

RAILWAY STAFF
ACCOMMODATION.

3. Whether any consideration has been
given to retaining the front portion of the
prison for tourism purposes similar to that
of Port Arthur in Tasmania?

4. Whether the Government will give consideration to allocating land for recreation
purposes to the City of Coburg from the
reclaimed Pentridge site?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The answer supplied
by the 1\tlinister for Social Welfare
isThe phasing out of Pentridge Prison is a
long term programme and it would not be
possible or appropriate to give the honorable
member a :time-t•able. The first sections of
Pentridge to be removed from that prison
will be maximum security, remand and the
treatment of certain types of offenders
whose offences are mainly due to alcohol.

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of Transport-

The honorable member may rest assured
that the areas covered in each part of his
question will be carefully examined as the
occasion arises; it is not feasible at this
stage to provide individual answers to them.

!. What plans, if any, are envisaged to
provide upgraded accommodation at the
planned Flinders Street railway redevelopment for office staff at present accommodated at the Spencer Street administrative
centre?

ELEVATED PEDESTRIAN
CROSSINGS.

(Question No. 922)

2. In the event that no such plan is
envisaged, what consideration is being given
to upgrading facilities at the Spencer Street
building?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
Transport) .-The answer is-

of

The provision of modern office accommodation for the railways in the Flinders
Gate area is at present under consideration.

PENTRIDGE GAOL.
(Question No. 923)

(Question No. 924)

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Transport!. How many elevated pedestrian crossings are listed for construction during 1974
and 1975, respectively?

2. What financial agreements have been
made with local municipalities regarding
these crossings?
3. What is the location, time of construction and cost of each crossing?

Mr. MUTTON {Coburg) asked the
Minister of Agriculture, for the Minister for Social Welfare-

Mr.
MEAGHER
(Minister
Transport) .-The answer is-

1. What is the actual time factor proposed
by the Government for the phasing out of
Pentridge Prison?

1. The Country Roads Board has fifteen
pedestrian crossings listed for construction
during Hl74 and 1975.

of

2 and 3. Details of location, estimated cost, standard financial arrangement with local municipalities and estimated construction date of each crossing are set out in the table which follows:Estimated
cost

Location of crossing

Municipality

Standard
Government

Financial
Country Arrangement
Roads
Council
Board

Estimated construction
date

$

Approved under Government Scheme
Burwood Highway near Peacock Street Bennettswood State School
Box Hill
and Burwood High School
Sydney Road near Carr Street Catholic Girls Regional School
Coburg
Buckley
Street near Leslie Road various girls schools
Essendon
Heidelberg-Eltham Road near Merton Street, Ivanhoe Grammar
Heidelberg
School
South Road near Valerie Street Tucker Road State School
Moorabbin
Mitcham Road near Quarry Road Mitcham High School and Mitcham
Nunawading
State School
Warrigal Road near Logie Street Oakleigh State School ..
Oakleigh
Princes Highway East near Dublin Oakleigh High School
Oakleigh
Special Government Approval
Bell Street near Belgrave Street Gowerville State School
Preston
Dandenong Road near Westbury Street Windsor State School, Prahran
Prahran and St. Kilda
technical school and Catholic schools
Approved as Part of Country Roads Board Projects at Country Roads Board Cost
Frankston
Frankston Freeway at Seaford Road
o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

••

0

0

o

o

Keilor
Tullamarine Freeway at Vaughan Street
Keilor
..
.
Tullamarine Freeway at Bristol Street
Waverley .
Mulgrave Freeway at Kernot Avenue
Approved as Part of Railway Level Crossing Abolition Project
Geelong
Latrobe Terrace
0

o

0

0

0.

0.

0

o

0

0

0

•

0.

•

•

•

•

•

0

o

o

0

0

••

tO

129,000

trd

trd

trd

Completed January, 1974.

63,000
86,000
71,000

trd
trd
trd

trd
-}rd
trd

trd
trd
trd

To commence September, 1974.
To commence October, 1974,
To commence late in 1975

120,000
80,000

trd
trd

trd
-}rd

trd
trd

To commence May, 1974.
To commence December, 1975.

130,000
135,000

trd
trd

trd
trd

trd
trd

To commence April, 1975.
To commence July, 1974.

65,000
150,000

trds
1rds

..
..

srds
jrds

Completed February, 1974.
To commence December, 1974.

100,000

..

100,000

..

48,000
39,000
70,000

..
..
..

48,000
39,000
70,000

..
..
..

Work in progress completion
date approximately May,
1974.
To commence August, 1974.
To commence August, 1974.
To commence February, 1975.

~

c:;·
~

-

,.....,
0

>
"'::tl
F

-""
c.o
~

..:....,
90,000

Level cross- 50 per cent. Victorian To commence June. 1975.
ing fund
Railways
45 per cent.
5 per cent.

c

COMMUNITY YOUTH GUIDANCE
CENTRE, PRESTON.
(Question No. 925)

Mr. KIRKWOOD (Preston) asked

the Minister for Youth, Sport and
RecreationWhether comprehensive submissions have
been made to him seeking his support for ·a
project known as Community Youth Guid-

ance Centre, Preston; if so, whether the
project has his support and what priority
it has been given for provision of funds?

Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-The answer
isA submission has been made seeking
assistance for a project known as Community Youth Guidance Centre, Preston.
Preliminary enquiries have been made by

departmental offi:cers who have had discussions with representatives of the project
steering committee and with officers of the
Social Welfare Department to which the
submission has also been made.
The project has also been discussed and
full investigation will have to be carried
out and a detailed report submitted to and
considered by the State Youth Council
before a decision can be reached.

~

~
.....
~·

~

Vl
Vl

-....)
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STATE COLLEGE OF VICTORIA

TELEPHONE FACILITIES FOR

ENROLMENTS.

POLICE STATIONS.

(Question No. 927)

(Question No. 934)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked

the Minister of Education-

the Chief Secretary-

!. How many students are enrolled at
each centre of the State College of Victoria
in 1974, indicating how many are undertaking courses without holding a studentship from the Education Department?
2. What are the comparable statistics for
1973?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

1.
STATE COLLEGE OF VICTORIA ENROLMENTS,

1974.
College

Ballarat ..
Bendigo
Burwood
Coburg ..
Frankston
Gee long
Hawthorn
Melbourne
Rusden ..
Lamook
T.C.T.D.
Toorak ..
Inst. E.C.D.

Studentship
holders

Private
students

590
609
1,178
905
846
601
170
2,932
986
298
56
864

48
73
64

10,Q35

45
495
1,594

11,629

13

S.C.V. Hawthorn:Add (a) Interns :
(b) Student instructors:
2.

E.F.T.

Ballarat
Bendigo
Burwood
Coburg ..
Frankston
Geelong
Hawthorn
Melbourne
Rusden ..
Larnook
T.C.T.D.
Toorak ..
lost. E.C.D.

Studentship
holders
573
550
1,025
900
726
629
148
2,474
966
265
17
836
9,109

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer isTests have been conducted by the Police
Department with telephone answering
devices from time to time and it is considered that the installation of such devices
in non-24-hour police stations is not justified on the grounds of efficiency or economy.

In country areas serviced by non-24-hour
police stations, provision is made for the
station telephone service to be extended to
the residence of a police officer after normal
operating hours. However, because of
technical reasons, the installation of an
answering system would prevent the present
telephone service being extended to the
police residence. In effect, the installation
of such a device would not ·assist to provide
the prompt action required of police in
emergency cases.

379
543

HORSHAM FREIGHT CENTRE.
(Question No. 937)

ENROLMENTS.

College

Whether he will consider arranging for
the installation of a phone answering service
in all police stations which do not operate
as a 24-hour service?

At present in the metropolitan, outer
metropolitan and Geelong areas, the Postmaster General " 000 emergency service "
channels all urgent telephone calls to the
police communications system which provides a 24-hour service wHh mobile police
backup.

Total

638
682
1,242
918
890
650
243
3,223
1,367
315
157
909
495

44
49
73
291
381
17

Mr. KIRKWOOD (Preston) asked

Private
students

8
25
8

1

8
18
37
35
62
14

Whether, on commencement of operations
of the regional freight centre at Horsham,
goods from Horsham will be tr-ansported to
Minyip by road: if so, whether he is aware
that this freight policy will seriously inconvenience A. & J. Rowan, of Minyip, who
already have a very satisfactory rail freight
service to Minyip?

581
575
1,033
901
734
647

416

185
2,509
1,028
279
17
849
416

645

9,754

i3

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Minister of Transport-

Total

S.C.V. Hawthorn:Add (a) Interns :
(b) Student instructors :

E.F.T.

368
485

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answer isHorsham has been selected for a pilot
study into the feasibility of establishing
regional freight centres. Months of detailed
evaluations will be necessary and at this
stage ·a defined ·area of road operation from
Horsham has not been established.
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CONTAINER LOADING AT
GELLIBRAND SIDING.
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Echuca
Euston (New South Wales)
Wahgunyah
(Question No. 941)
Yarrawonga
Koondrook
Mr. STIRLING (Williamstown) Swan Hill
asked the Minister of TransportWentworth New South Wales (Silver City
Highway)
Whether a private firm is conducting a Tocumwal
container storage and handling operation at
the Gellibrand railway siding; if so, whether Tooleybuc
this firm is being permitted to operate for Wodonga
24 hours a day and, in that event, whether
The road blocks at Euston and Wentconsideration will be given to granting relief worth are maintained in conjunction with
to nearby residents who have to put up with the New South Wales Department of
continuous noise and heavy traffic?
Agriculture.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of TransIn addition to the above locations, intermittent check points are maintained at
port) .-The answer isBethanga Bridge, Hume Weir, Yarrawonga
I believe the honorable member is refer- stock route, Nyah and Wymah ferries. A
ring to Williamstown pier sidings.
mobile unit operates at irregular intervals
There has been a considerable backlog in covering crossings of minor importance such
handling overseas shipping containers to and as Howlong, Jingellic, Tintaldra and Towong
from the Shipping Berths at Swanson Do·ck. and occasional inspections are made at night
The problem has been accentuated by a at all crossings from Bringenbrong to
shortage of shunting staff in the Melbourne Tooleybuc.
goods yard. Overseas Containers Limited,
Except for occasional inspections made
in conjunction with other shipping companies, has been handling containers at on the Sturt Highway west of Mildura,
Williamstown pier sidings since 6th March, Victoria does not maintain regular road
1974 but the area has not been used for blocks on border crossings entering Victoria
from South Australia. Fruit fly is not
storing containers.
endemic in South Australia and when an
Although permission has been given to outbreak does occur intensive eradication
operate for 24 hours a day, all reasonable measures are immediately undertaken. Howarrangements have been made to confine ever this department maintains signs at
operations to the daylight hours. I expect South Australian and Victorian border
the operations to finish shortly.
crossings warning the public against the
introduction of all fruit and vegetables
FRUIT FLY ROAD BLOCKS.
other than commercial quantities under
regulations.
Commercial quantities are
(Question No. 953)
subject to inspection.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley)
2. The road block on the Hume Highway
asked the Minister of Agriculture- at Wodonga operates for 24 hours a day
!. At which locations along the River throughout the year. The Euston road block
the Sturt Highway intercepts all west
Murray and the South Australian border on
south bound traffic and operates for
fruit fly road blocks are maintained by the and
24 hours a day from October to May and
Department of Agriculture?
during daylight hours for the rest of the
2. Which of these road blocks are manned year.
24 hours per day?
3. Personnel regularly engaged on road
3. How many persons are regularly block duty include 50 inspectors plus eight
employed on road block duty?
casual employees.
4. Whether any extra measures are taken
4. During the Christmas and Easter
during holiday periods; if so, what are the
holiday periods approximately eight indetails?
spectors normally assigned to other duties
5. What is the annual cost of operating and up to 26 casual assistants augment road
road blocks in the vicinity of State block staff. This enables road blocks other
boundaries?
than those on normal 24-hour operation to
provide increased coverage of up to 16
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of hours
a day.
Agriculture).-The answer is5. The estimated total cost of operating
1. The following are the locations along fruit fly road blocks for the current financial
the River Murray at which border fruit fly year will
be
in
the vicinity of
road blocks are maintained on a regular $500,000.
This figure includes salaries,
basis by the Department of Agriculture:- wages, overtime, travelling expenses, stores,
Barmah
maintenance of buildings and install1a:tions
Bringenbrong
in connection with the operating of road
Cob ram
blocks.
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DRIVER LICENCE TESTS.
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West)

appointment for-( a) a car driver's licence;
and (b) a motor cycle licence test, and
what is the reason for the delays in each
case?

~~ respect of each dr~ver licence testing
station m the metropolitan area, what is
the current waiting time in obtaining an

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is-

(Question No. 955)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick
asked the Chief Secretary-

(a) and (b).
Driver licence testing station

Waiting time, as at 8th April, 1974, for appointment for a
test for aCar driver's licence
Motor-cycle driver's licence

Central Licence and Registration Office, 30 days
Carlton
*Box Hill
9 days
*Oakleigh

32 days

*Garden vale

24 days

*Fishermen's Bend

24 days

*c/>West Brunswick

45 days

*Maidstone

21 days

*Ivanhoe

25 days

tRingwood
t Mordialloc
tFern Tree Gully
tFrankston
tMentone
tDandenong ..

21
16
23
29
31
11

days
days
days
days
days
days

21 days

Motor cycle tests
at this station
Motor cycle tests
at this station
Motor cycle tests
at this station
Motor cycle tests
at this station
Motor cycle tests
at this station
Motor cycle tests
at this station
Motor cycle tests
at this station
21 days
16 days
23 days
29 days
31 days
11 days

not conducted
not conducted
not conducted
not conducted
not conducted
not conducted
not conducted

• All motor cycle drivers' tests in the inner metropolitan area are conducted at the Central Licence and Registration
Office.
t At these stations appointments for car drivers' licence tests and motor cycle drivers' licence tests are recorded together
in the same book.
t/J Appointments for applicants at this station are available at the Central Licence and Registration Office as from the
1st May, 1974.

In each case the delay has been mainly
due to:( 1) the heavy demand for driving licence
tests since the beginning of 1974,
particularly at the present timethis situation is partly due to the
rush for appointments for tests
prior to the introduction of learner
driver permits;
(2) the loss of nearly a week of test
appointments during the month of
April because of the Easter and
Anzac Day holidays; and
(3) the granting of an additional week's
annual leave to each licence testing
officer.

WILLIAMSTOWN HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 962)

Mr. STIRLING (Williamstown)
asked the Minister of EducationWhen the Education Department expects
to alleviate the shortage of mathematics
teachers at the Williamstown High School?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

The Teachers Tribunal staffing schedule
for this school is 36; the departmental
target is 45. There are 45 · 7 teachers on
the staff.
The vacancies listed are mathematics and
mathematics/science.
While Williamstown High .School is staffed
on or slightly above target there is an
acknowledged need for teachers of mathematics/science.
The shortage of mathematics/science
teachers at Williamstown High School will
be adjusted as soon as they become
available.

FREEWAY F2.
(Question No. 970)

Mr. BORNSTEIN (Brunswick East)
asked the Minister of TransportWhat houses, shops, factories, and other
sites, respectively, in the municipalities of
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posals as envisaged in the alignment shown
on location plan No. Pl42035, specifying the
address in each case?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-The answer isThe properties are as follows:City

CoburgNewlands Road
Newlands Road
Newlands Road
Newlands Road
Newlands Road
Newlands Road
Newlands Road
Newlands Road
Newlands Road
18 Bell Street, East Coburg
Urquhart Street, Coburg
Corner Bell and Nicholson streets
199 Nicholson Street, East Coburg
193 Nicholson Street, East Coburg
191 Nicholson Street, East Coburg
189 Nicholson Street, East Coburg
183 Nicholson Street, East Coburg
170 Nicholson Street, East Coburg
166 Nicholson Street, East Coburg
162 Nicholson Street, East Coburg
160 Nicholson Steret, East Coburg
158 Nicholson Street, East Coburg
156 Nicholson Street, East Coburg
1 Merribell Avenue East Coburg
2 Merribell Avenue East Coburg
4 Merribell Avenue, East Coburg
8 Merribell Avenue, East Coburg
9 Merribell Avenue, East Coburg
12 Merribell Avenue, East Coburg
14 Merribell Avenue, East Coburg
16 Merribe11 Avenue, East Coburg
3 Edna Grove, East Coburg
6 Edna Grove, East Coburg
9 Edna Grove, East Coburg
12 Edna Grove, East Coburg
13 Edna Grove, East Coburg
14-16 Edna Grove, East Coburg
20 Edna Grove, East Coburg
22 Edna Grove, East Coburg
Off Edna Grove, East Coburg
- Harding Street, East Coburg
46 Cole Crescent, East Coburg
44 Cole Crescent, East Coburg
16 Cole Crescent, East Coburg
12 Cole Crescent, East Coburg
10 Cole Crescent, East Coburg
8 Cole Crescent, East Coburg
6 Cole Crescent, East Coburg
Brunswick4 Clara Street, East Brunswick
173 Donald Street, East Brunswick
175 Donald Street, East Brunswick
177 Donald Street, East Brunswick
180 Donald Street, East Brunswick
182 Donald Street, East Brunswick
184 Donald Street, East Brunswick
186 Donald Street, East Brunswick
188 Donald Street, East Brunswick
40 Harrison Street, East Brunswick
42 Harrison Street, East Brunswick
44 Harrison Street, East Brunswick
48 Harrison Street, East Brunswick
Parkview A venue, East Brunswick
Session 1974.-164

(a)

(b)

Houses

Shops

(c)

Factories

(d)

Other sites

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1 (Part only of house lot affected)
1 (Part only of house lot affected)
1 (Part only of house lot affected)
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
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City

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Houses

Shops

Factories

Other sites

Brunswick--continued5 Allister Street, East Brunswick
7 Allister Street, East Brunswick

1 (Part only of house lot affected)
1 (Part only of house lot affected)
1
1

9 Allister Street, East Brunswick
t1 Allister Street, East Brunswick
13 Allister Street, East Brunswick
15 Allister Street, East Brunswick
17 Allister Street, East Brunswick
19 Allister Street, East Brunswick
Willowbank Road
55 May Street, East Brunswick
57 May Street, East Brunswick
14 Ida Street, East Brunswick
16-18 Ida Street, East Brunswick
6 Clara Street, East Brunswick
2 Clara Street, East Brunswick
Harrison Street, East Brunswick

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

CAMPERDOWN HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 974)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education1. What is the Education Department
staffing target for Camperdown High
School?
2. What is the actual number of teachers
at the school?
3. Whether the shortage of staff has
resulted in some subjects for senior classes
being withdrawn, and senior students
attending school for only four days a week?
4. When it is expected that the shortage
will be overcome?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

1

4. There is a shortage of 1 · 5 teachers
until next term when two more teachers
will leave. This information is recorded
in the staffing office and every effort will be
made to make good these deficiencies.

VICTORIAN INLAND MEAT
AUTHORITY HEAD· OFFICE.
(Question No. 981)

Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine) asked
the Minister of Agriculture!. What annual rental is payable in respect of the Victorian Inland Meat Authority
head office situated at 349 Collins Street,
Melbourne and what staff is employed at
that office?

of

2. What is the total annual wage bill for
authority staff located at head office?

1. The Teachers Tribunal staffing schedule
for this school is 25. The departmental
target is 35·6.

3. What are the advantages of leasing
space for the head office at Collins Street,
Melbourne as against providing office and
managerial control at either the Ballarat or
Bendigo North works?

2. The teacher count as on 8th April,
1974, is 34.
Vacancies listed: English, Economics.leave from 27th May,
1974.
Mathematics, Art and
craft - transfer lOth
June, 1974.
3. It is a fact that French at fifth and
sixth form levels was withdrawn but these
students were placed on correspondence.
The classes were so small that, even if the
staffing was adequate, they would hardly
have been justified, and correspondence was
allowed. No other classes have been withdrawn. For two weeks some classes in
fourth, fifth and sixth forms were dismissed
with the approval of the Director of Secondary Education. However, with regrouping,
no classes have since been dismissed.

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The answer is1 am advised by the Victorian Inland Meat
Authority in answer to the honorable member that1. The annual rental payable in respect
of the authority's head office situated at
349 Collins Street, Melbourne is $4,968 per
annum. Eight people are employed at that
office.
2. The total annual wage bill for authority
staff located at head office is $67,430.
3. It is necessary to have a Melbourne
base for the handling of shipping documents, Department of Primary Industry
documentation, overseas banking control
and general administration of the authority's

Questions
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total interests.
The Melbourne office
handles approximately 80 per cent of an
annual turnover of $14 million. Each works
has its own accounting and office personnel
and a portion of the head office administrative control is located in Bendigo.
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provided just downstream of the stage 2
dam. The Billy Goat Bend site would not
be attractive for the construction of gravity
offtakes for irrigation supplies.
3. None.

WATER STORAGE ON MITCHELL
RIVER.

HOUSING COMMISSION
ACCOMMODATION IN
LATROBE VALLEY.

(Question No. 982)

(Question No. 995)

Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)
asked the Minister of Public Works,
for the Minister of Water Supply-

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the Minister of Housing-

In view of the answer to question No. 899
asked on 3rd April, 1974-

!. How many applicants are on the
Housing Commission waiting list for
tenancy of 2-bedroom homes, 3-bedroom
homes, single and Darby and Joan units
respectively, at Moe, Morwell, and Traralgon?

1. How it is proposed to deliver water
from an enlarged storage to the area between Stratford and Bairnsdale proposed
to be irrigated by the stage 2 development
on the Mitchell River?

2. Whether the potential of the storage
at Billy Goat Bend as recommended by the
Public Works Committee has been evaluated
as a diversion dam and/or ponda·ge dam for
possible hydro-electric development in association with the stage 2 development?
3. What proportion of the cost of the proposed storage at Tabberabbera is attributable to provision for future enlargement?

Mr. DUNSTAN (M'inister of Public
Works) .-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Water Supply is1. The distributary works to supply water
from the stage 2 Mitchell River dam would
be designed as part of the stage 2· project.
Extensive surveys and engineering investigation would have to precede this design
in order to determine the most suitable
means of conveying water to the areas to
be irrigated. However, it would be prohibitively costly to convey water by gravity
offtakes at Tabberabbera and unlikely that
it would be economic to supply entirely
by gravity from any downstream diversion
point. It is most likely that supply would
involve pumping.

2. The primary objective of the smaller
stage 1 storage is to safeguard existing
irrigation development on the Mitchell River
flats, and to provide for the extension of
such development throughout the flats by
private diversions from the river. A storage
at this site would have provided pondage
for regulation of releases from ultimate
hydro-electric development at stage 2
storage at Tabberabbera. However, if such
hydro-electric development eventuates, an
adequate pondage for that purpose could be

2. What is the respective average waiting
time in each of the above towns?
3. Whether, in view of the low turnover
of commission homes in the Traralgon area
and the high demand for housing in the
Latrobe Valley generally, the Minister will
give consideration to the building of up to
50 new units in that city?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing is1. Applications on the current waiting
lists are :

Lone person
Low rental (ll~rby and
Joan)
2-bedroom
3-bedroom
Total

Moe

Morwell

Traralgon

21

23
6

16

5

24
27

27
44

21
37

77

100

74

2. Average waiting time for villas is as
follows:Moe
Morwell
Traralgon

3 to 6 months
6 to 9 months
12 months

Waiting time for lone person and low
rental units is indefinite.
3. The Housing Commission building
programme is regularly reviewed and
early in February,
1974 the programme for Traralgon was increased
by 25 villa units.
The building programme for 1974-75 will
take into full consideration the demand for
housing in :the Latrobe Valley.
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MINIMUM MUNICIPAL RATES.
(Question No. 996)

Mr. BORNSTEIN (Brunswick East)
asked the Minister of Public Works,
for the Minister for Local Government-

on Notice.

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

of

Which municipalities have established
minimum rates as empowered under section
266 (3) of the Local Government Act 1958,
specifying in each case the minimum
amount fixed?

The land at Church Street, Geelong West,
became available to the commission for
development early this year and detailed
drawings are now being prepared. As a
planning permit is required, the date of
commencement of construction is not under
the complete control of the Housing Commission. Construction will be commenced
on receipt of a planning permit.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The answer supplied by
the Minister for Local Government
is-

HOUSING COMMISSION'S
WODONGA PROGRAMME.

The information sought could be obtained
only by circularizing each of the 211
municipal councils in the State.

HOME FINANCE TRUST
MORTGAGES.
(Question No. 998)

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Transport,
for the Minister of Housing1. How many first and second mortgage
loans, respectively, the Home Finance
Trust has granted in the past five financial
years and what total sum of money has
been involved in both categories of
mortgage loans in each of those years?
2. What is the expected number of first
and second mortgages and total sum of
money approved for the present financial
year?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing is1.
First mortgage Second mortgage
loans
loans
No. Amount No. Amount

Financial Year

$

1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

..
..
..
..

288
378
179
76
177

$

2,444,300
3,336,900
1,643,400
760,500
1,848,000

323
346
119
152
94

427,100
526,000
196,500
278,970
187,900

163 2,071,800

43

139,100

(Question No. 1019)

Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley)
asked the M'inister of Transport, for
the Minister of HousingWhat progress has been made with the
Housing Commission's 1973-74 building
programme in the rural City of Wodonga?

Mr.
MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport).-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Housing isConstruction of the commission's Melrose
Drive estate is in progress and the engineers
of the rural City of Wodonga are making
good progress with the roadworks. Agreement has been reached on the provision of
water and sewerage and it is anticipated
that these facilities will be available when
housing is completed.
Twenty villa units for armed forces personnel are site planned. A further 120 units
are being site planned and it is anticipated
that tenders will be called for all of the
140 units prior to the end of this financial
year.

2.
1973-74 (to lOth April,
1974)

HOUSING COMMISSION FLATS IN
GEELONG WEST.
(Question No. 1005)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of TransportWhat is the estimated commencement
date of construction of Housing Commission
flats on land provided for such purposes at
Church Street, Geelong West?

14tgi.alatint <trnuuril.
Tuesday, April 23, 1974.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 4.57 p.m.,
and read the prayer.

Notice of Motion.

(23 APRIL, 1974.)

NOTICE OF MOTION.
ALTERATION

OF

SESSIONAL

ORDERS.

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister of State Development and
Decentralization) .-1 wish to give
notice that tomorrow I shall moveThat so much of the Sessional Orders as
provides that the hour of meeting on Tuesday's shall be half-past Four o'clock and on
Wednesdays Four o'clock, that on Wednesday in each week private members' business
shall take precedence of Government
business, and that no new business
be taken after half-past Ten o'clock be
suspended until the end of the Session and
that until the end of the Session the hour of
meeting on Tuesdays shall be Four o'clock
and on Wednesdays Eleven o'clock, that
Government business shall take precedence
of all other business, that the Council shall
meet for the despatch of business on Fridays and Saturdays, and that Eleven
o'clock shall be the hour of meeting on
those days.

I have given notice to the leaders of

the parties of this proposal because
it is the Government's intention that,
if at all possible, the House shall rise
next week. I also indicate that the
Government intends to preserve the
rights of members concerning Bills
listed under General Business on the
Notice Paper.

Papers.
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Labour and Industry-Report of the department for the year 1973.
Metric Conversion Act 1973-Metric Conversion (West Moorabool Water Board
Act) Regulations 1974 (S.R. No. 115).
Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) Regu1ationsRegulations amended (Nos. 748 to 754)
(seven papers).
Railways Board-Report for the quarter
ended 31st December, 1973.
State Development Department-Report of
the Director of Industrial Development
for the year 1972-73.
Third Rarty Insurance-Report of the
Premiums Committee for the year 197273.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Geelong Planning Scheme 1959-Amendmen't No. 13, 1973 (City of Geelong
West).

MOTOR CAR (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

It makes several unrelated but quite

significant amendments to the Motor
Car Act 1958 and for that reason I
will deal with the clauses seriatim.
Clause 2 relates to section 51A of
the Motor Car Act 1958 which enables
QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE.
a person wishing to obtain a judgPROGRESS REPORT.
ment
in
certain
circumstances
in
a
cause
of
action
arising out
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) presented a of the use of a motor car
progress report from the Qualifica- to obtain the appointment of
tions Committee upon the question the incorporated nominal defenof conflicts of interest of members of dant as the administrator ad litem.
Parliament and Ministers of the There are cases where the consent of
Crown, together with an appendix the incorporated nominal defendant is
sought in the last few days of the
and minutes of evidence.
statutory period of limitations ~and, if
It was ordered that they be laid on he is absent on leave or through illthe table, and that the -report and ness, the seal cannot be affixed to the
appendix be printed.
instrument of consent in the time required to a'Ilow the course of action
PAPERS.
to proceed.
The fol'lowing papers, pursuant to
It is unconscionable that any plainthe directions of several Acts of tiff should be deprived of his 'rights in
Parliament, were laid on the table by those circumstances. In order to
the Clerkhave the services of the incorporated
Education Act 1958-Adult Education nominal defendant available at all
(Salaries) Regulations 1974, No. 6 (S.R. times, the amendment proposed to be
No. 116).
made to section 53 of the principal
Egg Industry Stabilization Act 1973-Egg
by clause 8 will enable the MinAct
Industry Stabilization Regulations 1974
ister to appoint as many fit oersons
(S.R. No. 114).
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to be deputy incorporated nominal
defendants as he considers necessary
to avoid the eventualities to which I
have alluded.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-" Incorporated nominal defendant" is a
great mouthful and juries are hearing
the phrase every day; could it not be
" nominal defendant " without using
the word " in corpora ted "?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-I have always felt that the title was too cumbersome and, in common with most
lawyers, generally I have used the
phrase " nominal defendant ".
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Judges
have to tell iuries that the action is
against the incorporated nominal defendant, but why could thev not refer to this person as a statutory defendant, or nominal defendant?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-I prefer the
phrase " nominal defendant ". I will
ensure that the exchange that has
taken place between Mr. Ga'lbally
and myself, and in which I have expressed agreement with Mr. Galbally's views, is drawn to the attention of the Chief Secretary. It would
probably be outside the ambit of the
title of this Bill and would probably
entail amendments to twenty sections. However, let us hope it can
be done when the next Bill to amend
the Motor Car Act is introduced.
It is necessary as a consequence of
the amendment which I have outlined to extend the interpretation of
incorporated nominal defendant to
include any deputy incorporated
nominal defendant. This amendment
is achieved by paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of clause 2 and is therefore
consequential upon the amendment
in clause 8.
Section 16 of the Motor Accidents
Act 1973 excludes from benefits under
that Act a person who, whilst driving
an uninsured motor car owned by
him, was injured as the result of an
accident. Such a provision made it
necessary to extend the meaning of
" owner " in the Motor Car Act 1958
to include a motor car held on lease
and by agreement, registered in the

Amendment) Bill.

name of the person in possession but
who is not the legal owner. A complementary amendment was also
made to the interpretation of " pro-prietor " in the Motor Car Act 1958.
However, the effect of the amendment of the interpretation of the word
"proprietor" was rather confusing
and paragraph (b) of sub-clause ( 1)
of the clause makes the interpretation of " proprietor " consistent with
the interpretation of " owner " in the
Motor Car Act 1958.
The Recreation Vehicles Act 1973
by reference makes the provisions of
the Motor Car Act 1958 relating to
third-party insurance applicable to
vehicles registered pursuant to the
Recreation Vehicles Act 1973. It is
therefore essential that the meaning
of the word " owner " should be consistent in both the Motor Car Act
1958 and the Recreation Vehicles Act
1973. Sub-clause (2) of the clause
makes the appropriate amendment.
I tum now to clause 3. Section 10
of the principal Act prescribes the
procedure to be followed by a person
when he seeks the renewal of registration of a motor car more than
fourteen days after the expiry of the
prior registration. When renewal is
sought in such circumstances the person concerned cannot complete the
formalities at the Motor Registration
Branch untii he has produced,
together with his application, a certificate of insurance which he has to
obtain from an authorized insurer at
a place other than the Motor Registration Branch.
The procedure has two adverse
effects, as anyone who has been involved and unfortunate enough to experience it because of his absence or
by virtue of delays in the receipt of
his registration renewal notice will
know. Firstly, the person seeking
renewal of registration is put to considerable unnecessary and unreasonable inconvenience in having to obtain
the certificate of insurance and,
secondly, the additional administrative work caused in both the office
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of the authorized insurer and at the him. This is inconsistent with what
Motor Registration Branch is con- was intended to be expressed clearly
in the Act. It has been ·held to be
siderable.
The purpose was to ensure that not so clear, but it is certainly inthird-party insurance had been effec- consistent with the intention extive and to penalize the owner for pressed in the Parliament when it
failing to register in time. But in enacted the Motor Car (Traffic
fact it has caused more work all Offences) Act 1969. The amendment
round with no real advantage. On proposed by clause 4 will remove
the contrary, it may mean that, in- the anomaly and will make it clear
advertently, a person is driving an that the sanctions apply when twelve
uninsured and unregistered motor demerit points are recorded.
vehicle. I use the word "inadverPursuant to the provisions of sectently" because it may well be that tion 31 of the principal Act a pillion
the person is driving the car while it passenger is not permitted to be caris being reinsured and reregistered, ried on a motor cycle unless the
which is a most undesirable situation. driver has been licensed to drive a
The amendment proposed by motor cycle in Victoria for not less
clause 3 of the Bill provides for the than twelve months. One of the
alternatives .of delivery of a certi- effects of the section is to prohibit
ficate of insurance or nomination of a pillion passenger from being carried
an authorized insurer in the normal by experienced persons who have
manner. This will avoid many re- held interstate or international
newals being he~d up through the red licences to drive a motor cycle for
tape necessitated by the wording of periods longer than the statutory
twelve months.
the existing legislation.
This restriction is considered to be
Clause 4 relates to section 27c of
unnecessary,
and the amendment
the principal Act which directs the
Chief Commissioner of Police how proposed by clause 5 broadens the
he will assess the total number of section to include persons who have
demerit points which are recorded held licences to drive motor cycles
in another State, Territory of the
against the holder of a licence.
Commonwealth or in another country
Under the section he may have for a period of twelve months. In
regard only to points recorded against some States and Territories of the
the holder of the licenceCommonwealth, and perhaps in some
in respect of offences occurring within countries, it is the practice to license
a period of three years immediately pre- motor cycle drivers at the age of
ceding the day which is the latest day from sixteen years. This is not the practime to time recorded in the Demerits Register as a day upon which the holder of a tice in Victoria, and the Bill provides
licence committed an offence referred to in that the period of any licence which
the Fifth Schedule to the Principal Act.
was held by the driver prior to attainAs the result of a recent case before ing the age of eighteen years shall
the court an anomaly in the wording not be recognized for the purposes
of section 27c of the principal Act of calculating the qualifying period
has become apparent. In accordance of twelve months.
with the decision of the court the
Sub-section (2) of section 42 of
period of three years does not in- the principal Act requires a person
clude the day upon which the last nominating an authorized insurer to
offence or offences were committed. declare his age, physical disabilities,
It is the view of the court that the particulars of any convictions for any
licence holder must commit an addi- offence under the Motor Car Act 1958
tional offence after twelve demerit and particulars of offences for
points are recorded against him be- drunkenness. This declaration is defore the sanctions of section 27B of signed to provide the nomina ted
the principal Act can be imposed upon authorized insurer and the Chief
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Commissioner of Police with information upon which they could base
a refusal to insure a motor car.
The retention in the section of the
qualifications is not worth while
under the nomination system which
is largely used by persons wishing
to register and insure motor cars.
Under the system the authorized insurer does not receive notice of his
nomination for at least one month
and at that stage he cannot take
advantage of the information supplied
to decide whether he will accept the
proposal.
In addition, I am advised that the
information is not used by the Chief
Commissioner of Police and that only
one insurance company uses it and
then only to assist it in meeting
inquiries from reinsurers.
In the
circumstances the Government considers that the provisions are
redundant.
The amendment proposed by clause
6 removes the statutory requirement
to ·declare that information and
enables the Governor in Council to
prescribe the content of the form to
be used when nominating an authorized insurer for the purposes of the
Act.
The Recreation Vehicles Act 1973
requires, amongst other things, a
recreation vehicle to be covered by a
contract of third-party insurance, and
these requirements are met by reference to the appropriate provisions of
the Motor Car Act 1958. Although
the Chief Commissioner may receive
premiums for third-party insurance
in respect of recreation vehicles, he
has no power under sections 44 and
45 of the Motor Car Act 1958 to make
the various deductions which are also
required with respect to premiums on
recreation vehicles and to pay the
balance of the premium to the
authorized insurer. The appropriate
amendment is effected by clause 7.
I have already explained, when
dealing with clause 2, the reasons
for the amendments proposed by
clause 8.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.

Amendment) Bill.

It has now become app·arent that
the provisions of sub-section ( 1) of
section 92 of the principal Act cannot
be used to furnis'l:l a prima facie
certificate to the courts in the hearing of an appeal against the decision
by the Chief Commissioner of Police
to suspend a licence under the
demerit points system. Clause 9
remedies the deficiency by making
such a certificate applicable in " ~any
legal proceedings relating to motor
cars or trailers or arising out of the
use thereof ".
Clause 10 makes a number of
amendments to the Second Schedule
of the principal Act. The first is in
relation to the calculation of rated
horsepower for internal combustion
engines, and is self-explanatory. If any
honorable member desires a further
explanation, I shall attend to it in the
Committee stage. Paragraph (b) of
the clause makes a consequential
amendment to paragraph (b) of
item 2 of the Second Schedule to
exclude rotary engines from its provisions. .Paragraph (c) of the clause
deals with the calculation of rated
horsepower for rotary engines and
clarifies the definition.
Under the provisions of the Metric
Conversion Act 1973 regulations entitled the Metric Conversion (Motor
Car Act 1958) Regulations 1974 have
been made and are expected to be
proclaimed to operate from 1st July,
1974. Their purpose is to convert the
various imperial measurements and
quantities to the metric system of
measurement and one of the amendments included is the substitution for
the expressions " hundredweight " or
" part of a hundredweight " of the
expressions "unit of 50 kilograms"
or "part of a unit of 50 kilograms".
I inform the House of the existence
of these regulations so that there can
be no confusion when it considers
the amendments to which I am about
to refer. In sub-paragraph (ii) of
paragraph (b) of item 1 of the
Second Schedule to the Act the
expression " or trailer " is inconsistent with the direction given in item
C-trailers attached to motor cars.
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The inconsistency lies in the fact
that in the first instance it is provided
that the " weight of any trailer "
shall be calculated to the "nearest
unit of 50 kilograms" whereas in
item C it provides that the fee
payable for the registration of a trailer
shall be calculated "for each unit of·
50 kilograms or part of a unit of 50
kilograms ".
The inconsistency is sought to be
removed by the repeal of the words
" part of a unit of 50 kilograms "
where occurring in the paragraphs of
item C in the Second Schedule
relating to commercial and private
trailers. The effect of the amendment
together with clause 11 will be that
any registration fee for a trailer firs~
registered on or after 1st July, 1974,
shall be calculated to the nearest unit
of 50 kilograms.
Clause 12 amends the Third
Schedule to the principal Act by substituting a schedule expressed in the
metric system of measurement.
Clauses 13 and 14 amend the references to the Road Traffic Regulations
arising from their reprinting.
Sub-section (8A) of section 22 of
the principal Act, which was inserted
by the Motor Car (Fees) Act 1973,
provides that(a) all fees for appointment paid under
sub-section (8); and
(b) where the fee prescribed for tests
under sub-section (8) exceeds $4, the
amount of each fee above $4shall be paid to the Consolidated Fund.

Sub-section ( 1) of section 3 of the
Motor Car (Amendment) Act 1973
provides thatAll fees for appointments paid under subsection ( 4) shall be paid to the Consolidated
Fund.

This latter provision is therefore
superfluous and is repealed under the
provisions of clause 15.
Most of the amendments to which
I have referred are of a highly technical nature, and I have no doubt that
honorable members will study them
in detail. I commend the Bill to the
House.
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On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
WALTON (Melbourne North Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 30.
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
(TRANSPORT FUND) BILL.
The Hon.

(Minister
move-

for

W.

V.

Social

HOUGHTON
Welfare).-1

That this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to create a Transport
Fund by the consolidation of expenditures which are now made on joint
transport projects by the separate
transport authorities. The measure
will also provide capacity for increasing the expenditures on joint trans,
port improvement projects.
This is a further step in the
Government's programme to provide
improved and better co-ordinated
transport facilities. For some years
now the separate transport authorities have been co-operating in relation
to joint transport projects such as
road-rail grade separation, level
crossing protection, the provision of
the Transport Information Centre and
the like.
The rapidity of change in the
transport area has meant, however,
that the structure for managing and
co-ordinating transport efforts has
had to change accordingly. This process of change is designed to enable
more direct and responsive action to
meet the needs for moving people and
freight.
The Government has given recognition to the fact that the specialist
providers of transport and transport
facilities are in fact parts of one
industry and, although specialization
brings efficiencies, there is an increasing need for co-ordination and cooperation of effort by those who form
the individual sections of what is a
single transport industry. Although
it wishes to retain the best features
of the advantages of specialization in
transport, the Government appreciates the need for transport to be
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viewed and operated as one industry
and has taken steps to ensure a total
approach to this industry.
Honorable members will be aware
of the consolidation within the transport portfolio of responsibilities for
public transport, railways and road
construction. They will also be
aware of action taken to create an
effective Ministry of Transport and to
implement recommendations contained in the report of the Board of
Inquiry into the Victorian Land Transport System. I have said previously
in this House that, because of its size
and ramifications, the transport industry cannot be changed overnight.
This measure is a further step in the
progressive modernization of the
transport structure.
The very nature of the transport
industry means that there are projects which require joint effort from
the various sections of the industry
in management, finance and construction. Co-operation between the various sections of the industry and transport authorities has enabled progress
with many joint projects but, with the
Government's increasing activity in
transport, it has become clear that
there will be real advantages to the
community from a more consolidated
approach to joint transport projects.
Consolidation has been and is being
effected in the policy area. The creation of the Transport Fund will enable
this process to be furthered by increasing the Government's capacity
to fund joint transport improvements.
By collecting together into the fund
the current expenditures made by the
various transport authorities and adding to these funds from increased
revenues recently gained by the
Transport Regulation Board and a $3
increase in the transfer fee for motor
cars, it will be possible to double the
existing expenditures in the joint
project areas.
The fund will also enable the Ministry to better co-ordinate and manage
expenditures not only by having a
capacity to apply additional funds to
particular areas but also by having
a flexibility to apply resources to
The Hon. W. V. Houghton.

(Transport Fund) Bill.

areas of greatest need-a flexibility
which does not occur when funds are
tied for particular purposes.
It is planned that the fund will be
used for any projects for the improvement, development, or better coordination of transport in Victoria.
Initially the fund will be used to
double the rate at which road-rail
grade separation projects and pedestrian overpasses are proceeding, to
improve level crossing protection at
railway lines, to embark upon a programme of construction of passenger
interchange facilities and to finance
greater research for transport planning.
With the implementation of policies
recommended by the Board of Inquiry
into the Victorian Land Transport
System it is necessary that greater
attention should be given to improved
handling facilities by the railways. It
is planned to make allocations from
the Transport Fund for specific projects which will assist the more efficient transfer of freight between road
and rail and particularly regional
freight handling centres in country
areas. The allocations to each particular purpose will be made according
to the best use for the funds available.
At present between $3 million and
$3 · 5 million per annum is being
channelled to such projects. It is
estimated that the creation of this
fund will enable these expenditures
to be doubled.
I turn now to the specific clauses
of the Bill. Clause 2 makes provision for the creation of the Transport
Fund and for the allocation from the
Railways Board ·and the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways Board
of amounts which these autharities
now spend on joint transport projects. The clause also makes provision for the payment by the Transport Regulation Board of 10 per cent
of its income to the fund.
Clause 2 also requires the payment
of motor car transfer fees to the
Transport Fund. These fees now
finance the Level Crossings Fund,
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the responsibilities of which will be
accepted by the Transport Fund. The.
clause also provides for contributions to the fund of additional
moneys appropriated by Parliament.
Clause 3 amends the Ministry of.
Transport Act to provide for appropriate divisions in that Act. Clause
4 makes provision for payment of
motor vehicle transfer fees to the
fund, increases these fees by $3, and
makes provision for the transfer of
the balance of the Level Crossings
Fund and appropriations from the
Transport Regulation Fund.
This measure, by establishing the
Transport Fund and increasing the
revenues available for joint transport
improvement projects, will enable.
the Government to take another
major step towards upgrading the
State's transport services. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
TRIPOVICH (Doutta Galla Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 30.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(POWERS) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Minister
for Social Welfare) , was read a first
time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (HOUSE
BUILDERS' LIABILITY
AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from April
3) on the motion of the Hon. A. J.
Hunt (Minister for Local Government) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-The purpose of the Bill is to meet a promise
given by the Government to offer
some protection to people whose
homes did not meet required building construction standards and to
give the persons concerned the right
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to have the building deficiencies corrected. The subject-matter of the
Bill was included in the Liberal
Party's policy speech for the last
Stat~
election. During the last
sessional period, the Minister for
Local Government introduced a
Bill ~hich did, in fact, provide a
certain amount of protection. Howev~r, members . of th~ Labor Party
pointed to dtfficultles associated
with certain aspects of the Bill which
they felt did not measure up to
what the Minister for Local Government or the Government had
promised to do.
The Minister for Local Government was good enough to take into
consideration the submissions presented by the honorable member
leading for the Country Party and
myself. Besides considering the
submissions, the honorable gentleman referred them to the advisory
committee which was established to
administer this Act. In tum the
committee has submitted wh~t it
deems to be amendments to meet
not only complaints which honorable
members have raised but also other
difficulties which the committee saw
in the Bill.
The committee comprises Mr. A.
J. Ellwood, solicitor for the State
Savings Bank, and I would suggest
that he represents both lenders and
the law; Mr. David Murden of the
Master Builders Association· Mr.
Michael Pinnock of the H~using
Industry Association; Mr. Douglas
Lush, Assistant Manager of the
Guardian Royal Exchange Assurance Group-1 suggest that he
represents the underwriters-and
Mr. L. F. Cheffers, manager of the
City of Camberwell. Mr. Cheffers
is a learned person on local government activities and I suggest that he
is representing local government.
This committee made submissions
to the Minister for Local Government and these have been embodied
in the Bill. The measure incorporates
amendments which were suggested
in the last sessional period and
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whilst they were discussed in this
House, they were not accepted in
another place.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Owing
solely to time.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.Surely. When the original Bill was
debated in this Chamber, the penalty
for a builder who offended against
the provisions of the proposed legislation was $1,000. Members of the
Labor Party took the attitude that
the purpose of the legislation was
not that of attacking or penalizing
a builder but of restoring the house
to the requirements of the person
having it built. I believe this should
have been a most important feature.
Furthermore, it was considered
that if the builder concerned was
not a person of substance and was
unable to make good the deficiencies
in the house, there should be some
other body from which the owner
could claim the money. Those
objections have been met by this
Bill and the penalties have been
raised to include a fine of $1,000 or
six months' imprisonment or both.
The committee also suggested to
the Minister for Local Governmentmembers of the Labor Party believe it
is a good suggestion-that in a number of instances the person concerned
should bear his losses up to $100.
This would make the minimum
amount before a claim can be made
$100, and the maximum has been
raised and fixed at $40,000. That
amount excludes the value of the
land and refers only to the sale or
contract price in relation to the home
being built.
The Minister for Local Government has met most of the objections
raised by members of the Labor
Party. I make it clear that my party
will support the legislation and offer
no opposition to it. It is a voluntary
scheme which will depend largely on
regulations governing its administration. Although I said that it was
voluntary-! am interpreting the
facial expression of the Minister for
Local Government-! shall indicate
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that that is not quite true. For instance, if a builder does not meet
his obligation he will not find an
insurer who will underwrite his loss.
If a builder cannot find an insurer,
he will not build, hence in that sense
it is compulsory.
The Labor Party believes it would
be better-! do not wish to labour
this point-to register the builders
as is required under the New South
Wales legislation. I do not wish to
cross swords with the Minister for
Local Government on this aspect as
the honorable gentleman has expressed his views but in passing I
want to express the views of the
Labor Party. The registration of
builders, as it applies in New South
Wales, is not a cost load on the Government.
As I have previously
pointed out, the appropriate body in
New South Wales in one year made
available the sum of $355,000 for
housing research, and in addition
paid a large sum of money-1 forget
the exact amount-into general Government revenue. The report of the
New South Wales Auditor-General
shows that this body was not a cost
load on Government administration,
as was indica ted by the Minister for
Local Government during his secondreading speech.
The amount of the premium payable to the approved insurers who will
undertake the responsibility for the
Government, will be $15 and it is
anticipated that the administration
costs will be $5, making a total of
$20 a house. Those figures will apply
to the fund at present administered by the Housing Industry
Association but I do not know
whether the Master Builders Association has decided to administer a
separate fund.
I thank the Minister for Local Government, who was kind enough to
make available the services of Mr.
O'Donnell of his department to explain the ramifications of the Bill to
the housing committee of the Labor
Party.
Mr. Michael Pinnock was
also available to explain the functions
of the committee and the thoughts
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of that committee on the Bill. I am
grateful for the assistance of the two
gentlemen and to the~ Minister for
making their services available. They
were able to explain certain points
which allowed the Labor Party to
adopt a different attitude from what
it might have adopted if it had not had
access to this information. The Labor
Party, which has no worries in relation to the administration aspect,
offers no opposition to the Bill. I
assure the Government that the Labor
Party will allow the Government to
take responsibility for its own legislation. If the legislation does not
work as well as we believe it should,
members of the Labor Party will
reserve the right to raise further
matters when we believe it is
necessary to do so.
There is one weakness in this
legislation, and I refer to section 918B
of the principal Act, sub-section ( 1)
of whiCh providesSubject to this Division, a person shall
not enter into a contract for the construction by him or by him and another person
of a dwelling house in Victoria unless an
approved indemnity is in force in respect
of the construction of the dwelling-house.

That means, of course, that if a
builder builds a house without protection he is liable to the penalty,
which is to be a fine of $1,000 or
imprisonment for six months or both.
Sub-section (2) providesSubject to this Division a person .shall
not enter into a contract for the sale by
him or by him and another person on a
dwelling house in Victoria constructed by
him or by him and another person unless
an approved indemnity is in force in respect
of the construction of the dwelling-house.

That sub-section covers the person
who builds his own house by subcontracting the various sections of
the building. Many people have
built their own homes under these
conditions. Provided that the person
does not sell his home under six years
he has no need to worry because
the legislation protects the construction of the house only for six years.
However, if a person-for instance,
a Commonwealth public servant-is
transferred to Canberra, he would
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not have taken out any indemnity
or insurance because he may have
had no intention of moving and
therefore would consider that he did
not need it. He would not have contracted with a builder and would not
have taken out any protective cover.
If a house has been erected
for eight, nine or ten months,
and the owner must sell because
he has been transferred, for
example, to Sydney, the resale
price must be reduced because the
homeowner has no protection.
Home purchasers will be seeking
this type of protection. This legislation may apply to only about 2 per
cent of builders, because 98 per cent
of builders are honest, decent men
who want to earn a living at their
profession or trade and do not come
into the category of" crook" builders
who will be penalized as a result of
this measure. The number of persons
who contract to build their own
homes and want to leave them within
six years may be a minute percentage
of the total number of homeowners.

A problem exists for a person of
limited means who undertakes to
build his own house by contract, does
so successfully and is not covered by
insurance. If he wants to be covered
and has sufficient foresight or knowledge about the provision, he will undoubtedly be able to find an insurer,
but must pay a premium of more than
$20. The premium may be approximately $150. A person who is saving
money may be inclined to take the
risk involved and not take out
insurance. The problem therefore is
a calculated risk.
I do not wish to prolong the debate
by recapitulating what I stated previously. The Labor Party's objections
have been made. It would prefer a
system of registration of builders
through a Government instrumentality rather than voluntary registration with approved insurers such
as the Housing Industry Association, as currently occurs.
The
necessary protections are provided in
the Bill, so the Labor Party will vote
for the measure. I thank the Minister
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for the courtesies he has extended
in the consideration and deliberation
of the Bill. I wish it success and hope
the registration will function in the
interests of the people who may have
to draw upon the fund to remedy
defects in their buildings.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-The original
measure relating to house builders'
liability was introduced late last year
and considered by the House. Its
title was the Local Government
(House Builders' Liability) Bill, and
its purpose was to provide insurance
or a guarantee to home builders to
ensure that they would not lose by
fraud, dishonesty or any illegal act
of a builder. Considerable losses
could be incurred in this manner.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Or through
faulty workmanship.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-As the
Minister states, losses could also be
caused by faulty workmanship. The
spokesmen for the Country Party and
the Labor Party suggested various
amendments. The Minister stated
that if the measure was passed by this
House, it would be amended in another place. As has already been
stated, because of circumstances beyond the control of the Minister, the
Bill was passed without the amendments. This did not matter because
the Act has not yet been proclaimed.
In the intervening period, the Minister established an advisory committee to make investigations and
recommendations. He stated that its
members included Mr. A. J. Ellwood,
solicitor for the State Savings Bank;
Mr. David Murden, Executive Director
of the Master Builders Association;
Mr. Michael Pinnock, Victorian
Manager of the Housing Industry
Association-who was very helpful
to me in my investigations before he
was appointed to the committeeMr.
Douglas
Lush,
Assistant
Manager of the Guardian Royal Exchange Assurance Group, and Mr. L.
F. Cheffers, of the City of Camberwell. All these gentlemen are very
able in their fields, but perhaps the
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consumer has not been as well represented on the committee as he could
have been.
Paragraph (b) of the definition of
" contract price " as contained in subparagraph (i) of paragraph (a) of
clause 4 refers to the amount payable
under the contract by the purchaser
less the amount specified in the contract as the value of the land. I seek
the Minister's enlightenment on this
provision, because it could work
against the guarantor if the valuation
of the land was made as far back as
1968. At the moment many municipalities rate land on 1968 values.
Therefore the land valuation would
be lovf and the purchase price might
be fairly high. Paragraph (b) of
clause 4 refers to an earthquake.
This is a happening which is unlikely
to concern us.
Paragraph (e) of clause 4 statesIn section 918s of Division lA(i)· after
the expression
"Penalty:

$1,000." where four times occurring
there shall be inserted the words
" or imprisonment for six months
or both."

There should be an alternative way
of persuading a builder to come into
line because if a builder is put in
gaol, the opposite effect to that required may occur. Under the New
South Wales legislation a fine may be
imposed but the Act contains no
penal provision.
Paragraph (k) of clause 4 provides, inter aliaFor sub-section ( 4) of section 918L of
Division lA there shall be substituted the
following sub-section:" ( 4) A guarantee given by an approved guarantor under this section has
effect subject to(a) rules (if any) made by the approved guarantor with the consent of the Minister making
provision to .the effect that its
liability under the guarantee
does not include liability in respect of an amount not exceeding
$100 in respect of each claim
made under the guarantee; . . ."

The Minister has referred to claims
in this category as being of nuisance
value. However, a good case could
be put forward for leaving the
amount of compulsory excess at $50.
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Possibly the interests of the house
buyer have not been fully protected
in this instance. Although there will
be a saving in premium by retaining
the excess at $50 instead of $100, if
for example, a builder has no workers
compensation, a home buyer who
contracts with the builder may be
liable for $150 or $200. If there is an
excess of $100 he will not be happy
about the situation.
Paragraph (b) of sub-section (2)
of new section 918o, as contained in
paragraph (r) of clause 4, statesWhere execution of a judgment awarding
damages against a builder is stayed pending
appeal, a house purchaser or purchaser
may not recover an amount from the approved insurer during the period during
which the execution is stayed.

One realizes that under these circumstances delay cannot be avoided.
When this occurs the house purchaser would be at a severe disadvantage, and I ask the Minister to
indicate what types of delay to home
purchasers are referred to in this
clause.
Sub-section ( 1) of proposed new
section 918Q, as contained in paragraph (r) of clause 4, providesWhere an offence against this Division
is committed by a body corporate and the
offence is committed with the consent or
connivance of, or facilitated by neglect on
the part of, a director or officer of the body
corporate the director or officer is guilty of
an offence against this Division punishable
as the first-mentioned offence is punishable.

This is an excellent provision because
it brings the officer into the offence.
The director may not have day-today knowledge of what is occurring in
his company. It is a good idea for
the responsible officer to be brought
within the scope of the measure.
Clause 5 provides, inter aliaFor section 4 of the Principal Act there
shall be substituted the following section:, 4. After sub-section (3)· of section 929
of the Principal Act .there shall be inserted
the following sub-sections:" (3A) Where a regulation made under
this Part enables a council or other person
to grant a permit for the construction of a
building( a) the council or other person shall not
grant a permit for the construction
of a building that is a dwelling-
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house within the meaning of Division lA unless the applicant for
the permit has furnished to the
council or other person a declaration made by him in a form
described
, under sub-section (3B);

This clause follows the Country
Party's main criticism of the
original Bill. The Country Party
stated that it was imperative to
obtain evidence that an insurance
cover had been effected. At one
stage the only supporter for the proposal was the Minister. Apparently
the local government committee of
the Liberal Party convinced the honorable gentleman, against his better
judgment, that this provision should
be deleted.
The Minister yielded
and the deletion was made. The
advisory committee appointed by the
Minister to investigate the matter
recommended that this condition be
restored and I commend this decision
to the Minister.
The spokesman for the Labor
Party, Mr. Tripovich, stated that perhaps 2 per cent of buHders would
come under the cover of this legislation. I venture to disagree with
the honorable member. Perhaps two
per cent of builders may be dishonest.
There could be many dishonest
builders in the city, but there are
few in the country. Far more than
two per cent of builders would come
within the ambit of this legislation.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-They
all come under it.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-That is
so, but I am speaking about builders
who have to be watched closely so
that no loss occurs to the home purchaser. A large number of unbusinesslike builders are muddlers and
the claims of home purchasers have
to be protected. This Bill will do
more to protect home purchasers
from unbusinesslike builders than
from dishonest builders. New subsection (3B) to be inserted in section
929 of the principal Act by clause 5
of the Bill provides, inter aliaThe Governor in Council may make regulations prescribing forms of declaration for
the purposes of sub-section (3A) relating to
the declaration to be made by an applicant
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for a permit for the construction of a
dwelling-house within the meaning of Division lA as to(a) whether he is a builder who is recog~
nized by an approved guarantor
under that Division or who holds
an approved insurance policy in
respect of the construction of that
dwelling-house;

A good argument has been presented
why this should be so. However,
because of inconvenience and difficulties, the principle of requiring
declarations to be sworn before a
justice of the peace has been broken
down. I wonder what the Honorary
Justices Association of Victoria will
say about this. When members of
Parliament make declarations about
their electoral arrangements, they
must be signed before a justice of
the peace. It is strange that other
people will not have to do this.
Sub-section ( 1) of new section
929A, to be inserted in the principal
Act by clause 6, provides'( 1) Where a council of a municipality or

its proper officer receives notice in writing
from a builder that he has completed the
construction of a dwelling-house within the
meaning of Division lA in the municipal
district, the council or its proper officer shall
cause an inspection to be made of the
dwelling-house and, if the council or its
proper officer is satisfied that the dwellinghouse is suitable for occupation, shall cause
to be prepared and issued to the owner of
the dwelling-house a certificate of occupancy
in or to the effect of the prescribed form
and shall give a copy of the certificate to
the builder.

The term "suitable for occupation"
should be spelled out. There could be
a great deal of argument and dispute
on the interpretation of the expression. Perhaps a better term would
be " finished in a good and workmanlike manner". At page 23 of the
report of the Consumer Affairs Council of Victoria for the year ended 30th
June, 1973, reference is made to
building industry complaints. Under
the heading "Carpenter and Joiner"
it ·statesUnder this item in your specification is
stated: "The whole of the carpenter's and
joiner's · work throughout to be finished in
a good and tradesmanlike manner."
The Hon. K. I. Wright.
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It then lists from (a) to (j) minor

faults in workmanship of the type
which are irksome to home purchasers. This is a common situation
where the builder, or the hom-e builder
who is subcontracting the work,
deliberately ensures that the building
is not finished. A home in my electorate was virtually finished last
October but a certain amount of work
remained to be done. As a result,
the certificate of completion could not
be issued by the council building
surveyor. I understand that some
further amendments will be proposed
to tidy up this situation.
Presently, there are great difficulties
in the building industry and many
builders are leaving the industry to
take on other work. There are many
shortages of materials. This measure
is presented at an appropriate time.
Sub-section (4) of proposed section
929A providesWhere the council or its proper officer has
given notice to a builder under sub-section
(3) to the effect that it or he is not satisfied
that a dwelling-house is suitable for occupation the question whether or not the dwellinghouse is suitable for occupation shall be
deemed to be a matter as to which provision
is made by the Thirty-third Schedule for
determination by the referees referred to
in that schedule on appeal by a party concerned in the matter.

I am concerned that, because the
referees referred to in the Thirty-third
Schedule are busy men, with the
number of disputes and claims which
could arise there may be difficulty in
resolving them. Eight members of
the ·committee will be appointed by
the Governor in Council. One will be
a representative of the Municipal
Association of Victoria, one will
represent the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects, one will be a
member of the Melbourne Division of
the Institution of Engineers, and one
will represent the 1Master Builders
Association of Victoria. The Chief
Architect of the Public Works
Department, the Chief Engineer
of the Department of Health, and
the building surveyor of the City of
Melbourne will also be members. In
addition, there will be a ·chairman.
The actual people are Mr. A. D.
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Whalley, Mr. K. G. Hooker, Mr. D. C.
Bradbury, Mr. R. A. Eggleston,
M·r. E. W. Giles, Mr. R. F. Robertson
and Mr. P. Olsen. As I have indicated,
these are busy men and I am concerned that they will not be in a
position to carry out the job required
of them.
·
I received a letter dated 30th
January, 1973, from the Law Institute
of Victoria, which statesLocal Government (House Builders'
Liability) Bill.
I refer to your letter of 15th November,
1973.
I regret that I have been unable to reply
to your letter at an earlier date but it is
the policy of the council of the institute to
express its views relating to Bills introduced
in Parliament directly to the responsible
Minister before making its views known to
any other interested party. At the time of
receipt of your letter the council had not
then formulated its views. However, I am
now able to forward, for your information,
a copy of a letter from the chairman of the
council to the Honorable the Minister for
Local Government expressing the council's
views with respect to the Act.
I note that an amending Bill will be introduced during the autumn session of Parliament and it may be that the council's views
will be of assistance to you at that stage.

Before reading the letter to the
Minister, I indicate that the Country
Party, and pvobably the Labor Party,
feel that it would be better for the
organization to take the corner party
and the Labor Party into its confidence at an earlier stage rather than
say later on that so and so had gone
wrong and ask them whether they
can help to have it fixed. The letter
from the Law Institute to the Minister
for Local Government, dated lOth
December, 1973, statesLocal Government (House Builders'
Liability) Bill.
· The conveyancing committee of the institute council has considered the Local Government (House Builders' Liability) Bill and
commends the Government for the initiative
which it has taken to protect house purchasers against the effects of non-completion of contracts, subsidence and bad workmanship.
The committee noted that the proposed
section 918F of the Local Government Act
1958 requires an approved guarantor to
keep a register of builders recognised by it
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and that there are certain safeguards contained in the proposed section 918G. However, the committee also noted that the
proposed legislative scheme could operate
to the disadvantage of a builder if he were
to be unable to obtain recognition by such
a guarantor as, presumably, this would prejudice his chances of obtaining an approved
indemnity without which he would commit
an offence against section 918B if he were
to continue as a builder.
Accordingly, the committee suggests that
it would be desirable for the Bill to contain
a provision enabling a builder to appeal to
some appropriate authority against the
failure of an approved guarantor to recognise him.

This principle is good. I cannot find
any amendment proposed by the Government which will cover this aspect
unless it is one which could be acted
upon by the referees I have mentioned. I know that the builder has
the right of appeal in relation to other
aspects of the Bill. It is basic that
he should have the same right of
appeal with regard to his inability to
obtain a guarantor.
The matter which I am about to
mention has particular relevance to
work outside the metropolitan area.
Clause 6 and other clauses of this
amending Bill, and some clauses of
the earlier Bill, depend to a large
extent on frequent, periodical, efficient and effective inspection of the
buildings by the municipal building
inspector.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-What
about the architect?
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-! should
imagine that an architect would not
be involved in the building of one
house in twenty in the province I
represent. Architects' fees would be
at least $500 or $600. Yet we expect
the municipal building inspectors to
do the job for an average of $15.
Clause 401 in chapter 4 of the Uniform Building Regulations providesThe fees specified are hereby appointed
as the maximum fees which shall be charged
and received by the council for any permit
granted.

In that regard, clause 401 lays down
a fee of $1 per square for dwellings.
Therefore, the fee for a 15-square
house, which would be of average
size, would be $15. The New South
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Wales Building Licensing Board
brochure, at page 5, states that there
will be at least four inspections at a
cost of $10 each. So, in New South
Wales, the cost of inspection would
be at least $40.
The Mildura City Council has one
building inspector, Mr. William Gill,
who is also the Assistant Building
Surveyor. Mr. Alex Thomson is the
City Engineer and Building Surveyor.
The report of the Mildura City
Engineer indicates the work which
must be done by these people. In
1973, a total of 326 building permits
were issued; their total value was
$3,405,346. The permits included 77
permits for dwellings valued at
$1,265,625; 9 permits for flats comprising 34 units valued at $321,000;
19 permits for major alterations
and additions valued at $828,847;
14 permits for commercial premises valued at $571,905; 206 permits
for minor alterations and additions
valued at $240,969; and 1 permit
for a school valued at $177,000. For
building permits, fees amounting to
$5,490. 35 were collected.
Fees
amounting to $779. 19 were collected
for scaffolding permits and fees
amounting to $1,292.12 were collected for road openings. The total
fees collected amounted to $7,561. 66.
So, for work which cost the council
something in the vicinity of $10,000
or $12,000, it received $7,561. 66.
How can the municipal building
inspectors in country areas be expected to carry out the degree of
inspection which is required to ensure
that these buildings are properly
erected?
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-Do you
expect the municipal building inspector to protect the rights of the
home builder?
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-Under
the Uniform Building Regulations,
that is the position. I am pointing
out that the inspector does not have
the time to do the job in the way
in which it shou'ld be done for the
purposes of this Bill.
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The key to legislation in this field
is that there must be sufficient registered guarantee bodies to act in
accord with it. The Country Party
agrees that, in many respects, this is
a good measure. But the $50 compulsory excess should remain.
Further, building inspectors cannot
carry out the amount of inspection
which is required. Finally, there is a
need for a special tribunal to hear
appeals.
Of course, the Minister has promised that in two years he will be
prepared
to
introduce
further
amendments to the legislation if any
of the parties involved request them.
In the United Kingdom, 99 per cent
of the builders are involved in
schemes of this kind. It is almost
essential that they be involved
because that is a condition to the
obtaining of finance. I am informed
that eight states in the United States
of America are now operating under
schemes of the type which has been
put forward by the Government.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS (SouthWestern Province) .-There has been
a deal of concern about certain
aspects of this subject. As is quite
proper in a debate on a bill of this
nature, consumers have been mentioned, but no great attention has
been paid to the problems of the
builder and the industry generally in
the building of a home, particularly
on a fixed contract price. Over the
past two years, inflation has been
racing ahead, and, .in the past twelve
months, building supplies have been
difficult to obtain.
In these difficu'lt times a builder
attempting to finish a home or any
other building on a fixed price contract is in considerable difficulties. I
do not agree with statements that
there are many crooks and robbers in
the building industry-there are
some and fortunately most of them
have been in the metropolitan area.
Fortunately again most of them are
sorted out quickly.
In provincial and country Victoria
the "crook" builder-I use that
word advisedly-is weeded out
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quickly. Most builders are men
of goodwill who are attempting
to provide a home for people
at the lowest possible price.
When
tenders
are
called
in
the building industry for a contract,
in a roundabout way people are
really indicating that the man who
submits the lowest tender is right and
that he should be able to build a
home for that figure. Many men in
the building industry are skilled
tradesmen but they often lack knowledge of accounting and costing and
this leads to financial trouble.
As an accountant for some years
and as a trustee in bankruptcy for
twenty years, I have had some knowledge of the difficulties in the building
industry. Over that time I have administered about 25 builders who
have been in financial difficulties.
Builders fail, firstly, because of inadequate cost procedures and, secondly,
because they are unable to assess the
value of the work they have completed and usually they get into a
disastrous situation when prices and
costs begin to escalate.
I do not know how some of the
builders felt today when they read
their morning newspaper and learned
that the workers in the building industry are to get an additional
$35 a week. Good luck to those men
if they are able to negotiate such an
increase in salaries with the building
industry; but what of the position of
the unfortunate builder who has
entered into a contract that will run
for another six or twelve months for
the building of a home for a fixed
price? He will be in difficulties.
This Bill is important. I see the
difficulties mentioned by the Law
Institute of a builder who cannot obtain cover or guarantee for the work
he requires to undertake. He would
be in considerable trouble. Here
again, by some sort of financial
management the insurance companies
and others will sort out the good and
reputable builders from those who
may fail.
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It is not always a deliberate
act of the building industry not
to satisfactorily complete a home.
Builders are confronted by many
problems such as adverse weather,
increased costs, and delays in obtaining building materials.
It must be remembered that many
builders lose all their worldly possessions when a partnership or an individual gets into financial difficulties.
Some of the crooks in the building industry have sheltered behind the $2
proprietary limited company provisions and have been able to escape
the law and any claim on their personal assets. Time and time again
builders of between 40 and 45 years
of age have lost all their assets in
trying satisfactorily to complete the
homes for which they have contracted. There are many problems. I
hope this Bill will help to solve some
of them.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Commencement) .
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The comments
which were made during the secondreading debate on this Bill deserve
some response. I thank honorable
members who spoke. I agree with
Mr. Jenkins that the vast majority of
people in the building industry are
reputable and competent.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-We all
agree on that.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is so.
The Bill represents no lack of faith in
the building industry generally; its
provisions are meant solely to protect
the occasional person whose life
savings may be at risk because of a
building failure whether by inadvertence, misfortune or failure for
which the builder is responsible.
I hope, as the Committee does, that
the Bill will achieve precisely those
results. Mr. Tripovich mentioned the
question of registration. That argument took place in the debate on the
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principal Act. It is not an issue here.
We are seeking to make the scheme
work as well as possible.
Mr. Tripovich queried the role of
the Masters Builders Association.
That association is well advanced
with its arrangements for a scheme
which will provide some competition.
Quite rightly Mr. Tripovich has said
that regulations under the Act will
be important. The relevant committee already has been working most
effectively on that issue and has
given me substantial advice. It is
hoped to keep regulations as brief
and as simple as possible.

(House Builders' Liability

will be a right of appeal to an independent tribunal under the rules of
that organization. One could hardly
expect that insurers or the relevant
organizations would admit to membership or provide guarantees in the
first instance to builders whom they
do not regard as competent. Other
matters relate to specific clauses and
I will deal with them as they arise.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 3.
Clause 4, providing for new Division lA in Part XLIX. of the principal
Act.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Mr. Tripovich mentioned the Local Government) .-Mr. Wright
owner-builder who is not required to raised four issues on this clause.
obtain an indemnity when he is He queried the definition of " purbuilding a home for his personal chase price " which provided that
occupation. He asked: What happens it should be the total less the
when he sells? By that time the municipal valuation of the land where
home has been built; it has been it was not apportioned to work to
lived in and it has been available the disadvantage of the guarantor.
for inspection. The buyer buys what This figure merely fixes the maxihe sees. The owner-builder has mum cover. The honorable member
gained the advantage of not having will know that if his car is inobtained an indemnity at the time. sured for $800, what is really relevant
It would be most harsh to force him is the value at the time of an accito obtain one. Some will seek to do dent, not the nominal sum which
so. He can give a guarantee in the depends on vc;tluation. The owner
contract of sale favouring the pur- would be covered for the amount
chaser backed up by whatever other of the damage to a ma.ximum. The
guarantees
the
purchaser may honorable member also referred to
fine and penalty. When the Bill
reasonably require.
which became the principal Act was
Mr. Wright spoke about consumers debated, I fe'lt that the mood of the
being represented on the committee. House was to ensure that adequate
I assure him, firstly, that the commit- sanctions were provided. All parties
tee was designed to bring together agreed with that, and the proposed
expertise in different fields and, amendment ensures that in approsecondly, that the representatives of priate cases the option of a fine or
the Master Builders Association and imprisonment or both will be
the Housing Industry Association are provided.
professional officers whose first care
is for the status and reputation of
I have given reasons why there
the building industry. In carrying should be an excess of $100. This
out their duties, they already very relates to defects that are really subeffectively represent the interests of stantial and not to minor problems
consumers.
which are encountered in almost
every home and payment for which
Mr. Wright referred to the difficul- would inordinately increase the
ties faced by builders who cannot premiums.
obtain guarantees.
Any reputable
and competent builder will be able
Mr. Wright has referred to the
to obtain such guarantees. Once he possibility of delays during legal
is a member of an organization there appeals. The position is no different
The Hon A. J. Hunt.
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from an appeal arising out of, for
example, a motor car accident. In
each case, the issue between the
owner and the builder will be resolved
similarly to an issue between drivers
involved in a motor car case. The
insurer stands behind the final result,
whatever it may be.
.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 5 (Building permits).
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-Mr. Tripovich
raised the question of declarations.
Declarations under this Act are not
intended to be statutory declarations
but simply declarations which carry
some penalties where the statement
is dishonest. That course is essential
to ensure convenience and to enable
declarations to be signed before a
or building
building
inspector
surveyor.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-1 commend the Government on this aspect.
The proposal is to have a responsible
person witness the declaration. Many
responsible people could witness
these documents. The same procedure could apply to many other
aspects to avoid the inconvenience
of people having to obtain the services of commissioners for the taking
of affidavits or justices of the peace.
The present procedure puts a workload onto people that is not necessary.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 6 (Certificate of occupancy).
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-Mr. Wright
raised two issues about certificates of occupancy. The provisions
of this clause use the simple
phrase "suitable for occupation"
which imposes no liability and
no special onus on a council.
However,
if the building inspector were required to be satisfied-to use Mr. Wright's phrase"that the building was completed in
a good and workmanlike manner ",
a severe onus would be cast on him,
a very real exercise of judgment
would be required, and if, as a result,
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the individual lost the council might
well become liable. The words have
been deliberately chosen to avoid
this possible consequence. There is
simply a requirement that the building is suitable for occupancy, and
judgment on the standard of workmanship is not necessary. That remains a matter between the builder
and the owner.
The second issue related to delays
which may be occasioned by the
failure to deliver a certificate of
occupancy and the value of an appeal
to the referees. In point of fact the
provision for an appeal to the referees
is designed to avoid delays, not to
create them. If a builder believes
a building inspector is without warrant delaying the issue of the certificate of occupancy he can appeal to
the referees. Urgent appeals to the
referees can be heard within four
days of lodging.
Sometimes they
take a little longer. However, no
tribunal or body of referees in this
State works with greater speed than
the very efficient building referees.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-How do
the referees act?
The Hon A. J. HUNT.-They can
act through sub-committees and they
use expert officers to carry out inspections. Frequently one or two of
the referees make a personal inspection to supplement the officers' reports. Other aspects are dealt with
by way of evidence given before the
referees.
The Hon. W. G. FRY (Higinbotham Province) .-1 understand
from the Minister's remarks relating
to proposed section 929A that the
certificate issued by the council
simply states that the council agrees
that the building is fit for occupancy,
and no inference can be drawn that
the council is in any way satisfied
with the workmanship of the building.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-That is so. It
is a certificate of occupancy, not a
certificate of satisfactory completion.
The clause was agreed to.
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The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
The sitting was suspended at 6.34
p.m. until 8.5 p.m.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(POWERS) BILL

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-1
moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to make
provision with respect to the powers
of the Gas and Fuel Corporation of
Victoria and to authorize the corporation to purchase the shares in the
Albury Gas Co. Ltd.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation is
the sole supplier of gas by reticulation
in Victoria and, over recent years, it
has progressively extended its system
to enable natural gas to be supplied
to decentralized industries and
domestic and commercial consumers
in major country centres throughout
the State. At the same time, it has
spent considerable sums in developing and expanding facilities to provide
tempered liquefied petroleum gas in
those centres which cannot be economically supplied with natural gas.
In February of this year, the Government announced that the corporation would be extending its natural
gas supply system to serve Seymour,
Shepparton, Benalla, W angaratta
and Wodonga. Surveys are at present
in hand to establish the exact route
of the new pipeline and it is expected that supply of natural gas in
these centres will commence by the
winter of 1976. With this extension
of the corporation's system, over 77
per cent of the population of Victoria
will be within reach of natural gas
supply.
In September, 1972, the Government introduced its ten-point policy
of decentralization directed towards
the stimulation of balanced development throughout the State and there
can be no doubt that the country in
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Victoria has experienced unprecedented growth since that date. Undoubtedly, the corporation's action in
expanding its natural gas supply
system has been a particular boon
to the decentralized industries that
the Government has been sponsoring.
By bringing natural gas to consumers
in these areas at Melbourne tariffs,
it has ensured that decentralized industries are on an equal footing as
regards fuel costs with their counterparts in Melbourne.
In designing the pipeline to supply
Wodonga, the corporation was conscious of the Government's commitment to the development of the new
Albury-Wodonga complex-a joint
venture between the Victorian Government, the Government of New
South Wales and the Commonwealth
Government-and therefore planned
to provide sufficient capacity in the
pipeline to meet the anticipated
demands . of the new complex.
Accordingly, provision has been made
for a 300 millimetre (12-inch)
diameter pipeline to Wodonga with a
200 millimetre (8-inch) diameter
branch line to Shepparton.
As honorable members are aware,
the Victorian Government has always
taken the initiative in propounding
the scheme for an accelerated growth
centre in the Albury-Wodonga area
and has pursued this objective
through a wide range of policies initiated by the Department of State
Development and Decentralization.
At a meeting in Albury-Wodonga
in January, 1973, the Prime Minister
and the Premiers of Victoria and New
South Wales formally announced that
their Governments would join together to develop a new growth complex in the general area of AlburyWodonga
and
would
provide
incentives,
amenities
and
serto
foster
and
service
vices
it. The Albury-Wodonga Agreement
Act 1973, which was passed by this
Parliament in December, 1973, gave
tangible expression to the Victorian
Government's support of this major
decentralized development.
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Since the Gas and Fuel Corporation
acquired the Victorian undertakings
of the Gas Supply Co. Ltd. in 1970,
it has been responsible for the supply
of gas in Wodonga and has progressively expanded production facilities
and improved and extended the gas
reticulation system to meet the growing load in that city. Some indication
of what has already happened in
Wodonga is seen in the fact that,
since the corporation assumed responsibility for gas supply, sales of gas
have increased by 130 per cent.
The recent decision to supply
natural gas to Wodonga was evidence of the corporation's confidence
in the future of the region.
In view of the fact that the Albury....
Wodonga area is to be developed
as a major regional growth complex,
it is obvious that the most economic
way to supply gas to the new complex is to treat it as a whole. The
corporation, therefore, made an
approach to Bora! Ltd. regarding the
possible amalgamation of interests
in the Albury-Wodonga area or the
sale of the Albury Gas Co. Ltd. to
the corporation. After detailed
negotiations, an agreement between
the parties was reached, which is
now presented for ratification by this
Parliament.
Details of the agreement are set out in the schedule to
the Bill.
The agreement provides for the
purchase by the corporation of all of
the shares in the Albury Gas Co. Ltd.
for the sum of $801,912 plus or
minus the difference in audited
current assets and current liabilities
at the takeover date, namely, 30th
June, 1974.
At 30th December, 1973, current
assets totalled $280,000 and current
liabilities amounted to $145,000.
Naturally, some fluctuations will
occur in these figures before 30th
June but indications are that the
difference between current assets
and liabilities will be around $150,000
at that date. On this basis, the
total purchase price will be less than
$1 million. This purchase price has
been determined on the basis of
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sworn valuations of land and
buildings owned by the company
and expert independent valuation
of all the other assets including
mains and services.
Provision has been made in
clause 4 of the agreement to vary
the purchase price in accordance
with the date at which the corporation ceases to operate the gas production equipment and for the parties
to share the proceeds of the sale of
specific items of plant which will
become redundant with the introduction of natural gas. The agreement
also provides in clause 15 that neither
Boral Ltd. nor the Gas Supply Co.
Ltd. shall, for a period of twenty
years, directly or indirectly carry on
or be concerned or interested in the
business of manufacture, sale or distribution of gas in bulk or otherwise
within the municipality of Albury or
adjacent areas currently supplied by
the company.
A substantial part of the purchase
price will be provided from the sale
to Boral Ltd. by the corporation of
its Queensland subsidiary, the Australian Chemical Co. Ltd., for the
sum of $424,000. Honorable members will recall that in 1973, when
the corporation purchased Colonial
Gas Holdings Ltd., it became the
owner of a number of interstate subsidiaries of that company. The Australian Chemical Co. Ltd., which
operates in Brisbane, was one of
these. The funds generated from the
sale of this interstate subsidiary are
thus being devoted to the development of the gas industry in this major
area of decentralization in which the
Victorian Government is vitally involved.
A further part of the total purchase price will be recovered by the
corporation when natural gas is
introduced to Albury. Existing production plant will be redundant and
a valuable area of real estate in the
centre of the city will become available for sale.
The construction of the pipeline system to supply Seymour,
Shepparton, Benalla, Wangaratta
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and W odonga will involve the The second and more important
corporation in a capital expendi- amendment deals with refunds to
ture of $18 million, and honor- people who have overpaid land tax
able members will appreciate that assessments. Sub-section (3) of seca major factor in determining tion 90 of the principal Act provides
the economic viability of this that applications for refunds must be
investment is the rapid develop- made within a period of three years
ment of major gas loads, particu- of the overpayment. An applicalarly in the Albury-Wodonga region. tion has been made to the OmbudsWith the introduction of natural gas, man by a company which had been
the corporation plans to reduce tariffs paying an amount of land tax in error
in both Albury and Wodonga to Mel- for a longer period. The error was
bourne levels. This will result in made by both the company and the
significant reductions in gas prices in land tax authority. This amendment
both of these centres and a rapid deletes sub-section (3) of section 90
increase in demand for gas as con- and in future, at the discretion of the
fidently forecast. The purchase of commissioner refunds of overpaythe Albury Gas Co. Ltd. envisaged in ments will be 'made.
the Bill will ensure that the corporWhen this Bill was debated in an~
ation is able to develop the loads other
a member asked by internecessary for the over-all success of jectionplace
how
this would affect the
the project.
people who first raised the matter.
Clause 1 sets out the title of the The Government has made an ex
proposed Act and the principal Act. gratia payment to assist them. I
Clause 2 amends section 25 of the should not be unkind and ask which
principal Act to define the corpor- company it was but I recall that on
ation's power to carry on business a number of occasions when people
outside Victoria, to authorize it to in my electorate have been wrongly
purchase the shares in the Albury Gas treated and have asked for ex gratia
Co. Ltd. and to approve, validate and payments from the Government, the
ratify the agreement made on 3rd payments have not been so easy to
April, 1974, between the corporation obtain.
and Boral Ltd. and the Gas Supply
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-Was
Co. Ltd., a copy of which is set out
in the schedule, for the purchase and that in relation to land tax?
sale of those shares. I commend the
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-No;
Bill to the House.
when people have been wrongly
On the motion of the Hon. A. W. treated by a Government department
KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province), and have asked for ex gratia payments, they have found that such
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be payments have not been easy to obtain. I have doubts concerning the
adjourned until Tuesday, April 30.
value of the Ombudsman if companies
can expect to receive the same sort of
LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL.
treatment from him as that which is
The debate (adjourned from April given to individuals. I thought the
2) on the motion of the Hon. Ombudsman was a person who
Murray Byrne (Minister for State De- looked after smaller people who
velopment and Decentralization) for were unable to get justice from Govthe second reading of this Bill was re- ernment departments. However, in
sumed.
the case to which I refer, a company
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Mel- has been able not only to obtain an
bourne North Province) .-The Bill ex gratia payment but to influence
consists of two small amendments to the Government to introduce legislathe Land Tax Act, one of which is a tion to help people in similar circumtechnical amendment resulting from stances. The Labor Party does not
ari omission in previous legislation. oppose the proposed legislation.
The Ron. W. V. Houghton.
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The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-The Country
Party adopts a similar position to that
of the Labor Party. The two changes
in the Land Tax Act which are embodied in this amending measure are
worthy of the Country Party's support. As Mr. Walton pointed out,
under sub-section (3) of section 90
of the principal Act a three-year
limitation is placed on the period
within which refunds can be made
when land tax has been paid in error.
In his second-reading speech the M'inister explained that in one case after
six years it was discovered that an
error had been made by the Land Tax
Office. It therefore seems reasonable,
as proposed in clause 2, that
when
the
commissioner
finds
that tax has been overpaid, he should
be empowered to refund to the taxpayer concerned the amount of tax
found to be overpaid. The Country
Party be'lieves this is a fair and just
method of rectifying the anomaly.
Mr. Walton raised the issue of individual companies receiving ex
gratia payments from the Government. I shall not go into the merits
or demerits of that proposition but I
should have thought that it was a
fair way of handling the situation. I
hope if there are other cases of a
similar nature they will be treated in
the same manner.
The Country
Party supports the amending Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, relating to refund of tax
overpayments.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-I thank honorable members for their support of this
sensible measure. Mr. Walton made
a couple of suggestions and I shall not
join issue with him. I have no idea
of the identity of the aggrieved person. The important matter is that a
person has been aggrieved; he has
overpaid money to the Land Tax
Office and is entitled to a refund. That
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is the principle behind the Bill. I presume everyone is equal before the
law, irrespective of who he is. If he
has overpaid land tax, he now has the
right to have it refunded. This is a
unique situation. I have had only one
other experience of 'land tax Bills and
that was in relation to decentralized
industries which as taxpayers have
some hope of obtaining a reduction or
refund. It amazes me that this type
of legislation has not been introduced
earlier; I can give no explanation for
that.
The clause was agreed to, as was
the remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
SUPERANNUATION (RAILWAY
SERVICE) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from April
10) on the motion of the Hon. Murray
Byrne (Minister for State Development and Decentralization) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(M'inister for State Development and
Decentralization) (By leave) .-All
honorable members regard this ,as an
important Bill. Unfortunately, Mr.
Tripovich, who secured the adjournment of the debate for the Labor
Party, is not present in the Chamber.
If the member of the Country Party
who is in charge of the Bill for his
party now speaks, Mr. Tripovich may
be present before that member concludes his speech. While the passage
of the Bill is delayed, a number of
people who are entitled to superannuation benefits are being denied
them. Consequently, the Government
is anxious for the debate to be resumed as a matter of urgency.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-This is an
urgent Bil'l and should not be delayed
longer than necessary. I have perused
it and find nothing to which the
Labor Party could have any objection.
The Labor Party therefore supports
the measure.
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BRADBURY

(North-Eastern
Province) .-The
Country Party has no objection to the
Bill. An arrangement was made in
1961 between the Minister and the
Trades Hall Council to enable employees of the Victorian Railways to
make a choice between full superannuation entitlements, restricted
superannuation rights and a service
grant, or a service grant and a retiring gratuity. For those employees
who elected to retire on limited
superannuation benefits with a
service grant, the numb~r of units
was
restricted to four.
This
Bill provides employees with the opportunity of taking out five units and
still qualifying for a gratuity or a service grant. The Bill will also increase
to six the number of units for which a
railway officer may contribute and
still be eligible to receive the full service grant. I believe this is a
step in the right direction.
It
provides some incentive to men who
have given long service to the railways as it will enable them to retire
on a reasonable superannuation
pension or take out a lump sum
which, in many cases, is more beneficial to them. The Country Party
supports the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
CONSUMER PROTECTION
(UNORDERED GOODS AND
SERVICES AMENDMENT) BILL.

The debate (adjourned from April
on the motion of the Hon.
F. J. Granter (Minister of Water
Supply) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-This is a
Bill to amend the Consumer Protection Act 1972, and according to the
Minister its purpose is to close a
loophole that apparently exists in the
principal Act concern;ng what I term
bogus invoices. In the business world
in Victoria, and I suppose in other
States of Australia, over the past ten
3)

(Unordered Goods

years there has developed the practice of sending out these invoices
which have the outside appearance
of an account for goods or
for services rendered. If a business
employs staff and the manager or employer does not de~l directly with
the account, it could well be that an
employee could pay it without questioning it. This has in fact
happened and this is how the people
issuing the invoices are making their
money. I do not know whether a
business directory is being published,
but if it is I have not seen it.
Each year for a business with
which I am associated I receive an
invoice, and friends of mine who are
in business also receive such invoices.
On a number of occasions in this
House, I have referred to . these
bogus invoices, and I am pleased
that this Bill has been introduced to try to close the loopholes
under which they are issued. However, I cannot see the practice being
stopped by the passing of this Bill.
It is most difficult to protect a fool
from himself and particularly a person who willingly pays an account
that comes to him through the mail
and contains at the bottom in small
print words to the effect that this is
not an invoice but a proposition. Of
course, it can be expected that, notwithstanding that the staff is diligent, the fine print will be overlooked and the account will be paid.
It appears that the people issuing the
invoice still receive many amounts
that are paid in error and at a cost
of 7 cents to themselves.
The practice is crooked in
the
word
every
sense
of
and particularly as the scheme
is operated from interstate and sells
something that does not exist. Even
if it did exist it would be in such a
form that it would be of no use to
the businesses to which the invoices
are sent. The invoices are sent to
deceive and defraud and therefore
warrant the introduction of the
harshest possible legislation and the
imposition of the severest penalties.
The Labor Party does not oppose
the Bill.

and Services
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The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-The amendments proposed to the Consumer Protection
Act are obviously desirable and
necessary to stamp out the practice,
which I understand is of long standing of sending out mock invoices
to people in the hope that, without
going into the details behind the invoices, they will make the payments.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It
even happens in the law. Law books
are sent out.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-1 am
interested to hear that.
In his
second-reading speech the Minister
said that members would be familiar
writh the practice, but as I am a
simple country man the procedure
comes as a shock to me.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Mr.
Clarke has probably been paying the
money without question.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-1 do
not think my name appears in any
directory; certainly not in one for
which I have made a payment. When
the Minister was explaining the Bill
I asked him to supply me with copies
of these invoices and he kindly did
so. Mr. Jenkins has pointed out to
me that the invoices are virtually
identical with those sent out by the
contractors to the Postmaster-General's Department for entries in the
Pink Pages of the classified telephone
directory. That immediately causes
confusion in the customer's mind and
it is a fraudulent confusion created
by these people running the business
directory. I am astounded at the
amounts shown on the invoices I have
before me. One invoice relating to
a dry cleaning business-! shall not
name it-is for an amount of $42,
which is a hefty sum for a listing
in a directory. Another relating to
used motor cars and trucks is for
$84. That is a hefty slug and it
is amazing that people have fallen
for a gambit of this kind.
Honorable
members
probably
know that Saville Row in London
is a street for tailors. My father
told me that before the first world
war he went to Saville Row and
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bought a suit. He rather reluctant~y
paid for it because it was an expensive suit. Some years later he received
an account for the suit that he
knew he had paid for. He checked
with some of his friends and found
that everybody from Australia who
had been to Saville Row and bought
a suit in previous years had received
an account from this tailor They
made inquiries through the AgentGeneral in London and they were
told that a new man had taken over
the business and in order to get a
good start he had sent out accounts
for suits to all customers who had
Australian addresses. The AgentGeneral found that a number of Australians had paid the accounts although they had not received the
suits. That is in the same category
as the swindle that is going on now.
The only matter of concern to me
is that in order to close the gaps that
exist many difficulties may be en-·
countered. These publications come
from New South Wales and from
other States and they are protected in
this way. I understand that the New
South Wales Parliament has not yet
passed complementary legislation.
That concerns me because it seems
that if this ~mendment is passed in
Victoria, admirable though it may be,
the legislation cannot be enforced in
New South Wales. That means that
the Victorian Parliament will have
passed legislation which is of no
effect. I hope the Minister can assure
the House that the New South Wales
Government is in the process of introducing complementary legislation.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (SouthEastern Province) .-1 want to raise
only a couple of small points. Anumber of representations have been
made to me from the Dandenong area
concerning these bogus claims or
accounts. They appear to be accounts
forwarded to various businesses. In
particular, some estate agents have
brought them to my notice. I have
been asked whether these directories
actually exist, and I inform the House
that a close reading of the documents
does not indicate that an advertisement will be placed anywhere. The
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documents resemble those sent out
for entries in the pink pages of the
telephone directory. This is a complete fraud, and I do not know why
legislation on this subject has not
been introduced earlier.
A number of the agencies issuing
these invoices operate in New South
Wales. I do not know whether these
organiza.tions have become frightened
and left Victoria in the past few
months.
It is of no use telling people that
they ought to look after themselves
because these documents are so
cleverly written that they mislead
people. Quite often people in business
refer them to their public relations
or advertising sections but they still
get caught. I hope the legislation will
become completely effective, but until
the New South Wales Government
can be encouraged to take action in
this field by introducing reciprocal
legislation there will still be trouble.
I commend the Minister for introducing the Bill, and I hope it is really
effective and gets rid of these people
who are fleecing Victorian businesses.
Actually it is the consumer who gets
caught because in the long run the
costs are passed on in the prices of
goods and services.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Asserting a right to payment for directory entries or prescribed services) .
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-I thank those
honorable members who have contributed to the second-reading debate
because undoubtedly they realize
the problem. Mr. Walton has received
a number of complaints and I can
remember him drawing attention to
the matter on many occasions. He
described the people who indulge in
this type of practice as frauds, and
I agree with him.
The Hen. J. M. WALTON.-! S'aid
that they were crooks.

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-Perhaps my definition was not as strong
as Mr. Walton's, but ,I agree with his
description.
Mr. Clarke Teferred to two accounts
which were quite considerable. One
was for $42 and the other for $84. I
agree with the honorable member that
the printing at the foot of the invoice
is often so small that one needs a
magnifying glass to decipher it.
Mr. Clarke also mentioned that the
New South Wales Government has
not yet introduced complementary
legislation. I understand that, at
a conference of Attorneys-General
either late la,st year or early this year,
the Attorney-General of New South
Wales said that legislation would be
introduced in that State. I shall draw
to the attention of the Minister of
Labour and Industry the need for this
complementary legislation to be
brought in by other States as soon
as possible in order to make the Victorian enactment effective.
Mr. Ward referred to an instance
concerning Dandenong estate agents.
I have no doubt that many business
organizations have been caught with
these invoices over many years.
I also hope the legislation will be
effective, but this 'Cannot be so until
the other States pass complementary
legislation.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
MORWELL AND MIRBOO
RAILWAY R EMOVAL BILL.
The debate (adjourned from April2)
on the motion of the Hen. W. V.
Houghton (Minister for Social Welfare) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Gippsland
Province) .-The Bill will authorize
the dismantling of the railway line
between M·orwell and 1Mirboo North,
which was completed in about 1886
but which has not carried a passenger service since 1968, although it
has been used for railway freight
1
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transport. The Board of Inquiry into
the Victorian Land Transport System
recommended that the line should be
closed. The urgency for this measure
is that the State Electricity Commission requires part of the area traversed by the line for expansion of
the open cut at Morwell. The line has
been unprofitable in recent years and
the cost of realignment to provide for
the extension of the open cut would
cost more than $2 million.
It is regrettable that the Bill not
only provides for the closure of the
line but also for its removal and
disposal. It may be economically
sound to allow a major part of the
line to remain in existence pending
further developments which are certain to take place in the area. Undoubtedly, there will be population
growth, a change in the character of
the area and, within a relatively short
time, there may be a demand for some
sort of rail service in part of the area.
Whenever assets such as railway
lines are disposed of, the money
earned is small indeed compared with
the cost of replacement.
Little
maintenance ·cost would be incurred
if substantial sections of the line
were allowed to remain in existence
for the time being. Consideration
should be given to this aspect.
In recent times, great changes
have occurred in public attitudes to
transport, to the use of fuel resources
and ene·rgy generally, and it would
probably be an unnecessary and
costly exercise to insist on the demolition of the line in the near future.
Possibly, part of the line must be
dismantled for the expansion of the
open cut, but local people will lose
a facility which admittedly has not
been extensively used in recent years
but which in the past played a vital
role in opening up a beautiful, rugged
and productive country.
There is a tremendous future for
industrial expansion in the Latrobe
Valley, and Mirboo North has a
potential for both agricultural and
residential development. The councillors and residents of the Shire of
Mirboo are particularly concerned
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because they are losing their
rail transport facilities. The Government should make special provision to compensate them for this
disability by providing alternative
road access routes which would
mean, in particular, the upgrading of
the Mountain Hut Road that links
Morwell with Mirboo North. They
request that a special grant be made
available to expedite the development
of the road in order that it may cope
with increasing volumes of heavy
traffic as the result of the closure of
the railway freight service and also
the increased amount of commuter
and tourist traffic from the Latrobe
Valley down through the Gippsland
hills to the South Gippsland coastline. The Minister for State Development and Decentralization will appreciate that the area is one of the most
attractive in Victoria and does not
suffer from the disability of a shocking disease such as encephalitis; it is
a reasonably healthy area.
There is great potential for the
development of Mirboo North as a
highly desirable residential area
where people will be able to obtain
employment from an expanding industrial area around the Latrobe
Valley. In order that the township
of Mirboo North may develop as the
councillors envisage and in the most
desirable fashion, if the railway line
is to be closed and removed, an area
of the land at present held for railway
purposes should be made available
to the town. The railway line divides
the town and progressive citizens
have formulated plans for the development of a business area.
As the railway reserve is Crown
land it will revert to the Crown
when no longer used by the Victorian
Railways, and it would be necessary
to introduce legislation to enable the
Shire of Mirboo to obtain possession
of the area. On 20th March the Minister of Transport received a deputation from the shire council and promised to give favourable consideration to its request and to discuss the
matter with the Minister of Lands.
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trust that the honorable gentlemen
will bear in mind the desires of the
local people.
The other important question which
is causing concern to business people
and farmers in the area is the carriage of goods.
Mirboo Nox:th
is approximately the same distance from Leongatha and Marwell. With the confidence which currently pervades the farming cot?munity, many farmers feel certain
that there will be heavy usage of
superphosphate, with perhaps a ~ore
discreet use than has been evident
in the past. Many people in the
rural community around Mirboo
North are concerned to ensure that
proper facilities are available to
handle the goods which come into
the area and to transport produce
from the area. Facilities are being
extended to handle superphosphate
at Morwell, but a large part of the
agricultural area centres around
Leongatha and it is hoped the
Transport Regulation Board and
other State transport authorities
will co-operate in facilitating the
transport of goods in and out of an
area which will now be deprived of
rail transport facilities. Although
the railways were not utilized to the
full,
at least they
were
a
great standby for many years.
I

Although this line has been unprofitable for some years and it appeared that that would continue to
be the position, it seems to me to be
a defeatist attitude to dismantle the
whole 20-odd miles of railway simply
because 2 or 3 miles necessarily
have to go.
Some people consider that there could be great potential if the line were retained for
tourist purposes. I am not prepared
to submit that as an economic argument for the retention of the line.
Undoubtedly this Bill will be passed,
but I trust that every consideration
will be given to the residents of the
area so that they will not be deprived
in any way of adequate transport
facilities.
The Hon. D. E. Kent.

The

Railway Removal Bill.
Hon.

A.

K.

BRADBURY

(North-Eastern Province) .-This is a
Bill to empower the Railways Board
to remove the Morwell-Mirboo railway line and for other purposes. The
passenger service has been discontinued since 1968 and the freight
service has consisted of only two
trains a week. But for the fact that
this line is to be removed because
of the extension of the Yallourn open
cut, members of the Country Party
would oppose the Bill. However, we
support it because it is important
that the brown coal which can be
won from the area with the extension of the open cut should be available in the interests not of one particular section but of the whole State.
Members of the Country Party consider that it cannot be claimed that
any railway line in Victoria is profitable. One cannot justify the closing
of the line merely on the ground that
it is not profitable. Railway lines
should be considered from the point
of view that they provide an important service to rural industries.
In this case the line is providing a
service in the carriage of superphosphate.
The Minister has given an undertaking that, when the line is closed
and removed, the Mountain Hut Road
will be upgraded. What will be the
actual freight cost of superphosphate
from the manufacturers in Melbourne
or Geelong to Mirboo North? It will
be carried by the railways to Morwell.
The Minister has given an undertaking that facilities will be provided
at Morwell for the transhipping of
superphosphate to Mirboo North by
road. This could mean an increase
in freight costs to producers at
Mirboo North.
As I said, the Minister has given
an assurance that the road will be
upgraded. It will be interesting to
learn whether this road will be classified as a main road, whether the
cost of the upgrading process will
be borne by the Country Roads Board
or the Government, and whether the
upgrading of some of the minor or
rural roads will have to be subsidized
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by the municipality. A facility is
being taken away from the people
who are being compelled to use a
road service for the transport of
superphosphate. The Government
should meet the full cost of any
upgrading of roads necessary between Morwell and Mirboo North.
Members of the Country Party support the Bill, but we hope it will
not be the forerunner of the implementation of all the recommendations
contained in the Bland report
about the closing of railway lines
merely on the premise that they a~e
uneconomic. I repeat that no railway line in Victoria can be classified
as a profitable line. If the Government were to close all unprofitable
lines it would shut down the whole
of the railway system.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province) .-As honorable members
have been informed, this Bill deals
with the removal of the spur line
from Morwell to Mirboo North which
was opened for traffic on 7th January,
1886. Naturally, when something
which has been in existence for that
period of time is to be removed one
must be saddened. This proposal has
not been put forward lightly. Honorable members have also been informed that this line has not carried
any passengers since September,
1968, and that its demise has been
hastened by the fact that the State
Electricity Commission proposes to
cut across the line in the extension
of the Morwell open cut.
When the Government decided to
close this line, the Minister gave
three undertakings, which I shall
repeat. The first was that the road
between Morwell and Mirboo North,
which includes the Mountain Hut
Road, would be upgraded. The second
was that alternative superphosphatehandling facilities would be made
available at Morwell. The Government has acted and the facilities
have been completed or are almost
completed. The third undertaking
was that the Government would give
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special consideration to local needs
in regard to the future use of land
now vested in the railways.
When the Bill was introduced, the
Shire of Mirboo North naturally was
not quite satisfied with the assurances and sought clarification from
the Minister. I must confess that
I had the honour of arranging the
deputation on 20th March to which
Mr. Kent referred.
The Minister
repeated the assurances about the upgrading and improvement of the road
and the disposal of the land. In
fact, he informed us th~t he had
written to the Treasury In January
seeking funds for the upgrading· and
improvement of the Mountain Hut
Road. He also assured ·the deputation that he would again take up
with the Minister of Lands the question of the local needs in relation
to the future use of the railway land.
While that deputation was in Melbourne I arranged for some of its
members to speak to the Minister of
Lands. He suggested that the council
should put its views in a submission
to him and that, if necessary,
he would visit Mirboo North and
discuss the matter with the council.
I thank the Minister of Lands for his
co-operation in that regard.
I can appreciate the concern ~f
the Shire of Mirboo North. This
railway line goes through practically
the middle of Mirboo North and
naturally the council wants to know
what is going to happen to this land
so that it can properly plan the area.
It also wants to avoid, so far as possible, any haphazard grow~h. _I feel
sure that in the future It will be
possible to resolve this question with
the Minister of Lands.
I have received a letter, dated 19th
April, from the Rotary Club of Mirboo
North which, in conjunction with the
local Apex Club, is anxious to call a
public meeting for the purpose of trying to save a small portion of the line
from 1Mirboo North to the old
Darlimurla station as a tourist and
historical attraction. The Rotary
Club put forward various reasons
why this portion of the line should be
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retained. Firstly, the line is actually
there and it would be criminal to
tear it up when the Government is
spending millions of dollars on the
restoration of tourist attractions;
secondly, the track from Mirboo
North to just beyond Darlimurla is
one of the most scenic tracks in
Gippsland; thirdly, next year would
be too late-if they do not act now
it will be said that they should have
done something to retain what is now
in existence; fourthly, it would be
an asset to the whole of the Gippsland
area as a tourist attraction and also
a link with the past history of Gippsland; fifthly, it would be the only one
in Gippsland and would be another
link in the chain of tourist and historical development which is at
present well under way at Moe and
Korumburra; sixthly, the proposal
would be to retain a section of the
line which would be relatively maintenance free because of the absence
of bridges. This proposed section
would extend from Mirboo North
railway station to Darlimurla, which
is approximately 2 · 5 miles from Mirboo North.
The proposal to close this line has
been known for some time, but, as
often happens in country areas, it
is only when the closure becomes
imminent that people suddenly decide
that there is some merit in retaining
all or part of it. Before that proposal goes too far, I should like
some sort of feasibility study to be
carried out to ensure that it would be
an economic and viable proposition.
I have referred to the ·Mirboo
North end of the line. Other problems exist at the Morwell end. They
are caused by the fact that the Shire
of Morwell approached the Victorian
Railways to sell or lease to the shire
a small portion of the old line for the
purpose of providing an access road
to Moe. I do not know whether this
land is owned by the railways or is
Crown land but, assuming that it is
railway land, I hope the Government
accedes to the request of the Shire
of Morwell by making available this
small piece of land so that access
towards Moe may be accelerated.
The Hon. R. J. Long.

Railway Removal .!Jill.

Morwell is also facing problems
at the other end of the town. When
this railway line is closed, the Midland Highway will be cut and traffic
coming fron1 Yinnar and Hazelwood
will have to travel on the Jeeralang
road, which will cause much confusion. The shire wants the State
Electricity Commission and the Victorian Railways to help in extending
Commercial Street a short distance
to link up with the Jeeralang road.
It seems that the Shire of Morwell
is getting it " in the neck " both
ways and therefore I support the
shire, and propose to continue to do
so, in its attempts to get this land
so that it can improve access to the
town of Morwell.
As I stated earlier, it is unfortunate
that after almost 90 years this
line has to be closed. I realize that
people in the area do not like to
see it go but unfortunately that is
what happens when a line is no
longer an economic proposition. I
have no doubt that the people of
Mirboo North must get busy and
apply to the Transport Regulation
Board for a licence to carry goods
direct from Melbourne. I have no
doubt also that that application will
be sympathetically considered by
the board. I know of no reason why
it should not be granted. That will
overcome a considerable number of
the problems about which the people
of Mirboo North are apprehensive.
I also hope the minor problem affecting the Shire of Morwell can be
overcome.
For those reasons I
support the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Power to board to remove railway referred to in
schedule).
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) . Honorable members who contributed
to the second-reading debate indicated several ways in which they
believe the community which is being
deprived of its railway can be helped.
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In fact, the community is not opposThe Hon. D. E. KENT (Gippsland
ing that deprivation seriously, and Province) .-1 thank the Minister for
indeed the Minister of Transport is Social Welfare for taking note of the
in the process of conferring with the problems associated with the shires
Shire of Morwell and the Shire of of Morwell and Mirboo North. I
Mirboo with the view of implement- stress the urgency of the matter
ing some of the suggestions that raised by Mr. Long and the transport
honorable members have made problems confronting the Shire of
tonight. I am sure they can be Morwell. I knew about the problems
achieved because, when Sir Henry but I refrained from mentioning
Bland made his report on the closing them, leaving the kudos for Mr. Long.
of this line, he indicated that there A recent edition of the Latrobe Valley
was no serious opposition from people Express contained a report on the
served by the line. The community problems facing the Shire of Morwell.
accepted the fact that the railway The engineer and the shire secretary
should be closed. The net annual shocked the members of the shire
council by stating that the shire
saving on the line is some $41,000.
should refuse to allow the highway
Some people have indicated that to be cut until it received a comprothat is not a good criterion to be used mise offer from the State Electricity
in considering whether railway lines, Commission or the Victorian Railparticularly small country spur lines, ways. The shire had endeavoured to
should be retained or abolished; obtain, buy or lease the small section
nevertheless, that is the approximate of the line which could help solve
net annual saving.
some of the serious transport probAlthough Sir Henry Bland's report lems in the area.
indicated that the community was
I am aware that in recent months
prepared to accept the closure of the residents of Morwell have been
the line, the report also indicated concerned about traffic congestion as
that certain action should be taken work progresses, particularly on the
to assist the community for being Jeeralang road from Hazelwood, as
deprived of its railway line. As I Mr. Long pointed out. Grave fears
have said, those matters are being have been expressed about the treinvestigated.
mendous dangers people will face,
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-Do you and I consider that this point requires
know if Mountain Hut Road is a every consideration by the Minister
of Transport. Mr. Long is particumain road?
larly
and I believe the MinisThe Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-! ter gentle,
realizes
that much more
cannot supply an answer to that ques- pressure must be
by resition. I imagine that the proposal dents of the area to ~~exerted
expedite
matters.
that Mountain Hut Road should be
improved indicates that it was con- I hope this will be done in the near
sidered it should be the responsibility, future.
of the State Government, through one
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
of its departments, to contribute to (Minister for Social Welfare) .-1
the capital costs of improvements. cannot but agree with the honorable
However, I imagine that the cost of member who has just resumed his
maintaining the road, which is seat that M:r. Long advanced a very
normally borne by the shire, would worthwhile case for the Shire of
apply thereafter.
Morwell. Although I understand that
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-It the problems are being considered
could be a heavy financial burden and investigated, Mr. Long's representations wiU certainly ensure that
on the shire.
they are further considered.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.And it could be a cheaper road to
The clause was agreed to, as were
maintain when it is upgraded.
the remaining clauses.
Session 1974.-165
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The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
BREAD INDUSTRY (AMENDMENT)
BILL.

The debate (adjourned from April
10) on the motion of the Hon. F. J.
Granter (Minister of Water Supply)
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING (Melbourne Province) .-This small Bill
proposes to amend the Bread Industry Act 1959 by repealing all sections
relating to bread standards. However, the most important aspect of
the Bill is that it proposes to regulate
bread standards through the Food
and Drug Standards Regulations
made under the Health Act 1958.
The National Health and Medical
Research Council has recommended
uniform State standards for flours,
meals and bread. Anything which
moves towards uniformity in all
States is highly commended by the
Labor Party. It is also refreshing to
realize that Victoria is a party to this
proposal because it ·'is well known to
the Commonwealth that Victoria is
the last State to co-operate in anything. Therefore, this smal}} measure
is welcomed by members of the Labor
Party. Perhaps it could be the forerunner of future co-operation on more
important matters which could be
constructive and of benefit to
Victoria.
The enforcement of standards
will be worrying because under
the Bill this will be a job
for the Department of Health.
One wonders whether the Department
of Health has the resources properly
to undertake the task of supervising
these regulations and standards. I
know from experience with the St.
Kilda City Council that the City of
St. Kilda did an excellent job of
prosecuting for breaches of the laws
relating to bread. That may have
been because the municipality had an
excellent health. department under

(Amendment): Bill.

the · Chief Health Inspector, Mr.
Whittle, but the fact is that many
prosecutions were effected.
While I do not oppose a measure
which removes from a municipality
a responsibility which would be
better held by a central body-in this
case the State-and I am glad that
the Government shares my view, I
sound that note of warning. I hope
when these responsibilities are
undertaken by the Department of
Health that the standards of observation and supervision are as high as
those of the municipalities. The
Labor Party does not oppose the Bill.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
(North-Eastern Province) .-After the
second-reading speeches of the Minister and Mr. Trayling there is little
for the Country Party to say about
this small measure. It transfers from
the Department of Labour and Industry to the Department of Health
the supervision .of regulations covering the standard of bread. They will
now come under the Food and Drug
Standard Regulations made under the
Health Act.
Whilst the Country Party is reluctant that power should be transferred
from municipalities to a central body,
it is realistic enough to know that
municipal health inspectors, particularly in the country-I cast no
reflection on them-do not have the
facilities that are available to. the
Department of Health to test bread
and other food. This measure will
result in uniformity and stricter
supervision provided that the Department of Health uses sufficient inspectors to police the regulation and to
see that standards are maintained.
The Country Party supports the
Bill. It believes it is in the interests
of the health of the community that
there should be standard regulations
which can be enforced, and that the
people will benefit from them.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
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Clause 2 (Amendment of principal
Act).
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-1 thank Mr.
Trayling and Mr. Bradbury for their
contributions to the debate. Both
have had experience in this field, Mr.
Trayling in a city municipality and
Mr. Bradbury with the problems encountered by country health inspectors.
Mr. Trayling said that Victoria was
always the last to come into line. I
do not agree with that. Victoria is
the leader on many aspects of
legislation. Mr. Trayling wondered
whether the Department of Health
has the resources to cany out these
functions. I trust that it has but I
cannot give him that guarantee; I
shall convey his remarks to the
Minister of Health.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
RACING (AMENDMENT) BILL
(No.2).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister of
Housing)·, was read a first time.
CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING
SOCIETIES (AMENDMENT) BILL
(No.2).
The debate (adjourned from April
10) on the motion of the Hon. V. 0.
Dickie (Minister of Housing) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-This small
amending Bill has three unrelated
propositions. When there is a need
for a second mortgage to be funded
and one of a number of societies
operating at the same address-they
usually have the same secretary, but
that is not a condition-has some
surplus money, its funds may be used
to provide a second mortgage for a
member of another society registered
at that address. This has been legal
in New South Wales for some time.

In fact, it has applied for many years
in Victoria under a different set of
circumstances.
The Phoenix Permanent Building Society was established by
Mr. Terrence Collins, a good friend of
mine for many years, for this
purpose. He started with one terminating building society but established others.
It is quite common for a house
built by money obtained from a
housing society to be designed so
that it may be extended as the family
grows. When this happens, a
second mortgage is needed. In the
case to which I have referred, a
permanent building society was
formed for just that purpose. It
functioned by lending money at only
1 per cent more than the rate at
which it was borrowed. It takes
roughly 0 · 75 per cent of the money
borrowed to administer a society in
this way. So, by borrowing money
at 7 per cent and lending it at 8 per
cent on second mortgages, the other
terminating societies associated with
the permanent building society were
serviced. In this way, a good job
was done.
The Government now proposes
that this be made legal in Victoria
as it is in New South Wales so long
as the terminating society which
advances the money on second
mortgage operates from the same
registered office as the society
which advanced the money on first
mortgage. As the result, it will not
be necessary to set up permanent
building societies for this purpose.
There was no risk in permanent
building societies advancing money
on second mortgages to members of
terminating societies. They were
trustworthy and there was no possibility of their defaulting.
As a
result, they were helped to add to
their homes.
The amendment is
achieved in clause 2 by providing
thatAt the end of sub-se-ction (3) of section
34 of the principal Act there shall be
inserted the words "or ·another co-operative housing society having the same registered office as ·the first-mentioned society ".
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This is the provision which allows
a society to lend money on second
mortgage on a house on which the
first mortgage is held by another
society operating at the same
registered address.
Clause 3 of the Bill providesAfter sub-section (5) of section 34 of
the principal Act •there shall be inserted
the following sub-section:' (6) In
this
section
"purchase"
includes the completion of a purchase under
an existing contract of sale and the discharge of ·a mortgage within the meaning
of the Sale of Land Act 1962, given to a
vendor or o·ther person pursuant to the
provisions of section 4 of that Act.'

(Amendment) Bill (No. 2).

society borrowing from another
housing society within the same
group and with the same registered
office. It will enable a home owner
to borrow for alterations through his
society instead of adopting the costly
procedure of obtaining ~ loan from
outside sources. It will thus result
in a considerable saving in interest.
Members of my party have every
confidence in co-operative housing
societies. Over the years, they have
a proud record and represent the
great success story in housing in Victoria. Without these societies mariy
people would not have been able to
avail themselves of home ownership.
I pay tribute to the work of the
directors and the societies. I support
the measure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.

This is purely a machinery provision
which relates to the discharge of a
mortgage under a terms contract.
The third amendment increases
the amount which the Government
will indemnify from $13,500 to
$15,000. Originally, the Government would guarantee only $7,500
but costs have risen and it
will now indemnify double that sum. YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
There is no objection. As the Minister
rightly pointed out, the indemnity
This Bill was received from the
of 80 per cent could go up as high Assembly and, on the motion of the
as 95 per cent of the loan. Although Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister of Housthat is so, the position would ing) , was read a first time.
seldom arise.
Members of my
party support the proposed amend- SEWERAGE DISTRICTS (INTEREST
ment which is not really earth
SUBSIDIES) BILL.
shattering. We believe it will assist
The debate (adjourned from April
co-operation and, if that is so, members of my party are only too glad 10) on the motion of the Hon. F. J.
Granter
(Minister
of
Water
to help.
Supply) for the second reading of
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE this Bill was resumed.
(North-Eastern Province). - This
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melmeasure has been amply outlined by
Mr. Tripovich. The Bill deals with bourne West Province) .-The purtwo important matters and effects pose of the Bill is to amend the
another machinery amendment. The Sewerage Districts Act and to impleprovisions of the Bill will increase ment a recent election promise of the
the amount of money available as an Premier and Treasurer. Hamer has
advance from $13,500 to $15,000 to certainly '' made it happen " in the
Dandenong area. The Premier and
meet rising costs of building.
Treasurer proposes an amendment
The proposed legislation will also which will result in an increase of
enable a person to obtain a loan from 1 cent in the $1 net annual value
a co-operative housing society to in the rates of the people in that area.
meet the difference in cost from the That is the honorable gentleman's
last advance to the present time, when proposal to combat inflation! So
building costs are higher. The second much for the glib talk of the Liberal
aspect deals with the members of a Party about curtailing inflation.
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The Government should also take
cognizance of the effects of its decision on pollution in the Dandenong
Valley. I pay tribute to the work
of the Dandenong Sewerage Authority
and the Springvale and Noble Park
Sewerage Authority. Over the years
they have carried out wonderful
work. The Dandenong Sewerage
Authority has undertaken works at
Dandenong for over 40 years. In the
early part of your career, Mr. President, you had an association with the
Dandenong area and you know of
the magnificant work that has been
done.
The interest concessions-if I may
use that expression-granted to the
Springvale and Noble Park Sewerage
Authority have amounted to $96,940,
and to the Dandenong Sewerage
Authority they have been $157,000.
These authorities still have major
works to undertake, and the loss of
the interest concessions will seriously
affect them. Major work is still required to be carried out on trunk
sewers and reticulation mains.
Why is this action being taken in
relation to Dandenong? Is it because
the sewerage authority is efficient?
If one looks at the salubrious area of
Frankston represented by members
of the Liberal Party, one would see
that the local authority was not affected. The Government said that the
concession would not now apply to
authorities whose rates were lower
than the rate of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works, that
Czar of Spencer Street, which cannot
provide a sewerage system for an
area within 7 miles of the General
Post Office.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-Within 3
miles.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-! am
indebted to my colleague, Mr. Eddy.
The great monopoly wants to grab
what it can with its long, crushing
fingers. It is about time that the
Government adopted the policy of the
Labor Party and established a commission comprising three or five
members.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).- Order! That reference is
not included in the Bill.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-The
Minister of Water Supply referred to
the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works in his second-reading
speech.
·
The PRESIDENT.-! was referring
to the reconstitution of the board.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-! am
drawing a parallel between the efficiency of the Dandenong Sewerage
Authority and the Springvale and
Noble Park Sewerage Authority with
the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works. If the Board of
Works were as efficient as these
authorities, there would be no sewerage problems in the metropolitan
area. I hope these authorities will
remain autonomous and not be taken
over by the Board of Works.
Much work remains to be done in
the Dandenong area, and I have
been informed that the two authori,ties concerned propose to go ahead.
The rates will increase by 1 cent in
the $1 of net annual value. The
rate levied by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works is 6 · 6
cents in the $1 net annual value;
in Springvale, 3 ·2 cents in the $1,
and in Dandenong, 2 · 5 cents in the
$1. The Frankston people pay a rate
of 5·5 cents in the $1. One must
consider why the Frankston Sewerage
Authority will not be taken over by
the Board of Works. Millions of
dollars are being poured into
the Frankston area because it is represented by members of the Liberal
Party.
One could " go along " with the
Government if it said that the subsidy would not be granted by the
State Rivers and Water Supply ·Commission on new loans but that the
concession would remain on the old
loans. However, the Government proposes that the interest concession be
removed from the old loans. This will
result in increased costs. So Hamer
has "made it happen"; with all his
glib talk about inflation, he is making
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the ratepayers of Dandenong, Springvale and Noble Park pay increases in
rates. Doubtless water and sewerage
authorities base their works on the
subsidies that they receive from the
Government to meet interest payments, and rightly so. My colleagues
and I are disturbed that this concession will be taken from the authorities. Honorable members are aware
that before they can obtain Treasury
approval to seek loans the authorities
must submit estimates and completion
dates to the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-Is
there anything wrong with that?
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-! am
not saying that there is. The
Dandenong Sewerage Authority has
just obtained approval for the
expenditure of $265,000 on major
works for the extension of its treatment plant, to which I referred
earlier. This situation is of great
concern to the Labor Party. The
authority's current loans were arranged on the basis that an interest
subsidy would be paid. The authority is now thrown into confusion.
It has no alternative but to levy an
extra rate when it adjusts its estimates. If that is curbing inflation
I should go back to school and study
economics.
I hope the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works does not
take over these areas and that the
Government will heed the pleas of
members of the Labor Party that
these two authorities shall continue
to receive the interest subsidy which
was available when they arranged
loans. The Labor Party does not
propose to call for a division on the
motio~ for the second reading of the
Bill, but it will oppose the Bill on this
reading on the voices.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-This is a Bill
to amend the Sewerage Districts
Act 1958. I fully agree with Mr.
Knight in his praise of the efficiency
and organization of the Dandenong
and the Springvale and Nable Park
sewerage authorities. The low rates
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that these two authorities are· able
to charge are partly due to efficiency
or to the fact that they are wellestablished operations.
My Leader, Mr. Swinburne, received a copy of a letter which
was written to the Minister
of Water Supply on 22nd April.
In the letter the Dandenong Sewerage Authority claims that the
interest subsidy should continue to
be paid for the period up to ~his date,
and that the Bill should operate from
this date or a date approved by the
Governor in Council.
However, the Country Party
considers that the whole idea
of the interest subsidy scheme is an
encouragement to decentralization
for authorities in country areas.
Any interest in excess of 3 per cent
on a sewerage loan is repaid to the
authorities concerned. Therefore,
members of the Country Party support the Bill.
Recently I asked question No. 199
of the Minister of Water Supply as
follows:Is the Government planning to phase out
the interest subsidy over 3 per cent to
country water supply ·and sewerage autho. rities and -irrigation trusts?

The Minister repliedIn accordance with the Treasurer's
Budget speech legi~lation will be pla~ed
before Parliament In the autumn sessiOn
to phase out the interest subsidy to certain
authorities operating within the metropolitan planning area where p~ym~t of
the subsidy can no longer be JUStified.

That is a fairly circumspect answer.
I would prefer a more definite reply
from the Minister to the effect that
there is no intention to phase out the
3 per cent interest subsidy to authorities in the country areas as well as
in the metropolitan area under
certain circumstances as outlined by
the Minister. The Country Party
supports the Bill.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (SouthEastern Province) .-The Dandenong
and the Springvale a·nd Noble Park
sewerage authorities are efficient
organizations which over a number
of years have provided an outstanding service to the cities of Springvale
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and Dandenong. I realize that the
principal Act was intended as an aid
to decentralization. However, recently at a meeting attended by the
Minister for Local Government, it
was pointed out that approval had
been given for the expenditure of
about $265,000 on major extensions
to the Dandenong treatment works.
I can appreciate that the authority
is keen to maintain its services. Its
works will eventually connect with
the south-eastern outfall through
Carrum and thus to Bass Strait.
The Dandenong Sewerage Authority and the Springvale and Noble Park
Sewerage Authority are keen to
ensure that their work continues and
that they retain their autonomy. It
is with trepidation that they view
the suggestion that the Governor in
Council should make an order to
transfer their .works to the Board
of Works in the future.
This Bill was agreed to in another
place. In view of the fact that so
much work is being done in this
outer area with little assistance from
another Government which promises
to provide help, the authorities concerned deserve consideration.
I
would have appreciated further discussions with the Dandenong authority and the Springvale and Noble
Park ·authority. They have proved
their efficiency by the rates that they
charge, which in one case is substantially less than half that being
charged by the Board of Works. I
hope the Minister will consider the
comments of the Dandenong authority and trust that some amendments can be made, particularly to
the schedule, in the next session of
Parliament.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause I was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Payment of certain interest subsidies to be phased out).
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-I agree with Mr.
Knight's reference to the most efficient Dandenong and Springvale and
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Noble Park sewerage authorities. I
am proud that they come under the
administration of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. Those
authorities have always enjoyed a
happy relationship with the commission and I shall endeavour to ensure
that that relationship continues. I
hope the authorities will remain under
the commission, and it is their wish
that they should do so.
I assure honorable members ·that
there will be no cuts in the works of
the authorities. I agree with Mr.
Knight that they will probably be
forced to charge another cent in the
$1. Their rate is low compared with
that of the Board of Works. Nevertheless, I do not agree that because
their rate is low it should be increased. They are old authorities, and
over the years they have managed
their works in an efficient manner,. as
has been stated. The Board of Works
may not be anxious to take them·
over, as it has enough on its plate.
The board has so much work in all
suburbs of the metropolitan area
that it would probably welcome another authority to look after this area
and other areas on the fringe of the
·
metropolis.
Mr. Wright referred to the ·commencing date. According to the
schedule, that will be from 1st July,
1974. Both authorities re-budgeted
for this date. I shall be pleased to
take Mr. Ward's representations into
account on behalf of the Dandenong
authority and shall discuss the matter
with officers of the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission. I
assure Mr. Wright that the answer I
gave to his question still stands,
although I do not have full authority.
Honorable members will realize that
it was a Budget statement issued by
the Treasurer.
I am aware how valuable the
interest subsidy is to country towns
in enabling them to maintain their
present facilities and to provide for
future years. It is essential for small
towns to have this subsidy. If it were
not available, most of them would
never be sewered. I assure honorable
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members-! think I speak on behalf
of the Government in this matter-
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moneys coming from local sou~ces.
Already quite a number of proJects

that the subsidy will be maintained to

have been approved on this basis.

the towns that need it.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3 was adopted with a verbal
amendment. .
The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.

The amendments which are proposed
to each of the sections establishing
the three funds will enable moneys
from the Department of Tourism and
Recreation and from any other Commonwealth Government source to be
paid into these funds for the purposes
which I have mentioned.
The amendments have been drawn
sufficiently wide to enable moneys
from other sources to be also paid
into these funds should the need
arise. ·A further example of this
need exists where the department will
be involved in the conduct .of conferences and seminars. In these
cases it is practicable for the department to charge registration fees and
otherwise to receive moneys for such
things as the provision of lunches
and accommodation in connection
with such events. For example, my
department, in conjunction with
the Commonwealth Department of
Tourism and Recreation, is to hold
a recreation seminar at Monash
University on 3rd May, 1974, and
moneys will be raised for its conduct.
The amendments to the sections
establishing the funds will enable us
to pay into the funds to which I have
referred moneys received for registration and so forth in order that we
may defray the expenses incurred in
organizing and running ~uch confe!ences and seminars. If this power dtd
not exist, the department would have
to meet such expenses and any
moneys which were received by way
of registration and so forth would
simply be returned to the Consolidated Fund. Honorable members will
be aware from what I have said that
although the amendment~ in the Bill
are essentially of a machmery nature
they are vital to the important work
and operation of my department,
and I strongly commend them to the
House.
The second purpose of the Bill is
to repeal section 19 of the principal
Act relating to the payment of fees
and allowances to members of the

YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is essentially a machinery Bill
to amend the Youth, Sport and Recreation Act 1972. There are two
principal purposes beyond the
amendments contained in the Bill.
The most important purpose is to
amend sections 10, 14 and 15 of the
principal Act which establish specific
funds to be operated by the department. These funds are the Youth
Fund, the Sports ~d Recreation
Fund and the Australian Rules Football Fund.
When these sections were originally drawn it was understood that
they were sufficiently wide to enable
money from anticipated sources of
revenue to be paid into each fund.
However, it has recently been drawn
to our attention that none of the
provisions of these sections would
enable us to pay into the fund moneys
which originate from Commonwealth Government sources. This is
a particularly important omission so
far as the department is concerned
as it has entered into co-operative
arrangements with the Commonwealth Department of Tourism and
Recreation for the purpose of jointly
funding the development of youth,
sporting and recreational facilities
and activities in Victoria in certain
cases. In particular an agreement
has been reached that approved
capital projects will be funded 25 per
cent by the Department of Tounsm
and Recreation and 25 per cent by
my department, with the remaining
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two councils set up under the Act,
namely, the State Youth Council and
the Sports and Recreation Council.
Section 25 of the Act also provides
power for the making of regulations
prescibing, inter alia, fees and allowances for members of the councils.
The provisions are, therefore, basically duplicated and section 19 should
be repealed to prevent any confusion.
It is also important that section 19 be
repealed as it has provisions which
are slightly at variance with the provisions of section 25 and this makes
the drawing of the appropriate
regulations administratively difficult
when this should be a fairly simple
and straightforward matter. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Han. R. J.
EDDY (Doutta Galla Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 30.
LOTTERIES GAMING AND BETTING
(AMENDMENT) BILL.

The debate (adjourned from April
10) on the motion of the Hon. V. 0.
Dickie (Minister of Housing) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla ·Province) .-This Bill amends
the Lotteries Gaming and Betting
Act 1966. It outlaws betting on greyhound racing in the same way as the
Act prohibited gambling on ponies
in pre-war days. Betting information
cannot be relayed from the racecourse
until the race has been completed,
unless it is with the permission of the
Chief Secretary. Previously it was
possible to tick-tack betting information from the course to people outside
who relayed it to others who were
betting illegally. This provision will
cover that type of operation which
took place in those days. At present
greyhound racing does not come
within the scope of section 42 of the
Act and there would be no objection
from the people concerned or the
Opposition with reference to this
matter.

The main purpose of the Bill is to
try to curb the growth of startingprice betting. Greyhound racing,
particularly in recent years ·and since
the inception of the Greyhound Racing Control Board, has become very
popular; it is today one of the most
popular sports in Victoria. I commend the people who control the
sport within this State for the m•anner
in which they have presented it to
the public. The figures for greyhound racing far outreach those of
horse galloping of a Saturday. On
each night of the Australian Cup
meeting at Olympic Park recently
approximately $1 million was invested with the Totalizator Agency
Board and bookmakers. This proves
the growing popularity of the sport
within Victoria. It is one of the
greatest sporting facilities provided
for the general public not only within the metropolitan area but also
throughout the country. The popularity of greyhound racing is increasing
at a greater rate than that of any
other form of animal racing in Victoria. I have already outlined my
feelings towards this type of sport
within the State. The Labor Party
believes that the Bill will bring
betting on greyhound ·racing into line
with that of other sports. For those
reasons it does not oppose the Bill.
Some radio commentators in Victoria today come close to breaking
the law because before a race they
speak about a horse or a dog being
either in the red or at or slightly
over each-way odds. Anyone conversant with racing will understand
what I am endeavouring to say.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-If you
would explain it, we would know
that you know what you are talking
about.
The 'Hon. R. J. EDDY.-1 know
what I am talking •about and I am
sure that the Minister of Housing
does, too.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-!
know that the Minister does but I am
not sure that you do.
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The Hon. R. J. EDDY.-1 have been
far more concerned with racing than
has Mr. Swinburne.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-That
.would not be far.
The Hon. R. ·J. EDDY.-1 understand racing and have understood it
for many years. I do not believe this
Bill does a great deal of harm to racing within Victoria because people
who are listening to races on the
radio on . a Saturday cannot place
bets at that time. What happens
does not shorten the price of
any horse because the Totalizator
Agency Board betting closes at a
certain time. The racing commentator is merely trying to improve the
racing image in Victoria. The Labor
Party does not oppose the Bill.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) .-It is good that
we have the benefit of some authorities on racing in Victoria and that
the Minister of Housing is not on his
own. Perhaps he has a counterpart on
the Opposition side of the House. Mr.
Eddy has explained some aspects of
the Bill, and no doubt he has been
involved to some degree with racing.
Members of the Country Party are
pleased that greyhound racing is
thriving in certain country areas of
Victoria, such as at the Wimmera
Greyhound Racing Club at Horsham. The club is making excellent progress and is very
successful.
A number of local
people appear to be training · greyhounds-although sometimes the
greyhounds might be training the
owners-and this provides benefits to
both sides. The sport creates interest
and provides activities .for people to
watch, as well as increasing the fitness of owners and trainers.
This measure deals with greyhound
racing and will bring greyhound
race meetings within the ambit of
section 42 of the Lotteries, Gaming
and Betting Act 1966. The Act prohibits the communication of betting
information. Under the original Act
greyhounds did not come within the
definition of race meetings. The

measure will ensure that section 42
applies to all forms of racing, including that of greyhounds.
Another amendment deals with
certificates issued by racing clubs or
sports promoters, and the fact that
they will be accepted in one State
when issued by a club or promoter in
another State.
Members of the Country Party have
no objection to the Bill if it will assist
greyhound racing in Victoria. We
hope the expansion . of greyhound
racing into country Victoria can be
further developed to bring to country
people some of the enjoyment and
activity that has long been enjoyed
by the people of Melbourne.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, relating to interpretation.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-I do not intend to
delay the passage of this Bill. I should
like to comment briefly Qn · the
remarkable complete turn of the
wheel which is now seen in .regard
to speed coursing. Some honorable
members may have heard me speak
at the recent centenary dinner of the
National Coursing Association when
I traced t'he history of speed cours.ing in Victoria. Speed coursing first
came to Australia in 1926. The· first
meeting was. held at the present
Harold Park Trotting Ground in
Sydney, where · trotting and dog
racing are now conducted. Two or
three gentlemen, including my father,
went to Sydney to see the tin hare
racing and believed it would .be
a good idea to introduce the
sport into Victoria.
They ·set
up what was known as ·the
White City course at Tottenham. The
first meeting was conducted at.White
City on a certain night in 1928 in the
same manner as meetings are now
conducted at Olympic Park and
Sandown Park. The meeting was a
bonanza and a magnificent success.
It ran against the Melbourne Stadium
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in the era of wrestling on the same
night as the match between Thye and
Clapham who were top names
in wrestling. Attendances at the
wrestling match were down by about
half.
As an illustration of the power enjoyed by some people, the following
week legislation came before this
House to ban tin hare speed coursing because it had such a dramatic effect on . the attendances
at wrestling matches. The legislation was passed and tin hare coursing was outlawed. For years the
coursing game struggled on using
whippets, goats, and so on, but now
the sport is booming in Victoria and
all over Australia. It is a magnificent
tribute to the men in the game now,
but when it began in 1928 it ran for
one night and then not for another
twenty years. But on that one night
in 1928 it was equally as successful
as it is today.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
EUROPEAN CARP-COUNTRY
APPRENTICES-FLOOD RELIEF.

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-By
leave,
I
moveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until tomorrow, at Eleven o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Last week I suggested that
matters referred to on the motion for
the adjournment of the House must
be brief, to the point, and concern
Government administration. I also
stated that honorable members should
bring up only one question at a time.
I make this statement for the benefit
of aU members of the Council.
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The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
(North-Eastern Province) .-I desire
to bring to the notice of the Minister
of Water Supply a matter which is
causing grave concern to many
people in Victoria, particularly fishermen. I refer to the increase in the
population of European carp in Victorian streams. Recently I received a
letter from the President of the
Yarrawonga Shire Council directing
my attention to the fact that on 15th
May the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission proposes to commence draining Lake Mulwala by
opening the gates completely. The
gates will be lifted 27 feet to carry
out urgently needed works to the
weir.
Our concern is based on the fact
that European carp have rapidly increased in number downstream from
the Mulwala weir, but so far it is
not known whether they have entered the weir or the Ovens or King
rivers which flow into the River
Murray upstream from the Mulwala
weir. The work to be carried out
by the Water Commission in lifting
the gates will provide an unimpeded
opportunity for the carp to enter
Lake Mulwala and spread into the
tributaries feeding into the River
Murray.
I ask the Minister whether it is
possible, with the co-operation of the
Fisheries and Wildlife Division, to
devise a means of preventing the
carp from entering the Mulwala weir
and encroaching into the streams
which, as far as is presently known,
they have not yet entered. This matter is of grave concern, and I ask the
Minister to investigate it urgently
because time is running out and, if
something is not done, the carp will .
spread through the streams.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (North- .
Western Province) .-1 wish to direct
a matter of Government administration to the attention of the Minister
representing the Minister of Labour
and Industry. I preface my remarks
by saying that as part of their fouryear apprenticeship training, 40 apprentices in the trade of refrigeration
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mechanics come from country centres to investigate the situation and ascerto Melbourne each year for three tain why country apprentices canweeks' schooling. A number of not be squeezed in for their three
these apprentices reside in Swan Hill weeks. If the Melbourne apprenand MHdura which are in the prov- tices have all year to obtain this
ince represented by Mr. Dunn and me. excellent schooling, surely the
The matter has been brought to my country apprentices can be fitted in
The parents of
attention by Mr. John Devilee, of 2 for three weeks.
Scott Crescent, Mildura, who con- two out of the three or four apprenducts a large business in Mildura tices in this position from Swan Hill
with branches in New South Wales and Mildura have made appointments
and South Australia, and trades un- to see the employers, and the emder the name " John Devilee Re- ployers suspect that the parents will
frigeration ". Mr. Devilee received endeavour to have the apprenticenotice from the Apprenticeship ships terminated. The House would
Commission
of
Victoria under agree that this is a poor state of
the heading "Notice that ap- affairs.
prentice is to attend school"
The Minister for State Developthat Paul H. Gardner was to attend
school from 22nd April-which was ment and Decentralization is untiring
yesterday-until lOth May, 1974. A in his efforts to promote decentralization, and I am sure he would be disnote on the document statesappointed to see his efforts nullified
Regulation 49 provides that "every employer ..... shall permit his apprentice to in this way. Accordingly I ask the
attend the course of instruction specified Minister to see to the matter urgently.
in the notice without deduction from his
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (Northwages".
Western
.-To continue
Subsequently Mr. Devilee received the countryProvince)
hour for this evening, I
from the Apprenticeship Commission direct my remarks to the Minister
a letter that caused him great representing the Premier and Treaconcern. It statedsurer and probably also the Minister
! refer to my previous advice of the
of Water Supply. Last year, during
dates of the continuous courses the above
severe
flooding in northern Victoria,
apprentice was required to attend at the
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology it was widely reported in all newsduring the 1974 school year and regret papers and other media that Ministo advise that owing to a shortage of ters had flown to Swan Hill and
refrigeration mechanics trade instructors other areas to make urgent inspecit has been necessary to cancel all courses
for the time being including the one com- tions of flooding and that they had
promised primary producers in the
mencing on 22nd April, 1974.
When it is possible for the courses to area that the Government would not
resume you will be notified of the alternative allow the primary producers to be
dates.
ruined for life because of lack of
I have been advised that it is most finance. I recall such remarks
unlikely that another course will being made in · the Swan Hill
Airport building by a Minister. The
start this year.
majority of people have forgotten
Would you kindly advise your apprentice about the promises, but the proof the cancellation and request him to
return the rail voucher in the enclosed perty owners who have been ruined
or are still facing ruin as a result of
en~elope if he has already received one.
the flooding have not done so.
This is a poor state of affairs. HonThe Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-What
orable members will agree that it is
difficult enough to obtain education sort of finance is Mr. Dunn speaking
in country areas at it is. My informa- about?
tion is that the training of the MelThe Hon. B. P. DUNN.-1 am combourne-based apprentices is continuing. I ask the Minister representing ing to that and I will be interested to
the Minister of Labour and Industry know what has been made available.
The Hon. K. I. Wright.
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Only last Friday, I inspected a number of properties in the Fish Point
area, some parts of which are still
under 6 feet of water.
The Hon. H. R. WARn.-Does Mr.
Dunn mean that the Government has
not drained the water off yet?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-No. For
various reasons, the Government
sacrificed certain properties in the
Fish Point area in order to relieve
the pressure which was threatening
the Swan Hill system. Some of the
flooding was caused by the failure
of a levee bank upstream from the
Loddon River. In the past, in order
to improve the quality of the water
upstream of Swan Hill, the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
lifted water to the Barr Creek and
into Lake Tutchewop. At certain
times of the year, it was emptied into
the Little Murray River at Fish Point.
During the winter of 1973, when
flooding occurred, water was continually passed from Lake Tutchewop
into the Little Murray River at Fish
Point and, according to the local
people, this caused the water level
to rise to 6 inches above the 1956
flood level. This held back the Laddon River,
which broke out
at Benjeroop near Fish Point and
flooded across properties at Fish
Point. In order to ease the pressure
on the system, the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commi$Sion removed
water wheels from the supply
channels and water poured straight
through on to properties in the area.
On a property of 1,000 acres which
I inspected the other day 500 acres
were still under water, some of it
more than 6 feet deep. During the
floods, 700 acres were under water.
The property is owned by a widow
and has been run by her and her
son. They have been forced to move
out of the house on the property and
are now living in a caravan at the
Swan Hill caravan park. They face
a considerable financial loss. I can
cite eight properties, the majority
of which have had 50 per cent of
their areas affected by flood waters.
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Admittedly some of the flooding
could not be avoided because it was
an act of God. However, a number
of properties in the area were sacrificed in order to save properties upstream. As a result of the assurances
by the Premier and Treasurer, these
property owners applied to the Premier's Department as long as six
months ago. Only recently they have
been told that their letters should
be directed not to the Premier's department but to the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. It is six
months since the flooding occurred
but Government assistance has not
been forthcoming.
I view the matter very seriously
and intend to take it much further,
with which, I am sure, honorable
members will agree, because the
properties of these people were
sacrificed for the benefit of others,
and the owners may well be forced
to sell furniture and similar effects
in order to pay the water rates and
municipal rates.
The productive loss of their properties cannot be estimated in money
terms. Their properties will not be
ruined for only one or two yearsin some cases the water will remain
there for a year or so-but may well
be ruined from a production point of
view for five years. I regret that I
have taken so long to explain the
position, but I ask the Government
to take immediate steps to inquire
into the personal losses sustained by
the property owners at. Fish Point
and to grant them some financial
assistance. It is heartbreaking for
these people whose properties have
been waterlogged in order to save
other properties along the river.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-Mr. Bradbury
matter
referred
to
raised
a
him by the President of the Shire of
Yarrawonga, Councillor Montrose,
concerning the drainage of Lake Mulwala and the danger of European
carp getting into the lake and the
streams mentioned by Mr. Bradbury. The existence of European carp
is a problem in Victoria, and probably
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elsewhere in the Commonwealth,
although I am not sure of the
area in which the fish is found. I will
take up the matter with the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission tomorrow to ascertain whether
measures can be taken to prevent
the introduction of European carp
into Lake Mulwala. The Fisheries
and Wildlife Division will be asked
to despatch officers to examine the
matter.

Questions on Notice.

During the floods, I visited the area
on two occasions. On the second
occasion, the floods had subsided to
a large extent. However, there were
some bad cases in the area and the
flooding mentioned by Mr. Dunn in
the Benjeroop area was one instance.
I am not sure how the bank was
breached or whether it was breached
by the commission. If that was the
case, I suggest that there was good
reason for that to be done.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-The commission removed the water wheels. ·

l\1r. Wright referred to apprentices
coming to Melbourne for a three-week
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-Some
course in refrigeration, and he mentioned 40 apprentices from through- actions were taken on the spur of the
out the State. I can see no reason moment and this had to be done bewhy apprentices in the Bendigo area cause extreme flooding was occur-·
should be forced to do their courses ring. I am not sure whether the floods
at the Royal Melbourne Institute of were greater than the 1956 floods,
Technology.
I have repeatedly but if it had not been for the action
taken this matter up with the Min- of the commission officers in Kerang,
ister of Labour and Industry. Excel- in building a large levee bank with
lent institutes of technology existed the commission's equipment and probat Bendigo and Ballarat and possibly ably other equipment that was inade
the course mentioned by Mr. Wright available, the township of Kerang
If Mr.
could well be undertaken at a place would have been flooded.
like Mildura. An instructor would Dunn will provide me with copies of
need to be sent there, but I do not the letters which were sent firstly to
see why the course has to be held the Premier's Department and then on
at any particular period of the year to the commission, I shall personally
Perhaps the instructor could undertake the course in Melbourne, then see that they are attended to. The
travel to Bendigo at a certain time of commission will certainly refer to the
the year and to Ballarat and other Treasurer questions concerning grants
or compensation that may be due to
centres at other times.
these people.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-The
The motion was agreed to.
lack of instructors is the main
problem.
The House adjourned at 10.59 p.m.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-I will
certainly take the matter up with the
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
Minister of Labour and Industry and
PORTABLE
CLASS-ROOMS.
also mention to him the case of Paul
Gardner who will apparently have
(Question No. 223)
hi~ course cancelled. If Mr. Wright
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
will make the ~letter available, I shall
refer it to the ·Minister of Labour and Province) asked the Minister for
State Development and DecentralizaIndustry.
tion, for the Minister of EducationI appreciate the problem men(a) 1
tioned by Mr. Dunn concerning con(b) ~Answered on 2nd April, 1974.
stituents in Swan Hi'll and Kerang.
(c) J
.
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(d) What is the present average cost
of a permanent class-room in brick, light
timber construction, and any other materials
of a permanent nature, respectively?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
is( d) Present average costs are as follows:( 1') Light timber construction $25,000.
(2) Brick construction $30,000.
('3) Precast concrete $48,000.
( 1) and .(2) refer to single-story buildings, and (3) relates to double story schools.
The costs include the added costs for
corridors, staff accommodation, toilet facilities, storerooms, administration arts and
crafts room, general purpose room, etc.,
which are a requirement in all permanent
school buildings.
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POLICE" V" DISTRICT.
(Question No. 278)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Chief SecretaryFollowing upon the representations made
to the Chief Secretary in the latter half of
1973 by members of Parliament representing the area concerning the boundaries
of police district "V ", what consideration
(if any) has been given to these representations, and have the plans for " V " district
been finalized; if so-(i) what are the
results; and (ii) what area will the district
cover?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Chief Secretary is-

The costs are equated to all rooms being
equivalent to 24 feet x 24 feet class-room
spaces.

( i) Matters concerning the boundaries of
" V " district have been considered in detail,
and at this stage it is not proposed to
alter the present boundaries which were
finalized in September, 1972.

BROOKLYN LIQUID WASTE
TREATMENT PLANT..

(ii) "V" district includes the municipalities of Altona, Broadmeadows, Keilor,
Sunshine, Bulla, Melton and Werribee.

(Question No. 265)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Premier( ci) Has the Government awarded the
contract for the building of the Brooklyn
liquid waste treatment plant as yet; if so,
who was the successful tenderer?
(b) When is it expected that the plant
will be in· operation?
(c) Where are the liquid wastes being
disposed of at present, and what security
is being adopted to see that these liquids
do not contaminate the aquifers in the
western suburbs?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Premier and Treasurer
isA full statement on the matter will be
made before Parliament rises. ·

SCHOOL COUNCILS.
(Question No. 283)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for State Development and Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education( a) What suggestions have been put forward for improving proposed legislation
on the restructuring of school councils?
(b) Will these be forwarded
for their consideration?

~o

schools

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
is( a) The Director-General sent a discussion paper entitled Some Thoughts on
the Community and the Schoo·l to all
schools in the State. More than 270 replies
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have been received from schools and organizations. A summary of the first 160
replies received has been sent to all those
who replied. I have held five meetings,
on lOth October, 24th October, 5th December, 27th February and 27th March, with
representatives of all interested parties.
The suggestions received from all these
sources are varied and complicated.
(b) The organizations represented at the
meetings are in constant touch with their
constituents. They are:Victorian Teachers Union.
Victorian Secondary Teachers Association.
Technical Teachers
Victoria.

Association

of

Victorian Primary Principals Association.
Victorian High Schools Principals
Association.
Association of Principals of Victorian
Technical Institutions.
Technical Schools Association of
Victoria.
Victorian Council of School Organizations.
Victorian Federation of State Schools
Mothers Clubs; and The Ministry of
Youth, Sport and Recreation; in addition to the Education Department.
In this way I expect to receive reactions
from all interested parties before final
legislation is prepared. A decision as to
whether a further paper should be sent to
all schools will be made at a later date.

EASTERN FREEWAY.
(Question No. 304)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister
for Local GovernmentWill he lay on the table of the House a
copy of the minutes of the ordinary meetir'Jg of the Melboume and Metropolitan
Board of Works of 2nd April concerning
the extension of the Eastern Freeway to
Alexandra Parade West?

on Notice.

MUNICIPAL RATES DEFERMENT.
(Question No. 305)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for Local Government( a) How many pensioners in the NorthWestern Province have requested a deferment of municipal rates, stating the
amounts involved?
(b) How many of these requests were
approved, stating the amounts involved?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answer is
lengthy and I seek leave of the House
to have it incorporated in Hansard
without my reading it.

Leave was granted, and
answer was as follows:-

the

The
municipalities
concerned
have
advised as follows:Birchip shire-No requests received.
Charlton shire-Two requests received
involving $55, yet to be considered
by council.
Dimboola shire-No requests received.
Donald shire-No requests received.
Dunmunkle shire-One request received
involving $11 . 55 request approved
by Council.
Kaniva shire-No information available.
Karkarooc
ceived.

shire-No

requests

re-

Kerang shire-No requests received.
Lowan shire-No requests received.
Mildura city-No requests received.
Mildura shire-Forty requests received
involving $4,000, yet to be considered by council.
Swan Hill city-Forty-one requests
received involving $2,665 yet to be
considered by council.
Walpeup shire-No requests received.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answer
is-

shire-One
Warracknabeal
received involving $11 . 50
approved by council.

\Vhen the minutes have been confirmed,
the board will forward a ·copy to the honorable member.

Wimmera shire-No requests received.
Wycheproof
ceived.

shire-No

request
request

requests

re-
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SEWERAGE FOR ALTONA AREA.
(Question No. 307)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Local Government-

on Notice.
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(b) Has the report for the year 1973 been
prepared to be laid before both Houses of
Parliament as required by section 6 ( 1) of
the Act?

(c) Will thirsty stock be regarded as an
emergency, permitting work under section
18 ( 4) of the Act?

When does the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works propose to sewer
that area of land north of Civic Parade,
Altona, from the Altona civic offices to the
Altona-Newport railway line?

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-The answer is-

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for

(b) The 1973 annual report of the
Groundwater Advisory Committee has been
prepared and publication is being arranged.

Local
is-

Government) .-The

answer

( a) Mr. G. Murray of Cobram.

(c) Yes.

This area is not on the current list of
approved works. On the basis of the
present level of development there are six
areas in Altona to be provided with sewerage before it at a total estimated cost of
approximately $3 · 5 million.
Because it has been impossible to predict
the likely loan allocations available to the
board for this type of work, and because
of the high rate of inflation now affecting
the construction industry generally, ·it is
regretted that a definite programme for the
·construction of this area cannot be given.
At best it would appear to be some years
before this area could reasonably be listed
for construction if the work is to be funded
from traditional sources.
Alternatively, and as recently provided
for by legislation, the possibility of developing private sewerage schemes for such
areas is currently being examined. The
legislation provides •that the costs involved
can be recovered from the lot-owners,
repayable over 40 quarterly instalments.
Such schemes could reduce the demand on
the traditional sources of funds as well as
the delay before the service can be supplied.

GROUNDWATER ADVISORY
COMMITTEE.
(Question No. 308)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of Water Supply(a) Who is the person appointed by him
to the Groundwater Advisory Committee
under section 5 (2) (e) of the Groundwater
Act 1969?

UND'ERGROUND MONITORS.
(Question No. 309)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister of Housing, for the M'inister
for Conservation( a) How many underground monitors are
in the area surrounding the area of land in
Tullamarine where liquid waste disposal is
taking place at the present time?

(b) At which locations are they?

(c) What are the results of monitoring,
indicating the chemical analysis?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Conserva.tion is( a) Three monitoring bores.
(b) One Mines Department bore is about
800 feet from the edge of the quarry. Two
bores put down at the owners' expense, in
positions approved by the Mines Department.
One of these bores is located on an intermediate beach in the quarry which was
over-topped by fill in June, 1973. The other
is about 50 feet from the edge of the quarry
and was drilled in January, 1974.

(c) Neither of the owner's bores has· been
monitored for long enough to give meaningful results. The Mines Department bore
shows the groundwater to be typical of the
normal groundwater in the area, but at
various times during the monitoring period
it has been found to contain traces of phenolic substances, surfactants, and lead not
normally present in 1the groundwater
Concentrations of these constituents have
fluctuated and do not yet show any trend.
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-TOWNSHIP OF HOPETOUN.
(Question No. 310)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for State Development and Decentralization(a) Did an officer of the Department of
J:!evelopment visit Hopetoun recently;
If so, did he make any recommendations to
develop the area's economy?
~tate

(b) Are the allegedly six empty houses
-(i) lettable; (ii) for sale; or (iii) condemned?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer is( a) (i) Yes, on 9th and lOth April last.
(ii) The department is at present preparing a report for my consideration.
(b) I am informed that there are ten
empty houses in Hopetoun. Of thesetwo are not available for either rental
or purchase;
one is available in conjunction with a
factory building;
one is a railway res~dence.
six are sub-standard and although only
one is believed to have a " compliance order " on it, the other five would
require extensive repairs to make
them habitable.
There are two new houses under consfruction at present.

SUBSIDIZED CHIROPODY
SERVICES FOR SENIOR CITIZENS.
(Question No. 311') ·

. The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (Nortt,.W estern Province) asked the Minister
of- . Housing, for the Minister of
Health( a) Where it is inconvenient or unsatis·
factory for members of senior citizens' clubs
to have subsidized chiropody services in
their club-rooms, will the Minister permit
such services to be performed elsewhere?
(b)" How many municipalities in the
North-Western Province provide a subsidized
chiropody service to senior citizens?

on Notice.

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister of Health is-

<a) The approval of a subsidy for an
elderly citizens' club is conditional on the
premises where the elderly meet being suitable for the activities and services of an
elderly citizens' club. In this regard i-t is
not expected that accommodation will be
available at club-rooms to set up a permanent chiropody clinic, it is sufficient that
the accommodation is such to permit
arrangements to be made for members to
receive, in private, the type of treatment
normally given by a chiropodist when a
home visit is made.
Chiropody, along with other activities at
an elderly citizens' club, serves to attract
the elderly to a -common meeting place
where they can enjoy not only the benefits
of a particular service but may also contact
people of their own age group and receive
the stimulation of other activities organized
by the club.
(b) Five municipalities, through six
elderly citizens' clubs.
NEW MELTON BYPASS.
(Question No. 312)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister of Transport( a) What is the proposed route of the
road to bypass the township of Melton?
(b) Will the Minister supply a map of
the proposed bypass route?
(c) Has the prop(> sed route been changed;
if so, when, and for what reasons?
·
(d) How many properties will be directly
affected by this proposed bypass, indicating
the type of properties affected?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the. Minister of
Transport is(,cz) The route proposed by the Country
Roads- Board is generally as shown .in the
Melton planning scheme which was adopted
on 17th December, 1968.

Questions
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(b) Yes.
Locality plan No. 76607 is
shown hereunder.
(c) In January, 1974, the Country Roads
Board fOiwarded to the Melton Shire Council.
for comment, an amended layout plan incorporating amendments to some inter-
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changes and minor changes to the general
alignment.
The changes were made to
better serve the developing area of Melton.
(d) Seventy-three properties are affected
-two are rural properties and 71 are house
lots of which 59 are unimproved.
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1Ltgi.alntiut 1\.a.atmbly.
Tuesday, April 23, 1974.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) took the chair at 3.18 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

PREMIERS CONFERENCE.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-1 direct a question to
the Premier. Is it a fact that following a meeting last May between the
Premiers and the Prime Minister for
the purpose of discussing problems of
prices and inflation, the Prime Minister communicated with the Premier
and asked him for his impressions of
the conference and for any recommendations that he wished to make?
Is it a fact that to date the Premier
has not replied to that request? If so,
will the Premier inform the House of
any reason for his failure to communicate his views on the matter,
and also lay on the table of the
Library the file containing the relevant correspondence?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-The facts of the matter
are that the conference was held in
May of last year at Canberra to discuss ways and means of fighting inflation. The conference was attended
by aU State Premiers and the Prime
Minister and the Treasurer of the
Commonwealth of Australia. At that
conference it was decided that a task
force of officers from all the States
and the Commonwealth should be instructed to draw up propositions and
that those proposals would be considered at a subsequent meeting. The
proposals were drawn up in the
space of about six weeks with a great
deal of hard work by the high
Treasury officers of the States and the
Commonwealth in the form of a report. No such conference has ever
since been held. It has been my desire, expressed on several occasions

without Notice.

by letter and ora'lly, that the conference should be resumed, that the
recommendations contained in thereport of the .officers should be considered, and that we should make a
comprehensive and wide-ranging
attack on inflation.
It is a matter of great regret to me
that the conference has not been held,
because although State Governments
do not have in their hands the main
economic weapons to fight inflation,
I believe they do have a part to play,
and we stand ready to play that part.
I will place the file on the tab'le in the
Library, and the Leader of the Opposition may peruse it.
STATE DEPARTMENTS.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).Has the Premier been consulted on
plans ·announced from Canberra that
there could be cut-backs in various
State departments? If he has been
consulted, does he approve of the
cut-backs and can he explain which
departments in the State will have
their finances cut back?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-The answer is, "No".
VICTORIAN SECONDARY
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION.
Mr.
WHITING
(Mildura).Following a question in the House on
4th April regarding the policy of the
Victorian Secondary Teachers Association on the promotion issue, can
the M'inister of Education inform the
House of the result af the discussions
held between the Director-General of
Education and members of the Victorian Secondary Teachers Association on the compromise situation
which the Minister indicated would
take the form of an appeal to an independent body of inspectors?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-No final decision has
been reached on that aspect. Further
talks will be held with the Victorian
Secondary Teachers Association with
a view to devising a more satisfactory means of determining which
teachers shou'ld be promoted and
when they should be promoted.
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Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
REFERENDUM ON LOCAL
Treasurer) .-In reply to the honorGOVERNMENT FINANCE.
Mr. ~DMUNDS (Moonee Ponds). able member for Kara Kara and
-In vtew of fact that the Premier without accepting in any way his
and Treasurer has authorized the last gratuitous statement, the position
Minister for Local Government to is that the Department of State
use public money to present the Development and Decentralization is
Government's case in opposition to actively seeking other industries to
the .r~ferendum proposal regarding take the place of this textile industry
mumctpal finance, will the honorable at Talbot. One of the chief factors
gentleman provide the same facilities causing this industry to close down
to the Opposition to present the other was the action taken during
the past year by the Commonwealth
side of the case?
Go~ernment in slashing tariffs by an
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and arbitrary 25 per cent and removing
Treasurer) .-I think the honorable the protection given by import
member has not presented the quotas to the textile industry.
position accurately. The Local
Mr. CuRNow.-The industry went
Government Department is responsible for advice to local government to Talbot only in January last. It is
in this State. The department has a lie.
been . re9uested by the Municipal
'The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Assoc1at10n and other bodies to ex- Wheeler).-Order!
The honorable
press a view. It has done so and it ~ember for Kara Kara
asked a queswas within its rights and duty to do tion and the Premier is doing
best
so. I do not believe it is a matter of to answer it. I appreciate thehis
honorputting opposing cases. It is a matter able member's feelings but the words
of putting the view of the Local used by the honorable member for
Government Department to the State Kara
Kara when he said to the
of Victoria.
Premier "It is a lie" must be withdrawn. I ask the honorable member
ROAD SAFETY.
for Kara Kara to withdraw his
Mr. CRELLIN (Sandringham).- remark.
I t has been my experience, and no
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara).doubt that of other honorable members, that the practice of painting a Mr. Speaker, can I address you on a
white .line along the. edge of country point of order and point out-roads IS of great assistance to drivers
THE SPEAKER.-No. It is quite
in foggy conditions. In the interests
of improved road safety I ask the simple. I ask the honorable member
Minister of Transport to 'request the for Kara Kara to withdraw the stateCountry Roads Board to undertake ment.
~n. accelerated programme of edge
Mr. CURNOW.-! will withdraw
lmmg throughout Victoria.
the remark.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
!ra~sport) .-I belie~e road edge-lin.-The
reasons
·I
am
giving
Treasurer)
tng ~s an en<?rmous aid to road safety. the House are those given by the
I wtll certainly be happy to discuss industry
so I presume I am in
the matter further with the Country order in itself
stating
this. The second
Roads Board.
reason which I was about to give the
Hou~e wa~ that the protection given
HEIDI KNITWEAR PTY. LTD.
by Imposing quotas on imported
Mr. CURNO~ (Kara Kara).- textiles has been removed and this
What urgent action has the Premier has exposed local textile firms to
taken to find a replacement industry intense competition from low-wage
for Talbot in view of the fact that countries.
Heidi Knitwear Pty. Ltd. has abanMr. WILKEs.-Do you not endoned. the town, unmercifully ·and
unscrupulously sacking all its staff? courage competition?
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Mr. HAMER.-Yes, but I am in
favour of reasonable protection for
our own Australian industries, particularly as it happens that the
industries which are more likely to be
affected by the two actions taken
by the Commonwealth Government
happen to be very largely decentralized industries, namely, the
textile industry and the footwear
industry.
Those industries are
vital
to
decentralization.
It
also happens that these industries,
for example the one in Talbot,
employ a large proportion of female labour which cannot be
regarded as mobile and able to move
to other jobs. Therefore it is a very
serious situation. I am· having a
report prepared by the Department of
State Development and Decentralization which will show the extent of and
the effect that these changes have had
on the viability, status and economics
of these and other industries. I then
propose to take appropriate action.
PAYMENT OF TEACHER
SUPERVISORS.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).In view of the undertakings given by
the Minister of Education that teachers supervising diploma of education
students would this year be paid by
the Education Department, has the
honorable gentleman yet approached
the Treasurer to seek an allocation of
money to enable this to be carried out
and, if so, with what result?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-After consultation with
the Treasurer some weeks ago, I
wrote to the three vice-chancellors
informing them that supervisors of
the diploma of education course
who were employees of the Education Department would be paid by
the Education Department, as has
always been the case pending final
argument with the Commonwealth
Government, which has assumed responsibility for financing tertiary
education.
STATEMENTS BY MR. SNEDDEN.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-Has the attention of
the Treasurer been drawn to the
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public statements made by the Federal Leader of the· Liberal Party who
said that in the event of a Federal
Liberal-Country Party Government
being returned to power, it would
consider cutting ·spending in all fields
including education, health and transport and that ·Federal Liberal Ministers would look at spending across
the full range of activities to decide
which capital works could be deferred? In the past when these sorts
of economic policies have been undertaken-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I think the Leader
of the Opposition has asked his
question.
Mr. HOLDING.-! have not
finished. As the Treasurer knows,
when Federal Leaders talk about cuts
they mean cuts at a State level. In
view of the intimate conversations
which have recently taken place between the Premier and the Federal
Leader of the Liberal Party, is the
Treasurer able to give this House a
firm undertaking that he has received
an assurance that any proposed cuts
would not relate to education, health
and transport in Victoria or in any
other State?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-My answer to that
rather lengthy questionnaire is that
I am perfectly confident that there
will be no reduction in any significant
and important programmes in Victoria.
LATROBE VALLEY TELEPHONE
CHARGES.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-Is the Premier
aware of the statement reputedly
made by the Minister for State Development and Decentralization in the
Latrobe Valley Express of 17th April
that he has tape recordings of undertakings given by the Prime Minister
that Latrobe Valley telephone charges
would be put on the same level as
those of Melbourne? Is the Premier
aware that the Minister for State Development and Decentralization holds
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these tapes and if so is he prepared
to make the transcript available to
me?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-I have no knowledge of
either the tapes or the statement.
However, if the tapes do exist, I shall
be glad to supply them to the Leader
·of the Country Party. It would be
news to me that this kind of response
has been made by the Federal Government. The Victorian Government
·has been trying for a long time to
have the charges of the PostmasterGeneral's Department levied on decentralized industry in Victoria
brought into line with those of their
competitors . in capital cities. It
would be a tremendous advantage to·
decentralization if this were done. I
shall investigate the matter and if it
is true, I shall be the first to applaud.
REFERENDUM ON LOCAL
GOVERNMENT FINANCE.
(Northcote).Mr.
WILKES
Is the Treasurer aware of the lengthy
statement prepared and circularized
to every local government body in
Victoria by the Minister for Local
Government in support of a no vote
for the referendum on local government finance? If so, in the interests
of democracy is the honorable gentleman prepared to extend the same
·facilities to the Opposition and/ or the
·country Party, if it so desires, to put
a yes case, so that the municipalities
can make up their own minds?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
'Wheeler).-Order! This question is
almost in line with a previous question which was asked by the honorable member for Moonee Ponds. Perhaps the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition could advise me if that is
so.
Mr. · WILKES.-! am asking for
·support in terms of postage and facilities for the Opposition to be able to
carry out this mammoth task.
Mr.: HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-I am not au fait with
what is involved. I was under the
impression that the Leader of the
Opposition had already taken this
action.
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LATCH-KEY CHILDREN.
Mr. GUY (Gisborne).-Following
recent reports about so-called "latchkey children ", is the Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation prepared to discuss the problem with his
departmental officials and, if so, what
kind of assistance will his department
give to these children?
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-In the
guidelines which have been circulated
by my department funds are made
available for the sessional employment of leaders for recreational programmes after school hours. These
funds have to be applied for on a
$1 for $1 basis by school committees
and councils. It has come to the
attention of my department that
·many other groups such as church
groups and local associations are
interested in providing recreational
programmes and, indeed, educational
programmes for these latch-key
children. Many of the children come
from one-parent families, and in
some areas they amount to something like 40 per cent of the population at any particular school.
Therefore I have seen fit to broaden
the basis of these amounts so that
they can be made available to vohintary organizations in addition to
school councils and committees to
enable recreational programmes to
be established.
Unfortunately, the response from
school committees and ·councils for
these grants has not been large. This
is probably due to a variety of factors, such as having to provide
matching funds and the difficulty of
finding trained leaders. Some local
organization. might have more success in providing these after-school
care programmes, and accordingly
an extension of the basis for these
grants has been made.
TEACHERS TRIBUNAL.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray).-1
direct a question without notice· to
the Minister of Education. Is it true
that Mr. Sampson, a member of the
Teachers Tribunal, is to be sent overseas at Government expense to learn
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something of the operation of similar
bodies? If so, will the Minister give
consideration to allowing the Government representative and the
teachers' union representative also to
be afforded the same facility?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-It is true that the
Chairman of the Teachers Tribunal
is going overseas to study questions
with which the tribunal deals in
Victoria. The teacher representative
on the Teachers Tribunal went overseas recently. I think he has since
been replaced, but it is not unusual
for a teachers' representative on the
tribunal to be sent abroad at the
expense of his union. I will be happy
to consider sending the Government
representative overseas for a similar
purpose on an appropriate occasion.
COMMONWEALTH TRANSPORT
FINANCE.
Mr. McLAREN (Bennettswood).-:Can the Minister of Transport advise
the House how much finance has
been made available in the past
twelve months by the Commonwealth
Government for transport projects?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-The amount of money
actually made available to Victoria
by the Commonwealth Government
in the past twelve months is $840,000.
Mr. WILKES.-What about the
$9 · 1 million?
Mr. HOLDING.-Do you think that
is too much and should be cut?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The Minister of
Transport, without assistance from
other honorable members.
Mr. MEAGHER.-The $840,000
was for road safety purposes, and is
currently in the process of being
divided. Approximately $300,000 is
to be allocated to the Road Safety
and Traffic Authority and $500,000
to municipalities. The $9 · 6 million,
which was promised in February,
1973, for urban rail transport has not
been received. No legislation has
passed through the Commonwealth
Parliament to make it available. The
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Commonwealth Aid Roads Agreement, under which money is made
available for roads from petrol tax
funds, will expire on 30th June.
The Commonwealth Bureau of
Roads submitted a report to the
House of Representatives in December, 1973, but no action has been
taken to make money available for
road purposes. The result is that,
at this stage and until the new Commonwealth Parliament meets, Victoria has had and will have no contribution whatsoever from Canberra
for road purposes.
MOTOR CAR THIRD-PARTY
INSURANCE.
l\1r. MUTTON (Coburg).-! ask the
Chief Secretary whether he .saw a
report in the Sun News-Pictorial of
16th April which indicated that
Australian Associated Motor Insurers Ltd. and the R.A.C.V. Insurance Pty. Ltd. would withdraw
from the motor car third-party
insurance field leaving the State
Motor Car Insurance Office as the
only insurer in this area. If the
report is correct, will the Minister
inform the House what action the
Government will take-that is, if the
State Motor Car Insurance Office is
left as the only insurer in this field?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The question of motor car thirdparty insurance is now a matter of
Government policy which will be
indicated to the Houses of Parliament in the spring sessional period.
MOUNT ROYAL HOSPITAL
FOR THE AGED.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).Is the Minister of Health aware that
there is an extremely long waiting
list and a bad shortage of nursing
staff at the Mount Royal hospital for
the aged so that long-term patients
must wait not less than six months
before being admitted? If the
Minister is aware of this, what is the
Government doing to encourage
nurses to take up positions at this
hospital?
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Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) .-The whole question of the
training of nurses has been under
review by the Victorian Nursing
Council, which has put forward
proposals for a training period
covering 1,600 hours which will, of
course, be of material assistance in
attracting people to nursing. I
have been encouraged by my recent
visits to hospitals throughout the
State to find that the number of
people offering for nursing training
has increased considerably this year
and that there are few vacancies for
trainees in most hospitals.
The position is more clouded in
two areas. One has been alluded
to. It is the field of geriatric nursing, which affects the Mount Royal
hospital. The other area of scarcity
is psychiatric nursing. I have had
discussions with both the Hospital
and Charities Commission and the
Mental Health Authority with a view
to attracting and recruiting nursing
staff in these two fields.
The position at Mount Royal is
well understood and is under review.
Further action will be taken to
ensure that sufficient recruits come
forward in these two areas of need.
INCOME TAX.
Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong).-Is the
Treasurer aware that the growth in
income tax in Victoria is of the order
of $1,000 million to $2,000 million a
year and, as an ancillary question,
does he agree that the amount of
$600 million which is to be remitted
to the people of Australia under the
Liberal plan is only a very small
proportion of the whole?

and
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-One would have to be
blind and dumb not to realize that
because of inflation most of the population is moving into a tax bracket
which it has never experienced before. The additional income tax during the current financial year for the
coffers in Canberra is likely to be
of the order of $1,500 million, and,
if the present trend continues, next
year it is likely to be $2,000 million.
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A little arithmetic shows that $600
million is not a very large proportion
of the whole.
NURSING TRAINING.
Mr.
WILKES
(Northcote).Is the Minister of Health aware that
the committee which was set up by
the Government to examine curricula hours for nursing training recommended 1,200 hours, and that if
the suggestion by the Victorian Nursing Council for 1,600 hours is adopted
tremendous financial burdens will be
placed on public hospitals despite
their inability to pay?
Mr. SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) .-The Government is well
aware of the burden that will be
placed on hospitals by the acceptance
of the recommendation concerning
1,600 hours, which was implicit in
the recommendations made by the
Victorian Nursing Council. However,
the Government has gone ahead with
the view of introducing this course
and the necessary arrangements
have been made for both private
and public hospitals to undertake
nursing training.
LOT F'EEDING.
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).
-Can the Minister of Health inform
the House whether he has received
a report concerning health aspects
of lot feeding operations from Mr.
Olsen, who recently travelled overseas; if so, will the Minister make
a copy of the report available to the
House?
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) .-Mr. Olsen has returned
after visiting the United States of
America to examine at first hand
problems caused to the environment
of that country by lot feeding. He
has made a report which contains
a number of recommendations, and
which are now being examined by
the Oepartment of Agriculture and
the Minister for Conservation.
I
would prefer not to make the report
available to the honorable member
until a determination has been made
by the three Government departments
involved.
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SHARE DEALINGS BY PUBLIC
SERVANTS.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-In view of the Premier's undertaking that he would support the establishment of a joint
Select Committee to examine shareholdings by public servants, and in
view of the serious allegations which
were made recently in a debate concemin·g shareholdings by officers of
the Mines Department, is it the honorable gentleman's intention to honour his undertaking by ensuring that
the· committee is established during
this Parliamentary session?
Mr.. HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-If the Government can
rely on the full co-operation of the
Opposition, the answer is, " Yes ".
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows)
(By leave) .-I wish to make a
personal explanation on the ground
that I was misrepresented by the
Minister of Hea1lth during the
debate on the Supply (No. 1, 197475) Bill on 9th April last. As reported
at page 4419 of the current issue of
Hansard, the Minister of Health
stated that I had reflected upon the
integrity of officers of the Department of Health. On the previous page,
the Minister said, inter aliaThere is no regulation which prescribes
the type of vehicle that shall be used for
the conveyance of milk.

Regulation No. 30 under the Health
Act 1958 clearly sets out the responsibilities covering the condition of
vehicles used in transporting food,
drugs, or substances for sale. Regulation No. 59 makes clear the responsibilities of health inspectors in protecting the purity of milk and cream.
Regulation No. 63 also deals with
the matter, and Regulation No. 66
clearly sets out that it is the responsibility of the municipalities to enforce
these registrations and that the cost
must be borne by the municipality
concerned. Therefore, I believe the
Minister misrepresented me and misled the House.

Explanation.

Mr. SCANLAN (Minister ·of
Health) .-1 rise to a point of order.
I take it that the honorable member
for Broadmeadows is suggesting, in
what he claims is a personal explanation, that I have misled the House.
Am I allowed to reply to this or not?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! There can be. no
debate on a personal explanation. The
honorable member for Broadmeadows
read from documents which he had in
his possession. I am sure that he will
make them available to the Minister
of Health.
QUALIFICATIONS COMMITIEE.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General)
presented a progress report from the
Qualifications Committee upon the
question of conflicts of interest of
members of Parliament and Ministers
of the Crown, together with an
appendix and minutes of evidence.
It was ordered that they be laid on
the table, and that the report· be
printed.
PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid on the table by
the ClerkLabour and Industry Department-Report
for the year 1973.-0rdered to be
printed.
Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended-Nos. 748 to 754
.(seven papers).
Railways Act 1958-Report of the Victorian
Railways Board for the quarter ended 31st
December, 1973.
State Development Act 1958-Report of the
Division of Industrial Development for
the year 1972-73.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:Education Act 1958-No. 116.
. Egg Industry Stabilization Act 1973-No.
114.
Metric Conversion Act 1973-No. 115.
Third Party Insurance-Report of the
Premiums Committee for the year
1972-73.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Geelong Planning Scheme 1959, Amendment No. 13, 1973 (City of Geelong
West).
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DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRY
(HOUSING) (AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was returned from the
Council with a message relating to
an amendment.

Bill.
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recommending that an appropriation
be made from the Consolidated Fund
for the purposes of this Bill.

MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration next day.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor recomFORESTS (WOOD PULP
mending that an appropriation be
AGREEMENTS) BILL.
made from the Consolidated Fund for
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel the purposes of this Bill.
and Power) .-By leave, I moveThat the following Order of the Day,
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
Government business, be read and
(AMENDMENT) BILL
discharged:Mr.
BORTHWICK (Minister for
Forests (Wood Pulp Agreements) BillSecond reading-Resumption of debate and .Conservation) presented a message
that the Bill be withdrawn.
from His Excellency the Governor
Over the past two or three weeks the recommending that an appropriation
agreement, which is the First be made from the Consolidated Fund
Schedule to the BiU dealing with for the purposes of this Bill.
euca1lypts, has been altered. I believe
METROPOLITAN BRIDGES
the most appropriate way to achieve
HIGHWAYS
AND FORESHORES
the alterations would be to withdraw
BILL.
the Bill and introduce a new one.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
I seek leave of the House to do that.
If that can be achieved, the new Bill Transport) presented a message from
will be in the same situation as the His Excellency the Governor recommending· that an appropriation be
previous Bill is currently.
made from the Consolidated Fund for
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Leave the purposes of the Metropolitan
is granted. Members of the Opposi- Bridges Highways and Foreshores
tion have no objection to the Minister Bill.
adopting this procedure, . and we
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
.thank the honorable gentleman for Transport) moved for leave to bring
his explanation. If the previous draft- in a Bill to make provision concerning or the previous agreement needed ing metropolitan bridges main high-:.
reconsideration by the Government, ways and foreshores, for that and
that is a matter for the Government. other purposes to amend the MelThe Opposition reserves its right to bourne and Metropolitan Board of
be critical of that fact at the appro- Works Act 1958, the Country Roads
priate time through the member of Act 1958 and the Local Government
the Opposition who will be handling Department Act 1958, and for other
the Bill. It appears that the Govern- purposes.
ment has had some second thoughts
The motion was agreed to.
about this matter. I shall say no more
about that until the proper Bill is
The Bill was brought in and read
before the House.
a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the
FORESTS (WOOD PULP
Bill was withdrawn.
AGREEMENTS) BILL (No. 2).

FERTILIZERS BILL.

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) presented a message
from His Excellency the Governor

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) presented a message
from His Excellency the Governor
recommending that an appropriation
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be made from the Consolidated Fund
for the purposes of the Forests
(Wood Pulp Agreements) Bill (No.
2).

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to ratify validate approve
and otherwise give effect to an agreement between the Minister of
Forests the Forests Commission and
Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd.
supplemental to the wood pulp
agreement made in 1961 and
amended in 1966, to ratify validate
approve and otherwise give effect to
an agreement between the Forests
Commission and Australian Paper
Manufacturers Ltd. with respect to
supplies of softwood timber to amend
the Forests (Wood Pulp Agreement)
Act 1961, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
WATER RESOURCES BILL.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public

Works) presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor recom~
mending that an appropriation be
made from the Consolidated Fund for
the purposes of the Water Resources
Bill.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to establish a Ministry of Water
Resources and Water Supply for the
purpose of ensuring the most efficient
utilization of the water resources of
Victoria, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
TEACHING SERVICE (CONDITIONS
OF SERVICE) BILL.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of

Education) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This small Bill is designed to overcome doubts as to which section of
the Teachers Tribunal has power to
determine the teaching loads of
teachers.
Under an amendment passed by
Parliament in the spring of 1967, sec-
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tion 5A of the Teaching Service Act
provides that the divisional tribunals
have authority to determine the
salaries and allowances of teachers.
The fixation of reasonable teaching
loads and teaching duties must be regarded as falling within the general
ambit of terms and conditions of
employment, which is an area of
responsibility vested in the general
tribunal under section 4 of the
Act.
However, it is considered
desirable that the body which
is empowered to determine salaries
and allowances of teachers should
also have the responsibility of dealing with the duties of teachers and
fixing the teaching loads. In other
words, the body that determines salaries should also be empowered to
determine the amount of teaching
done to earn that salary.
It could readily be argued that the
specialist tribunals, as distinct from
the general tribunals, are the proper
bodies to deal with the hours of
teaching in the various divisions. It
should be pointed out that the secondary division of the tribunal had
already commenced to hear submissions from organizations on teaching
hours with a view to making a
determination when a doubt was
raised about the legal power of that
tribunal to make a determination on
this question. Consultation with the
Crown law authorities confirmed that
legal doubt.
The sole purpose of the measure is
to remove that doubt and to vest in
the divisional tribunals the power to
deal with the duties of teachers. In
view of the fact that there has been
considerable disruption in the high
schools of the State during this year
arising from controversies over the
further reduction of teaching loads,
it is essential that the matter be settled as soon as possible. This Bill
endeavours to do just that.
On the motion of Mr. FORDHAM
(Footscray) ,
the
debate
was
adjourned.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of
Education) .-1 moveThat the debate
Tuesday next.

be

adjourned

until
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Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) .The time allowed for the adjournment of the debate is of considerable
significance to the Opposition and
no doubt also to the Country Party.
Members of the Opposition would
like an opportunity of discussing the
Bill with the respective teachers'
unions whose members are vitally
affected. I estimate that a seven days'
adjournment will be adequate, but I
should like an assurance from the
Minister that if a further day or so is
required that facility will be allowed
to the Opposition.
Mr.
WHITING
(Mildura).1 support the remarks of the honorable member for Footscray, particularly in view of the fact that next
Thursday is a public holiday. The
Country Party will be happy with an
assurance from the Minister that if
extra time is required it will be
granted.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) (By leave) .-Provided
that it is a matter of only a further
day or so, and the colleagues in another place of the Deputy Leader of
the Country Party and the honorable
member for Footscray have no objection, the Government will be prepared
to co-operate.
The motion was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
April30.
FORESTS (WOOD PULP
AGREEMENTS) BILL (No. 2).
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

It replaces the Bill of similar title

which I introduced earlier in this sessional period. The purpose of the
Bill is to ratify and give effect to two
agreernents which have recently been
negotiated by the Forests Commission
with Australian Paper Manufacturers
Ltd. The first agreement relates to
the supply by the Forests Commission
to the company of hardwoodeucalypt- pulpwood timber, and the
second relates to the supply of softwood-plantation grown-pulpwood
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timber. Both types of timber are
used by the company in varied mixes
for manufacture of wood pulp, which
in turn is further manufactured into
paper and paperboard products.
The necessity for the new Bill is
brought about by the fact that the
Forests Commission and Australian
Paper Manufacturers Ltd. have, since
the introduction of the original Bill,
agreed to certain alterations in the
agreement which relates to the supply
of hardwood timber. These alterations have resulted in a new agreement being signed. In this Bill, the
new agreement replaces, as Schedule
1, the hardwood agreement which was
Schedule 1 in the previous Bill.
As there has been no alteration to
the softwood agreement, the agreement relating to the supply of softwood timber signed on 17th December, 1973, is unchanged and, as in the
original Bill, is Schedule 2 in this Bill.
Although these agreements have
already been executed, such action
was really administrative machinery,
and the agreements have no legal or
actual application or force until given
effect to by the Parliament of Victoria.
This Bill differs from the original
Bill in two basic points only. Firstly,
the Eastern Extension has been
deleted as a specific supply area under
the hardwood agreement. Secondly, a
provision has been included allowing
the commission, in its discretion, to
make available in any one year up to
20 per cent of the minimum annual
supply of pulpwood timber from State
forest outside the Forest Area and the
North Western Extension. There are,
of course, several other alterations in
the text resulting from the above
changes, but these are merely of a
machinery nature and are not changes
of principle.
The impact of this alteration is that
whilst the Eastern Extension previously provided the commission with
another specific supply area from
which to provide pulpwood, if necessary, to meet its supply obligations
under the agreement, this no longer
applies. Instead the commission can
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now supply, if necessary, up to 20 per
cent of the minimum annual supply
in any one year from State forest outside the Forest Area and the North
Western Extension. With the removal of the Eastern Extension as a
supply area from the agreement, this
latter provision is necessary if the
commission is to be sure of meeting
its supply commitments under the
agreement.
I will not take up the time of the
House by again going through the
Bill clause by clause. As the Bill and
its associated schedules are still basically ·the same, the description I gave
of the original Bill is still applicable.
I would remind honorable members
that this description is recorded on
pages 3747 to 3755 of Hansard of 6th
March, 1974. However, I will refer
to each of the clauses in which
changes have occurred.
The preamble of the Bill caters for
the fact that the hardwood agreement
was signed on 23rd April, 1974, and
no reference to the Eastern Extension
is made in paragraph (a) of clause 3
or sub-paragraph (i) of paragraph
(b) of clause 3.
The recital of Schedule I, which
contains the Further Amending
Agreement-the hardwood agreement
-refers to the signing of the agreement on 23rd April, 1974.
Paragraph (e) of clause 3 of this
agreement, which contained the
definition of the Eastern Extension,
has been deleted. This is the first
of the two alterations to which I referred earlier. Paragraph (f) of clause
3 to paragraph (k) of clause 3 have
been redesignated paragraph (e) of
clause 3 to paragraph (j) of clause 3
respectively.
Reference
to the
Eastern Extension has been removed
from paragraph (e) of clause 3.
Clause 4 of the schedule is a new
clause which amends clause 9 of the
Principal Agreement to provide that
the provisions of the Forest Act shall
apply to all operations of the company
under the agreement. Clauses 4 to
14 have been renumbered 5 to 15
respectively, as a result of the inclusion of the new clause 4.
1\4r. Balfour.
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Paragraph (b) of clause 5 is a new
inclusion and amends sub-clause (6)
of clause 13 of the Principal Agreement by restricting operation of this
sub-clause to the Forest Area and
the North Western Extension so that
if the commission requires the company to go beyond these areas in
order to provide up to 20 per cent of
the minimum annual supply, the company has no let out under this subclause. Paragraphs (b) and (c) of
clause 5 are relettered (c) and (d)
as a result of the inclusion of the
new paragraph (b).
Sub-paragraph (iii) of paragraph
(b) of sub-clause (6) of clause 13 of
the Principal Agreement which refers
to the Eastern Extension is deleted
and this leads to redesignating subparagraphs (iv) and (v) and (iii)
and (iv) respectively.
The reference to the Eastern Extension which occurred twice in
paragraph (d) of clause 5 is deleted.
The reference to the Eastern Extension which occurred three times
in clause 6 is deleted. Also in clause
6, which amends clause 14 of the
Principal Agreement, the second of
the two alterations to which I referred earlier is effected by .inclusion
of a new paragraph (e) of sub-clause
(2) . This amends sub-clause (6) of
clause 14 of the Principal Agreement
by making provision for the commission to make available to the company up to 20 per cent of the minimum annual supply in any year
from State forest outside the Forest
Area or the North Western
Extension and also provides for
the commission to determine the
rates of royalty for this pulpwood.
As a result of the inclusion of this
new paragraph, paragraphs (e) to
(j) are redesignated (f) to (k)
respectively. The words "the Eastem Extension " where twice occurring in clause 7 and where occurring
one each in clauses 12 and 13 are
also deleted.
Finally the blue verge on map " B "
which designated the Eastern Extension has been removed and the
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orange verge on map " A " designating the Orbost royalty zone now
embraces only that part of the Australian Paper Mills "Forest Area"
which is east of the Mitchell River.
I commend the Bill to the House. I
have with me plans but it would be
difficult to show them to honorable
members.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).---Order! I suggest that the
plans be placed in the Papers Room
so that honorable members can view
them.
Mr. BALFOUR.-! shall place
them in the Papers Room. Honorable
members will note that the blue area
has been deleted and the new map
is delineated with a red boundary.
Mr. DouBE.-Would the Minister
name the boundaries?
Mr. BALFOUR.- The honorable
member for Albert Park would be
better .advised to study the map in
the Papers Room. For the benefit
of the honorable member for Broadmeadows and the honorable member
for Gippsland East, officers· of the
Forests Commission will be available
and every co-operation will be given
to explain the legislation.
On the motion of Mr. WILTON
(Broadmeadows), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 30.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(POWERS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from April
10) on the motion of Mr. Balfour
(Minister for Fuel and Power) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-This Bill
makes provision with respect to the
powers of the Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria and authorizes the
corporation to purchase shares in
the Albury Gas Co. Ltd. The two
matters are directly related as the
increased powers proposed for the
corporation to enable it to carry on
business outside Victoria appear to
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be an essential prerequisite if the
corporation is to buy shares in the
Albury Gas Co. Ltd. and operate the
company in perpetuity. The Opposition does not oppose the Bill. It
supports the corporation's claims for
the additional powers and the proposal for the corporation to purchase
the Albury Gas Co. Ltd.
Members of this House will recall
the amending Gas and Fuel Corporation (C~lonial Gas Holding Ltd.)
Bill which was debated in . this
Chamber last year. In part, clause
2 of the Bill, which is now under
consideration, is similar to the Act
passed last year. This measure could
appear to be a duplication of the
earlier legislation. Sub-section (2)
of section 2 of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation (Colonial Gas Holdings
Ltd.) Act provides, inter aliaNotwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained in the Principal Act or the memorandum and articles of association of the
Corporation it is · hereby provided that the
Corporation(b)· may by agreement acquire(i) in whole or in part the undertaking
and business of any company
(whether incorporated in Victoria
or not) which on the date upon
which this Act comes into operation
is for the purposes of the Companies Act 1961 a corporation that
is deemed to be related to the
corporation; or
(ii) all or any of the shares of or in any
such company;

Paragraph (c) of the sub-section
provides that the corporationmay carry on directly or by medium of the
Company or any company referred to in
paragraph (b) of this section any of the
undertakings or businesses thereof which
on the date upon which this Act comes into
operation were then carried on notwithstanding that the whole or part of such
undertaking or business was then and
continues thereafter to be situated and
carried on outside Victoria.

The Bill will validate and ratify ·the
agreement which has been reached
between the Gas and Fuel Corporation, Boral Ltd. ana the Gas Supply
Co. Ltd. whereby the corporation is to purchase the shares in the
Albury Gas Co. Ltd.
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Two months ago the corporation
announced that it would extend its
natural gas supply system to serve
Seymour, Shepparton, Benalla, Wangaratta and Wodonga. The secondreading notes of the Minister refer
to the corporation's plans to supply
those areas with a 12-in. diameter
pipeline. As a matter of policy the
Australian Government in Canberra
has decided to establish a national
natural gas pipeline grid to ensure
that the best use is made of this
resource throughout Australia. Although the diameter of the pipeline
is not specifically mentioned in the
Bill, one is compelled to make a
passing reference to the matter which
the Minister raised during his secondreading speech. If one accepts the
eventual establishment of a national
natural gas grid, it seems to the
Opposition that a 12in. diameter
pipeline would not be large enough
and we may perhaps be making the
same mistakes that were made when
the railways were constructed in
Australia.
That indeed would be
folly. It was folly to have railway
lines of separate gauges throughout
Australia because this prevents the
efficient movement of goods and
people. Therefore, if a pipeline grid
for natural gas is to be established,
the most efficient form of its transportation must be available, and provision for this must be made now.
The report published by the Committee for Economic Development of
Australia contains an article by G. R.
Webb which illustrates the folly o~
having a multiplicity of railway
gauges throughout Australia. The
report states that it was estimated
in 1920, in evidence submitted to a
Royal Commission, that it would have
cost $114·4 million if the Governments of the day had decided to
standardize the railway services
throughout Australia. One has only to
refer to the two world wars and
various emergencies that have subsequently occurred in Australia to
realize the benefits that would have
accrued if there had been more rapid
means of transport for goods and
materials and greater manpower in
Mr. Amos.
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wartime. Significant disadvantages
have been suffered because of the
multiplicity of railway gauges· at that
·time. It would be an act of folly to
construct a small pipeline.
Over the years Parliament has been
asked to approve a number of takeovers by the Gas and Fuel Corporation, all of which have been supported
by the Labor Party. The Opposition's
policy has been that the operation of
vital utility services such as the gas
supply should not be left to private
enterprise. During the debate on a
previous Gas and Fuel Corporation
(Amendment) Bill the Opposition
was highly critical of the Government's action in increasing the
numbers of private shareholdings in
the Gas and Fuel Corporation. Subclause (i) of clause 5 of the schedule
to the Bill states thatThe sale is conditional upon the
approval validation and ratification of this
Agreement by an Act of Parliament of the
State of Victoria or any other statutory
requirement . . .

Presumably, the other statutory
authorities which would also have to
ratify and validate this agreement
would include the New South Wales
Parliament. No clear reference to the
matter was made in the Minister's
second-reading speech. The Opposition believes Parliament is entitled to
know what the attitude of the New
South Wales Government is to the
takeover, and what requirements, if
any, will be imposed on the corporation by New South Wales.
In regard to tariffs, the Premier
indicated that the Government had
approved the corporation's proposal
to build a natural gas pipeline to
serve Seymour, Shepparton, Benalla,
Wangaratta and Wodonga. When
making this announcement the honorable gentleman indicated that consumers in these centres would be supplied with natural gas at Melbourne
tariffs. When this Bill was introduced,
the Minister for Fuel and Power made
no reference to the tariffs that would
apply in the Albury-Wodonga area.
The Labor Party was in full agreement with the principle of supplying
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country consumers with natural gas
at Melbourne tariffs. However, in his
second-reading speech, the Minister
did not state that this would apply.
Neither the Chairman of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation nor the chairman of
Bora! Ltd. made any reference to the
tariff proposed to be charged in
Albury following the takeover by the
corporation or the introduction of
natural gas to the area.
During the past five years the corporation has established a remarkable
record of growth and service to the
State. Since the discovery of natural
gas it has expanded its distribution
system to ensure that as many people
as possible benefit from the use of
this valuable indigenous fuel. The
Opposition believes the purchase of
the Albury Gas Co. Ltd. proposed in
this measure will considerably enhance the economy of this latest expansion of the corporation's system.
It is a valuable means of providing
a natural resource, at a tariff comparable to that charged in the metropolitan area, to a decentralized area,
namely, the Albury-Wodonga complex, and en route to other country
centres in Victoria. It will be a
valuable contribution to decentralization.
The Opposition does not oppose
the measure, but it has serious doubts
about the size of the pipeline to which
the Minister referred in his secondthe
reading
speech.
Although
schedule to the Bill states that
it will not come into operation
until June of this year, if the measure
is carried by this House and another
place all possible steps should be
taken by the Ministry to negotiate
further with the Federal Minister for
Minerals and Energy and the Commonwealth department to reach common agreement on the size of the
pipeline. In March of this year the
Minister for Minerals and Energy
and an officer of the Commonwealth
department conferred with th'e Victorian Minister for Fuel and Power
and the Chairman of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation about the size of
Session 1974.-166
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a natural gas pipeline to AlburyWodonga. It was hoped that as a
result of those discussions negotiations would ensue to finalize · the
matter.
It has been mooted in some
quarters that the pipeline should
have a diameter of between 30 and
34 inches. The Minister has stated
that the corporation proposes· to
build a 12-in. diameter pipeline to
serve the Albury-Wodonga area.
The pipeline for the Longford-Sale
area is 30 inches in diameter. The
pipeline which supplies Adelaide
with natural gas from the reservoir
covers more than 400 miles, which
is twice if not three times the distance covered by the proposed
Albury-Wodonga
pipeline.
The
South Australian pipeline is to be
20 to 22 inches in diameter. It is
essential to reach common agreement
because we cannot afford to repeat
the mistakes that have occurred in
the past. If there is to be a national
grid to cover the whole of Australia
-as there certainly will be in the
future-the relevant decisions must
be made now. I call upon the Government to enter into negotiations in
this matter.
The Opposition supports the aims
of the corporation in this direction
and wishes to place on record its
congratulations to the corporation on
the expansion programme upon
which it has embarked in this State
and for the way in which it continues
to serve the interests of the entire
Victorian community.
Victoria is
fortunate to have an instrumentality
which employs competent and loyal
servants. An outstanding example is
the corporation's chairman, Mr. Neil
Smith. Mr. Smith, his fellow directors and other loyal officers and staff
of the corporation have been responsible for the provision of valuable
service to Victoria. The corporation
intends to play its part in the future
decentralization of the State and to
assist in the development of the
agreed upon growth centre at
Albury-Wodonga. Members of the
Opposition wish the Bill a speedy
passage.
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BAXTER (Murray Valley).-

Membe~s

of the Cou~try Party· ·are
happy to supp(>rt this measure: It
is· hoped that it will be the first step
in providing a grid system for· Victona. From time to time statements
have emanated from Canberra about
a. ·national grid, although this is probably a long way off. The supply of
natural gas to Albury-Wodonga and
the centres en route will be. a tremendous incentive to decentralize,
an.d will be another step in providing
country people with facilities which
are taken for granted by city dwellers. In the not-too-distant future
one hopes to see the expansion of
the pipeline from Shepparton to
Kyabram and Echuca, and in the foreseeable future perhaps a branch line
from Benalla to Yarrawonga. The
latter town has attracted industry
and. people at' a faster rate than most
Victorian country towns.
I endorse the remarks of the honorable member for Morwell · about
the efficiency and capability of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation and its
directors and· staff. They have carried out valuable work over the years
and· proved their efficiency. I am
pleased that the corporation has
come to an agreement to supply
natural gas to Albury as well as
W odonga. Obviously this is logical.
At present the population of AlburyWodonga is approximately 50,000,
two-thirds of which is on the New
South .Wales side of the border.
Last year a proposal was floated
by the New South Wales Minister
for Mines, Mr. Wal Fife, to bring a
natural gas pipeline to Albury from
Wagga.
Naturally, that proposed
pipeline will now not be necessary.
It is good that the two Governments
have been able to agree, because as
a result Albury will receive natural
gas much earlier than it would have
otherwise.
A satisfactory arrangement has
been entered into by the corporation
with Boral Ltd. to purchase the
Albury works at a price of $800,000,
which appears reasonable. The funds
have been provided by the ·sale of a
corporation subsidiary in Queensland

'(Potvers) ·Bill.

to . Boral· Ltd. This will provide
·rn addition, the agreement
provides for' the sale of fixed .assets
in Albury as they become redundant,
and the funds will be applied on a
50-50 basis to Boral Ltd. and the
corporation. ·I do not know whether
it was ·good luck, good management
or coincidence that Boral Ltd. and
the corporation have arranged what
might be termed a "swap" between
Albury and the Queensland subsidiary.
·
I also support the honorable member for· Morwell in his. hope that
uniform. tariffs will apply. I am sure
that .this. wiU occur. The principle
has been well established . by the
State Electricity Commission. I hope
that wpen tpe corporation takes over
the pipeline in Albury-Wodonga it
will correct an anomaly. which presently ~xists in regard ~-to, .bottled
gas. If a· re~ident of Wodonga purchases a Gylinder ·Of· gas from. the
corporation, he does so ·at a
consideraQly lo~er .. rate than .that
which mu~t -be paid by a person
living 10 miles . out of W odonga.
I have neyer been able to fathom why
that was so. Now that natural gas is
to be piped to the area and will· come
under the control of one body, I hope
that anomaly will be overcome.
Some farmers and landholders
along the proposed route to Wodonga
and Shepparton have expressed ·fears
of the effects the pipeline might have
on . their properties. · I am confident
that, after the pipeline is installed,
there will be no effects at all. I have
discussed this matter with the engineers of the Gas and Fuel Corporation.
I am confident that once the job is
completed there will be no interference with cultivation, grazing, or any
other farming activity. Naturally,
small areas will have to be set aside
for valves and so on.
It has been suggested that the pipeline should follow railway lines. That
would seem to be logical but it
appears that it would not be the
cheapest or best way of constructing
the pipeline. It is more economical to
follow the shortest route between two
points, provided that geographi~al
$430~000.
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features allow that. The Country
Party . welcomes the move to supply
natural gas to this area and to the
towns along the route. It is hoped
this wil1 be the forerunner of supplies
to _many more centres.
~r. HANN (Rodney).- I congratulate the Government for its decision
to extend the natural gas pipeline in
Victoria and particularly on its decision to contruct a pipeline to AlburyWodonga, to provide for towns along
the way such as Seymour, Benalla
and Wangaratta, and to build a spur
line to Shepparton. I have long
believed that natural gas is one of the
essential features of the development
of decentralization in Victoria.
At present, the cost of fuel oil is
rising and there is uncertainty in the
supply of liquefied petroleum gas.
Some major oil companies are refusing to supply this gas to country
industries which are turning to the
Gas and Fuel Corporation. I have also
long believed that the supply of
natural gas must be extended to as
many country towns as possible.

I support what was said by the
honorable member who spoke on behalf of the Opposition. He discussed
whether the proposed pipeline would
be of adequate size to cater for the
future needs of all the towns in its
vicinity. On examining the Bill, I
particularly think of the spur line to
Shepparton and the supply of natural
gas to neighbouring towns. I understand that consideration has already
been given to a fur.ther extension of
the pipeline, possibly to Tatura. If
that eventuates I hope that consideration will also be given to extending
it to Kyabram and other towns, particularly those where major milk
companies which would use natural
gas are located, such as Merrigum,
Tongala, and Girgarre. Natural gas
would make an enormous difference
to the approach of these towns to
decentralization. It would help industries already there and encourage
others to become established. I also
envisage further extensions of the
pipe.line to Echuca and Rochester,
and along the river to Cohuna. Major
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industries in each of these towns
would benefit greatly from natural
gas being available.
I hope that, in making its final
decision on the size of the pipeline,
the Government will give serious
consideration to the future need for
and supply of natural gas. I have discussed this matter with the Gas and
Fuel Corporation and particularly
with the chairman. I know that he
is eager to extend the gas pipeline to
as many areas as possible and will
take these factors into account. I,
too, can see that the corporation is
playing an important part in developing Victoria and that it is dedicated
to further extensions of the natural
gas pipeline.
I again congratulate the Government. The extension of the pipeline
is a forward step. I hope that at the
earliest possible date other pipelines
will be constructed to many towns in
the vicinity of this pipeline and to
towns in other parts of Victoria. This
will greatly assist decentralization in
this State.
Mr. EBERY (Midlands).-This Bill
will allow the Gas and Fuel Corporation to take over the functions of
the Albury Gas Co. Ltd. and to
construct
a
pipeline
to
the
north-east of Victoria through farming properties. I have had experience of pipelines in the CastlemaineBendigo area and I can assure honorable members that in building pipelines the Gas and Fuel Corporation
does a magnificent job and does not
cause many problems for farmers.
I am satisfied that this move will be
of great benefit to all the area which
the pipeline will serve, which includes
Seymour, Benalla, Wangaratta, and
Albury.
One problem associated with the
growth of these areas is that of
housing. In the Castlemaine-Bendigo
area, many people are looking for
homes. This ancillary problem must
be faced. With the decentralization
that will occur with the extension
of the gas pipeline to Albury, the
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supply of housing will be a major
matter which must be considered by
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the Melbourne area have been taken
into consideration. I am sute that

the Government.

it is now possible for the corpor-

I will be interested to hear the
Minister's decision on the price of
natural gas in the area to be served
by the new pipeline. A major factor
in the progress of decentralization
will be the price of natural gas being
the same in the country as it is in
the metropolitan area. This is a
matter of great interest to manufacturers and industries in these
areas who should have the same
advantages as those in the metropolis.
I commend the Gas and Fuel Corporation on its expertise. It constructs pipelines with a minimum of
inconvenience to farmers and landholders. This speaks volumes for its
administration and for the know-how
with which it goes about its tasks.
The Seymour area which is part of
the electorate I represent will benefit
greatly as a result of the construction
of the pipeline. Although Seymour is
not one of the five towns designated
for accelerated growth, I am sure that
it will grow in the same way as the
towns that are so designated. I support the Bill.
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla).-lt is with
great pleasure that I take part in the
debate on this Bill. The extension of
the natural pipeline to the north-east
of Victoria is as significant to
the people of that area as the
discovery of oil and gas in Bass
Strait was to the people of Australia.
It opens a door and
a new era. The State Electricity
Commission has supplied power to
rural areas of Victoria and now the
Gas and Fuel Corporation will be
able to extend its interests in a particular way in the north-east of the
State.
The State has had experience of
pipelines being extended in other
areas and the Gas and Fuel Corporation has gained much experience
as a result. The lessons learned by
the Parliament and the Government
when the Shell Oil Co. constructed
its first pipeline from Geelong to

ation to co-ordinate the laying of the
pipeline with the interests of landholders and municipalities affected.
Five or six years ago I was a member of a deputation to the Minister.
It comprised mayors, shire presidents
and councillors from as far afield as
Wagga and south to at least Benalla,
and possibly Seymour. That was
shortly after the discovery of natural
gas and oil in Bass Strait. Much
interest was created in that area. The
people of north-eastern Victoria knew
that the future growth of population
in Victoria, and possibly Australia,
must take place in that area because
of the tremendously good water
supply available. Because of that,
the people believed the earliest opportunity should be taken to supply
natural gas to that area. Now, that
is being done.
There is now an opportunity to
plan for an Australian gas pipeline
grid. Some appreciation must be
given to the present Federal Government for its plan for such a gridhow developed the plan is, goodness
only knows. In considering the Bill,
honorable members should appreciate that our reserves of oil and gas
may or may not be limited. We are
told that there are limits on the supplies from Bass Strait although it is
hoped they will last until the end of
the century. It is also to be hoped
that, as a result of the efforts of oil
companies and the Government, there
will be further exploration for gas and
oil in Australia. Those exploring for
these essential fuels should be given
greater assistance than they are
receiving today.
Some areas have adequate supplies
but gas and oil may have to be
brought to Victoria, and particularly
to Melbourne, from central Australia.
I have listened to other honorable
members express concern about the
size of the pipeline which is proposed
to be built. Possibly, consideration
should be given to the construction
of a larger pipeline or an additional
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pipeline to be laid beside the one
which is the subject of this Bill. In
twenty years' time, the direction of
the flow of natural gas may have to
be reversed.
We are on one corner of Australia
and there could be millions of barrels
of natural gas in other parts which
have to be brought here. This would
be particularly true if the population
of Melbourne is allowed to continue
to grow as it is growing now. It is to
be hoped that what is happening in
Victoria now and what will happen as
a result of this measure being enacted
-that is the supplying of gas to
the north-east of Victoria-will relieve the pressure on Melbourne.
If we do not take the people to water,
water will have to be taken to the
people. Every true Australian would
hesitate to take water from northern
Victoria to supply the southern
areas. Provision should be made for
resources to be made available so
that people can be attracted to
country areas.
I am pleased with the proposed
legislation. Pipelines will traverse
my electorate from Mangalore to
Glenrowan. I hope people in these
areas will receive consideration from
the Gas and Fuel Corporation. Towns
such as Euroa and Benalla will, in
due course, receive supplies of natural
gas, and it will be necessary to promote these towns because they are
situated on busy transport lanes.
They play an important part in the
State.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas) . As other honorable members have
mentioned, this proposed legislation
has great connotations in the field of
decentralization. It has been welcomed by honorable members whose
electorates will be immediately affected by the pipeline. The provisions of
this Bill affect the whole of the State.
For years, towns in western Victoria
have not had the benefit of natural
gas, but they look forward to
the extensions of the pipeline from
Ballarat to the South Australian
border.
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The Government's efforts in the
field of decentralization have been
directed to removing the disadvantages attaching to industries establishing in the country. For many years
the State Electricity Commission has
extended its activities so that 98 per
cent of the State is covered on the
basis of uniform tariffs. The proposal to extend natural gas facilities
further throughout the State at uniform cost is to be commended. It is
important that country industries
should have the basic fuel ingredients
available. Honorable members have
mentioned the doubtful future of
liquefied petro·leum gas and fuel oil,
and the various moves to increase
costs of these commodities will disadvantage country industries.
It cannot be denied that there is
now a boom in country industries in
Victoria. The latest figures from the
Commonwealth Bureau of Census
and Statistics show that, for the
three months ended 31st March, the
number of factories in country areas
increased from 7 per cent to 21 per
cent, while the share in Melbourne
fell from 93 per cent to 79 per cent.
This dramatic change has been
brought about by the continued and
varied incentives provided by this
Government. I share the views of
members of the Country Party that
efforts of this type should be encouraged.

I repeat that the Government's primary aim for decentralization is to
remove the lack of incentives and the
disadvantages that have inhibited the
setting up of industries in the country. A major stumbling block now is
outside the field of State competency.
I refer to telephone charges.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The honorable
member for ,Dundas in ranging wide
of the Bill which relates to the
powers of the Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria and to approve,
ratify and validate a certain agreement made by that corporation in
relation to Albury-Wodonga.

4~~
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.Mr~. CHAMBERLAIN.-rhank you,
fpr your guidance, Mr. Speaker. With

other honorable members, I commend
the GOvernment and look forward to
the .implementation of the proposals
envisaged in the Bill.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).1t is. pleasing to hear members of the
Government party finally recognizing
the thoughtfulness of the Labor
Party's policy over the years, expounded both inside and outside
Parliament. When the Government
lifted the restrictions imposed on the
Gas and Fuel Corporation so that the
corporation could demonstrate that
it could act for the benefit of Victoria, some progress was being made.
Mr. BALFOUR.-What restrictions?
Mr. WILTON.-! am referring to
the horse and cart philosophy that
the 'Minister for Fuel and Power, with
his Cabinet colleagues, expounded in
not allowing the Gas and Fuel Corporation to be the constructing authority
for pipelines. The corporation was
the only body experienced in that type
of work. The negative thinking of
the Government took up the time of
Parliament in passing legislation to
establish an authority which proved
to. be a fa,ilure. After four or five
years of frustration, the Government
had to concede that its policies were
hopelessly unworkable and out of
date, and it conceded that what the
Labor Party had advocated for fifteen
years was correct. The Gas and Fuel
Corporation was given the necessary
authority to act on pipelines.
The proposed legislation validates
an agreement between the Gas and
Fuel Corporation and Boral Ltd.
wi'll
establish
The
commission
a pipeline from Melbourne to
Wodonga so that towns such as
Seymour, Benalla, Shepparton, Wangaratta, Wodonga and Albury will
benefit from the supply of natural
gas. At present many of these centres
are dependent on the use of liquefied
petroleum gas.
It was interesting to hear members
of the Government party eulogizing
their Ministers for forward thinking
and saying what a great impetus their
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efforts will give in tbe field of decentralization.. The tragedy is that this
could have been done years ago but

for the frustrations of the ·Government. Officers of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation have demonstrated their
expertise in the provision of pipelines
and have shown that thei'r efforts can
bring great benefits to Victoria.
Ballarat has been deprived of this
fuel because of the Government's
dogmatic attitude.
Years ago, purely for political
purposes and an election stunt, the
Government forced the corporation
to provide uniform domestic tariffs
but ignored industry which had to
use oil and liquefied petroleum
gas. Honorable members representing those areas sat like bags of mud
and did not protest. Now the House
has the spectacle of the honorable
member for Dundas going through
the hypocrisy of speaking of the farthinking and get-up-and-go attitude
of the Government.
Naturally, members of the Opposition support the proposed legislation
because it is necessary. It will ratify
an agreement between the Gas and
Fuel Corporation and Boral Ltd.
When there is a ratification of agreements to acquire a franchise in other
parts of New South Wales that State
will also enjoy these benefits. There
has never been any doubt in the
minds of members of the Opposition
that the Gas and Fuel Corporation is
the appropriate administering authority, not only in m·anaging gas operations but in the construction of
pipelines which will be necessary to
supply natural gas as a fuel to provide
the benefits that will accrue to the
State. Such a provision will improve
the possibility of attracting industry
to country areas. The prime factors
concerning any decision of industry
to establish factories are the source
of fuel, its cost, availability and the
guarantee of continuity of supply.
Once the works are operating, it is
obvious that the department responsible for attracting industries will
have a strong weapon to convince
new industries that they should take
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their· fact<irles
these centres. . Payroll tax is another w·eapon available
to the·· Government to make a real
contribution to decentralization. The
Government will then shed the sham
and will ,give country Victoria some
prospects.
Th~. ~<?tion was :agreed to.
. The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause .1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Powers of corporation to
act outsid~ Victoria):.
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for- Fuel
and Power) .-I express my thanks to
honorable· members for the way in
which they have contributed to the
debate on this Bill. Although the
meas.ure deals only with the ratification ·. of ·the purchase of the Albury
gas· works by the Gas and Fuel ·corporation·,· opportunity has rightly been
taken to mention other matters concerning the gas .industry. '
·

- ·: Th~ h~norable member for Morwell
has prop.erly asked what the New
South Wales Government thinks of
this · s~ie. '. '. After negotiations had
started, the. chairman of Bora! Ltd.
and I~ on behalf of the Victorian
Government, appro.ached the New
South Wales Minister for Mines and
asked. what his Government's opinion
would be ..if the sale took place. He
a State instrumentality
said that
was. purchasing a private company,
New South Wales had no objection.
lf the Albury Gas Co. Ltd. had been
a municipal undertaking, as most
local undertakings are in New South
Wales, the Gas and Fuel Corporation
would not have wanted to interfere.
However, as it was a private company, which approached the corporation after an announcement was
made that natural gas would be
supplied to Wodonga, it was considered preferable to purchase the
shares and then a State-owned
instrumentality would have the duty
of supplying gas on both sides of the
River Murray. In view of the fact
that the Commonwealth Government,
the Government of New South Wales
and the Victorian Government are

as
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endeavouring to · develop · the· new
Albury-Wodoriga
·complex, ·this
appeared to ·be a good· move. My
colleague, Mr. Fife, the Minister ·for
Mines in New South Wales, indicated
to m·e that New South Wales would
have no. objection.
.
The honorable member for Morwell
also asked whether New · South
Wales had to take any action to
ratify· the sale.. In that State
there is an Act which covers
~lectricity
and gas undertakings,
but at. ~he appropriate stage it
may be necessary for the New· South
Wales Government to arrange for
an Order in Council which will
allow the gas undertaking to operate.
It will be operating some time after
the takeover point as the Albury Gas
Co. Ltd. rather than as the Gas and
Fuel
Corporation
of
Victoria.
Therefore, there .may not be· a. need
for the Government of New. South
Wales .. to do anything.
However,
the Victorian
Government has
indicated to Mr. Fife what is
being done. I have sent. him. a copy
of the proposed legislation, and I
hope. he will soon advise me of his
Government's requirements. I have
given him an undertaking that
Victoria will comply with. the
requirements of the gas regulations
of New South Wales. The price of
gas to the Albury-Wodonga comple·x
should be the same as that supplied
to Melbourne, Geelong, Ballarat and
Bendigo. This is the only way in
which people can be encouraged to
go to these areas.
·Our first duty with this line is to
ensure that the towns that already
have reticulated supplies are provided with natural gas. In. the
future if it is shown that it is
economical to supply a town. with
gas, a supply will be provided. In
due course more towns will be considered.
Some months ago questions were
asked whether other places would be
considered when the Ballarat-Bendigo line had been completed. ·The
corporation suggested that, although
at this stage it might not be an
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economical proposition, in the future
it would be the right thing to do.
The Government readily agreed to
that .. suggestion.
Although pipelines are not referred
to in the Bill, it is appropriate
that the size of lines should be mentioned. In designing the pipeline
from M~lbourne to Wodonga, the
corporatiOn took into account the
present load and the likely future
~oad. I~ is believed that a 12-in. pipe
ts sufficient to supply gas to the area.
This is being examined as part of
the distribution system of Victoria,
not as a main trunkline.
Some years ago consideration was
given to the supply of gas for Victoria
and Sydney, and at the time it was
considered that the proper route for a
30-in. to 34-in. line was from Bass
Strait to Sydney over the mountains.
I received a visit from Mr. Connor,
who asked whether a 20-in. line had
been considered, and I indicated to
him that so far we had been looking
at this as part of the Victorian distribution system. I believe if it were
to be part of a national grid the pipeline should be 30 inches to 34 inches
in diameter. At this stage to put in a
pipe larger than 12 inches would be
to spend money on something which
would not be used for many years.
It may be preferable to install a
pipeline this size, leaving sufficient
space for the provision of other
pipes.
I informed Mr. Connor that we
were open to suggestions and that
his people should have discussions
with my officers. Certainly the
State could not stand the capital cost
of the difference between a 12-in.
and a 20-in. or 30-in. pipeline. At
this stage our main concern is to
supply natural gas to Victorian towns
and across the border into Albury.
The clause was agreed to, as was
the schedule.
The Bill was reported to the
House without amendment, and
passed through its remaining stages.
Mr. Balfour.
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RACING (AMENDMENT).BILL

(No. 2).

The debate (adjourned from April
2) on the motion of Mr. Dixon
(Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).This lengthy Bill affects the conduct
of the racing industry, which is one
of the largest, quickest growing and
most vital industries contributing to
the State's economy. The Bill
makes seven amendments to the
Racing Act and impinges upon
various aspects of the industry.
The first alteration is to enable six
additional race meetings to be conducted by the Victoria Racing Club at
Flemington on Wednesdays each year.
This decision is a compromise after
the furore over the past six or seven
mo!lth~ between country and city
racing mterests. In the first place the
Victoria Racing Club secretly made
a decision. It was unfortunate that
this was a secret decision because
many racing clubs objected to the fact
that they were not previously consulted. They decided to approach the
Minister and recommend twenty additional mid-week race meetings in the
metropolitan area to be conducted at
Flemington, Moonee Valley, and
Sandown or Caulfield. The controversy was sparked off initially when
the Minister made an announcement
one Sunday morning on channel 0,
before the country clubs were officially advised that he had been approached by the Victoria Racing
Club in this fashion.
In one corner were the metropolitan clubs, particularly the Victoria
Racing Club, claiming that they required twenty additional mid-week
meetings in the metropolitan area in
the interests of racing, because in
their opinion higher stakes would
assist metropolitan trainers who in
the past had ·had to attend many midweek race meetings in the country.
They also considered that this would
aid Victorian racing generally.
In
the opposite corner were the country
racing associations, which took the
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contrary view that although additional stakes would be provided in
the metropolitan area, the stakes in
the country areas would proportionately be reduced because the clubs
there would not be racing on
They also put
a W ednesday.
the argument to the Minister that
this would not assist to decentralize
racing. The Government had stated
that it wished to decentralize industry generally, and the racing clubs
claimed that twenty additional meetings in Melbourne would not assist
the decentralization of many city
trainers who were established or
were considering establishing at
various centres in the country.
Many horses are trained in the
country today. For example, in
Ballarat alone approximately 74
horses-a large team-are being
trained by Noel Kelly. At present
other trainers are contemplating going
to country areas. Australia's major
trainer, Bart Cummings, over the past
six months has negotiated with the
Geelong Racing Club with a view to
establishing in that area.
1

At the same time, the country clubs
pointed out to the Minister and to the
Government that the decision of the
Victoria Racing Club would not only
have a major effect on country racing
clubs and country race meetings on a
Wednesday, but would also have an
effect on relative country communities because many business people in
the country who may or may not
attend races benefit from the influx
of people to mid-week race meetings.
For example, next week Warrnambool will 'hold its traditonal three-day
race meeting which concludes on
Thursday week with the Great
Eastern Steeple. Many thousands of
people visit W arrnambool for these
races, and as well as spending their
money betting on races, they will
purchase meals and accommodation
and patronize petrol service stations.
The holding of as many Wednesday race meetings as possible is in
the interests of racing in Victoria,
particularly non-metropolitan racing,
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and of non-metropolitan communities. Therefore, the Minister and
other members of the Government
had a difficult decision to make. I
believe the right decision has been
made. Before the decision was made,
I informed the Minister that there
should be a compromise decision. In
future six mid-week meetings will be
conducted at Flemington alone, and
the position will be reviewed in
twelve months.
It was perhaps unfortunate thatthe
Victoria Racing Club approached the
Minister with this supposition in the
first place because although the Victoria Racing Club is, and has been
since 1864, the administrative body
which controls racing in Victoria, it
is also an independent racing club. It
was therefore hard for some sections
of the racing industry to look upon
the Victoria Racing Club as an administrative body on the one hand and
as a major Victorian racing club on
the other. I am not knocking the
Victoria Racing Club, because I believe Victoria is the major racing
State not only in Australia but in
Australasia, and no doubt the Victoria Racing Club, in taking control
of racing, particularly over the past
thirteen years when the Totalizator
Agency Board has been in operation,
must take a great deal of credit. I
believe, however, there are areas
in which racing could be improved.
Sections of the racing industry·, other
than the Victoria Racing Club,
should become involved in the administrative conferences, at least on
Victorian racing, regularly.
The decision to hold six mid-week
meetings was made to provide additiona! finance to raise the standard
of Flemington racecourse in line with
the tradition which has built up, particularly in relation to the spring
carnival. That carnival gives a great
boost to the State, and on the first
Tuesday of November Flemington is
the centre of attraction for people all
over Australia and indeed in many
places throughout the world. It is unfortunate that although the interest
in Flemington racecourse from different parts of the world has increased,
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th~ facilities of the ·racecourse have
nqt kep~ pace with modem times.
Flemington will always be the No. 1
racecourse in Australia because of the
Melbourne Cup, in the same way that
the _J;:nglish Derby has been run at
Epsom for a couple of hundred years.
The Epsom racecourse does not have
the facilities that exist at Flemington,
nor does the French Chantilly racecourse, venue of the French Derby.
However, Flemington is second to
Randwick as a modern racing complex, and it does not have the modern
facilities of overseas courses such as
Hollywood Park in Los Angeles or
Belmont Park in New Ydrk. Victoria
has the major race of Australia and
the major racecourse on which to
run it and this course should be
modernized. The Opposition wholeheartedly supports the modernization
of Flemington race~ourse.
I do not know why Moonee Valley,
Sandown or Caulfield clubs requested
extra_ meetings because I do not think
the same demand for finance exists
there as at Flemington. The· opinion
has been expressed in racing circles
that Melbourne has one course too
many and that Sandown may have
been constructed many years before
it was required.
There are other methods by which
additional finance, if so desired, can
be «;>btained, mainly through the
Totalizator Agency Board. The tumover of the board has increased incredibly in the past few years and
it could increase overnight,' if the
Government required only finance. If
the Government were prepared ·to
authorize after-race payouts as do
other State Governments-! am not
saying that it should or should not
do so-the Totalizator Agency
Board's take would increase overnight by between 23 per cent and 35
per cent because winning punters
would collect their dividends from
one race and reinvest them on the
next race. At present it is the policy
of the Government to relieve
Totalizator Agency Board agencies
of the obligation of paying out until
after the last race. Sir Arthur Rylah
stated that the reason for this was

Mr. Trezise.
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to · prevent Victoria from having .the
betting shop atmosphere which exists
in many other States of Australia. In
future quadrella . betting at country
race meetings will increase the turnover of the Totalizator Agency
Board.
Each year the Victoria Racing
Club runs a benefit meeting at
Flemington, the proceeds of which
are channelled to assist distressed
·and disabled racing personnel. How~ver,
in comparison w.ith other
Saturday meetings the stakes at the
penefit meeting are well down and
so is the attendance. The lower stakes
attract the poorer-class horses and
many people do not go to lowerclass meetings. I refer. particularly
to the members. The members reserve on benevolent day is like a
morgue. When members have ·to
pay, 75 per Gent of them· seem_ to
have gardens to attend and stay
away from the race meetings. It is
only common sense that this benevolent fund should be financed from
the administration allocation of· the
Totalizator Agency Board .to the Victoria Racing Club for the running
of Victorian racing. In · future the
Victoria Racing Club will conduct' one
ordinary race meeting in lieu of· the
benevolent meeting. Stakes will be
increased, patronage will improve,
·and the Government will receive
more revenue.
. Clause 5 of the Bill refers to the
starting time of Anzac Day race meetings at Flemington.
The annual
Anzac Day meeting will be held this
week. In recent years with -the
changeover from a full memorial day
to a 50 per cent memorial-50 per
cent sporting day, a race meeting
has been conducted on Anzac Day
·to meet popular demand. In the
past the legislation has provided that
the race meeting shall commence not
earlier than 1.55 p.m. I do not know
why the time 1.55 p.m. was fixed.
The Bill provides that the meeting
will start at 1.35 p.m. This week
the Anzac -Day meeting will commence at 1.55 p.m. and unfortunately
ll)any horses are being bal]oted out.
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Mr. Kevin Ryan, the Victoria Racing
Club handicapper, informed me that
there were 31I entries for the meeting on Thursday.
As only seven
races are to be run, many horses will
be balloted out because of the law
and· because of the early evening
fading light. The Returned Services
League .has given its approval-not
that that is the main criterion-but I
believe people are entitled to play
sport if they wish to do so, whether
at I~.05 p.m. or 1.55 p.m.
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Although only last week I heard
a statement on the radio that the
Government believes Victoria · ~has
enough gambling facilities and it, qoes
not therefore wish to create more
forms of it, clause 6 of the Bill introduces further varieties of Totalizator
Agency Board betting._ In · futu~e
under this amending Btll there wtll
be a trio and a trifecta, both of which
are methods of betting with the
Totalizator Agency Board. There
are now something like 49 varieties
of betting. One can bet with the TotalYesterday a lady said that izator Agency Board for a win, ·place
she believed Anzac Day should double, daily double, feature double,
be a day on which people should be quadrella, quinella and now a trio and
able to go to church or do what they a trifecta. However, I support the proliked for the whole day and not be posed legislation because I belie~e
allowed to play or witness sport. I people on a racecourse have a certam
believe those wowserish types are a amount of money to spend and are
thing of the past. I am sure the entitled to bet in the manner in which
Minister would agreethey wish.
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
The
trio
will
require
a
Sport and Recreation) .-I raise a punter to select the three placegetpoint of order. The honorable mem- ters-horses, dogs or trotters-in any
ber is not entitled, by implication, order of finishing; in other words it
will be an extension of the qtiinella.
to put words into my mouth.
The trifecta will require the punter
The SP~AKER (the Hon. K. H. to choose three placegetters in order.
Wheeler).-Order ! The honorable I believe the trifecta will be a popumember for Youth, Sport and Re- lar way of betting particularly in dog
creation· believes the words attri- racing when often there is an oddsbuted to him are not acceptable. He on favourite in a field of seven or
therefore asks the honorable member eight. People will have the chqice of
for Geelong North to withdraw the choosing a first, second and third in
remark.
· that order. At present, when a .dog is
priced at 5 to I on, people often
~r. TREZISE (Geelong North).let the race go by without betting on
Of cou"rse, I withdraw the remark. it. At times horses have been priced
I said that in my opinion people who at up to 40 to I on which, particularly
do not believe in sport on Anzac Day in weight-for-age races, makes tt
after midday are wowserish and I foolish for a sane person to bet, but
stick to that. I believe people should the introduction of the trio and trienjoy or play sport after midday if fecta will enable a person to bet ·on
they desire, and I said ·that I thought the first, second and third ··horses,
the Minister would agree with this thereby giving him an interest in. the
viewpoint. After all, the Minister has race.
·
started to. play football again at the
In the second-reading speech ·the
age of 37 and if he passed away at
Minister said that he believes the
a football match-! am sure he has minimum
bet on the trio or trifecta
too many football brains to do that- will be $1. Although that may suit
he ·.would rather be remembered by the Totalizator Agency Board in ceryoungsters as playing sport for the tain respects, I believe the mini~um
Dixon Memorial Cup than for going bet of $1 will not be in the
to church· for the whole ·of ··Anzac interests of many people _ who
Day.··
go · to racecourses.
There - are
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people in the community today who
are on low incomes and whose sole

her $4,000. Doubtless the honorable
member for Broadmeadows will ex-

interest is going to the races and

plain that later.

having a bet. They like to bet on the
double and, particularly in recent
months, as the figures show, on the
quadrella. If possible, for the trio
and the trifecta the minimum bet
should be 50 cents, particularly for
these racecourse punters.
An article in last Saturday's Herald
stated that an average of $100 for
every man, woman and child in Victoria was wagered every week. The
annual turnover in this State from
legislated gambling is approximately
$350 million. The off-course totalizator has come a long way since
1961, when Sir Chester Manifold
was largly responsible for its introduction. The totalizator has come
a long way since 1931, when it was
first introduced onto a racecourse in
Victoria, and a long way from the
first totalizator in Victoria operated
in Johnston Street, Collingwood or,
as stated in Power Without Glory,
" Jackson
Street,
Caringbush ",
where pigeons were used in the operation.
Not long ago Totalizator
Agency Board officers went to Canada
and New York to point out many of
the variations of the Victorian operations. It is a credit ~to the Totalizator Agency Board, Mr. Huppard,
Mr. Rutter, Mr. Goodwin and the
other personnel employed at the St.
Kilda Road offices of the board. However some matters affecting the
Totalizator Agency Board could well
be improved; for example about six
months ago the honorable member
for Broadmeadows referred to the
case of a lady who lost a totalizator
ticket and was ·refused payment.
There is considerable room for improvement in the paying out on
toalizator tickets ·that have been lost.
·Mr. WILTON.-The amount involved was $4,000.
Mr. TREZISE.-The lady lost the
ticket and informed the Totalizator
Agency Board accordingly. Although
the ticket had not been presented to
an agency for payment she was told
that she was not entitled to receive

In an interesting article in the

~ro~

M~ h~ ~~tt

~gp~~

that Totalizator Agency Board
tickets should be numbered in the
same way as bookmakers' betting
tickets are numbered. This might be
a good idea.
The amendment contained in
clause 10 of the Bill will give the
Totalizator Agency Board power to
hire out its computer to other ·racing
bodies or to Government departments. When the computer is not
being used millions of dollars worth
of equip·ment is lying idle, particularly on a Sunday, and it is _only
common sense and good bu:smess
management .to hire out the computer
to another department. The Trotting
Control Board has asked that it be
permitted to use the computer f?r
compiling breeding and other stattstics and 'if the Trotting Control
Boa'rd ~can hire computer time from
the Totalizator Agency Board, · the
Trotting Control Board will contribute to the cost of the computer. The
Victoria Racing Club is int~rested .in
using computers to compile stattstics of all Aust·ralian race horses but
the Australian Jockey Club is opposed to the idea at present. If . the
Australian Jockey Club comes mto
line with the other States the computer can perhaps be used for indexing horses throughout Australia.
Clause 11 repeals section 117 of the
principal Act and this will remove an
obligation on the metropolitan ~racing
clubs to pay 1 per cent of the gross
revenue from their ·race meetings towards the cost of administering the
country racing associations. This
administration can now be carried
out by the country clubs. All country
racing assndations now agree that
their financial position has improved
as a Tesult of the operations of the
Totalizator Agency Board and
because many of the costs involved
in conducting a ~ace meeting, such
as the payment of handicappers,
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stewards and other personnel, are
now being met by the Victoria Racing Club. Therefore, the Opposition
has no objection to the repeal of
section 117.

certain price, but there is no reference to price in the Melbourne newspapers other than the Australian.
That leaves many punters in the
dark.

The only other amendment that is
worthy of comment is that which
provides a reserve for the development of the functions of the board.
The 0. 25 per cent. of Totalizator
Agency Board turnover which is at
present paid to the National Bank to
cover overdrafts established by the
Victoria Amateur Turf Club, the
Victoria Racing Club., the Moonee
Valley Racing Club and the Trotting
Control Board to establish and
finance the Totalizator Agency Board
and to enable it to progress should
now be transferred not through the
bank but directly through the Totalizator Agency Board for future development. The Totalizator Agency
Board should be ·allowed to plan its
own development in the racing industry and this will require a great deal
of money. In the future, as in the
past, further expansion will be necessary, particularly in country centres
and any financial assistance that can
be given without any extra cost to
the revenue of the racing industry
should be provided.
The Opposition does not oppose
any of the provisions of the Bill. I
have mentioned a few points of interest in the Bill where the Opposition believes the racing industry
could be improved. A point of interest
for future legislation is that offcourse pre-post betting details should
be available for country race meetings in the same way as they are
available in the metropolitan papers
on Saturdays for metropolitan meetings. Perhaps legislation along these
lines should be introduced by the
Chief Secretary. In the metropolitan
area on a Saturday punters are informed of the so-called interstate
prices of horses in races that afternoon. In other States this information is provided for mid-week meetings. It is stated that a horse in a
race that afternoon is quoted at a

Mr. RAFFERTY.-When they do
find out the price they are still left
in the da·rk.
Mr. TREZISE.-That may be so.
Star-ting-price betting is almost a
thing of the past and the small punter who bets with the Totalizator
Agency Board or the bookmakers
should be given every asssistance.
Perhaps the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation will make a
recommendation to the Chief Secretary that the appropriate Act be
amended to allow pre-post betting
details for mid-week country meetings to be published in the same way
as the information is made available
for a Saturday meeting.
Members of the Opposition support
the Bill and wish the racing industry
every success in the future. We
realize that there are many moves
to take more money away from racing, and particula·rly from the Totalizator Agency Board, for other purposes. In the past I have made suggestions along these lines and I am
pleased that many non-racing sp-orting bodies are receiving additional
assistance from this source. By the
same token, I sound the no:te of
warning that if the Government dips
too far into the finances of the racing industry it will kill the goose that
lays the golden egg. The Opposition
supports the Bill and · wishes it a
speedy pa·ssage.
Mr. TREWIN '(Benalla).:-On behalf
of the Country Party I propose to
make some comments on this interesting and impor-tant Bill. It relates
to an industry that has developed
tremendously over the past few years
and is now considered to be one of
the impor-tant industries in the community. In referring to racing as an
industry one might almost contend
that one is taking away the spol'lting
aspects that are ~combined with this
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industry,. but it is generally recognized that racing is still a·most sig.;.
nificarit sport.
Because the industry has developed to such an extent it is necessary to ensure by legislative action
that it continues to develop in a
manner befitting the .high status it
enjoys. In my opinion the Bill before
the House had its origins in the fact
that the Victoria Racing Club in its
wisdom floated the suggestion that
there should be twenty mid-week
meetings in the metropolitan area.
Like the honorable member for Geelong North, I was rather surprised
when I first heard this suggestion,
but doubtless the Victoria Racing
Club, which has the ·responsibility of
administering racing in Victoria,
took the view that if it wanted something it must put forward a high objective and ~then it might get somewhere. This has been done and an
agreement has been reached.
The Country Party supports the
proposal in the Bill that there shall
be six additional mid-week race
meetings in the metropoli1an area, all
of which will be held at Flemington.
Members of .the Country Party recognize the significance of this excellent
racing venue and they also recognize
that it has been :in existence for
many years and therefore many of
the facilities there are in need of
modernization. It is necessary to
make financial provision for this, and
the ·additional meetings proposed by
the Bill will assist in providing
finance to improve facilities that are
needed for the patrons and for the
administration of racing. Therefore,
what is proposed in the Bill will be
worth while
I was interested to learn that the
Victoria Racing Club, :in its ·own
interests, went around country areas
and.. informed the country ~acing
associations and the racing fraternity
in the country of its intentions~ It
may be said that this was a brainwashing exercise, but I believe it
was a necessary one. The electorate
of Benaua· ~s closely associated with
racing and I found that in the area
Mr. Trewin.
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there was divided opinion whether
there should be twenty or fewer· ·additional meetings in the metropolitan
area. I can now happily say that the
proposal for six meetings has·· been
accepted by the Nor.th Eastern Racing Association and by ·all other
country associations. This is significant because there must be co-ordination and co-operation between the
Country Racing Council and the Victoria Racing Club if racing .is to
prosper. A lopsided racing system
could not survive. By that I mean
that racing could not survive if it
were generated, supported and developed in the metropolitan area and
not in the country. If there was not
co-operation between the metropolis
and the country, Victoria would not
get the best out of racing as a sport,
as an industry and as a recreation.
The administration of ·racing in Victoria by the Victoria Racing Club
has stood the test of time and the
Government has recognized the ability of the club to administer the
sport.
The older courses have been developed in a particular way, but the
most significant development in racing in Victoria in recent times has
been the construction of the ·Sandown racecourse. This was necessary
because of the closure of the Ascot
course and the reduction in the number of meetings held at .Moonee
Valley.
I ·was interested to read in a Sunday newspaper the comments of a
racing writer on ~conditions- at
Moonee ¥alley racecourse. The reduction in the number of race meetings held at Moonee Valley was necessary because it was not a good allweather course. It is necessary- .to
have courses on which racing can be
held ·in most weather conditions.
The several clauses of the. Bill
refer to different features of racing
and this indicates the wide variety _of
involvement .that :is necessary in racing. For. many years race meetings
have been held on holidays a-nd in
this regard I refer to: race meetings
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are held on Anzac Day. A· small
amendment" in the Bill proposes that
the race ·meetings on Anzac Day. shall
start earlier and this is justified. The
Returned Services League and the
racing clubs where the meetings are
held on Anzac Day will appreciate
this small amendment.
The Bill also makes provision for
the introduction of new types of
betting on both horses and greyhounds. In fac.t, it makes two additional forms of gambling available
and I am quite prepared, as is the
Country Party, to support this proposition knowing full well that there
has been pressure for the introduction of other forms of gambling.
Members of the Country Party know
that the proposal in the Bill will not
satisfy those people who· seek to introduce other forms of betting that
we do. not have and do not want in
Victorja.
If the administrators of racing are
to supply these additional form·s of
gambling ·to the public ·they must do
so · 1n a manner that meets
the · wishes of the Government.
My reference to racing also includes
trotting and greyhound racing. ·
I feel it incumbent on me to comment on two matters. The race
meeting that has always been held
to help finance the benevolent fund
will not now be run. In reading the
Minister's second-reading speech and
following inquiries, I find that the
demand on the fund is greater than
it was in the past and that the contribution to the fund from the race
meeting has not been sufficient to
make the fund viable. The takings
from the meeting, which will now
be used for other purposes, will not
be a determining factor in the viability of the fund, and many persons
involved in racing will agree that
the amendment proposed in subclause (2) of clause 4 is necessary.
Clause 11 will remove an obligation on the metropolitan racing clubs
to pay 1 per cent of the gross
revenu~ from their race meetings to
finance country district associations.
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1 , hav:e been unable· . to :ascertain
whether country· racing associations
will receive payment in lieu- of this
levy, and if so ·where the money
will come from.
Mr. DIXON.-The country racing
associations will get more than they
do now.
Mr. TREWIN.-1 assume that the
money will come from the development reserve.
Mr. DIXON .-From the general
pool.
Mr. TREWIN.-The Minister's interjection is enlightening because the
funds are important to country racing clubs and to owners. ·y noticed
.that at country race meetings held
over the Easter period, about 17 to
18 per· cent of the nominations received were from the metropolitan
area, whereas the normal percentage
is a li_ttl~ higher. It was also noticeable' that the interest at country
me·etings extended over a fairly large
area and indicated the development
.of . training facilities near country
:race tracks. ·
.
.
·,
· It· is important that training facilities
should be
provided
and
-many well ·developed race: tracks are
attracting owners and trainers from
near and far because the . facilities
are good and the opportunities exist
to run horses under gnod conditions.
The former Chief Secretary, Sir
.Arthur Rylah, and the former UnderSecretary, Mr. Dillon, played important parts in ensuring that finance
was provided for the development
of these tracks.
·
· I agree that the equipment arid
machinery of the Totalizator Agency
Board should be available for hire.
This is an indication of present-day
trends where advantage must be
'taken of whatever equipment or
machinery may be available in any
sphere of interest or involvemen~.

The Country .Party supports the
Bill and hopes the meetings yet
to be allocated-when the Minister
explained the Bill, 393 out of the
400 country· race dates had· been
allocated-will be soon allocated.. 1
1
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realize the necessity to keep a number of dates in reserve, but there
may be one or trwo country clubs
which have been seeking and could
well do with another mid-week
meeting. The Country Party supports
the Bill knowing that it has been introduced in the interests of racing as
a sport and as an industry.
Mr. SKEGGS (Ivanhoe).-! welcome the Bill because it certainly
creates some progressive moves for
the racing industry in general. The
Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation should be congratulated
on proposing the amendments embodied in the measure. Clause 3
relates to an additional six Wednesday race meetings to be conducted
by the Victoria Racing Club each
year. Flemington is the major racecourse in Australia today and the
Victoria Racing Club is the premier racing body, and everybody ·will
welcome the greater use of this racecourse which is of world standard.
The Minister exhibited .great
patience, understanding and consideration in . ascertaining the opinions
of various sections of the racing industry before proceeding with the
Bill. Victoria has led the way in
racing and trotting, and undoubtedly in providing for additional midweek n1etropolitan racing dates. In
due course the Minister will also
have regard to increasing the number of trotting meetings because,
currently, only 43 metropolitan racing dates are provided for trotting
whereas metropolitan race meetings
are held every Saturday of the year
as . well as mid-week fixtures and
greyhound racing has two metropolitan meetings a week in addition to
those held on public holidays. In
most other States, trotting meetings
are conducted in the metropolitan
area all the year round and that
situation should eventually be
achieved for Melbourne trotting. In
due course the Minister will undoubtedly consider additional trotting dates and I trust that he will
also consider the need for many
additional· country trotting meetings.
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The provisions of clause 6 are
welcomed because, on 16th October,
1973, during the debate on the
Racing (Amendment) Bill, I spoke of
the need for the Totalizator Agency
Board and controlling authorities of
the racing industries to provide for
further diversification of betting
facilities in this State. Victoria has
led the way in this respect with the
Totalizator Agency Board introducing new forms of investment opportunities for off-course punters, and
this has also been extended to oncourse punters.
Trio totalizator betting and trifecta
totalizator betting are popular in
other countries. I have had the
opportunity of exammmg these
systems at first hand and I know
they attract a tremendous betting investment in the United States of
America.
The more diversification in b~tting
opportunities that can be provided
for those who attend the racecourse,
the more people will be encouraged
to go to the course. Whilst the racing fraternity supports a great
industry, race meetings are also a
wonderful sporting outlet and Australians traditionally enjoy seeing
thoroughbreds, standardbreds-trotters · and pacers-and greyhounds
under live action racing conditions.
Trifecta totalizator betting is an
attractive form of betting where the
investor is asked to select the horses
that fill first, second and third places
in the order specified in any one race.
In some forms of betting in Europe,
notably the Nordwest Lotto in Germany, the investor is called upon
to pick the first five placegetters in
order. This system attracted an investment of $350 million last season.
The French Tierce system has been
tremendously successful as has been
Lotto Quebec in Canada with its
Lotto Perfecta system which requires
the punter to select the first four
horses. Lotto Perfecta attracted $97
million in turnover 'in its first year.
These successful systems are similar
to the Totaliz,ator Agency Board's
proposals for trifecta and trio totalizator betting.
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If the Government is not going to
extend other forms of gambling in
this· State, it should ensure that
those who invest on horse racing,
trotting and greyhounds are provided with the best facilities. I
agree with the honorable member
for Geelong North that greater consideration should be given to the
off-course investor, and in the future
I believe the Chief Secretary should
consider easing the restrictions on
the release of pre-post betting information through the press and provide greater flexibi!Jity to radio announcers to enable them to give betting fluctuations prior to each race.
The State Government unashamedly
receives a large amount of money
from people who patronize the Totalizator Agency Board, so there should
be no reason why facilities should not
be extended to provide as much information as possible to stimulate
the interest of off-course investors.
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Zealand, but the newly-formed Australian Trotting Council will be the
first truly Australian national trotting
organization.
The Australian Trotting Council is
being established as a national authority for trotting on which all trotting control bodies in Australia will
be represented. The u~e of the _computers will greatly assist the V_Icto~
ian Trotting Control Board, which IS
playing a major part in the promotion of the Australian Trotting Council,
in
processing
information
such as the registration of horses,
race results and statistics relating
to prize-money won by own~rs,
horsemen, horses, progeny of Sires
and dams as well as data on handicapping and numerous other ~spec.ts,
which are vital to the trottmg mdustry.
Computers are used widely overseas by racing authorities. I had
the opi>ortunity of seeing them in
With the development of the Rim- use at the United States Trotting
fire project, it may well be possible Association and the Canadian Trotto extend quadrella operations to ting Association, where the sort of
to which I have referred
country racing and trotting. This has information
is fed through computers to
been done for certain country night record vital data 'in the most modem
trotting meetings when trotting at and effective manner.
the Melbourne showgrounds ceases
By the Totalizator Agency Board
operations during August and Sep- making
its computer equipment av~il
tember. The quadrella operations able, there
is a wonderfu'l opportunity
on country trotting meetings meet for co-ordinated action between the
with great success and create tre- Totalizator Agency Board and various
mendous additional interest, and I racing agencies in the State to effect
hope the quadrella, trio and trifecta many new improveme!lts _in a~minis
and any new forms of betting facili- tration and communication tn the
ties will be extended to racing and over-all interests of the industry and
trotting generally in country areas the public.
with the development of the Rimfire
So I believe horse racing, trotting
project.
and greyhound bodies will welcome
Clause 10 will empower the Total- the opportunity of using the computer facilities of the Totalizator
izator Agency Board to make its Agency
Board in the future.
computer equipment available for
The sitting was suspended at 6.15
horse racing, trotting or greyhound
racing, or any Government depart- p.m. until 8.3 p.m.
ment, public statutory corporation or
Mr. J. D. MacDONALD (Glen
authority or agency. Undoubtedly Iris).-This Bill is important to the
these facilities could be used by the racing industry. One of its purposes
trotting industry. The Inter-Dominion is to meet an application. by the
Trotting Council comprises repre- Victoria Racing Club for additional
sentatives of all States and New racing dates for the metropolitan
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area. In its wisdom the committee
applied for twenty additional days.
However, when the matter ~was duly
examined, this number was reduced
considerably. I regard this measure
as an updating Bill because during
the war· years it was seen fit to
reduce by a large number the racing
days of metropolitan clubs. This is
one of the few war-time restrictions
which have not been completely ·removed. The country clubs have done
fairly weB ·in the number of meetings
they are allowed to hold, but in the
metropolitan area ·about twenty race
meetings . have not been returned
since about 1940.
The· racing industry has prospered
enormously, particularly because of
the activities and the responsible
approach of the Victoria Racing Club.
The people of Victoria are extremely
fortun(;lte. in having such an able
administrative body controlling racing. Under the administration of the
Victoria Racing Club racing in the
metropolitan area and in the country
-I emphasize the latter-has pros·pered. This is a good thing, because
the racing industry has wide ra·mi.fications· and has an effect on decentralization and other activities in
country areas.
Flemington racecourse is the headquarters of the Victoria Racing Club.
The additional six race meetings,
which have been. agreed to by aH
concerned, will enable 'improved
facilities to be provided at this
course. I have the honour of being
a· member of the Melbourne Cup
Carnival Committee which undertak~ a great deal of work to promote the Melbourne Cup carnival
each year. I point out that 25 per
cent of the entire Totalizator
Agency Board business takes place
between Derby Day and the final
meeting in Cup Week. Many
thousands of people visit Melbourne
in this period. The benefit :to tourism
is remarkable. Flemington has world
recognition as a sporting yenue.
Last year, in the second week prior
to the carnival, it was necessary for
the committee to refuse a party of
Mr. J. D. McDonald.
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300 persons from New Zealand . because the committee was un~ble :to
find adequate accommodation. within
a reasonable distance of Melbourne.
Already this year plans are in hand
to ensure that the carnival will' 'be a
success.
A great deal requires to be done,
and there is talk of the whole complex at Flemington being rebuilt, as I
sincerely hope it will be, with facilities not only for the members but
also for the paying public, the people
who come through the turnstiles and
who basi~ally keep racing going. I
therefore . favour the holding of six
additional race meetings at Flemington, although I consider that a few
more could have been permitted;
nevertheless, all parties have cagreed.
The additional meetings will enable improvements to be made· but
certainly will not provide sufficient
finance to rebuild the grandstand.
When one -is an owner in the racing
industry one realizes how costly .this
sport can be. The honorable member
for Geelong North, who led the
debate for the Opposition, has some
experience ·in this regard. if racing ·is
a success the better it will be not
only for the Treasury but also ~9r
the whole of Victoria.
The benevolent fund has been mentioned by previous speakers. ·The
benevolent meeting each year ·has
always been a problem, particularly
because years ago the stakes at such
·meetings were reduced. It was considered to be the decent thing for a
winner to donate portion of the prize
money towards the benevolent fund.
This situation had an adverse effect
.on trainers and owners wishing to
race on these days, and it was also
necessary for one to pay :to get
through the gate. The receipts from
the race meeting were not sufficient
to warrant the holding of the meeting for the benefit of persons who
participated,
including
jockeys,
trainers and owners-and perhaps
punters who were in dire straits! The
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proposal is a step in the right direction. In future the fund will be financed from the Totalizator Agency
Board distribution.
It is proposed that the 0·25 per
cent of turnover provided for in the
Act as Totalizator Agency Board
establishment costs will be paid -into
a reserve for development of the
board. This will enable the Totalizator Agency Board to do several
important things. The first is to extend .the Rimfire programme to the
country. Recently a newspaper article
by Terry Vine, a leading sports
writer, stated that people in country
areas were second-class citizens in
relation to betting facilities. One
would have thought this gentleman
would have more knowledge of what
was going on before making
that statement, which was somewhat
out of focus. When the scheme
began, contributing clubs gave
guarantees. They have done a ·magnificent job in financing the development programme, virtually wi.th no
capital. A major programme is under
way to extend Rimfire, which is
merely the code name for the computer programme. Obviously, when
the computerization extends beyond
Melbourne, lines of communication
are more difficult and expensive. The
0 · 25 per cent turnover will go a long
way towards getting the extension of
the computer programme off the
ground. It is hoped that within
eighteen months or two years the
major centres of Victoria will be
serviced by computer so that they
can enjoy the benefit of the services
which are available in the metropolitan area.

The purchasing of property -is also
a wise move and is good business
practice. The Totalizator Agency
Board is a business operation, not
merely
a
Government
instrumentality; it is not operated simply
to make money for the Treasury.
Like any other business it must be
efficient and must operate economically, otherwise the percentage return
to the clubs will diminish.

1974.]
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Another important matter is the
ability of the · Totalizator Agency
Board to extend its computer programme. It is operating its second
computer at present. The first, which
was purchased when the Totalizator
Agency Board began, served well.
It was brand new. It was necessary
for the persons responsible to go to
the makers and select the best possible advisory engineers to produce
a computer which was suitable for
Totalizator Agency Board operations.
The board was fortunate in obtaining
· the services of skilled persons in the
United States of America. It was not
long before that computer was out
of date and had to be replaced. At
that stage it was also found necessary
to increase the power supply because
the State Electricity Commission
supply was not good enough. Gas
turbines were installed and operate
at present on the roof of the Totalizator Agency Board headquarters.
This will enable the computer programme to be stabHized as ·an
alternative power supply is available.
It is obvious that ~the existing
equipment is not sufficient to meet
the demands of the future. The
Totalizator Agency Board plans to
spend about $10 million-! believe it
will be more like $15 million-in the
near future on updating its whole
operation. The additional percentage
from turnover will be of great assist.,
ance and will enable the board to
operate as an ordinary business and
to obtain finance. Bank finance is not
unlimited. The Totalizator Agency
Board has done a magnificent job of
financing its capital development~
· The computer will be available for
other uses particularly connected
with the racing industry. My colleague, the honorable member :for
Ivanhoe, has pointed out ·that it could
be. used for .trotting operations. I do
not believe the Totalizator Agency
Board computer will 'be avai'lable for
outside use to any great extent. This
computer is ·programmed for a special
operation. Race meetings are now
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conducted on almost every day of
the week except Sunday. However, if
the computer's capacity is adequate
the Minister will be able to seek
certain information for his department. I trust that priority will be
given to the racing industry, including trotting and greyhound racing, in
preference to letting out the computer to private· industry or even to
Government departments.
I compliment the honorable member for Geelong North for his excellent contribution on behalf of the
Opposition. The honorable member appreciates the problems and
understands the racing industry.
He also mentioned pricing. The
Totalizator Agency Board is an
efficient operation upon which the
public depends and to which it gives
its $Upport. I support the honorable
member's comments about the availability of pricing. This amendment
does not come within the control of
the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation but is a matter for the
Chief Secretary. Nevertheless, almost
daily, comments are made on radio
and television to the effect that members of the public who support the
racing industry, which returns $30
million a year to the Treasury, should
be entitled to every possible assistance. Goodness knows, it is hard
enough to pick a winner! The public
is entitled to this service, and the
Bill will go a long way towards
improving racing facilities.
Mr. BILLING (Heatherton).-There
was a time when horse racing was
regarded as a sport. Historians called
it the " sport of kings ". Today racing
has become an industry, and it has
all the sophisticated devices of industry. Racing is intended to make a
profit, which should be put to the
best use in the community. It is
laudable that over the years Governments have diverted some proceeds
of gambling enterprises in Victoria,
particularly from horse racing, to
the human aspect of treating the sick
and injured in the Victorian hospital
system.
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I have listened with interest to the
debate. Since I have been a member
of Parliament considerable time has
been devoted to improving this aspect
of the business activities of the sporting sector of the community. The
Bill extends mid-week racing days,
and I refer to a situation which exists
in the area which I have the privilege to represent-the electorate of
Heatherton. In Princes Highway,
Heatherton, and Springvale North
there is a magnificent racecourse
which has been developed by various
·means over many years, and which
caters for all aspects of horse racing.
People attending the course can
watch a good horse race and enjoy
the social spectacle in the afternoon.
Across the road is one of the finest
crematoria in the southern hemisphere. If one were jocular about it,
after losing one's bet it could be said
that they were just as dead on both
sides of the highway!

I commend the Government upon
its plans for approaches to the Sandown racecourse. The facilities which
are being developed should be aligned
with the development in the outer·Melbourne area. Populations are expanding in the City of Knox, the
City of Waverley, the up and coming
City of Berwick and the City of
Springvale, and development is taking place in the approaches to and in
the City of Frankston and beyond in
the Mornington Peninsula. It is necessary to provide decent roads and
traffic control for entry to these facilities. The Government could have
given more consideration to the expansion of mid-week racing in this
area, because people living in the districts to which I have referred and
working in the industrial complex
would not be likely to travel on their
days off through the metropolitan
area to Flemington. If it is not of an
equal standard at present, it is very
close, and in the near future, because
of the strangulation of the inner-city
area, this area will develop until it
reaches that standard.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. Parliament would agree to give six
Wheeler).-Drder! ~I have read the mid-week racing days to Flemington
Bill carefully, together with the Min- and not to transfer them to Moonee
ister's second-reading speech, and I Valley without referring the matter
cannot relate either to the speech be- to the Government. I hope the measing made by the honorable member ure ·will not allow this rumour to
for Heatherton. I ask the honorable be put into practice. If this occurred,
member, if he wishes to continue his it would be tantamount to a confispeech, to return to matters covered dence trick. The rumour has circulated strongly in inner circles of the
in the Bill.
Mr. BILLING .-I thank you for racing industry recently, I raise it as
your guidance, Mr. Speaker. It was a point of interest which the Minister
a jolly good try! One of the most should closely observe.
commendable aspects of the Bill is
Mr. JONES :(Melbourne).-As the
the application of an expensive com- member f.or the Flemington raceputer system to other areas for pub- course, I think it is a pity, because
lic purposes. This could save ex- of the enormous support that the racpenditure in other areas and prevent ing industry has received from succesa hotch-potch of computer develop- ive Governments, that this racecourse
ment in Government departments.
is not available to the citizens of the
I shall not prolong my comments area for use as a .place of passive
about the Bill. Honorable members recreation. Although many citizens
will agree with me that if .facilities do not avail the-mselves of the priviare to be provided, easy access to lege, Caulfield racecourse is avail~ble
the courses ·must be made avaHable for use by people who wish to walk
and people must receive value for their dogs through the general area.
the ·money they pay to enter these Perhaps the Minister will consider
this matter when he brings down
sporting areas.
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat South).- another Bill. I suspect that his views
! wish to comment briefly on one will probably coincide with mine.
section of the proposed legislation This matter has unaccountably been
dealing with the allocation of six left out of the present Bill.
further mid-week racing days at
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Fle-mington racecourse. I commend Wheeler).-Order! It has certainly
the country racing council for negoti- been left out. I have given the honating with the Victoria Racing Club orable ·member a certain amount of
to bring about a compromise to the latitude to make his point, but I
original suggestion of the Victoria assure him that the passage upon
Racing Club.
which he is encr-oaching is not inHowever, in past weeks rumours cluded in the Bill.
have been circulating in racing circles
·Mr. JONES.-! just want to ·make
about clause 3 of the Bill, which provides six extra mid-week racing days some general remarks about the racfor Flemington. It has been suggested ing industry, and my main concern
that the Victoria Racing Club, which is to emphasize that these large areas
is responsible for the allocation of should have a public section as well.
racing dates, proposes next year to It is certainly i·mportant for the ractake six Saturdays from the Moonee ing industry to develop and prosper,
Valley racing fixtures and supplant but opportunities should be made
them with the six mid-week days available f.or passive enjoyment of
which this measure supposedly gives the~e beautiful spots by members of
to Flemington.
the public. One agrees with the many
I do not ask the Minister for any comments made by honorable memassurance on this point, because I bers about the facilities available at
understood that the original agree- Flemington racecourse, and as the
ment was that the Government and member representing that area I
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should like to see it made available
for passive recreation, used by school
parties and so on.
The ·motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, providing for amendment
of the principal Act.
Mr. DIXON (~Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-I thank
honorable members for their general
support of this Bill. It is comforting
that the honorable member .f.or
Geelong North, through his association with the Geelong Football Club,
and I, through my association with
the Berwick Football Club, can be
associated in the passing through this
House of a racing Bill which will
have desirable repercussions on the
racing industry.
I should like to deal with the points
that have been made by various
speakers, and to thank honorable
members for their contributions. I
assure honorable ·members that
in addition to replying in Committee to their queries, where
appropriate my department will
provide a detailed reply to the
points that have been made.
I point out to the honorable member. for Melbourne that it is the
desire of my department to achieve
the multi-purpose use of facilities
within racecourses. Particularly at
country racecourses, this is already
underway. In many country courses,
there are already football, soccer,
and hockey fields. In fact, the whole
sp~ctrum of sports other than racing is involved.
Mr. JONES.-What about passive
recreations?
Mr. DIXON.-! do not know if
the honorable member would regard
golf as a passive recreation, but the
Horsham racecourse has a nine-hole
public golf course within it. Whereever I go in the country, and essentially within the city, provisions of
this type are being made. I assure
honorable members that a great deal
of support for this principle is being
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obtained from those controlling· th~
metropolitan courses.
·
The honorable member has m'entioned Caulfield racecourse.· Officers
of my department have had discussions with the committee and executive officers of Moonee Valley and
with the town clerk of the municipality encompassing Moonee Ponds
and the surrounding area. So far
as is reconcilable with the major
use of the course, there will be
multi-purpose use of the stand at
the Moonee Valley racecourse. I
expect that ultimately, when it is
built, there will again be provision
for multi-purpose use of the Flemington stand.
The honorable member is concerned with passive recreation. I am
not certain whether people are prohibited from using Flemington racecourse on Sunday afternoon. If they
are, that position can be examined.
Flemington is a training course and
it is pretty-well occupied by the racing industry. As the honorable member is aware, that must be its first
priority. However, I accept in
principle what the honorable mem·ber has said and I will investigate
what he outlined.
I point out to the honorable member for Ballaarat South that it is unusual for an honorable member to
repeat a rumour in this House. To
have it completely and utterly disposed of by the Minister concerned,
I state that there is no proof whatsoever in the rumour which he
repeated. It was neither the Government's nor my intention to make
any change other than what is contained in this Bill. The only other
statement made by the Premier and
myself was that we were prepared
to review the situation of racing·
dates after twelve months of the
racing calendar has elapsed and. it
was known how the six extra midweek meetings in the city . ,. were
operating. The racing industry is
well aware of that. There is absolutely no foundation · for what ·was
spoken of by the honorable me·mber
for Ballaarat South.
·
·· ·
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. . Regarding the Government's guarantee to review the situation after
twelve months of the racing calendar, I point out to the honorable
member for Heatherton that, if it is
the wish of the racing industry that
there should be extra mid-week racing dates for Sandown, the proposal
will be given every consideration,
just as the original proposal presented to the Government was given
every consideration.
I thank the honorable member for
Glen Iris for his pertinent comments,
particularly those about the establishment of the Totalizator Agency
Board reserve. For revenue from
this source the Government is reliant
ori the prosperity of the board. Any
enterprise which is expected to have
a turnover of $738 million by 1980
must have reserves. I reiterate that
the expected reserve to be held by
the board will be substantially less
than the 1 · 25 per cent; legislated for
in Western Australia. I expect it to
be 0 · 5 to 0 · 7 per cent. The necessary
administration, would be covered by
t~e 0·25 per cent legislated for and
majOT projects would have to be approved by the Minister.
I was interested in the interjection of the honorable member for
Kara Kara, and I assume that his
party is firmly behind his statement
that there should be 55 additional
trotting meetin,gs in the country. The
honorable member first said 54, but
he now says that the number should
have been 55. Apparently his view is
shared by all honorable members of
the Opposition.
Mr. WILKES.-We are in full
agreement with the honorable member for Kara Kara.
Mr. DIXON.-I am delighted to
hear from the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition that the Opposition is in
favour of an additional 55 trotting
meetings in the country. That is
heartening. I should like honorable
members to realize that, now that my
Ministry has had the opportunity of
examining the position relating to
gallops, it will proceed to examine
trotting and dog racing. It will
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analyse any existing industry .· requests to see whether they should
be fitted into the over-all racing
calendar.
During the spring sessional period
I expect to present to Parliament a
Bill incorporating some changes if it
is accepted, during the recess, that
they will improve the quality of life
of the citizens of Victoria and be
to the benefit of the racing industry.
I was pleased that the honorable
member for Geelong North did not
mention a racing commission. Apparently it is not his policy to support
the establishment of such a commission. If I am mistaken, the honorable
member will correct me. I agree
with his enlightened comments
praising the way in which the Victoria Racing Club has administered
racing generally. I have complete
confidence in the Victoria Racing
Club as the .governing body of racing.
Both the honorable member for
Geelong North and the honorable
member for Benalla referred to the
1 per cent of gross revenue which
was previously allocated to meet the
cost of administering the country
racing structure. I make it clear,
that, as it appears in my secondreading notes, these funds will now
come from the general proceeds of
the Totalizator Agency Board operations. In fact, the 1 per cent of
gross revenue accounted for about
60 per cent. of the money required
for the country racing structure. As
that amount was inadequate, as honorable members have observed, the
necessary legal amendment is being
made and to provide funds for the
country racing structure to ensure
the continued success of racing ·in
the country.
Many people have stated that one
of the reasons for the additional six
meetings at Flemington was to provide additional finance for the Victoria Racing Club so that it could
improve the course and perhaps
build a new grandstand. But another
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point is of some significance. Flem- second-reading debate. It is the
ington racecourse will now be raced policy of the Opposition to encouron 25 times a year. At times we age the establishment of more trotneglect that situation.
ting ·fixtures in the country. The
. Other matters were referred to, figure quoted by the Minister may
such as whether or not payments or may not be the exact number of
should be made after each race, extra fixtures desirable but the
Party
believes
country
rather than one payment being made Labor
at the end of the day, and whether centres should have the benefit of
racing on Anzac Day should com- additional trotting meetings.
mence at 12 noon instead of
The Minister referred to the
1.30 p.m. The honorable member Moonee Valley racecourse. In the
for Geelong North said that he did opinion of the Opposition, this is an
not believe that the unit for the trio under-used area of land. As he is
and trifecta should be $1. For eco- the Minister for Youth, Sport and
nomic and practical reasons it would Recreation, the honorable gentleman
be extraordinarily difficult to operate should consider Moonee Valley as
the trio and trifecta unless the unit a complex to provide for sports
was $1.
other than racing.
Mr. WILKES.-Why is that?
Mr. DIXON .-It must be underMr. DIXON.-1 am advised that, stood that it is freehold property.
with the degree of computerization
Mr. WILKES.-! understand that.
and mechanization necessary for trio I also understand that the Trotting
and trifecta betting, it would be al- Control Board is concerned with the
most uneconomic to accept 50-cent existing trotting track at the showbets. I accept that, but the reason grounds. It is not beyond the imagiI introduced this note in my second- nation of the Opposition that the
reading speech was to prompt an Minister should consider the estabexpression of views by honorable lishment of a world-standard trotmembers, and I am certainly inter· ting track within the Moonee Valley
ested in the view expressed by the racecourse. Many people who breed
honorable member for Geelong excellent trotters and pacers in VicNorth and will have it fully examined. toria are concerned with the risks of
A further suggestion was made racing at the showgrounds.
that Totalizator Agency Board
There are many experts in this
tickets should be numbered so that Chamber. The honorable member
people would receive correct pay- for Ivanhoe is one. I concede that
ments. The honorable member for he would know a lot more than I do
Broadmeadows referred to a woman about the trotting track at the showwho lost some $4,000 because of the grounds. Suffice to say that, if the
way in which money is paid out. Minister is considering any extenThere was also a suggestion about sion of facilities at Moonee Valley,
pre-post betting information for mid- he should consider whether it could
week racing. The argument put by be suitably adapted for trotting
the honorable member for Glen Iris as well as other sports. It is
was that this would stimulate the off- obvious that the trotting track at
course betting. Without making any the showgrounds is not of intercommitment on any of these matters national standard ; indeed, it is
I guarantee to have each of them not of national standard.
analysed and to acquaint honorabl,e
Therefore,
some
consideration
members with the Governments
should
be
given
to
the
provision of
attitude on each.
another trotting track in the metroMr.
WILKES
(Northcote).-1 politan area because trotting is popuappreciate the remarks of the Min- lar. Moonee VaHey seems eminently
ister on questions raised during the suited for this purpose. The Minister
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for Youth, Sport and Recreation said
tha.t it was not possible for !the
trifecta and trio systems to be
operated on a 50-cent wager.
Mr. DIXON.-Not economic or
practical.
Mr. WILKES.-That is so. In New
South Wales it is economic and practical to have a 25-cent unit of betting. Although I do not advocate that
unit for Victoria, if the new system
suggested by the Minister is to be
considered, an examination should be
made to ascertain why it is not economically possible to :have a 50-cent
wager. Because of the Government's
interest in racing, if these systems
are to be provided for the public,
those people who cannot afford
wagers of $1 units would prefer to
bet in 50-cent units. I am in that
position. The argument whether or
not it is economic cannot be accepted. If 50-cent units can be accepted
for double, quinella and quadrella
betting, it should be possible for 50cent wagers to be made under the
Minister's proposals.
Under the Totalizator Agency
Board Rimfire system, if an offcourse punter loses his ticket he has
no ·redress. Under the old system, a
punter ~could swear that he had lost
his ticket and that ticket could easily
be identified. Under the Rimfire system, enormous sums of money must
be uncollected.
Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-There is
about $1 million a year.
Mr. WILKES.-I pay tribute to the
honorable member for Glen 'Iris for
his contribution to •racing. He has
pointed out that the sum of $1 million
is uncollected in Victoria because
off-course punters have lost their
tickets. It is not a question whether
the $1 m-illion goes to tthe Consolidated Fund, it is in the interests of
the industry and the people who support it that some redress should be
provided for people who have lost
·their tickets. I commend that suggestion to the Minister.
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The honorable gentleman was interested to know what was the policy
of members of the Labor Party on a
racing commission. We have said
that to ensure the future welfare of
all sections of the racing industry
a Labor Government would establish a sports Ministry which would
regularly conduct conferences· between all sections of the industry
such as clubs from the city and the
country, owners, trainers, jockeys,
employees, members of the public
and municipalities. No discrimination would be made between any
section of the racing industry.
After careful consideration of ·ratcing in New Zealand, perhaps Victoria is moving· towards racing conferences which may be of benefit
to the racing industry. I ·realize that
New Zealand cannot be directly compared with Victoria, because in that
country there are no bookmakers
and there is totalizator control of
betting. Other factors a·re also involved. Recent events should suggest to the Minister that he ought to
consider the effect that a racing
commission would have on the racing industry and the public in Victoria. I commend him on his astuteness on what is required for racing.
I hope that, in future, he will .take
the stand ,that he has taken on this
occasion and distinguish between the
control exercised by the Victoria
Racing Club and the control that the
Government, through the . M:inister,
should exercise.
I cast no aspersions. It is for the
Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation to control racing. Whether
he is as conversant as the Moonee
Valley Radng Club, the Victoria
Amateur Turf Club and :the Victoria
Racing Club is of no consequence ;
it is for the Minister and not for the
Victoria Racing Club to give the lead
in racing. The Opposition wou'ld support any move for the establishment
of a racing commission in the interests of .the Victorian public and
racing as a sport.
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Mr. ·TREZIS'E (Geelong North).-

The Minister for Youth, Sport · and
Recreation has mentioned my name
in relation to several aspects of this
subject; ':including .trotting in coun-·
try areas. · Why should people who
have trotters not be given the opportunity of ·racing them? In many
cases ·these people cannot give their
trotters a run; too frequently when
meetings are held their horses are
balloted out.
In .the past three .years .racing
Bills have been introduced to allow
the e~tension of dog · racing tracks.
and dog racing meetings in Victo·ria
because of the growing · number of
greyhounds trained for racing. As
outlined by the honorable member
for Kara Kara, a similar situation
exists· with trotting. Extra trotting
meetings should be granted. It does
not necessarily mean that these
should· be
Totalizator
Agency
Board meetings ; they· could be qualifying meetings for more important
races at the showgrourtds and other
large~ meetings.
The. Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation has said that I have
praised the V:ictoria Racing Club.
Of course I did. .The progress of
racing in Victoria, particularly during
the past thirteen years, has · been
astronomical. This has been caused
mainly by the introduction of offcourse Totalizator Agency Board betting. The Victoria Racing Club has
administered racing in Victoria since
1864, because it was rthe first major
club to be established. The club
commenced racing ·at Flemington,
which was then named after a local
butcher called Fleming. What was
good enough in 1864, however, is not
necessarily ideal for modern conditions of 1974 with the vastly increased
number of meetings, horses and contributions to racing which are now
totally different. The Victoria Racing
Club has been leader in the growth
of racing over the past thirteen years
and must take a lot of the praise.
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C<>mpared· with ·.the growth iin·.,tro.t~
ting and dog racing over.· the. ~t
thirteen years,' ·however, the. grow'th
of horse racing has been minimaL·
Mr.· DIXON.-Thart is· not true~.· ...
Mr. TREZISE.-1 can prove to the
honorable gentleman that trotting
and dog ·racing has greatly outgrown
horse racing in many regards. ..
Mr. DIXON.-In the past year, with
the introduction of 1the quadrella,
horse racing has " killed " them. : ·
Mr. TREZISE ..:_! cont·radict ·the
Minister by saying that the percentage growth of Totalizator Ag~n~y
Board betting on greyhounds in ·the
past few years has been far greater
than that of the Totalizator Agen.cy
Board betting on race meetings. ·
Mr. DixoN.-1 would prove yo,u
wrong.
Mr. TREZISE.-Dog- racing has
changed from a disreputable · sport
in the· past few years because representative control has been established. ·There are now a Dog· Racing
Control Board and similarly there
is a Trotting Control Board on
which the different sections ·of the
iridus,fry such as clubs, owners ·and
trainers· have a say in the control
of the industry. There is· not one
major racing COU;ntry in the worldFrance and Japan are ·the· leading
countries-which does not have control by means of a r3:cing commission appointed through the· different
sections of the community.
The Victoria Racing Club deserves
praise but there is no system in the
world, whether it relates to dogs,
trotting or any other sport, that
cannot be improved by modem drcum·stances. At least the Victofi.a
Racing Club should bring the· different sections of !the racing community more into its confidence. If
an owner, trainer or a jockey is disqualified or suspended by the stewards of the Vktoria Racing Club, to
whom does he appeal? Of course,
the appeal is to the Victoria
In other words
Racing Club.
the appeal is made to the ·.employer
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of ·.: .the
person
who
imposed
the :Suspension. I do not question
the. :integrity of the Victoria Racing
Club, but it would be somewhat of
a slur on the employees of that club
if -the appeal were upheld. An appeal against a suspension or a disqualification could go to an independent board.
Mr. SKEGGs.-An independent tribunaL
Mr. TREZISE.-That is so. That is
one aspect that warrants an investigation from the point of view of
the owners, trainers and jockeys. If
a racing commission is not established, at least the Victoria Racing
Club should hold annual conferences.
Why should there not be an annual
conference of the Victoria Racing
Club, the Moonee Valley Racing Club,
the Victoria Amateur Turf Club
country association and owners, studmasters, patrons and others who can
contribute more to racing along with
the individual membe·rs of the Victoria Racing Club?
To be a member of the Victoria
Racing Club, a person does not necessarily require any previous experience
in racing. Because a person wears the
old school tie, he may be elected to
the Victoria Racing Club and overnight can assist to control racing
in Victoria. Like all bodies, the Victoria Racing Club is open to improvement.
If a
racing commission is not to be established,
there should be consultation between
all people who get .their living from
the " game ". Members of .the Victoria Racing Club do not all rely
on racing for their living.
However, there are persons like Mr. Ken
Cox and Sir Henry Bolte who have
an -intimate knowledge of racing. The
Victoria Racing Club :has done a
good job but it is always open
to improvement. I repeat that members of the Opposition would support
any move to extend facilities
to allow people to race their
trotters
if
they
so
desire.
Members of the Opposition praise
the Victoria Racing Club but they
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believe, in common with all leading
racing clubs of the world, it should
keep pace with ·modern times.
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara).-It is
like a breath of fresh air in this
Chamber to hear the Minister .for
Youth, Sport and Recreation agree
that the sport of trotting needs extra
meetings.
Mr. tDIXON.-1 did not say that.
Mr.
CURNOW.-The
·Minister
asked whether I support 55 extra
meetings, and I do. I understood from
that statement that the Minister was
prepared to examine this matter
during the recess and introduce the
relevant legislation in the spring
sessional period. In support of the
claim for 55 extra trotting meetings,
I point out to the Minister that excluding the Melbourne showgro~nds,
there are 25 trotting tracks in Victoria, twelve of which are night clubs
and thirteen of which are day clubs.
Mr. DIXON {Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-I rise to a
point of order.
Mr. CuRNOW.-Sit down, you rat.
Mr. DIXON.-! take objection to
that remark and ask for its withdrawal.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
Stephen).-Order! The Minister takes
objection to the remark of the honorable member for Kara Kara and
asks for its withdrawal.
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara).-I
withdraw th'e remark, Mr. Acting
Chairman.
Mr. DIXON {Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-On a point
of order, on clause 2 it is customary
for the Minister to cover remarks
that have been made by honorable
members during the second-reading
debate, even if at times some ·Of the
speakers have strayed beyond the
actual terms of the Bill. However,
to allow debate on a matter which is
quite extraneous to the Bill, namely,
trotting dates. would be out of order.
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I suggest that in pursuing that line
of. argument, the honorable member
for Kara Kara is out of order.
Mr. WILKES CNorthcote).-Speaking to the point of order, it is not
unoommon for the ·Minister to reply
on clause 2 to the remarks that have
been made by members of all parties
during the second-reacjing debate. ~It
is uncommon for a 'Minister to cover
as .much ground as did the Minister
for Youth, Sport and Recreation on
this occasion. He covered much wider
gf\ound than that mentioned by honorable members during the secondreading debate. The Minister broadened the scope of the debate. For
example, he mentioned 55 extra
trotting meetings at one time and
later he referred to a racing commission.
If you, Sir, permit the Minister to
broaden the debate by introducing
new matters when speaking to clause
2, it is competent for honorable
members of all parties to reply to
the comments of the honorable
gentleman. That has been the position
up until now. If this procedure is
not followed, it would be deemed by
the Opposition to mean that the
Chair was endeavouring to stifle debate and not allow honorable members their due rights. If the Minister
had not introduced new ·matters
when speaking to clause 2, the honorable member for Kara Kara would
doubtless not have wished to extend
the scope of the debate. My colleague was merely answering the
remarks of the Minister.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
Stephen).-Order! It is customary on
clause 2 for the Chair to allow a deal
of tolerance to both the Minister
and the leading speaker of the 'Opposition. I allowed the ·Minister and
the honorable ·me·mber for Geelong
North a good deal of latitude. I consider the Minister invited some of
the wide com·ments that have been
made, but I ask the honorable member for Kara Kara to confine his
remarks as much as possible to
clause 2 without expanding too much
on the re·marks of the Minister.
1

1
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Mr. ·CURNOW {Kara Kara).Thank you, Mr. Acting Chairman.
I was pointing out that the 25 trotting clubs between them have 218
meetings, which is something like
four ·meetings a week. On this coming Thursday afternoon and night
.four clubs are holding race meetings,
which means that, taking an average
over the year, they do not get a fair
go. I ask the Minister urgently to
consider an additional 55 trotting
dates for country ·clubs because hundreds of horses are being balloted
out daily.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 5.
Clause 6, relating to trifecta totalizator and trio totalizator.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).As ·mentioned in the second-reading
debate, the trio and trifecta toalizators will add to the ways of betting
on a racecourse. I presume these
forms of betting will be extended to
the off-course totalizator in the near
future. The Minister stated in his
second-reading speech that there will
probably be a ·minimum investment
of $1. I ask the Minister seriously to
consider retaining what is now the
standard unit in Victoria for most
types of betting-50 cents. If the
. Government, which is supposed to
be attempting to combat inflation,
adopts a $1 unit for trio and trifecta
betting, it will take these forms of
betting out of the hands of too ·many
people.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-The
Minister ·made no attempt to deal
with this suggestion when it was
previously raised by the honorable
member for Geelong North. His only
explanation was that it would be
uneconomic. The honorable gentleman did not eX!plain why a unit of
$1 would be an uneconomical proposition. The Minister was informed
that in other States of the Commonwealth wagers of 25 cents were acceptable. For some unknown reason,
a $1 wager is considered to be
necessary to make this form of betting an economical proposition in this
State. The honorable member for
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Geelong North has asked the Minister why it is economically impossible
to have a 50-cent wager. The Minister, who has been briefed by his
department, must know the answer.
He has been informed that the Department does not want to worry
about the small punter or that it
prefers to worry about the elitist
punter-the $1 punter. The Opposition w·ould be in dined to v.ote
against this form of betting if it did
not provide for everyone in the community. It is not considered that a
minimum investment of $1 provides
for everyone.
Mr. MACLELLAN.-What about 10
cents?
Mr. W.JLKES.-That might be sufficient for the honorable member for
Gippsland West, but ~members of the
Opposition are concerned about the
people who are accustomed to a 50cent wager. This is a gambling Government, and therefore it should be
more conscious of the needs of the
people for whom the proposed legislation is designed to cater. The Government has said in effect that it is
not concerned with a certain section
of those people, but that it is concerned with those people who are
prepared to wager $1. The Minister
has made no attempt to explain this
aspect.
Mr.

DIXON.-That

is untrue.

Mr. WILKES.-The Minister, who
says that is untrue, should explain
why it is untrue. He has made no
attempt to explain why my colleague's suggestion is unacceptable
other than to say that it is uneconomic. We want to know why it is
uneconomic. If the Minister's department has millions of dollars to spend
on a computerization system to provide for totalizator betting, the system should be geared to provide for
bets of 50 cents.
Mr. DIXON ('Minister 'for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-I indicated
in my second-reading speech that I
believed a wager of $1 was reasonable for this type of investment. I
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also indicated that I was prepared
to reconsider the matter but the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition has
completely ignored that comment. It
appears to me that the comments I
made in an endeavour to be helpful
to the Opposition have been completely .misconstrued. I have ·certainly
learnt my lesson, but I repeat the
assurance I gave when dealing with
clause 2 that I shall certainly examine the ·matter. In my original secondreading notes· I said that I felt it
was reasonable for trio and trifecta
bets to be in units of $1. I also
stressed that difficulties are encountered with rising staffing costs. It
is necessary to put a particular person 'behind the totalizator window to
handle this f.orm of $1 betting as
oposed to 50-cent bets, especially
when 50-cent bets are available for
all other betting ·media. The trio and
trifecta betting wHl involve problems
in ·computerized mechanisms and administrative costs will thereby be
increased. I ·considered it was reasonable to nominate units of $1 for this
type of betting.
I also explained in my second-reading speech that for the same reasons
in other States of Australia, namely,
New South Wales, Queensland and
Western Australia, some forms of
on-course totalizator betting are restricted to a ·minimum investment of
$1. I reiterate the assurance I have
already given. I do not understand
why the Deputy Leader of the Opposition said that I did not give the
assurance.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-If the
Minister has given that assurance
,I unequivocably apologize to hi·m. I
did not hear him ·give the assurance
in his remarks on clause 2, but if he
did so during his second-reading
speech I compliment the honorable
gentleman and apologize to him. The
Minister's remarks may have been
somewhat perplexing. It is necessary
to put people behind the totalizator
·windows whether they are 50 cent,
$1, $2, $5 or $10 windows. The
Opposition is concerned that the totalizator authorities have wrongly
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advised the Minister by· saying that
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong · North).this proposal will suit them. I know This small machinery measure rethe -Minister better than that, and lates to sporting funds established
now that he has given an assurance last year under the new State MinI apologize if I have done him any istry for Youth, Sport and .Recreawrong. I hope he will thoroughly tion. A Youth Fund, a Sports and
investigate this matter because 50- Recreation Fund, and an Australian
cent wagers are necessary if the two Rules Football Fund have been .pronew forms of betting are to be suc- vided for.
cessful in this State.
Section 10, 14 and 15 of the princiThe clause was agreed to.
pal Act, do not enable the department
Clauses 7 and 8 were adopted with to pay into the funds moneys provided by the Commonwealth Govverbal amendments.
ernment. When the Bill which
Clause 9 (Payments to Treasurer became the principal Act was drafted
from commission -on off-course tota- a Federal Liberal Government was in
lizator on interstate events).
office and it did not recognize the
Mr. WILKES (Nor.thcote).-Has Ministry for Youth, Sport and
the Minister given any consideration Recreation and did not give 1 cent
to the matter, adverted to by the to support recreation in the Vichonorable member for Glen Iris, of torian community. However, there
is now a Federal Labor Party
uncollected bets or wagers that flow Government,
of which Mr. Francis
back into the Consolidated Fund? Stewart is Minister
for Tourism and
Is the honorable gentleman satisfied Recreation,
and
it
has
established a
that the Rimfire system affords the
punter the protection that he needs department which will provide funds
if he loses his ticket, and has he for sport and recreation in Victoria.
considered whether this money
This money from the Commonshould be reappropriated or that wealth is available for State projects,
there should be some redress particularly capital works, and for one
for the punter who is pre- project in my electorate of Geelong
pared to swear on oath or affidavit North the arrangement is that the
that he has lost his ticket? This was State Government will contribute
the procedure followed prior to the 25 per cent the Commonwealth
Rimfire system.
Government 25 per cent and the
local
community 50 per cent. HowMr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
ever,
the Youth, Sport and RecreaSport and Recreation).-! have
tion
Act
prevents the State from
already indicated to honorable members that I shall inform them regard- paying the funds contributed by the
ing any matters that have been Federal Government, and the purpose of this Bill is to allow those
raised.
funds to be paid.
The clause was agreed to, as were
The present Labor Socialist Govthe remaining clauses.
ernment in Canberra, which believes
The Bill was reported to the in encouraging sport and providing
House with amendments, and passed recreation facilities and allied prothrough its remaining stages.
jects, is to be praised. It is giving
money now for golf and rugby and
YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION many other praiseworthy sporting
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
activities, and it would be tragic for
The debate (adjourned from April Victoria, irrespective of politics, if
3) on the motion of Mr. Dixon the funds flowing to the State were
(Minister for Youth, Sport and decreased, as they might well be,
Recreation) for the second reading of under a future Federal Government.
· this Bill was resumed. ·
The Opposition supports the measure
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the- ·hopes the funds will continue to
flow to·. Victoria irrespective of areas
or .politic_s.
·.·_'M~." ~NN (Rodney)._;_The Country Party·· supports the Bill,. which is
essentially a machinery measure to
allow the Ministry for Youth, Sport
arid Recreation to receive money
from the Commonwealth Government and to pay into the various
funds moneys received as a result of
functions organized from time to
time.
The .honorable
member
for
Gee long · North referred to the
amount of money paid by the
Federal. Government. I commend the
role played by that Government in
this regard, although it is insignificant .compared with the role played
by the Victorian Government. Projects must be submitted to Canberra
for consideration and information
~ust, be given on how the money is
to be spent. It would be far more
commendable if a lump sum were
paid to the Victorian Ministry and
spent as· it decided.
.The present method . delays the
provision of the money to organizati9ns throughout Victoria which have
applied. for it and introduces politics.
The riioney is paid purely and simply
on. the b~is of the political aspirations of the Federal Government at
a particular time. I cannot understand a Federal Government that
wishes decisions on matters such as
this to ·be made in Canberra when
the Victorian Ministry for Youth,
Sport and Recreation is in a much
better position to make the decisions,
particularly on priorities
I refer now to the handling of
moneys raised as a result of
functions organized by the Ministry.
A number of young people in my
electorate attended the function
organized by the Ministry known as
2004, and a survey showed that a
great deal of benefit was derived
from it. I commend the Minister for
organizing the function. Several
young · people who have benefited
from it :have said that it gave young
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people an opportunity of expressing
their thoughts· on the· role of youth
in the community. I hope the
Minister will organize other simUar
functions which will be of benefit to
the youth of Victoria. Approximately
half the people of the State are under
25 years of age and young people
have an important role to play in
this country.
The initial guidelines set out that
the specific purpose of Youth, Sport
and Recreation · grants was to
develop large multi-purpose· complexes. This aim may be all right
in· the larger provincial centres of
Victoria, but the·· provision of giant
multi-purpose complexes in many
small country centres is perhaps not
ideal.·
Mr ~ DIXON .-1 .~gree with that.
'Mr. . WILTON.-Mr. Speaker, I
direct your attention to the State of
the House.
A quorum was formed.

Mr. HANN.-1 commend the Minister · for -amending the policy to
enable financial assistance to be
provided for smaller facilities in
country areas. I hope he will
develop this aspect of the Ministry
because many small country centres
need only a few thousand dollars to
upgrade existing facilities, and that
would be far better than the building of giant complexes. The Minister
for Youth, Sport and Recreation has
played an important part in the
activities of the State, and I know
he will continue to do so. I hope
additional finance will be provided
by the Federal Government, and that
it will have no strings attached.
Mr. ROPER (Bnmswick West).This Bill is a great tribute to the
Australian Government, which is
providing far more funds for youth,
sport and recreation in Victoria than
is the State Government, and it is
allocating the money from revenue
rather than slugging the punters of
this State. This Bill is necessary
because members of the State Government did not imagine that an
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Australian Government would move
into areas of public importance such
as youth, sport and recreation. After
18th May there will be a continuance
of these policies, and increasing
sums of money will be made available by an Australian Labor Government for youth, sport and
recreation facilities in Victoria.
This is the second time in only
two years that the Youth, Sport and
Recreation Act has been amended.
A comprehensive financial policy is
needed in the area of youth, sport
and recreation. Regrettably there is
still no over-all policy. Nothing in
the Bill indicates that there must be
matching funds.
Frequently the
Minister suspends the matching
funds system when it suits his purpose-when his guidelines no longer
work. However, he has not been
prepared to make a statement in
this House on those guidelines, nor
has he been prepared to propose
legislation to put them into effect.
Piecemeal amendments have been
put forward. The effect of this Bill
will be to deny areas such as my
own and those of the honorable
members for Moonee Ponds and
Northcote justice in the provision of
youth and sporting facilities.
Honorable members have heard
only today about a programme for
after hours activities for latch-key
children which will be financed from
these funds with matching grants
under the subsidy system which the
Act requires. Where this does not
apply, ad hoc changes must be made,
and the guidelines and procedures
for certain areas must be changed.
There has been no over-all view of
the subsidy system. This is surprising because the Government has had
years of experience of the effects of
subsidy schemes. The programme
has begun, but there is still a long
way to go in the development of a
youth, sport and recreation policy
It will
not be
for Victoria.
developed adequately so long as
there is a subsidy basis for the
scheme without a study being undertaken of specific areas of the State
Mr. Roper.

(Amendment) Bill.

followed by publication of details
of areas which require assistance
above and beyond the normal
amounts. Brunswick is becoming
regarded as an area where discriminatory funding must be provided,
because it contains only 75 acres of
open space to serve more than
50,000 people.
Mr. TREWIN {Benalla).-I congratulate the Government on the
presentation of this Bill and I commend the remarks of the honorable
member for Brunswick West, who
said that funds were being made
available from the Federal Government. This is acknowledged, but
where does the money come from?
Who has been denied a way of life
so that these subsidies may be
given? Probably some areas where
funds have been taken by the
Commonwealth
Government
are
those which young people are forced
to leave and go to work in the city
because they cannot continue to
exist. The Commonwealth Government says that farmers have· never
been better off in their lives.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I remind the honorable member that the Bill being
debated is designed to amend the
Youth, Sport and Recreation Act. It
does not concern CommonwealthState relations or farming matters.
Mr. TREWIN.-Thank you for
your guidance, Mr. Speaker. I am
pleased that funds are being made
available from the Federal Government to help support some areas in
the State. In the past and present,
thousands of voluntary workers, including men and women, parents
and grandparents have done a fantastic job in encouraging young
people to participate in sport. Every
dollar that is made available from
the Commonwealth must be met by
one or two local dollars to meet the
objective and make the scheme
work.
The Victorian Government made
possible
the Youth, Sport and
Recreation Act and appointed the
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councils which made the funds available. The Bill will ensure that
moneys are provided for those
people who act on ~ommitt~es .and
councils, and that assistance IS given
to some who ·will be participating in
seminars in the future. A seminar
is to be held shortly. These expenses
must be provided and young people
have to be encouraged to take part
in these activities. The Bill will
encourage them to do so. Irrespective of where the money comes
from, there is still a great deal of
work to be done in this area.
·.

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I rise to enter the
debate briefly and to support the
view put forward by the honorable
member for Brunswick West. I
suggest to the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation that the honorable member made a valid point
which
the
Ministeer
should
consider. Although significant progress has been made in the field
of youth, sport and recreation,
it is time the Minister considered
laying down both long-term policies
and short-term operations. For a
long time what youth, sport and
recreation has meant in this StateI do not mean to be uncharitable to
the Minister-has been a public
relations exercise in which one sees
photographs of the Minister or the
ageing
Chief
Secretary
riding
bicycles or huffing and puffing their
way around the City Square. The
Minister has a personal interest in
physical fitness, and I wish him good
luck in that regard.
It is important, however, in the
over-all problem that exists in Victoria, not to approach the matter on
the narrow basis which is being used
at the moment. No doubt the Minister will acknowledge the significance of the contribution that is
being made by the Australian Government in this field. Although I
realize that certain members of the
Government party do not favour the
use of the term "Australian Government", I find it attractive and descriptive. I thought it would have
Session 1974.-167
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commended itself to the honorable
member for Sandringham. The term
was first coined by no less a figure
than Sir Robert Menzies.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I again rem·ind
honorable members that they are
debating a Bill to amend the Youth,
Sport and Recreation Act. I will not
permit honorable members to become involved in a discussion about
the expression "Australian Government".
Mr. HOLDING.-You are quite
right, Sir. It is sad to hear certain
remarks from someone who is normally as loyal to the basic concepts
of the flag as the honorable member
for Sandringham.
As I said, I entered this debate.
briefly to suggest to the Minister
for Youth, Sport and Recreation
that he should at some stage consider issuing a White Paper laying
down the broad objectives upon
which the Government is working
and stating the long-term policies
and short-term operations which all
members regard as important and
relevant if a significant contribution
is to be made to the over-all improvement of facilities for young
people in the community in their
involvement in youth, sport and
recreational activities.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (HOUSE
BUILDERS' LIABILITY
AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Council and, on the motion of Mr.
DUNSTAN
(Minister of Public
Works), was read a first time .. ·
HEALTH (CONTRACEPTIVES)
BILL.
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

For many years past controls exercised in Victoria over the sale of
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contraceptive contrivances or appliances have been effected first by the
Police Offences Act and · subsequently by the Summary Offences
Act 1966, sections 39 to 41 inclusive.
These provis_ions were_ inserted in
legislation long before the development of modern techniques of contraception.
In recent times the development
of. ·family planning clinics has
brought to light the necessity of providing adequate control over a much
wider area of devices and substances
used for contraceptive purposes, and
in addition the change in present-day
thinking has made it desirable to
provide less restrictions over their
sale and exhibition for sale. Some
such control has been exercised over
contraceptive substances ·which have
been regarded as proprietary medicines under Division 3 of Part XIV.
of the Health Act 1958. This control has been obtained by requiring
the registration of these substances
as proprietary medicines, and this
has enabled advertising matter, both
on packaging material and included
with the substances when sold, to
be closely supervised.
Following a number of representations of bodies such as the Family
Planning :Association, the Commissio·n of Public ~Health was asked to
submit a report and to make recommendations as to the form of legislation to control the advertising and
sale of contraceptives of all sorts
in this State.
. In the preparation of 1the legislation two aspects were borne in mind
-firstly, the need to lift the total
restriction against the advertising of
contraceptives which was contained
in the Summary Offences Act 1966
and to substitute for it a control of
approval of suitable advertising ;
and, secondly, the need to ensure
that, as far as possible, women taking the various anovulant substances, known commonly as the
pill, did not suffer from side effects
which are possible when such substances are used without proper
medical supervision.
Mr. Scanlan.
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In regard 1to the second point, I
call the attention of honorable
members to a recent report· of
the Danish Board of Health concerning the ill-effects of uncontrolled use
of the pill during a ·five year period
1968-1973. It drew attention to 22
deaths over a period of five years
which are alleged to be caused as
the result of birth control pills,
although in the same report it was
pointed out that these 22 cases were
only a portion of the total of 106
people who probably or certainly
died during the same period from
side effects produced by a variety
of medicines or medical treatments.
Various forms of control were considered by the Commission of Public Health, but its final recommendation was that there be added to the
Health Act a completely new
Division-Division 3s-of Part XI'V.
of the Health Act 1958. This new
division will be based substantially
on Division 3 of the same part which
was brought into health legislation
many years ago to control the
advertising and sale in Victoria of
proprietary medicines. Some of
these proprietary medicines are
" prescription only " medicines while
others may be freely sold by a pharmaceutical chemist over the counter
of his shop.
The new Division 3B will consist
of sixteen new sections designated
270B to 270P inclusive and seeks to
establish a practical and simple code
of control governing the sale of contraceptives and contraceptive substances. The provision will be read
as in aid of and not in derogation
from the Poisons Act so that where
a contraceptive ·substance is a controlled drug under the Poisons Act,
it will still be controlled by the provisions of that Act.
Although I do not propose to explain in great detail all the new
provisions to be inserted in the
Health Act at this stage, a brief
summary of those provisions to be
added by clause 4 may be of assistance in understanding the legislation.
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Proposed section 270B sets out
certain definitions which will be
specifically applicable to the new
division. Proposed new section 270c
establishes provisions for control of
contraceptives by requiring the
wholesale dealer, defined as the person who is primarily responsible for
placing a contraceptive on the market in Victoria, to register the contraceptive he proposes to sell. With
his application for registration he
must submit the composition of the
drug if it is a chemical or biological
substance or, where such contraceptive is not a chemical or biological
substance, a description of the contrivance together with a copy of all
advertising matter that is to be used
in association with its sale.
Proposed section 270o restrains
officers of the Department of Health
from disclosing information that
may be contained in any application
for registration by a wholesale
dealer.
Proposed section 270E gives the
Chief Health Officer authority to
determine whether or not an application for the registration of a contraceptive shall be granted. Proposed
section 270F will permit the registration of the contraceptive to be effective for a period of at least five
years af.ter which time the Chief
Health Officer may review the registration and reconsider the application and determine whether or not
the registration should be cancelfed
or varied. Before cancelling or varying rt:he registration after this fiveyear period, the Chief Health Officer
must give the wholesale dealer an
opportunity of being heard before
such variation or cancellation is
made.
The next new section sets out the
action the Chief Health Officer must
take if he determines that a contraceptive shall not be registered and
the actions that flow from that
determination. ~He must notify the
applicant within seven days of his
determination and the grounds on
which. it is based, thus enabling an
applicant who is aggrieved by any
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refusal to register an ·appeal to· a
judge of the Supreme Court. Such
a judge is required to inquire into
and decide the appeal and his decision is final and must be given effect
to by the Chief Health Officer.
The nine sub-sections of proposed
section 270H all deal with the register of contraceptives which is
required to be kept by the Chief
Health Officer to keep a record of
contraceptives which are registered
after application by a wholesale
dealer. It will be seen that these
provisions closely parallel the existing provisions of section 265- of the
Health Act 1958.
Proposed section 2701 provides for
samples of a contraceptive for
analysis or examination to be given
to the Chief Health Officer by the
wholesale dealer on request.
It has been considered desirable
that advertising associated with the
sale of contraceptives should be
fairly closely controlled and should
not publish any statement which
indicates or denotes that it is a contraceptive which is approved by the
State or by the Department of
Health.
Consequently, the ·Only
reference to approval which can be
shown on the outer wrapping is the
expression " registered Victoria "
and a serial number or some abbreviation of this expression to the
same effect. Sale or attempt to sell
a package containing a registered
contraceptive which is in contravention of this restriction will attract a
penalty of $250.
Under the provisions of proposed
section 270K, a similar penalty may
be imposed on persons who sell unregistered contraceptives or sell as
a registered contraceptive, substances or devices which are not in
accordance with the description
recorded in the register. The same
penalty will be applicable to wholesale dealers who circulate advertisements which are known to be
false or misleading. To be included
in this section is a provision which
will enable the Chief Health Officer
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in his discretion to cancel the registration of a contraceptive where the
wholesale dealer concerned has been
convicted on more than one occasion
of an offence in respect of that contraceptive. The cancellation will be
effective on publication of an appropriate notice in the Government
Gazette.
Proposed section 270L contains in
sub-section ( 1) provisions similar to
those now existing in section 41 of
the Summary Offences Act. These
provisions, however, are made subject to sub-section (2) of the section
which sets out a number of exceptions. By reading these two sub-sections together, one can see that
registered contraceptives may be
sold by retail or exposed for sale
by retail in a pharmacy or in a
place where a medical practitioner
carries on his profession, or in a
family planning clinic or in another
place approved for the purposes of
this section. However, it is not intended to permit the exposure of
contraceptives in any chemist shop
where they are readily in view of
persons in a public street or outside
the area of the pharmacy itself.
Sub-sections (3) and (4) enable
the Governor in Council, by notice
in the Government Gazette, to
declare places to which the exemption granted by sub-section (2) of
the section will apply, although
such approval may be subject to any
terms and conditions specified in the
notice and may be revoked or varied
by the Governor in Council when
notice of such revocation or variation is published in the Government
Gazette.
Proposed section 270M will permit advertising of contraceptives
provided that the contraceptive advertised is registered and provided
that the ·statements to be included
in the advertisement are approved
by the Chief Health Officer. Subsections (2), (3) and (4) of this
new section establish the machinery
whereby the Chief Health Officer
may give his approval to an application or revoke that approval.
Mr. Scanlan.
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The remaining provisiOns of the
new part cover regulation-makingto section 270o-and provisions· relating to ·responsrbility for sale of
newspapers
containing
unlawful
statements or advertisements in
regard to the sale of contraceptives.
These latter provisions cover both
newspapers which are printed in
Victoria and newspapers printed outside Victoria which are distributed
in this State.
Clause 5, together with clause 3,
provides for the removal from the
Proprietary Medicines Register of
any contraceptive substance which
comes within the meaning of contraceptive under this new legislation.
In the first instance, any such substance which is of a contraceptive
nature and which is registered as
a proprietary medicine will be automatically transferred by the Chief
Health Officer to the register of contraceptives and it will remain in
force under the provisions of this
new Division 3B of Part XIV. of the
·Health Act until it is varied or cancelled as provided in that division.
Clause 6 is a transitional provision whereby persons selling contraceptives will have a period of
three months to enable applications
for the registration of contraceptives to be dealt with· and before
they are required to comply fully
with the new legislation. Clause 7
provides for the consequential
amendment
of
the
Summary
Offences Act 1966.
On the motion of Mr. LIND
(Dandenong), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 30.
WATER RESOURCES BILL.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I move~hat

this Bill be now read a second time.

Its. main purpose is to give effect. to
the Government's decision to bring
· both the State Rivers and Water
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Supply Commission and the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works· within the one 'Ministry.
Under the proposed legislation, the
functions of the board in respect to
water supply, sewerage and main
drainage will be brought under the
Minister of Water Supply, who will
head a Ministry of Water Resources
and Water Supply.
Honorable members will recall that
during the summer of 1973 the Melbourne metropolitan area was faced
with a serious water shortage because of a prolonged dry spell of
weather. To advise the Government
on steps to over-come the emergency at that time and to plan future
water conservation works, the Government appointed a standing committee consisting of representatives
of the State's two major water
authorities-the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission and the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works-and a representative of
the Treasury. The work of the committee proved extremely valuable. It
also emphasized the desirability of
having an over-all co-ordinating
body for the State's water resources.
The Government has therefore decided to give the standing committee statutory authority within the
proposed new Ministry.
As part of the Ministry there will
be a Water Resources Council,
which will include the same representation as the standing committee.
There will also be a Director of
Water Resources and appropriate
staff to enable the Ministry to perform a co-ordinating function in
assessing and developing the State's
water resources including the extension and development of sewerage
and drainage services. The Director
of Water Resources will be the
Chairman of the Water Resources
Council.
Mr. WHITING.-What will happen
to the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission
Mr. DUNSTAN.-The Chairman of
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission will be permanent head
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of the Ministry. This is covered in
the schedule and I will come to that
later in my remarks.
It is the Government's view that
it is essential that the many competing interests and the increasing
pressure for water, sewerage and
drainage services should receive the
attention of one over-all body.
The proposed Ministry will enable
the long-range planning of future
requirements, especiaHy .for additional decentralized urban complexes and
will also enable a proper balance to
be achieved :between rural, urban and
industrial development. The Ministry
will also be able to advise the Government on priorities for construction.
It is not the intention of the legislation to change in any way the
functions-including the administration-of either the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission or the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works, but rather to implement
the Government's policy of bringing
both bodies under a single Ministry
with a view to achieving the coordination of their activities already
referred to.
Clause 3 sets out the constitution
of the 'Ministry, and clauses 6 and 7
deal with the constitution and functions of the Water Resources Council,
and clause 8 refers to the appointment of the Director of Water Resources.
The remaining clauses are ·machinery provisions. However, I draw the
attention of ~members, particularly
the Deputy Leader of the Country
Party, to dause 1 of Schedule Two
which has been specifically drafted
to ensure that, for the purposes of
the Public Service Act, the Chairman
of the Water Commission shall be
per·manent head of the Ministry and
wiH thus ·continue to handle all dealings affecting ·commission staff directly with the Public Service Board. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of 'Mr. GINIFER
(Deer Park), the debate ··was adjourned.
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Mr; DUNSTAN (Minister· of Public
Works) .-1 move-

That the debate be adjourned for one
we~.

Mr. WHITING (Mildura).-This
Bill contains a major departure from
existing policy ·On water resources.
Members of the Country Party need
to circularize water authorities
throughout the State and obtain their
views on the proposal. As I mentioned in connection with an earlier
Bill, the holiday on Thursday cuts
down the time available. Members
of the Country Party consider that
an adjournment of three weeks would
not be sufficient. However, we are
prepared to seek an adjournment of
the debate for that period. I ask the
Minister to consider the needs ·Of
members of the Country Party in
connection with this major ·measure
in which ·we have a vital interest.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).-Members of the Opposition consider that
a fundamental change is proposed in
this measure to bring metropolitan
water supplies within the Ministry
which has previously administered
rural water supplies and sewerage.
I wish to have the opportunity of
discussing this Bill not only with
officials and commissioners· of the
Board of Works but also ·with a
number of ·country water and sewerage authorities which over a period
have expressed their disenchantment
at such a prospect. I shall not debate
that issue now, but I know much
feeling exists about such a p·roposal.
I wish to ensure that when me·mbers
of the Opp·osition debate this Bill
they are in a position to express the
attitude not only of city dwellers
but also of country residents. I seek
an adjournment for longer than one
week.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-I
support the Deputy Leader of the
Country Party and the honorable
member for Deer Park. Honorable
members should not hurry into this
proposition. In this continent every
aspect of water is important whether
it be .for sewerage, stock and domestic supplies, reservoirs or hydro-
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electricity. An adjournment of· the
debate for one week is too short.
I appeal to the Minister~ I realize
what is proposed in regard to the
ending of this sessional period, but
we will not do this country a service
if we rush into considering this Bill
after an adjournment of one week.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-lt is
not the ·fault of the Opposition or
of the Country Party if the .Government is too lazy to introduce legislation early in the sessional period.
Repeatedly, in the last week or the
last fortnight of a session the Government decides to cull .its legislative
programme and to push through
what it regards as being important.
It does so without any consideration
for ·members of this .Parliament who
wish to consult the people concerned.
In this case, as the honorable member for Deer Park and other members
have pointed out, it is absolutely
necessary that the contents of this
Bill should be discussed with a number of persons. It is absurd to expect
honorable members to do that by
next week.
·Mr. 'McCABE.-It is longer than
was allowed in Canberra.
Mr. WI,LKES.-I am not concerned
with what was done in Canberra.
The Government should be able to
conduct -its affairs in a better .manner.
If it is not possible to discuss· this
measure properly, the Government
should have the decency to withdraw
it and reintroduce it next session.
It would ibe .far better ·for the people
of Victoria and for this ·Parliament
.for the Bill not to be discussed if
it had to be determined in one week.
The Government cannot expect the
co-operation of ·me.mbers of the Opposition and of the Country Party in
the short time that is proposed.
The Government desires to end
this sessional period quickly only
because of an event that will occur
elsewhere. You would be sur.prised,
Mr. Speaker, if you examined the
number of days on which the Victorian Parliament meets · compared
with the Parliaments of other States.
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with the result that it had ·to withaching how i·mportant it is to protect draw the measure and introduce a
the rights of Victoria if it is going to new Bill. Perhaps ·when this measure
ignore the rights of the people, and is further examined and its shortthose of members of the Opposition comings are pointed out, . the Bill
and of the Country Party in respect ·may have to be withdrawn and reof legislation. The Opposition opposes introduced. Therefore, I submit the
the adjournment of the debate for amendment that the period of the
a week and seeks an adjournment adjournment should be for . four
for no less than a fortnight. IJf the weeks.
Govern·ment does not agree, the alMr. HOLDING '(Leader of the
ternative is to withdraw the Bill and
bring it :back in the spring sessional Opposition) .-I support what has already .been said by other speakers.
period.
I do not much :mind whether the
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East). debate is adjourned for four weeks,
-As an amendment to the Minister's as suggested by the honorable member .for Gippsland East, but I invite
motion, I moveThat the words " one week " be omi·tted the House to examine the nature
with the view of inserting the words " four of this Bill. It involves a fundamental
weeks".
change in the structure of the bodies
I do this for several reasons. Firstly, that will control the water supplies
the Government announced in Dec- of this State. This is a serious proember of last year that it proposed posal. Many honorable me-mbers want
to introduce a Bill of this type. In to confer with local water supply
a statement in the daily press it was authorities and obtain the views of
indicated that the Government in- other interested persons. When one
tended to introduce this measure and contemplates a change as fundamenother allied Bills affecting r-oads. The tal as this, the matter should be
Govem:ment has had a considerable weighed carefully and properly detime in which to ·consider the ramifi- liberated upon. Some Bills which are
cations of the measure. Therefore I standing on the Notice Paper were
consider that members of the Coun- introduced early in the sessional
try :Party and all private members in period and have been waiting to be
this House are entitled to a decent debated for as long as four weeks.
period in which to consider it and to
I am informed that the Governgive bodies affected the opportunity ment intends that the sessional
of expressing their views.
period ·should end late next week.
The
Government is entitled to use
I have proposed an adjournment of
four weeks on the basis that most its numbers to .i•mplement its dewaterworks trusts and sewerage cision. If that is done, not only ·will
there be legislation :by exhaustion,
authorities~ which will be affected
but
what is more important honorby this Bill, ·meet monthly. Thereable
me·mbers who are deeply confore, it would be necessary for at
cerned with measures ·such as this
least a month to elapse to ensure will
not have adequate time in which
that all of those bodies and authori- to consider all their implications. The
ties had the opportunity of examining Government is ·contemplating ·a funthe Bill and of determining their damental structural reorganization of
attitude. It would be a denial of its water supply policy.
justice to those people, many of
In the past, I have supported the
whom give a great deal of ti:me volview
that the existing state of affairs
untarily, if their views on this
should
be changed, but, although the
important Bill were ignored. Even Labor Party's
policy is clear, a Bill
today honorable members have seen of this size must be given full conan example of the Government rush- sideration to as·certain whether it
ing through ill-considered legislation meets every aspect that is desired.
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One still wants to confer with many a very had joke. .Members of the
experts who ·wish to put all sorts of Opposition will not be a party to
·Vi~ws. The Government has ap- this type of abuse. If honorable
pomted many committees which are members want a State Parliament
presenting reports to Parliament. I that is worth something, it has to
saw one report last week about the be treated seriously. It should not
development of Geelong. It was an be treated, as Government supexcellent report, but I noticed that porters are treating it, as a bad joke.
it contained a recommendation
It is a disgrace for the Governthat-ment to introduce this Bill. and then
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. inform honorable members that they
Wheeler).-Order! I ask the Leader have a little more than a week to
of . the Opposition to debate the make inquiries and come to a deciperiod of the adjournment.
si~n by next Tuesday. I implore the
. Mr.. HOLDING.-All I am saying Minister of Public Works, if he is
Is this : The report contains a genuine about this Parliament, to
treat it as a Parliament and not as
rec~mmendation that water for the
proJected development of Geelong a rubber stamp for the Executive.
IS to come from Gippsland. If this
not know how long this Bill
House has to consider a Bill deal- hasI do
going through the proing with a basic reconstruction on cessesbeen
of
the
Government party, but
which policy decisions are to be I would lay odds
of 100 to 1 that
formulated for water supply in the it did not go through
in one week. Is
State, every section of the State has the great Liberal Party
so well
a right to be heard and, in fact, geared and has so much faith
in a
~ve~ authority has the right to put
Minister
that
in
the
space
of
one
Its views before Parliament.
party meeting in the course of
The problem is immense. In an three days it will accept a recomelectorate the size of Benambra mendation that he makes?
there are many problems relating to
The Government claims that it
water supply and the honorable
feels
strongly about the institution
member of that district would want
to consider the names of a large of the State Parliament but it says
number of very interested people. that it has made up its mind and that
Can he reasonably be expected to it does not matter how long it will
consult all those people and by next take members of the Country Party
Tuesday be ready to ·participate in or any other honorable members for
the making of a party decision and that matter, to consider the Bill; it
then put the argument of his party has the numbers, and even if its
supporters are not in the House half
before Parliament.
the time, it can bring them in so
The performance of this Parlia- that it can get its business through.
ment during the first three or four I assure the House that the Opposiweeks of this sessional period was tion is as concerned as the Governdisgraceful. It is all very well ment to complete the legislative profor the Government to take its pre- gramme.
sent stand because it has the numMr. BILLING.-You are- proposing
bers. If all its supporters are not
in the Chamber, all it has to do is to waste all day tomorrow.
ring the bells and bring them in. I
Mr. HOLDING.-Tomorrow the
am sick of Ministers of the Crown Opposition intends to test the Govbleating about the destruction of ernment on some of the deliberate
State Parliaments by a centralist falsifications it is putting to the
Government when repeatedly, by
their own processes and because of people. The Government wants the
their laziness and incompetence, Opposition to compromise in comthey are reducing this Parliament to pleting the legislative programme,
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Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The period of the adjournment was opposed on the ground
that insufficient time was being
allowed by adjournment of the
debate for one week, particularly as
Country Party members had to contact many advisory water authorities
in their electorates, and also water
trusts, to discuss the implications of
this Bill. I do not believe that additional time is necessary to ascertain
the opinion of these country water
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public authorities. In my second-reading
Works) .-1 understood, Mr. Speaker, speech I said that there was no infrom the views expressed by the tention to affect the finances or the
Leader of the Opposition. and by the administration of the Board of
Leader of the Country Party-Works or to change the finances or
Mr. Ross-EDWARDs.-! have not administration of the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission. The
spoken yet.
Government stands by the motion
Mr. DUNSTAN.-! refer to the that the debate be adjourned for one
views of the Leader of the Country week, but it may be shown by the
Party at the last election-Opposition or by the Country Party
Mr. Ross-EDWARDs.-But I have that it is not ready to proceed with
the debate or the Bill next Tuesday
not spoken.
because it has not had an opporMr. DUNSTAN.-Mr. Speaker, I tunity of discussing it fully. In the
shall start again. I understand from eighteen years in which I have been
the views expressed by the Leader in this Parliament agreements on
of the OppOsition and by the Leader these matters have been made and
of the Country Party during. the last assurances have been accepted.
election campaign in 1973 that both
Mr. Ross-EDWARDs.-lt is a circus
the Labor Party and the Country
every
time you bring in a Bill.
Party favour having in Victoria one
Minister of Water Supply, and not,
Mr. DUNSTAN.-The Leader of
as was indicated during that period, the Country Party appears to be
two Ministers of Water Supply. It having
a . political orgasm-.he
was . rightly pointed out that the had one last week and he should
Minister for Local Government, who control himself.
has responsibility for the Board of
Mr. Ross-EDwARDs.-You should
Works, was also in effect the Minister of Water Supply for the metro- be controlling yourself.
politan area. For that reason I beThe SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
lieve the introduction of this Bill is Wheeler).-Order! The Minister of
the first step in putting that policy· Public Works will please come to
in to effect.
the point.
Mr. B. J. EVANS {Gippsland
Mr. DUNSTAN.-1 have moved
East) .--On a point of order, Mr. that the debate be adjourned for one
Speaker, I suggest that the Minister of week and I give an assurance, and
Public Works is debating the sub- the assurance of the Government,
ject-matter of the Bill and not the which will be supported by the
period of adjournment.
Premier, that if the Country Party or
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. the· Opposition is not ready to proWheeler).-Order! I uphold the point ceed, a further period will be con . .
sidered.
of order.
and the Opposition is as concerned
as anybody else to have the Notice
Paper cleared. However, the Government will not receive the Opposition's co-operation if it allows only
three days for the consideration of
this Bill. That is not an invitation to
compromise in clearing the Notice
Paper ; it is an invitation for the
Opposition to use all the rights
available to it to ensure that the
Parliament does its job properly.
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-Honorable members interjecting.
T~ SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

·Bill.

anxious to hear from them. There
was no criticism of the GovernWheeler).-Order! I appeal to bon- ment ; it was just· to alert them so
arabi~ members to cease interjecting that a constructive debate could
and to allow the Minister of Public ensue.
Works to finish his speech.
The Country Party has given conMr. DUNSTAN.-! have finished structive support to the Government
week in and week out for a long
my speech.
time. When the Country Party
Mr. .ROSS-EDWARDS '(Leader of criticizes the Government, it does so
the Country Party) .-It must be with good purpose. When a censure
increasingly embarrassing to the motion is proposed, most Ministers
Government every time the Minister realize that the Country Party
of Public Works rises to speak. He judges the motion on its merits. The
embarrassed the Government a fort- Minister of Public W arks has been
night ago and he is embarrassing it fortunate that a censure motion has
again tonight. If the Minister of not been brought in against him,
Public Works is sincere in what he because from the way he behaves in
said about giving a further period the House he would not· have much
of adjournment, I make it clear that chance of being supported.
the Country · Party wants a longer
It is stupid for the Minister of
adjo':lrnment than one week.
Public Works to say that there is
of importance in the Bill.
· Mr. BuRGIN .-Say that in a week's nothing
6
proposes the formation of
Clause
time.
a Water Resources· Council consistMr.. ROSS-EDWAROS.-The Coun- ing of a certain number :.of people
try Party wants an undertaking to- to determine water policy for .the
night.
Today is Tuesday, and State. Even a cursory · look at
Anzac Day will be on Thursday. this staggering clause . will reveal
Members of the Country Party have that the Government is giving· no
to confer with the water authorities representation to country people.
throughout the State but will have This is one of the matters which the
no chance of doing so by next Tues- members of the Cquntry Party ·take
day. The same comment applies to most seriously. I ap~al . to .~he
members of the Opposition and to Leader of the House. It the Minisback-bench members of the Liberal ter's motion is adopted, .. ·there. wil~
Party.
be only three working days-Wednesday, Friday and Monday-before
Three or four weeks ago I wrote the debate on this Bill 'is resumed.
to every water authority in the That is not good enough_..I warn the
State. a constructive letter stating Government that if this is done the
that this Bill would be introduced Country Party will fight every .inch
into the House.
of t~e way and do everything possMr.. HOLDING.-You knew more ible to obstruct the pass~ge of ,the
Bill. My party has been patient,
about it than we did.
but this Government often mistakes
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-I found patience for weakness. I· assure it
out. by reading the newspapers. I that from now on, to the end of
felt that it was a matter which was of the session, it will get opposition it
major · concern to every country has never previously had from. the
water authority. I alerted them to Country Party.
the fact, and stated that when the
M'r.
DUNSTAN.-You do
hot
Bill was introduced I hoped they
frighten
anyone.
·
would· be able to confer with their
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-! am not
local members, and if there were
any suggestions they wished 'to trying to frighten anyone, but I inmake the Country Party would be form the Government that if it tries
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to steamroll through this Parliament
a legislative measure vital to country
Victoria, . it will not have the cooperation of the Country Party.
Normally, a more senior Minister
would accept· this point of view but
the Government has an embarrassment in the Minister of 'Public
Works. I wonder for hOIW long it
wil1 be able to tolerate his behaviour
in this House.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).Every time the Minister of Public
Works introduces a measure he introduces controversy. The House
has just heard an impassioned
speech by the Leader of the Country
Party directing the incompetence of
the Minister to the attention of the
Leader of the House. If the Minister's proposal is accepted only three
working days will be 'allowed for the
Opposition and the Country Party to
investigate the ramifications of this
Bill. The Leader of the House is
quietly taking in what is being said
in this debate, and I point out to him
that this measure deals with the
utilization of the whole of the water
resources of Victoria.
After an adjournment of only
three days, the House would be expected to debate the measure which
repeals parts of ten different Acts
relating to water, including part of
the Melbourne Metropolitan Board
of Works Act, and their substitution
by the provisions of this measure.
The committee of the Liberal Party
concerned with the Bill has been examining it for some time, and the
Opposition and the Country Party
should be given enough time to consider all that is involved in the measure. It is all right for the Minister
to sit back but he does not realize
what he is leading himself and his
party into. In the semi-arid country
in which we live water is of extreme
importance and it is essential that all
honorable members should know
precisely what the measure en~ails.
Naturally enough the Leader of
the Country Party has a strong interest in ensuring that his party
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stays in the shadow of the Liberal
Party in Victoria but the Opposition
does not care about the relationship.
It wants to ensure what is best for
the people of Victoria. This Bill .has
wide ramifications. ~It proposes to
repeal parts of ten different Acts
which have stood for many years,
and its provisions should be carefully examined. What is the urgency
which requires that this measure be
debated and decisions on it be made
next Tuesday? I appeal over the
head of the · Minister of .Public
Works, who is in charge of the Bill.
He, too, has a responsibility to the
community. Why should the Government try to ram this measure
through the Legislative Assembly at
this stage? I ask the Leader of the
House to say something relevant
on this . rna tter.
On the question of the period of
the adjournment the Government is
wrong and knows it; the Country
Party knows that it is wrong and so
does the Opposition; and the community will know that it is wrong.
When Sir Henry Bolte was Premier,
in a situation. such as this he would
have realized the ramifications of
the measure and he would have
placed the Bill in the hands of a
Minister big enough to say that the
Government accepted the proposal
that the debate be resumed after a
period of four weeks.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-By leave, Mr.
SpeakerMr. DUNSTAN (Minister of .Public
Works) .-Leave is refused!
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) .-The Minister of Public
Works indicated at an earlier stage,
when there was a considerable number of interjections, that if honorable members dealing with the Bill
for their party desired more time
when the Bill was called on· next
Tuesday, that would be considered.
I will give an undertaking that they
will receive it.
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Mr. HANN (Rodney).-The period
.of adjournment of the debate on this
Bill should be much longer than
three days. The Bill has wide ramifications and is of particular concern
to the irrigation areas in northern
Victoria. The water supply and
sewerage authorities of country Victoria are greatly concerned about the
Bill. The authorities and advisory
boards concerned with water have a
right to become acquainted with the
details of the Bill. It is amazing that
the Government sees fit to attempt
to have the debate on this Bill
·adjourned for only one week. This
is purely and simply because members of the Government are afraid
of what the Labor Opposition might
do to them in this Parliament. That
is not reason enough for the Government to propose such a short
adjournment of the debate.

This Parliament tends to be one of
the most underworked in Australia.
There are already important Bills on
the Notice Paper and I understand
that one or two more are to be introduced. All of those measures, and
this Bill in particular, should be given
proper consideration because of the
impact that they will have in the
future: If necessary. the Government
should make a decision to extend this
session to give sufficient time to all
persons interested in the Bill to
study it in detail.
Honorable members, particularly
those who are interested enough to
distribute the Bill to water boards
and sewerage authorities, should
have time to send copies of the Bill
to those 'organizations and ask them
for their comments for use in the
debate. I appeal to the Government
to extend the present session of the
Parliament for a period of up to four
weeks to give honorable members a
chance to circularize the Bill, and to
allow the Parliament to give it full
consideration in debate.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).The Minister's attitude is clear. Apparently he wants to bounce the
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Legislative Assembly because he is
the Minister of Water Supply ·in this
so-called democratic Government.
Mr. DuNSTAN.-! am not the Minister of Water Supply.
Mr. TREZISE.-The Minister is a
so-called expert on water supply and
is in charge of this Bill. He is acting as the Cassius Clay of the Legislative Assembly. He should hang
up his gloves and come back to
reality. This is perhaps the most
important Bill to be brought before
Parliament for many years. It deals
with the essential conservation of
water, not just for the present population of Victoria of 3 · 5 million but
for the population to the end of the
twentieth century and beyond which
may number 20 million or 50 million people.
We, as members of this Parliament in 1974, will tonight reject this
Bill or will allow ·it to pass in one
form or another. If droughts such
as those which occurred in the· past
occur again in the future it
·will be at fault.
A few years
ago water was so scarce that consideration was given to providing
recycled water for drinking. That
·situation came about as a result of
bungling of past Governments, .both
Liberal and Labor. The Opposition
will not accept the responsibility in
the future without proper study.
As members of both the Labor
Party and the Country Party have
said, the representatives of the
people of Victoria, who will be bound
by what this Parliament does for
generations to come, should act
responsibly. I implore the Minister
or the Government as a whole to
agree that the debate be adjourned
for at least four weeks so that the
proposal in the Bill may be properly
considered.
I am particularly concerned with
the attitude of the Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust which is
already critical of some of the
Government's policy on water.
That trust should be consulted
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about this Bill. If it is not was moved by the honorable memready , or willing to be consulted ber for Gippsland East and, immediby me as a local member of Parlia- ately following that, the Leader of
ment before next Tuesday, what will the Opposition spoke.
my position be? It will be my duty
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
to about 60,000 people whom I represent to oppose the measure, Opposition) ._;Mr. Speaker, I raise
which may in itself be in the inter- ·a point of order. It may be of
ests of the State. Unless I can con- assistance. It is customary usage in
sult experts, including the experts this House, when an amendof the Geelong Waterworks and ment has been moved, for the
Sewerage Trust, I shall have no Speaker to indicate to any honalternative. I am a rank amateur in orable member who rises that
this field and must have advice on he will be taken as speaking to
both the motion and the amendment.
this measure.
It is customary for Mr. Speaker to
I ask the Minister in charge of indicate to the House that honorable
the Bill to come back to earth, to members speaking from there on
take his head out of the sand, to should speak both to the motion and
come down from the clouds, to hang the amendment. With respect, that
up his gloves, and to agree to give has not been done and it should be
the Opposition four weeks in which done now. However, I have been
to consider the Bill. If the debate around long enough to know what I
proceeds without the Opposition am doing, and therefore :I crave a
having an opportunity of consulting technical point.
the people concerned with water reThe SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
sources, it cannot take the responsiWheeler).-Order!
It may be a
bility of supporting it. The entire
technical
point,
but
I
agree with the
community of Geelong is served by Leader of the Opposition
that he has
the Geelong Waterworks and Sewer- been
around
long
enough
to 'know
age Trust and, on its behalf, I ask
that the period of the adjournment that he has spoken to the amen.dment.
be four weeks. If only three days
Mr.
WHITING
(Mildura).are allowed for the adjournment, To throw some light on the situation
democracy in this State Parliament and to stress the importance of the
is only a farce.
amendment moved by the honorable
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the member for Gippsland East, would
Opposition) .-In an attempt to take the Deputy Premier give an undersome heat out of the debate, I give taking that if the Country Party and
notice of intention to the Govern- the Opposition require further time
from next Tuesday it will be
ment-made available? This is the. only
Mr. WILCOX.-The Leader of 'the way to settle this vital issue.
Opposition has already spoken on The point at issue is whether there
this matter.
should be an adjournment for a
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. period of one hour, one day or three
Wheeler).-! gave the call to the weeks. If I could receive the underLeader of the Opposition, who has taking that I have sought the Country
Party would be satisfied.
not spoken to the amendment.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Mr. WILcox.-But he has spoken
Education) .-I am sorry that I did
to the amendment.
not make myself entirely clear. The
The. SPEAKER.-I gave my ruling answer to the request is "Yes".
on the understanding that the Leader
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-In the
of the Opposition had not spoken to
the amendment. I am now informed interests of clarity can the Deputy
by the Clerk that the amendment Premier state what the position will
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be . .if the House is not sitting after
two weeks, three weeks, ot four
weeks?· Will the. Bill be reintroduced
during the next sessional period?
The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr. B. J.
Evans to be omitted stand part of the
motion· (the Hon. K. H. Wheeler in
the chair)Ayes
· Noes

41
25

Majority
against
the amendment

16

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Billing
Birrell
Borthwick
Burgin
Chamberlain
Crellin
Dunstan
Ebery
Evans ·.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

McLaren
Maclellan
Meagher
Plowman
Rafferty
Ramsay
Reese
Scanlan
Smith
(Warrnambool)

Mr.
(Ballaarat North) Mr.
Mr.
Mrs. Goble
Mr.
Mr. Guy
Mr.
Mr. Hamer
·Mr.
Mr. Hayes
Mr.
Mr. Jona
Mr.
Mr. Loxton
Mr.
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr.
Mr. MacDonald
Mr.
l\'fr. McKellar

Stephen
Suggett
Templeton
Thompson
Vale
Wilcox
Williams
Wiltshire
Wood.
Tellers:
Lacy
Skeggs.

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Baxter ·
Bornstein
Curnow
Edmunds
Evans
(Gippsland East)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fogarty
Fordham
Ginifer
Hann
Holding
Kirkwood
Lind

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell
Mutton
Ross-Edwards
Simmonds
Stirling
Trewin
Trezise
Whiting
Wilkes
Wilton.

Tellers:
Mr. Jones
Mr. Roper.
PAIR.

Mr. Rossiter

Mr. Doube.

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).I wish to address the House on the
motion before the Chair.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

Wheeler).-Qrder! There is no motion
yet before the Chair. I have just
declared the amendment negatived.
Mr. WILKES.-What about the
motion?
The SPEAKER.-When honorable
members resume their places, I will
then put the motion. The motion
isThat the debate be adjourned for one
week.

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).During the recent debate, adequate
argument was advanced by members ·of the Opposition and the
Country Party clearly to show that
the Government was turning this
Parliament into a circus. It is making
a farce of the democratic processes
of Parliament. The Deputy Premier
attempted to retrieve the situation by
saying that if honorable members
were not prepared to proceed with
the debate, an extension of time
would be granted. That is unacceptable to the Opposition. We believe that the Government should
accept a reasonable period of adjournment for a precise period so that
honorable members wou'ld know
when the debate would be resumed.
T.he Leader of the Country Party
made it clear that there would be
no hope of his party resuming the
debate in a fortnight. Therefore, a
minimum period of two weeks adjournment of the debate would be
acceptable. The Leader of the Opposition made the same point. It is
clear that the honorable member for
Geelong is prepared to be bashed
into line by Cabinet and stand like a
bag of mud without uttering one
whimper of protest on behalf of the
people he claims to represent in this
House. His representation is confined to being a silent number on the
back bench.
The adjournment of the debate for
two weeks would be the minimum.
Members of the Opposition would
require to research the proposed
legislation. There are ample records
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of: Parliament to show how dangerous
it would· be for the Opposition to
accept anything from this Government. Time and time again proposed
legislation has been introduced into
this House so full of holes that a
horse and cart could be driven
through it.
This measure has
been introduced and steam-rolled
through
the
dying
stages
of
the sessional period. The Government has advanced no good
reason why a reasonable adjournment should not be granted.
It has generally been rumoured
that
the
Government
wants
to close the Parliament down
at
the end
of
next
week.
Why is it of paramount importance to do this? The Government
is not prepared to explain -why it is
necessary to end the current session
at the end of next week. I should
have thought the Deputy Premier
would be prepared to clearly
state the period of the adjournment of the debate. If the honorable· gentleman had been prepared
to allow an adjournment of two
weeks, this could have been considered as reasonable by the Opposition.· However, for reasons best
known· to himself, the Minister prefers to vaguely state that the Government will have a look at something
other than what we are proposing.
This is merely a play on words. It
could mean the day later or a couple
of days. I propose to move an
amendment that the words. "fourteen days " be substituted for the
words " one week ".
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I have to remind
the honorable member that the House
has resolved that the words " one
week " stand part of the question.
Therefore, an amendment would not
be acceptable.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I rise to a point of
order. With respect, Mr. Speaker, the
House resolved that the debate ought
not to be adjourned for four weeks.
That -was the motion that was put
and that was the only matter voted
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on. · You, Sir, then put the motion
that the debate be adjourned for -one
week. The honorable member is not
merely speaking against the motion;
he is exercising his right to put a
further amendment. I submit that
he is in order.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-On a point of order, might I
remind the Leader of the Opposition
that the specific question put before
the House in the division was that the
word proposed to be omitted stand
part of the motion, and that the word
proposed to be omitted was "one"
in reference to the number of weeks~
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).Mr. Speaker, on the point of order,
and in support of the point brought
forward by the Leader of the Qpposition, I submit that because of the
procedures of the House, it was
necessary for the House to decide
whether it would accept the proposal
of the honorable member for Gippsland East, which was to adjourn the
debate for four weeks. I submit that
the House decided to rej~ct that
proposal.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-And adopt a firm
one week.
Mr. WILTON.-I take issue with
the Minister on that point. The
machinery that is available to the
House to determine whether it will
accept the proposal of the· honorable
member for Gippsland East is that
it is- necessary to put the q·uestion in
the manner presented to the House
by the· Chair. That question having
been resolved, I take the view that the
House rejected that proposal.
I also draw your attention, Mr.
Speaker, to the fact that if the view
of the Minister of Transport is to be
upheld, what opportunity will be
available to an honorable member
other than the honorable member for
Gippsland East to move an amendment to the question when the House
already has an amendment before it?
How many amendments will be before
the House at any one time?
I support the point made by the
Leader of the Opposition. I ask that
the matter be viewed in the light
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that the House rejected the proposal
submitted by the honorable member
for Gippsland East. If that is not so,
the House is entitled to an explanation of what is the position of other
honorable members who may be
entertaining the idea of proposing an
amendment to the House. Half a
dozen amendments could be before
the House at any one time, which
would be ridiculous.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).--Qrder! Standing Order
No. 68 statesNo amendment shall be proposed to be
made in any words which the House has resoived shall stand .part of a question, or
shall be inserted in, or added to, a question,
except the addition of other words thereto.

Therefore, I stand upon my previous
ruling.
Mr. WILTON.-As it has now
been pointed out by you, Mr. Speaker,
that it is not possible for me to move
an amendment, it appears that the
Government . wiH now use its numbers to steamroll the measure
through the House. By interjection,
the Minister has indicated that we
have an assurance, but what is the
assurance? If the Leader of the House
is prepared to get up and say that an
adjournment of two or three weeks
will definitely be given, that will be
acceptable.
Mr. DUNSTAN .-He has said it
twice.
Mr. WILTON.-He did not say it,
he merely mumbled that additional
time would be granted. If the honorable gentleman makes it clear that
two or thre·e weeks' adjournment
will be granted if the Opposition is
not ready, that will be acceptable.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray).-I
understand that it is competent for
me to move a further amendment at
the end of the motion that is currently before the House. The amendment would be that a further period
of a week be allowed if requested
by either the Leader of the Opposition
or the Leader of the Country Party.
I understand that that would be in
order. It certainly appears to be in
the spirit of what the Opposition and
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the Country Party requested, and the
indication from the Leader of the
House, and would resolve the· unfor- ··
tunate impasse that has occurred.
Before I continue, Mr. Speaker, I
should like you to rule whether that
would be in order.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The amendment
foreshadowed by the honorable member for Footscray would be an
addition to the motion to this effect
-" and that a further week be
allowed at the request of the Leader
of the Opposition " or whatever the
case might be. I would have to
accept the amendment.

Mr. FORDHAM
move-

(Footscray).-1

That the following words be added to :the
motion:-" and that a further week be
aHowed .at the request of the Leader of the
Opposition or the Leader of the Country
Party".

The Minister of Public Works has
attempted to rush an important piece
of legislation through in a very unsatisfactory manner. It is reasonable
for individual honorable members,
and particularly for the Leaders of
the parties, to request a period of
four weeks to consider the important
proposal embodied in this Bill.
When one looks at the details of
the Bill and the Acts to be affected
by the establishment of this new
Ministry, one sees that the rights of
honorable members are being eroded
in a disgusting fashion. The Opposition has indicated that it is prepared
to compromise if, for a number of
reasons, an adjournment of four
weeks is not allowed. The Minister
has moved that the debate be adjourned for one week, and if my
amendment is agreed to an additional
week will be allowed if either the
Leader of the Opposition or the
Leader of the Country Party requests
it. Probably they will request the
extra week, and supporters of the
Government will also want to discuss
the details of this important Bill with
water authorities and individual persons. I hope the Country Party will
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support my amendment and that the
Government will accept it, because
to do so would restore sanity to the
House.
From time to time Ministers have
put forward strong views on the role
of ·state Parliaments, and particularly
this Legislative Assembly. This is a
principle that I am prepared to support. .However, when Ministers treat
this Parliament in a cavalier fashion
one must question the sincerity of the
Government when it pretends to uphold the traditions of the Parliament.
Members of Parliament must be given
ample chance of considering matters
of importance when important Bills
are introduced into this Chamber.
They should not consider them in a
hit-run fashion. I hope the amendment will be supported.
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the reasons why the debate cannot
proceed next week. Extensive inquiries must be undertaken, and
Thursday will be Anzac Day. Whatever information I require will need
to be known to me by first thing next
Tuesday morning so ·that I can report
to the Labor Caucus my attitude and
recommendation on this Bill. The
Government's proposal will not do
justice to the Bill. I do not accept
the assurance given by the Minister
of Public Works and if the Opposition is not given additional time it
will not accept any responsibility for
the legislation.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-One important factor has not been mentioned
by any Minister on behalf of the
Government. The Government should
have announced when it proposed
the House should go into recess. If
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister for Public the intention of the Government had
Works) .-The Government does not been made known, probably much
accept the amendment. I have given of the discussion that has taken place
an assurance, which is not establish- tonight would not have ensued. If
ing a new precedence. The assurance it is intended that the House
is well known to the Leader of the shall go into recess next week, I
Opposition and the Leader of the cannot understand how the GovernCountry Party. Over the past eighteen ment can allow the Minister of Public
years whenever similar assurance has Works to say that if the final debate
been given it has been honoured. No is not concluded in one week it. will.
assurance, such as that which has proceed with the debate for a further
been given tonight, has been broken two or three weeks. That is a .comin the past, nor will this assurance pletely erroneous statement to make.
be broken. The Government rejects and I suggest that the honorable .
the amendment and reaffirms the member for Deer Park was on the
assurance that was given half an "right tram" when he made his
hour ago. If honorable members wish statement to the House. I would
to debate this question they may do welcome a statement by a Minister
so until 5 a.m. or midday tomorrow. on when it is proposed that the House
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of shall go into recess.
the Country Party) .-If that assurMr. BURGIN (Polwarth).-iFerhaps
ance is given and if members of the the independent member for Coburg
Country Party want another week, should join Opposition members begiving in all a two-week period or cause they have been able to inform.
longer, the Country Party accepts honorable members for quite a time
the assurance.
when the House will be rising. The
Mr. GINIFER {Deer Park).--When situation that has arisen has been
I spoke initially, as the honorable described as a three-ring circus, and
member leading the debate for the the honorable member for BroadOpposition I believe I stated the meadows was the star act. More than
reasons why the debate should not be an hour ago, honorable members
adjourned for the short period pro- heard a responsible Minister of the
posed. I want to place on record Crown state that the Minister, the
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Government ·and the Premier would
give an assurance that if one
week-Mr. WILKES.-The Premier did not.
Mr. BURGIN.-! repeat that the
Minister stated more than an hour
ago that h e Mr. WILKES.-Which Minister?
Mr. BURGIN.-The Minister handling the BiH.
Mr. WILKES.-He did not.
Mr. BURGIN.-The Minister handling the Bitll did so. If Opposition
members had not been making so
much noise, they would have heard
him state that he, the Minister, the
Government. and the Premier gave an
assurance that the debate would be
adjourned for one week and that
additional time would be made available if the parties required it. That
was said more than an hour ago and
since then the Leader of the House
has stated the same thing. I reject
the. amendment moved by the honorable member for Footscray because
members of the Opposition will not
take the word of a responsible Minister, or the Government, or accept
an assurance in which the Premier
concurred. Four times tonight the
Opposition and the Country Party
have received similar assurances that
additional time would be given if
needed. The House has taken hours
to debate this.question when it could
have been discussing other important
matters affecting the welfare of this
State.
The assurance has been given that
extra time will be allowed if the other
parties are not ready to debate this
Bill next week. If Opposition members will not listen when a Minister
gives an assurance, they cannot be
expected to hear it. However, that
is no reason for disputing the fact
that the statements were made. The
Minister has stated that he will give
additional time, and I accept that
statement; I also want additional time.
I know that the Minister will honour
that assurance and that additional
time will be given. I reject the
amendment - out of hand.
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Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).It was beneficial to have the advice
of the honorable member for Polwarth that he also required additional
time. The period of the adjournment
governs the way in which consultations occur. If one week is allowed
with a possibility of extension, the
aim must be to conclude the consultation process within that week. This
might sound humorous, bu~ one has
to write to those concerned, " Dear
Sir, by return telegram would you
advise us of your detailed views " because within the time allowed that
is the only way in which a consuJtation can be achieved.
Mr. WILcox.-That would ·be ·use.:
less with the state of the Post Office.

Mr. ROPER.-It. would probably
be at least a week before adequate
copies of the s·econd-reading notes
were available for posting.
the Leader of the Country Party
pointed out that he had already written to the various water · supply
authorities stating that there was
something in the wind and. that
he would communicate with them.
What a " mug " he will· look
when. he has. to say, "Sorry; I
would have communicated with
you, but the Government has
allowed only a week's consultation."
If there is a fortnight's adjournment,
there is a different pattern of consultation.. It there is a month, one
can say, "We. will raise it at .the
.next meeting." . The Opposition is
now asking for time to ensure that a
letter can be sent to each of the
water trusts enclosing a copy of the
Bill, a copy of the second-reading
notes, and a statement to this effect,
" You have a week to discuss it before replying to us," If only a week
is allowed, it is necessary to act in
an accordingly irresponsible manner.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-In view of the fact" that
this matter has been more than
thoroughly ventilated and an assurance has been given that more time
will be given if required, I moveThat the question be now put.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-When motions of this
nature have been moved previously,
and I have been satisfied that the
matter has been adequately debated
and that honorable members on all
sides of the House have had ample
opportunity of airing their views and
putting their cases, it has been my
practice to accept the motion, and I
do so in this case.
The House divided on Mr.
Thompson's motion (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler in the chair)Ayes
41
No~
25
Majority
motion

for

the
16

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Billing
Birrell
Borthwick
Chamberlain
Crellin
Dunstan
Ebery
Evans
(Ballaarat North)
Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr. MacDonald
Mr. McKellar

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Maclellan
Meagher
McLaren
Plowman
Rafferty
Ramsay
Reese
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
( Warmambool) ·

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Stephen
Suggett
Templeton
Thompson
Vale
Wilcox
Williams
Wiltshire.
Tellers:
Mr. Burgin
Mr. Wood.

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Baxter
Bomstein
Curnow
Edmunds
Evans

(Gippsland East)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fordham
Ginifer
Holding
Jones
Kirkwood
Lind
Mitchell

Mr.
Mr.
'Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mutton
Roper
Ross-Edwards
Simmonds
Stirling
Trewin
Trezise
Whiting
Wilkes
Wilton.

Tellers:
Mr. Fogarty
Mr. Hann.
PAIR.

Mr. Rossiter

Mr. Doube.
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The House divided on Mr.
Fordham's amendment (the Hon.
K. H. Wheeler in the chair)Ayes
26
Noes
41
Majority against the
amendment

15

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Baxter
Bomstein
Curnow
Edmunds
Evans

(Gippsland East)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fogarty
Fordham
Ginifer
Hann
Holding
Jones
Kirkwood

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Lind
Mitchell
Mutton
Roper
Ross-Edwards
Simmonds
Trewin
Trezise
Whiting
Wilkes
Wilton.
Tellers:
Mr. Mcinnes
Mr. Stirling.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Billing
Birrell
Borthwick
Burgin
Crellin
Dunstan
Evans
(Ballaarat North)
Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr. MacDonald
Mr. McKellar
Mr. McLaren

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Maclellan
Meagher
Plowman
Rafferty
Ramsay
Reese ·
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
( Warmambool)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Stephen
Suggett
Templeton
Thompson
Vale
Wilcox
Williams
Wiltshire
Wood.
Tellers:
Mr. Chamberlain
Mr. Ebery.
PAIR.

Mr. Doube

Mr. Rossiter.

The House divided on the motion
that the debate be adjourned for one
week (the Hon. K. H. Wheeler in the
chair)41
Ayes
2()
Noes
Majority
motion

for

the
15
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(2) This Act shall hind the Crown.

AYES.

Mr. Austin

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Balfour
Billing
Birrell
Borthwick
Burgin
Chamberlain
Crellin
Dunstan
Ebery
Evans
(Ballaarat North)
Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr. MacDonald
Mr. McKellar

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

McLaren
Maclellan
Meagher
Plowman
Rafferty
Reese
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
(Warmambool)
Stephen
Suggett
Templeton
Thompson
Vale
Wilcox
Williams
Wiltshire
Wood. ·
Tellers:

Mr. Hayes
Mr. Ramsay.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Baxter
Bomstein
Curnow
Edmunds
Evans

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fordham
Ginifer
Hann
Holding
Jones
Kirkwood
Lind

(Gippsland East)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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Mcinnes
Mitchell
Mutton
Ross-Edwards
Simmonds
Stirling
Trewin
Trezise
Whiting
Wilkes
Wilton.
Tellers:

and of Mr. Dunstan's amendmentThat, in sub-clause ( 1), the following interpretation 1be inserted before the interpretation of " building " :-" Alter " in !"elation
to a building means to modify or change
the appearance of a building whether by
way of structural or other •WOrks, by painting plastering or any other form of decoration or by any other means and " al-teration " has a corresponding interpretation.

Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
Works).-I briefly preface my remarks by explaining the delay in the
resumption of consideration of this
Bill. Submissions were made to both
the Leader of the Opposition and the
Government by various organizations
interested in the measure. As a
result, the Minister for Local Government convened a conference of
all interested parties on 5th April.
Because of prior commitments the
Minister was unable to attend and I
took the chair at that conference.
Much ground was covered in discussing the submissions made by the
various parties represented.

Since then the Government has
had an opportunity to examine the
PAIR.
amendments and the new clause to
Mr. Rossiter.
Mr. Doube
be proposed by the Leader of the
The debate was adjourned until Opposition in relation to the amendTuesday, April 30.
ments circulated in my name
when the Committee last considered
SEWERAGE DISTRICTS (INTEREST the Bill. Following that examination,
SUBSIDIES) BILL.
Parliamentary Counsel was directed
This Bill was returned from the to correlate those amendments which
Council with a message relating to were circulated separately. Now,
an amendment.
new amendments have been circulated
It was ordered that the message which contain the Government's
be taken into consideration next day. amendments resulting from agreements reached at the conference on
HISTORIC BUILDINGS 'BI·LL.
5th April and most of the amendThe House went into Committee ments--certainly the major principles
for the further consideration of this incorporated in them and the new
Bill.
clause-to be proposed by the
Discussion was resumed of clause Leader of the Opposition.
2, providing, inter aliaWhen the Committee last con( 1) In this Act, unless inconsistent with
sidered the Bill I moved the first
the context or subject-matter" BuiJding " means a building •WOrk or obamendment on the list which is now
ject or any part thereof or appurtencirculated. At the time, the Leader
ances thereto.
of the Opposition asked me to explain
Mr. Fogarty
Mr. Roper.
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not be bound. Can the Minister explain whether the Crown will be
bound if the Government Buildings
An owner of a designated building may Advisory Council is retained? I do
apply to the Council in the prescribed form not know that one follows from the
for a permit to ·remove demolish or alter the other and the Com·mittee should
building.
receive some assurance from the
The reason for the amendment ·which Minister.
I have proposed is the inclusion of
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
the word " alter " in the sub-clause Works).-! am not sure what assurthat I have just read. Accordingly, ance the honorable member seeks,
·the Government believes it is neces- but I can assure him that -if he
sary to have a precise definition and closely studies. the provisions of the
interpretation of what is meant by Government
Buildings
Advisory
the word "alter" in clause 16.
Council Act he will see ~hat this
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-I advisory council, which was set up
thank -'the Minister for his courtesy some eighteen months ago and .has
in submitting the amendments. At been working regularly since then,
the same time, there seems to be an advises the Minister on matters conexcessive number of amendments to cerning Govern·ment buildings which
introduce in relation to only three may or may · hot be retained. The
·buildings. So far as I know, the only only instance I can quote is the first
buildings concerned are the Mel- major report from the council which
.boume Club, the Princess Treatre related to Trasma Cour·t. The Governand the English, Scottish and Aus- ment accepted the recommendations
of the counci'l in that case.
tralian Bank in Collins Street.
It is necessary to have both the
The amendment was agreed to.
Historic Buildings Preservation CounMr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public cil and the Government Buildings
Advisory Council operating. At the
Works) .-I moveconference on 5th April, this was the
That sub-clause (2) be omitted.
first breakthrough that occurred. In
The reason for the amendment is :that an effort to solve an impasse, I asked
later it is proposed to ask the Com- the conference, which ·included the
mittee 'to vote against clause 23, Chairman, and members of the
which proposes to repeal the Govern- National Trust, whether the Government Buildings Advisory Council Act ment Buildings Advisory Council
. 1972. Accordingly, if the Com·mittee should be retained under this
votes against clause 23, that council measure and therefore clause 23
will be retained and will continue should be omitted. The first unanimous decision of the conference was
With its present function.
that the Government Buildings
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-! do not Advisory
should
be
Council
see that, because clause 23 is retained.
retained, it necessarily follows that
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
the Crown will in some way be Opposition).-! have listened carebound by the measure. It is highly . fully Ito the explanations given by the
desirable that the Crown should be Minister and I am still at a loss to
bound and because of the great many follow his reasoning that because the
Government buildings and 'buildings Government
:Buildings
Advisory
that will in future pass into Govern- Council will be retained it necessarily
ment ownership, it would be a retro- follows that this Act should not in
grade step if private entrepreneurs particular bind the Crown. The· honwere bound by the legis-lation while orable member for Melbourne has.
the Government, which is potentially drawn my attention to the fact that·
the largest land owner of all, should section 2 of the Government Buildings
the reason for the amendment.
Honorable members wiU note that
sub-clause (1) of clause 16 reads-
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Advisory Council Act provides that
.it is the function of the council to

.report to the Minister at h:is request
on any building or structure on ·land
and so on. The duty of the council
.is to report to the Minister but the
Minister's decision iis stHl a matter
for his discretion. It is highly likely
that rthe honorable gentleman will
accept the recom·mendation, bult he is
not bound to do so.
When there is a Government Buildings Advisory Council and an H'istoric Buildings Preservation Council
as envisaged under this ·measure,
there are two bodies of experts
which, for completely leg,itimate
reasons, may arrive at a differenlt v.iew
on a particular m·atter. The Government Buildings Advisory Council may
.s_ay ·that a par·t:icular Government
building is not worthy of preservation whilst the council to be established under this Bill may not agree
with that view and indeed make •a
·contr~y recom·mendation. It is then
a matter .for the discretion of the
Minister.
· I ·do not want to belabour the
point, but ;it is an .important principle. When the <Government is
setting down standards for private
landowners it is wrong to establish
one set of standards to apply to the
average citizen and an entirely
.different set of standards to apply to
the Government. It is not difficult to
imagine how in some instances an
individual landowner could be adversely affected by the decision of
the Historical Buildings Preservation
Council and therefore suffer economic loss. For that reason the subclause could be retained. It does not
do any damage; it may assist in a
potential conflict. Parliament should
be concerned with the principle that
there should not be one set of standards for the ordinary citizen and
another for the Government. If historic buildings should be preserved,
the Crown should be bound. My
party opposes the amendment.
Mr. Holding.

Bill.

Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-Did
the Committee agree to the .amendment to clause 1?
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McLaren).-

Yes, when the matter was last considered in Committee.
·
Mr. 'MITCHELL.-Members of the
Country Party are not completely
sure, in · view of the short period of
the adjournment, of the 40 amendments. We may change our views
between now and when the Bill is
transmitted to another place. However, we will do our best to help
with the amendments.
The amendment was agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
Clause 3, providing, inter alia(2) As soon as may be after the commencement of this Act lthe Governor in
Council on :the recommendation of the Minister may by notice published in the Government Gazeltte specify the buildings which
shall initially constitute ·the register.
(3) The Governor in Council on the recommendation of the Minister may by notice
published in the Government Gazette amend
the register-

*

*

*

(a) by adding any specified building ;
(b) by removing .any specified building ;

or
(c) by altering any item.

Mr. HOLDING {Leader of. the
Opposition) .-I moveThat swb-clause (2) be omitted with •the
view of inserting the .following sub-clause:(2) On the commencement of this section
the buildings which -immediately before such
commencement were :buildings classified by
the National Trust of Australia (Victoria)
as being of historic or architectural importance or interest and .specified on the register of classification kept at the registered
office of the National Trust of Australia
(Victoria) shall constitute the register.

It is a matter for regret that, having

had time to consider this matter, the
Government has not adopted this
important principle.. Unless it is
adopted, ai}l the good intentions contained in this proposed legislation
merely provide a cosmetic .relief
confronting the community in preserving its historic buildings. In .his

Historic Buildings
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second•reading speech, as reported
at page 3625 of Hansard of 13th
December,· 1973, the Minister of
Public Works said, inter aliaIt can be expected that the initial entries
in· the register will ,be .primarily buildings
·in central Melbourne which have been given
the one-time " A " classification of the
National Trust.
Two problems arise. It virtually ig-

nores much of the excellent work
that has already been done by the
National Trust in classifying buildings. Argument is already taking
place that a group of property
speculators are more concerned with
making a dollar than preserving historic buildings. Once a building is
left off the list, their argument is :
" The building has not been covered
by this legislation and we should
get on with the demolition as
quickly as possible ".
The other problem created by the
Government is that other. buildings
of histone importance ·throughout
the State will be taken over arid this
will piace a tremendous load on the
committee in sifting argument
whether or not this great volume
of buildings ought to be included.
Members of the Opposition believe
that it ought to be a crucial principle in the proposed legislation that
if the Government is concerned to
protect the historic heritage of this
State, all the buildings classified by
the National Trust should immediately constitute the register. That
would simplify the work load of the
committee and any owner who beJieves that his building should not be
on the register can argue to have
the property taken off the register.
It is no greater burden in the case
of the individual owner.
What· is occurring is the presumption that no protection will be given
to ·most. of the historic buildings in
Victoria. It is an absurd situation
that proposed l~gislation is designed
to protect historic buildings but that
the only buildings being protected
are the small handful in the inner
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city area. That is an absurd concept. It gives the cosmetic illusion
that protection is being afforded to
those buildings that have already
been declared. That is not the case,
but the reverse. People in the community will seek comfort from the
fact that the vast number of genuine
historic buildings which have great
relevance and have a National Trust
classification are being left off· the
list.
This is a. grave deficiency in the
proposed legislation. The Minister
has accepted the authenticity and
bona fides of the trust which has
made a range of submissions to the
Government. For some reason the
Minister has not explained to the
Committee why the list of buildings
classi,fied by the National Trust has
suddenly become completely unacceptable. It is an odd situation that
historic buildings which have an
" A " classification in Melbourne will
be placed on the register but historic
buildings in Bendigo, Ballarat or
Beechworth do not receive that
automatic protection. Where is the
logic and sense in that? There is
none.
It could not be seriously argued
that a great hardship was being imposed on the individual owner
of
a
property
which
was
classified, by having that· property
placed on -the register and saying,
" If you are unhappy you can argue
that it should not be on the register ". It is better to place the burden
on ·the individual landowner than increase the enormous work-load that
will be placed on the new committee.
That is why I urge the Government
and all honorable members to support the amendment moved on behalf of the Opposition.
Mr. DUNSTAN .(Minis.ter of Public
Works) .-It could have been implied
from my second-reading speech that
only those buildings formerly classified '"A'" will initially be placed on
the register.
Since I made my
second-reading speech a lot more
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thought has been given to the measure.. On page 5 of the new amendments ·which have just been circulated .it. is proposed to insert a new
clause CC, sub-clause (2) of which
states, inter aliaAny regulation may incoll>orate :by reference any document published by .the
National Trust of Australia (Vic.) ...

This is as far as the Government is
prepared to go. If the Government
accepts the amendment proposed by
the Leader of the Opposition it will
mean the immediate inclusion on a
register of a number of buildings,
which have now increased to approximately 1,150 to 1,200, and
which include all " C " classifications. It would be wrong to include
all these on the register initially as
designated buildings.
I agree with the proposal of the
Leader of the Opposition for a
classification committee. The committee will decide ·whether it will
register all the buildings formerly
classified " A " and " B " which total
about 300, or. whether all the buildings-about 1, 150-will remain in
the register. The register is a
recording document rather than a
firm recommendation.
The Government will not accept
the amendment, but points out that
it is making a concession in its proposal contained in sub-clause (2) of
proposed new clause CC.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-The
anxiety which the Opposition feels
on this clause is that one does not
really know ·where the starting point
is. In its present form the clause
states that the Governor in Council
may by notice specify the buildings
which shall initially constitute the
register. The Minister appears to
reject the idea that the Governor in
Council should specify that the
classified buildings contained in the
list of the National Trust shall constitute the initial list. This is one of
the feW areas of public life in which
an . intensely conservative policy
should be adopted. In other words,
one ought to proceed on the assump-

Bill.

tion that those 1,200 buildings . are
worth preserving. If it is discovered
that this number should be reduced,
one can remove buildings from the
list and say that they are not as
significant as was originally thought,
and the list will be reduced to 800 or
900.
But what is the starting point to
be? It may be left to a committee to
work out a list. Even with a committee which works conscientiously
and presumably with a lot of parttime effort rather than full-time
operatives, as I understand its opera.:
tions, it could be months before an
initial list is available for the
Governor in Council to adopt. In
the interim there could be a period
of some months in which buildings
could be disposed of and the protection for which the Act is designed
will be lost.
Surely there is much to be said
for starting the other way around,
with the presumption that the buildings which are already classified by ·
the National Trust should be ·preserved and protected by the Act.
Then it can be left to the committee
which is set up to refine the list. Let
the Government take the initiative
by accepting the National Trust list
and refining it later rather than
starting in a sense with a tabula
rasa and adding names as time goes
by.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN O)undas).This is a balancing measure and
tends to balance the community at
large in the preservation of buildings
of this type, and also the people who
are the current owners of such buildings. I take the opposite view to
that of the honorable member fo~
Melbourne because of the extensive
nature of the list which would automatically be included. I believe it
shoufd be left to the new committee
which is being set up to specify its
own categories for preservation. U
may be that the committee will automatically include the " A " and " B ·~
classifications and that may be a
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good starting point. However, . the
committee in its expertise will be
able to set its own policy.
. I believe the major concern of the
Leader of the Opposition was that if
a certain building is not immediately
classified a developer may seek to
demolish it before it is so classified.
Clause 18 of the Bill provides for an
interim preservation order and that
the councH may serve an interim
preservation order on the owner of
any building which it has investigated and where in the opinion of
the council it is necessary or desirable to do so. The clause further
provides that this interim preservation order shall remain in force for
six months to allow plenty of time
for investigation. I believe this provides sufficient power for the council
to protect any building which is
threatened with extinction by an
unscrupulous developer who seeks
to beat the legislation. The over-all
balancing interest of these 1,100
owners of properties must be taken
into account, part·icularly those in
the lower categories of National
Trust classifications. The methods
envisaged in the measure will be
sufficient protection for the public
at large.
The sitting was suspended at 12.18
a.m. (Wednesday) until 12.53 a.m.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I have listened with
interest to the arguments that have
been advanced, but I cannot concede
the argument put forward by the
honorable member for Dundas. ReaHy
the only argument of the Minister of
Public Works and the honorable member for Dundas is that some 1,100
property owners are involved. I cannot see how their rights are adversely
affected. Their properties have already been the subject of classification. What is the adverse result which
flows to them if one simply places
those properties on the register when
they have the right to make an application or to put forward any arguments they desire to have the properties declassified or removed from the
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register? · That is the basic' difference between us. I do not want to
labour the point at this hour of the
night but, without debating the basic
principle which the Opposition advances, I point out that this legislation
wiH not be as effective as it
otherwise could be.
The Committee divided on the
question that the sub-clause proposed
by Mr. Holding to be omitted stand
part of the clause (Mr. McLaren in
the chair)Ayes
Noes

45
17

Majority against the
amendment

28

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Baxter
Billing
Birrell
Borthwick
Burgin
Crellin
Dunstan
Ebery
Evans

(Ballaarat North)

Mr. Evans
(Gippsland East)

Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Jona
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr. Mcinnes
Mr. McKellar
Mr. Maclellan
Mr. Meagher

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell
Plowman
Rafferty
Ramsay
Reese
Ross-Edwards
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
(Warmambool)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Stephen
Suggett
Templeton
Thompson
Trewin
Vale
Whiting
Wilcox
Williams
Wiltshire
Wood.

Tellers:
Mr. Chamberlain
Mr. Hann.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Bornstein
Curnow
Edmunds
Fogarty
Fordham
Ginifer
Holding
Jones

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Lind
Mutton
Roper
Simmonds
Trezise
Wilton.
Tellers:
Mr. Kirkwood
Mr. StirJing.

PAIRS.

Mr. Rossiter
Sir Edgar Tanner

Mr. Doube
Mr. Wilkes.
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Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the suppor.t that attitude. However, if an.
Opposition) .-1 movearea is placed in rthat position-:-:-!
That the following sub-clauses be suggest the. areas directly opposite
added:Parliament House ought to be con( 4) The Qovernor in Coum:~il on the residered within the province of this
commendation of the Minister may by notice amendment for rthe purposes of prepublished in the Government Gazette specify
an area as being an area of historic or serving its importance as an historic
building-the fact that it has been
architectural impor.tance or interest.
( 5) Where an area is declared under sub- designated should enable the owners
section ( 4) every building ·in .the area shall of the properties within the area to
for the pWipOSes of this Act be deemed to be obtain whatever compensation is relea designated :building specified on the regis- vant for the strictures that are placed
ter.
upon them. If this policy were not
Certain buildings by thei·r nature are adopted those owners would have
of historic significance but their the worst of both worlds. They
general relevance could be limited would not own a building of hisif other buildings were allowed to be torical importance and would not
buiLt out of context and out of har- gain the benefit of the compensation
mony with the general surroundings. provisions of the Act which are
In my second-reading speech I cited available to the owner of the historic
a fairly simple example-this House building. If the property owners
of ParH~ment-to illustrate my argu- tried to improve their properties·men.t. I believe it is publicly known they are entitled to do so-they
that the owners of the Windsor could be caught up in a furore, in a
Hotel, which is opposite Parliament situation where all the restrictions
House, desire to place a 30- were imposed upon them as if their
sto·ry tower on the top of the exist- building was · in fact an historic
ing building. I hope that action wHl building. I therefore urge the Minisbe resisted by :the Government on ter to reconside·r this matter.
the ground that, apart from the releOne prope:r.ty owner ·at least can
vance of the Windsor Hotel as a
be
nom·inated. The Government
building in dts own right, ·such a
should
therefore move to regularize
structure would undoubtedly diminish the over-all surrounds and ap- the position, so that the owner of
p~operty in this situation does not
proaches to Parliament House.
find him·self in rthe twilight zone
Although Government members where he is not entitled to compenmight not share the Opposition's sation because he does not own an
attitude on rthis matter, I point out historic building but for every other
that often hardship can be imposed purpose he is treated as though he
upon an individual owner when an does. Thart is a bad social rres,tdcarea is nort declared to be a general tion to impose upon rthe owner of
area of histork influence. A pro- property and the amendment ought
perty may not of ~itself be a build- to be supported. ·I ,trust that ~it would
ing of historic importance, but when not be used rtoo liberally but in a
the owner tries to change it he finds way which would give the property
him·self in tthe middle of all sorts owner in that situation 'Some protecof furores with conservationists and tion. At present many prope:r.ty
groups in the community who are owners are not receiving protection.
inte·rested in the general locality and They will feel aU the community
who: say that the owner must not pressures when they try to make
be allowed to make rthe proposed changes to their properties which by
law they ought Ito be entitled to
changes.
make.
I understand .that the Government
This is an area of ambivalence
will oppose the sort of change ·con- which ought to be resolved and, for
templated by the Windsor Hotel. I the Teasons I have advanced, I ho:pe
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the ·Minister will support the proposal. · J.t is impol'iant to provide
certainty in this situation, so that
the property owner who is •affected
will enjoy some of the benefits of
the provisions of the Act instead of
having· to accept the worst of both
worlds.
Mr. DUNSTAN (•Minister of Public
Works) .-I ·agree with the points
raised ·by the Leader of .the Opposition. However, the Government believes they have been adequately
covered by the Bill. Clause 22 makes
a number of amendments to the
Town and Country Planning Act
1961. I refer specifically to subparagraph (i) of parag·mph (b) of
the clause. This amending provision
will enable all the powers ~in .the new
clauses 8, 8A and 8B of the
Third Schedule to that Act to be
exercised under interim development
orders as· well as planning schemes. I
referred to this aspect in my secondreading speech. The Government
believes, on the advice of Parliam'entary Counsel, that the amendment to which I have referred in
clause 22 covers the situation raised
by the Leader of the Opposition.
The amendment was negatived,
and the clause was agreed to, as
was clause 4. ·
Clause 5, providing, inter alia( 1) The Coundl shall consist of eleven
members .being-

(b) a person nominated by the Minister
of Public Works;
(c) the Chairman of the Town and Country Planning Board or a person nominated
by him;
(e) seven members appointed •by .the Governor in Council (hereinafter referred to as
appointed members) of whom(i) one shall be selected from a panel of
three names submitted by .the
National Trust of Australia (Vic.toria) ;
(v) one shall be a .person selected from a
panel of three names submitted by
tlle Building Owners and. Managers
Association of Australia Limited,
Victorian Division ;
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(vi) one shall be a person selected from a
panel of three names submitted •by
the Victorian Public Service Association ; and
(vii) one shaH be appointed to represent
the general public.
(3) The Minister for the Arts, the Minister of Public Works, the Chairman of .the
Town and Country Planning Board and the
Valuer-General may at any time remove
their nominees and may nominate other
persons to .be members of .the Council.
( 4) The Minister .for the Arts, the Minister of Public Works, the Chai.rman of· ·the
Town and Country Planning Board and the
Valuer-General may respectively appoint a
deputy who ·shall in the absence of the member whose deputy he is have all .the powers
and carry out the duties of the member.
(9) A member of the Council not being a
person employed 1by or on ,behalf of ,the
Crown or any public statutory body shall
receive such fees and allowances as are
from .time to time fixed by 1the Governor in
Council.

Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of :Public
Works) .-With your permission, Mr.
Chairman, I :should like to refer to
a·mendments Nos. 4 to 8 inclusive,
as printed on :the list of amendments
circulated in my name. The amendments <in question relate to clause 5.
It has been proposed that the person
nominated by the Minister of Public
Works shall no longer be a member
of the Historical Buildings Preservation Council because of the retention
of the Government Buildings Advisory Council, that the person
nominated by the Victorian :Public
Service Association shall no 'longer
be a member because the association
is represented on the Government
Buildings :Advisory Council, and that
the Historic Buildings Preservation
Council shall have no other member
to represent the public. Those three
deletions reduce the number ·of members from eleven to eight. The
Leader .of the Opposition suggested
the addition of two members, and
at the conference of 5th April to
which 'I referred it was requested
that one be selected from a panel
submitted by the Institute of Engineers and the other specifically requested by the ·Leader of the Opposition to be a barrister and solicitor
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of the Supreme Court of Victoria
with a special knowledge of the law
relating to planning.
A further change is proposed to
paragraph (c) of sub-clause {1) of
clause 5. The chairman has requested
that the phrase " the chairman of the
Town and Country Planning Board or
a person nominated by him ", be
changed to " a town planner nominated by the Town and Country
Planning Board ". Accordingly, a
town planner will definitely be included in the body. May I move
those amendments now, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McLaren).This is a rather complicated situation. The Leader of the Opposition
has already moved a number of
amendments. A number of succeeding amendments proposed by the
Leader of the Opposition will depend
upon the decision on the first amendment. Therefore I suggest that the
amendments be dealt with seriatim.
It might be preferable to treat them
as separate items because this is a
complicated clause with many
amendments.

Bill.

builder selected· by the ·Master 'Builders Association. I have no objection
to those bodies, but they represent
vested groups in the community
whose members have on a number
of occasions distinguished themselves
by their acts of public vandalism in
destroying historic buildings. Many
historic buildings in Victoria are still
standing because representatives of
the trade union ·mo:ve·ment have withheld their labour and refused to participate in the demolition or destruction of the buildings. A number of
historic buildings at present are the
subject ·of what are commonly known
as black bans.

. I s~ould have thought that in this
Situation a Government which could
c~st asid.e for a moment its general
btas agamst the trade union movement
would
see
the
wisdom . of including on a body such
as this a representative of the Trades
·Hall Council. This would have ensured that in any discussions involving the future of such buildingssome of which will be the subject
of black 'bans and others the subject
of. other bans in the future--negotiations would proceed rationally to
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the allow the trade union movement to
Opposition) .-I agree with the gen- make its ·contribution where it ought
eral approach of the ·Minister because t? be .heard, and that is on a b<>dy
the argument should be dealt with as hke this. The Government is tremenone. It will assist honorable members dously short-sighted in this regard,
-and will certainly assist me-if I and unfortunately this reflects the
indicate that the Opposition acknow- general level of bias which exists in
ledges that the Government has ac- the Government against the trade
cepted a number of the Opposition's union movement as a whole.
recommendations. It is noted with
U the Government stated that jt
regret that the Government has not
really
wanted a body of experts and
accepted one important recommendanot
j~st
interested groups on' this
tion, which is that of a person nominated by the Victorian Trades Hall council, th~ Opposition would reply
Council. The Opposition regards the that what IS betng set up is a body
matter as i·mportant enough to seek of experts to deal with historic
a division. I shall address myself to bui~dings and would ask on what
basis the Trades Hall Council would
that aspect of the matter.
have representation. However the
It is regrettable that in creating Government provides for sect:ional
a body of this character the Govern- representation. The Master Builders
ment has included on it persons who Association and the Buildings Owners
will be selected from a panel sub- and Managers Association of Ausmitted by the Building Owners and t~alia Limited are examples of secManagers Ass·ociation of Australia tional representation. Members of
Limited, Victorian Division, and a these associations have on oc·casions
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Mr. MEAGHER.-1 do not support
been involved in the wanton destruction of historic buildings, in many stand-over tactiCs.
cases using techniques and devices
Mr. ·HOLDING.-Of course the
to overcome community pressure. Minister supports this vandalism, bePeople
have
been
awakened cause the Government has not acted
in the early hours of the morning to against the wanton destruction. It
find that sledge-hammers have begun is prepared to prosecute people
an onslaught on a building of histori- who enter public telephone boxes
ca'l importance and relevance.
and tear out the receivers, but
Mr. ·BIRRELL.-A bit like the action a big developer who stands to
make a great deal of money
of Lionel Murphy!
is sacrosanct to the Government.
Mr. HOLDING.-It is not like the If I had to choose between the trade
action of the Federal Attorney-Gen- unions which show social responsieral, but if the honorable member bility and those developers-they
deprecates these actions, on what are small in number-who put their
basis does he justify an organization profits before community interests, I
whose members have been involved would choose the trade unions. If the
in precisely that type of action? Does Minister of Transport wants to suphe say that such people are good port those developers he is at liberty
enough to have their voices heard on to do so. I am proud to be associated
the Historic Buildings ·Preservation with those members of the trade
Council, but that this does not apply union movement whose sense of
to members of the trade union move- social responsibiHty is much greater
ment, who have shown social respon- than that of the Minister and who
sibility and awareness by sayingare prepared to withhold their labour
Mr. ·MEAGHER.-Putting thousands rather than destroy a building which
is relevant to the history and the
of people out of work.
future of Victoria. The honorable
Mr. HOLDING.-I appreciate the gentleman can choose his friends and
biased anti-trade union attitude of I will choose mine.
the Minister of Transport, but a trade
Not once has the Government
unionist is acting with complete moved to prosecute a developer of
social responsibility if he is prepared this kind or to prevent one from
to lose wages :by withholding his acting irresponsibly. Despite action
labour and saying, " I believe that taken by the Fitzroy City Counthat building is of interest and im- cil, which used every technique
portance to the community at large. known to it, buildings in VicIt does .not matter what some snide toria Parade, in the middle of
developer wants to pay me to knock the Richmond electorate, which
it over; I am not going to do it. I were of considerable interest were
will withhold my labour. What is destroyed. Look at what has gone up
more, the trade union of which I am in their place! It was the municia member is going to place a black pality and the citizens of the area
who asked the trade union moveban on that building".
ment for assistance, because they
Mr. MEAGHER.-In other words, to could not persuade the Government
prevent other people fvom doing the to take action. From a sense of
work which the trade unionists will responsibility, the trade union movement placed on those buildings black
not do?
bans which still apply, and the
Mr. HOLDING.-Does the honor- bias of the •Minister of Transport
able gentleman support some of the will not remove them.
wanton acts of vandalism that have
This causes terrible problems for
occurred within walking distance of the Minister. It is only the skill and
Parliament House?
capacity of the man on the job which
1
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enables· these buildings to 'he constructed. Neither the Minister nor the
developers can build them. Developers
can draw up plans and work out
percentages but unless electricians,
carpenters, bricklayers •and the rest
do their part, the plans do not work
out.
The trade union movement has
taken a stand on this. That is public
knowledge. In Sydney, the confrontation between the Government and
the trade unions in the Rocks area
is almost an historic struggle. The
trade union movement will not
relinquish its stand. If it were not for
the bias of the Government, these
matters would be dealt with in a
rational way. The trade union movement would be involved .in the council. The other side of the industry
has been included. To vote against
trade union representation ·will show
the sectional interest of the Government. ·For that reason the Opposition
will pursue this amendment to a
division.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-In
some respects this clause is the keystone of the arch of the Bill. There
must be a reconciliation between
those who have a knowledge and
appreciation of historical value--!
number you, Mr. Chairman, as one
of the greatest of these-and those
who have practical knowledge. One
of the troubles with national parks is
the difficulty of reconciling the
bughunter extremists and the practical people who realize that there
must be roads and so on.
The Leader of the Opposition made
a point about a representation of the
trade union movement on the council. When I was a member of. the
Council of the University of Melbourne, the trade union represeni'ative made some valuable contributions to the proceedings. However,
I do not think a black ban is as
effective as the Leader of the Opposition would like us to believe. When
the unions placed a black ban on the
yacht owned by the late Sir Arthur
Warner he said that he and a lot of

Bill.

other scabs did •the Job themselves
and that they were flying ·a black
pennant which they considered to be
a well-earned accolade.
How effective w.ill be a t.own
planner nominated by the Town and
Country Planning Board? This is of
concern to the people of Beechworth.
The Shire of Beechworth is worried
about the Bill and how it wiH help it.
A vast amount of work has been
done to preserve old buildings at
Beechworth which was built as a city
of the future. Unfortunately the fact
that the railway by-passed it and one
or t:wo other things contributed to its
decline. Would a town planner
nominated by the Town and Country
Planning Board be concerned with
Beechworth? To date, the only buildings which people seem to be interested in preserving are the Melbourne
Club buildings, the Princess Theatre,
and the English, Scottish and Australian Bank building in Collins
Street.
I pay tribute to the vast amount
of hard and conscientious work done
by the National Trust of Australia
(Victoria). The :truslt has done its best
to prepare something for us •all and
it has been disappointed with the
indecent haste with which the Governnlent has treated this whole proposition-after some four years of
consideration. I conferred with the
National Trust before the ·Minister
spoke to it. At that time .the trust
·wanted one member of the council
to be a person who was or had been
a member of the committee of the
National Trust of Australia (Victoria),
responsible for the evaluation of
historic buildings who should be
selected from a panel of three names
submitted by the National Trust of
Austral•ia (Victoria). Considering the
amount of work carried out by the
trust in relation to this measure there
seems to be an almost insulting
absence of compliance with its
wishes.
The trust also wanted as a member
of the council a person who understood the practical problems of planning the preservation of historic
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bt.tildings and who would be selected
from a panel of three names submitted by the trust. As I have indicated, I have not conferred with the
trust since the conference with the
Minister and I am a little in the
dark ; I ·am not ·cer.tain of its present
wishes. But, at the time I conferred
with the trust, its wishes were along
these lines and I ·cannot see them
mirrored in the BiB.
The Minister proposes that one
member of the council shall be a
person selected from a panel of three
names nominated by the Institution
of Engineers. I am not dear who will
make ·the selection from that panel
of names.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-It will be the Minister for Local Government.
·Mr. MITCHELL.-! thank the Minister. This wiH place a burden on the
Minister for Local Government ; it is
too much responsibility for one
person, even though he may be given
advice. J:t is similar to placing the
responsibility relating to pornographic literature on the Minister of
the day. The ·Min'ister also proposes
that one member of the council shall
be a barrister and solicitor o'f the
Supreme Court of Victoria with
special knowledge of the 1aw relating
to town planning. The original request of the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) was that one member
should be a barrister and solicitor of
the Supreme Court of Victoria exper:ienced in the 'law relating to town
plann~ng. I do not know why the
Government departed slightly from
the wording proposed by the trust.
I am wondering whether such a person with a special knowledge of
town planning is available. It sounds
rather like when the Liberal Party
Government wanted to ensure that
the late Mr. Crosbie Morrison should
be the Director of National Parks.
It was ·an right while he was alive,
but when he died the conditions of
appointment were so strict that it
was almost impossible to select a
persqn to take his place. Dr. Smith
has thrown himself into the task and
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is now doing much better than when

he started. However, he has not
given universal satisfaction.
·
This provision seems to be too
narrow and I am wondering whether
there is a person who is a capable
lawyer and who at the same time is
au fait with town planning. I ask
the Minister to give consideration to
the comments that I have made on
clause 5.
Mr. JONES ~(Melbourne).-Perhaps
I could refer to the point made by
my learned and venerable friend
from Benambra concerning barristers
and solicitors experienced in town
planning work. A large number of
counsel undertake extensive work in
the field of town and country planning before the various appeal
boards. In my experience as a
solicitor, I know that there is quite a
group of fairly young members of
the bar who specialize in that field.
The Opposition has no doubt that it
would be possible to find a number
of people who would be eminently
suitable for the appointment.
The Opposition is keen on the
idea of somebody representing the
trade union movement. On the proposed council, there is a bias in favour
of builders, owners and managers, but
when the history of conservation
comes to be written, the role of the
trade union movement will have to
be accorded a high place.
I was present at the Australia Day
luncheon this year when Patrick
White said that he thought Jack
Mundy, who was secretary of the
Australian Building Workers Construction Union, was more entitled
to the Australian of the Year Award
than he was. There w·as an absolute
frisson of horror among the people
at the luncheon, at the mention of
Mundy's name and '~ J.'P's" and
" O.B.E's " were fainting in all
directions. Whether he is a Communist or not, Jack Mundy has
played an enormous role and had an
enormous shock value. If somebody
of his calibre were .on a council of
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9, 10, or 11 members, that is not

to say his view would be decisive
in every case. There would be
potentially ten votes against him
every time, but he would be an
important corrective to the views
that might be expressed by the
builders and other people who
would be represented.
It is proposed that one member
of the council should be an architectural historian. On the Government Buildings Advisory Council,
the person who has been appointed
under this category is Mr. R. McC.
Simpson, Dip. of Architecture,
L.F.R.I.A. He is described as an
architectural historian but so far as
I can ascertain his historical interest
is essentially amateur and he is
primarily an architect who has some
interest in history. I wonder whether
there is somebody who is seriously
and professionally concerned with
being an architectural historian.
That is why the proposal submitted
by the Leader of the Opposition is
so important, that somebody who
has been associated with the
eminently valuable work of the
National Trust in actually classifying
buildings should be appointed.
Obviously, consideration could be
given to people such as Dr. Graham
Robertson, who has achieved an
international reputation in the history of architecture for his photographic reproductions of historic
buildings. I hope the Government
will not be too narrow in this
appointment.
The courses proposed by the
Leader of the Opposition provide a
greater breadth than those proposed
by the Government. Even if the
Government does not agree with the
propositions at this stage, between
here and another place, it might consider the lack of balance at present
to be found in the membership of
the council and try to restore the
balance with a trade union representative and ensure that, in addition
to the architectural historian, somebody who has been involved in the
Mr. Jones.

Bill.

evaluation of historic buildings
within the National Trust is

appointed.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-Unfortunately, the member of the trade
union movement who is appointed to
the council does not necessarily
control the unions because the
unions are under the complete domination of Chinese Communists based
in Peking. The second thought that
I would like to give to my learned
friend from Melbourne is that I
understand from a very reliable
source within this Chamber that
buildings around W oolloomooloo, or
"Mundy's mansions", have been
marked for preservation but no one
will live in them. If houses are
preserved because they are thought
to be interesting from an historical
point of view, what happens if no
one will live in them ; who will
maintain them and who will pay the
rent? These points have to be
cleared up because some may believe
that a building is valuable historically but if no one will use it, what
is the position?
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of .Public
Works).-1 moveThat, in sub-clause ( 1), the word
" eleven " be omitted with the view of inserting the word " ten ".

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-1 moveThat paragraphs (b) and (c) of sub-clause
( 1) be omitted with the view of inserting
the following paragraph:(b) a town planner nominated by the
Town and Country Planning Board.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of
Opposition).-! move-

the

That sub-paragraph (i) of paragraph (e)
of sub-clause ( 1) be omitted with the view
of inserting the following sub-par.agraph:( i) one shall be a person who is or has
been a member of a committee of the
National Trust of Australia (Victoria) responsible for the evaluation of historic
buildings who shall be selected from a .panel
of three names submitted by the National
Trust of Australia (Victoria);
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Mr. DUNSTAN (M-inister of Public
Works).-The Government will not
agree to the appointment of two
members from the National Trust.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-It is
regrettable that the Government
treats a body such as the
National Trust, which has done an
incredible amount of constructive
work in the preservation of buildings,
not only cavalierly but also absolutely
indecently and unjustly. I ask the
Minister to reconsider the suggestion
because what the trust requests is
right.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I moveThat sub-paragraph (v) of paragraph (e)
of sub-clause ( 1) be omitted with the view
of inserting the following sub-paragraph:"(v) one shall be a person nominated by
the Victorian Trades Hall Council; ".

The Committee divided on the
question that the sub-paragraph proposed by Mr. Holding to be omitted
stand part of the sub-clause (Mr.
McLaren in the chair)Ayes
47
17
Noes
Majority against the
amendment

30

AYES.

Mr. Austin
Mr. Balfour
Mr. Baxter
Mr. Billing
Mr. Birrell
Mr. Borthwick
Mr. Burgin
Mr. Crellin
Mr. Dunstan
Mr. Ebery
Mr. Evans
(Ballaarat North)

Mr. Evans
(Gippsland East)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Meagher
Mitchell
Plowman
Rafferty
Ramsay
Reese
Ross-Edwards
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
( Warrnambool)

Stephen
Suggett
Templeton
Thompson
Trewin
Vale
Whiting
Wilcox
Williams
Wiltshire
Wood.

Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr .. Hayes
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Tellers:
.Mr. Mcinnes
Mr. McKellar
Mr. Chamberlain
Mr. Maclellan
Mr. Hann.
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NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Bomstein
Curnow
Edmunds
Fogarty
Fordham
Ginifer
Holding
Jones

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Lind
Mutton
Roper
Simmonds
Trezise
Wilton.
Tellers:

Mr. Kirkwood
Mr. Stirling.
PAIRS.

Mr. Rossiter
Sir Edgar Tanner

Mr. Doube
Mr. Wilkes.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public.
Works) .-1 moveThat sub-paragraphs (vi) and (vii) of
paragraph (e) of sub-clause ( 1) be omitted
with the view of inserting the following subparagraphs:" (vi) one shall be a person selected
from a panel of three names nominated by
the Institution of Engineers; and
(vii) one shall be a barrister and solicitor
of the Supreme Court of Victoria with
special knowledge of the law relating to
town planning."

The amendment was agreed to, as
were verbal amendments.
Mr. HOLDING .(Leader of the
Opposition) .-I moveThat the following sub-clause be inserted
to follow sub-clause (9) : "( ) Not more than three of the members of the Council shall be persons employed by or on behalf of the Crown or any
public statutory body."

Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
West) .-The proposed amendment
requires some clarification; it does not
make clear whether the reference is
to a person permanently employed.
Although I am in favour of
the amendment, it will have
to be ·made •clear in those terms.
The character of the council has been
organized with a solicitor, an engineer
and an architect, who are all subject
to being employed by Government or
statutory authorities on various
occasions, even on a part-time or
consultative basis.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-This amendment was unnecessary, as the amendment which
has just been carried reconstitutes
the Historic Buildings Preservation
Council. I cannot see that more than
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three of the members of this council,
as it has been amended, are employed
by or on behalf of the Ctowt1 or any
other statutory. authority ... I do not
believe this amendment . should be
pursued. Its object has been achieved
by the ·last am~ndments which the
Committee passed.
Mr. HOLDING ~eader of the
Opposition) .-The amendment is important as the structure of the council
will change from time to time. The
amendment is designed to produce a
body which is not confined to public
servants.
· I take the point raised by the honorable member for Gippsland West.
Certainly in drafting the amendment
it was the Opposition's view that it
was referring to full-time public servants, not to persons in casual employm_ent in a professional ·capacity.
However, in view of the fact that from
time to time the personnel of the
council will change, I still consider
that the amendment· has some worth
in principle, and therefore I will persist with it.

The amendment was negatived, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
· Clause 6 (Proceedings of council) .
Mr. HOLDING ~eader of the
Opposition) .-In view of the consequential changes that have already
been approved by the Committee, the
amendment which stands in my name
is. n·o longer directly relevant.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-The
clause states that the Minister shall
appoint one of the members of the
council to be chairman. I take it that
that refers to the Minister of Public
Works?

Mr. DUNSTAN.-No, the Minister
for Local Government.
Mr. MITCHELL.-When I discussed the matter with the National Trust the trust wanted a
· sub-clause to the effect that mem. bers of the council should appoint one of the persons referred
.to. Why does the Minister for Local

Government do the job? Why ·does
the Government not meet the wishes
of the National Trust in this matter?
The clause was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 7.(1) The Council may delegate any of its
functions (except its power of delegation)
to a sub-committee of members of the Council.
(2) A delegation under this section shall
be revocable at will and no delegation shall
prevent the exercise of any powers by the
Council.
(3) A sub-committee shall appoint one of
its members to be chairman and the chairman shall preside at all meetings of the subcommittee at which he is .present and in his
absence a member elected by the members
present shall .preside, and whilst so presiding shall have all the powers of the chairman.
·
(4) Any member of the Council· may
attend at any meeting of a sub-committee.
(5) All questions shaH be decided by a
majority of those present at any meeting of
a sub-commi<ttee (including members of the
Coun~il who are present b.ut who are not
members of the sub-committee) if there are
at le·ast three persons .present, and in the
event of an equality of votes on any question the chairman shall have the second or
casting vote.

Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister· of Public
Works) .-1 invite the Committee to
vote against this clause. It will be
replaced by proposed new clause AA
under amendment number 39 standing
in my name. This will carry out the
wishes of the National Trust and·meet
the argument put forward by the
Leader of the Opposition. ·
The clause was negatived.
Clause 8 ( 1) An officer of the Ministry of Planning
shall be assigned to act as secretary to ~the
Council.
(2) For the purposes of this Act the
Council may, w~th the approval of the Minister··
(a) and with the consent of the Minister
administering -the Department concerned, make use of the services of
any officers and employees in any
department of the public service;

.and

(b) enter into an agreement with any
public statutory authority with: ·respect to the use by the·= Council of
the services of any officer or employee employed by that authority.
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The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McLaren).Mr~ HOLDING
(Leader of 1the
should like to explain that Opposition) .-1 move amendments to clause 8 have
That the following sub-clause be added:been circulated in the names of
(3) Every such report shall includeboth the Minister of Public W arks
(a) details of all recommendations made
and the Leader of the Opposition.
by the Council to the Minister;
The amendment to be moved by the
(b)
a
list of applications made under
Minister proposes to insert a new
section 16 and the determination
paragraph (c). The amendment by
of the Council in respect of each
such application ; and
the Leader of the Opposition proposes
to insert an identical paragraph (c)
(c) details of any interim preservation
orders served by the Coundl.
and· also two additional sub-clauses.
Therefore, I suggest that the
The amendment was negatived, and
first part of the amendment be moved
the
clause was agreed to.
by the Minister for the insertion of
paragraph (c), followed by the
Clause 10, providing, inter alia-·Leader of the Opposition moving the
( 1) The functions of the Council shall
remainder of his amendment.
be!

( a) to recommend to the Minister-

Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
Works) .-1 move -

(i) the buildings of architectural or historic interest
or importance which it
considers should 'be added
to the register ;
( ii) the
designated buildings
which it cons-iders should
be removed from the reg~
ister; and
(iii) any alteration which it considers should be made to
any item in ·the register ;

That the following paragraph be added
to sub-clause (2) : (c) enter into arrangements wi.th any
body or person with respect to any
·investigation study or research
which in the opinion of the Council
is necessary or desirable for the
purpose of this Act.

The amendment was agreed to.

(b) of its own motion or at the request of

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-1 move That the following sub-clauses be added:(3) The Council and .the Identifications
and Listing Committee thereof may for the
purpose of this Act consult with any ·~r
sons or bodies and carry out any investigations it thinks fit.
( 4) The Council may of its own motion
or at the request of the Minister repon: to
the Minister on any matter relating to
designated buildings or to the administration of this Act."

The amendment was negatived, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.

the Minister to report to the Minis-.
ter on any matter relating to
designated buildings or to the administration of this Act.

(2) Before making any recommendation
to the Minister under sub-section (1) the
Council shall give the owner of any bwlding
concerned an opportunity of being heard.

Mr. DUNSTAN '(Minister of Public
Works).-! moveThat, in sub-paragraph (i) of paragraph
(a) of sub-clause ( 1) , the words .. -interest

or " be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.

Clause 9 ( 1) The Council shall at least once in
every year and not later !than the thirtieth
day of September in each year make a report to the Minister on the operation of this
Act ..
(2) Every such report shall be laid before
both Houses of Parliament within fourteen
days of the making thereof i.f Parliament is
then ·sitting and if Parliament is not then
sitting within fourteen days after the next
meeting of Parliament.
· ·

·

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of· the
Opposition).-! moveThat paragraph (b) of sub-clause (1) be
omitted with the view of inserting the following paragraph:(b) .to consider applications under section
11.

The amendment was negatived.
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Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-! move-

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of ·Public
Works).-1 move-

That the following sub-clause be inserted
to follow sub-clause (1)( ) The Council may .prepare reports
when so requested by a responsible authority under the Town and Country Planning
Act 1961 in relation to any matter referred
to in clause 8 or 8B of the Schedule to that
Act.

That, in sub-clause (2), the words "An
owner of any designated building " be
omitted with the view of inserting the
words " Any persons ".

The reason for the amendment is
that a responsible authority might
need the advice contained in such a
report prepared under the Town and
Country Planning Act when the
responsible authority, including a
municipal council, might be planning
to designate a building.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DUNSTAN :(Minister of Public

Works).-! moveThat, in sub-clause (2), the words "making any recommendation to the Minister
under sub-section ( 1) the Council " :be
omitted with the view of inserting the
words " a recommendation is made to the
Minister ·under paragraph (a) of subsection ( 1) the Classifications Sub-Committee".

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. . HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition).-! ·do not desire to proceed with amendments Nos. 16, 17
and 18 standing in my name because
these matters have been covered by
amendments already passed.

The clause,
adopted.

as . amended,

was

Clause 11( 1) Any ·person may apply in the prescribed form to the Council for a recommendation that a building be added •to the
register.
(2) An owner of any designated building
may apply in the prescribed form to the
Council for a recommendation that the
building be removed from the register.

Mr. DUNSTAN '(Minister of .Public
Works).-1 moveThat, in sub-clause ( 1) , after the ·word
" recommendation " the words ". under
paragraph (a) of sub-section (1) of ·section
10 " be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of
Works).-! move-

~Public

That, in sub-clause (2), after the ·word
" recommendation " the words " under
paragraph (a) of sub-section (1) of section
10 " be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DUNSTAN '(Minister of Public
Works).-! moveThat, in sub-clause (2), the word "the",
where second occurring, be omi.tted with
the view of inserting the word " a ".

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr•. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas).The general principle applying to
this clause, as amended, is that any
person at any time may apply in
the prescribed form to the council
for a recommendation that a building
be added to the register. What concerns me is that there ·is no restriction on the number of times
such an application may be made.
Let us assume there is a marginal
property which is of interest to a
particular group which is anxious to
have it classified. One can envisage
a situation where an application may
be made and rejected after a series
of investigations. The objection may
be followed by subsequent applications with the result that the owner
of the property is subject to harrassment. This provision would be better
if a time limit were inserted, something to the effect that no application shall be made within three
years, or even two years, of a prior
application in respect to the .same
property. This is something which
will have to be watched in practice,
and an amendment along those lines
may be required later.
The clause, as amended, was
adopted.
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.Clause. 12 (Notice to RegistrarGeneral and Registrar of Titles).
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas).The normal property which it is envisaged will come under this provision will be one situated on a
house block where the lodging of a
caveat will show an interest by the
council in the property. However, in
country areas many historic buildings are erected on areas of 400
acres or 200 acres and a practical
problem may arise where the landowner wants to borrow against the
security of the title for a commercial
purpose. He may come up against a
practical problem with a lending
institution. Again, this situation may
not arise, but it could, and only
experience will show if there is
likely ·to be any actual problem in
this area.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 13, providing, inter alia( 1) A copy of the register, duly amended,
shall be kept at the office of the Council
and at the office of the Town and Country
Planning Board.
(2) A copy of so much (if any) of the
register, duly amended, as relates to any
designated building ·within an area under
the control of the Board of Works, a
Regional Planning Authority under .the
Town and Country Planning Act 1961 or the
council of a municipality shall be kept at
the office of the Board, Authority or council
(as the case requires).

Mr. DUNSTAN '(Minister of Public
Works).-! moveThat. in sub-clause (2), after the words
" of the ", ·where second occurring, the
words " Melbourne and Metropolitan " be
inserted.

The amendment was agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
Clause 14, providing, inter alia(2) An owner of a designated building
who removes demolishes or alters that
building or who causes it to be .removed
dem~lished or al~er~d without having fi·Mt
obtamed a .permit Issued by the council
under section 16 shall he .guilty of an
offence against this Act.
Mr. ROWING (Leader of the

Opposition) .-1 moveThat, in sub-dause (2), after the word
" causes " the words " or allows " be inserted.
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The purpose of this simple amendment is to extend the scope of the
provision to cover a situation that
has often arisen in the innermetropolitan area. A person who is
desirous of demolishing a building,
whether of historic value or not,
takes the handle off the front door
and informs the local community
that the house is vacant. As a result, over a period of time all sorts
of people enter and remove fixtures
and fittings, the house inevitably becomes used by derelicts and other
people, and after a sufficient period
of destruction, the owner applies to
or organizes a complaint to the
municipal council, which is asked
to issue a demolition order.
The clause is designed to place
a positive responsibility on the
owner of a designated building. As
the clause is drafted, an owner is
caught within its provisions, and it
is an offence for him to remove,
demolish or alter a building. The
insertion of the additional words,
" or allows " expands the scope of
the clause in a way that makes it
significantly more effective.
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
Works) .-The Government agrees
with the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-Stibclause (3) of clause 14 providesA person who wilfully carries out any removal demolition or alteration of a
designated building which .the owner •th~re
of is not entitled to carry out shall be gmlty
of an offence against this Act.

This seems extremely vague. What
happens next? Does the person get
caned on the hand or not? I have
discussed this point with the
National Trust, which suggested that
to the penalty that might be imposed should be added a requirement for restoration of the damaged
or demolished section of the building. The Minister should consider
this, because the section as drafted
is·" up in the air".
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Mr. DUNSTAN •(Minister of Public
Works) .-1 give the honorable member for Benambra the assurance that
this rna tter will be considered when
the Bill reaches another place. In
the meantime I· shall discuss it with
my colleague, the Minister for Local
Government.
The clause, as amended, was
adopted, as was clause 15.

Clause 16, providing, inter alia( 4) During a period of twenty-eight days
after publication of notice of the application
in a newspaper pursuant to sub-section

Bill.

tion's circulated amendments seems
to have been made redundant by
previous amendments made by the
Committee. I therefore seek leave
of the House to proceed with the
second part of the amendment which
proposes the addition of a new
clause which will follow sub-clause
(7) · Accordingly, I move-That the following sub-clause be added:" (8) Where the council is considering or
determining an application under this section it shall conduct its proceedings in
public."

The amendment was negatived.
.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
(b) any person may lodge witth the West) .-I draw the attention of the
Council a notice of objection to Minister to sub-clause (7) which
statesthe granting of the application.

(2)-

(5) A notice of objection shall be in
writing and shall set out concisely the details of the grounds upon which the objector
relies.
(6) The Council shall consider an application under sub-section ( 1) and any objection thereto lodged pursuant to subsection ( 4) and shall within six months
after the receipt of the application or any
longer period approved .by the Minister
grant, or after giving the owner concerned
an opportunity of being heard, refuse to
grant the permit requested.
(7) A .permit under this section may be
granted subject to any conditions that .the
Council thinks fit.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I move-:J'hat, in paragraph (b) of sub-clause ( 4),
the words " a notice of objection to the
granting of " be omitted with the view of inserting the words " representations with
respect to ".

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of .Public
Works) .-I moveThat sub-clause (5) be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of .Public
Works) .-I moveThat, in sub-cJause (6), the words "objection thereto " be omitted with the view of
inserting the word "representations".

TI1e amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-The first part of
amendment No. 20 of the Opposi-

A permitt. under this section may be
granted subJect to any conditions that the
Council thinks fit.

This deals with a permit to remove
demolish or alter a building. Having
~one through_ the procedure of tryIng to obtam a permit for the
removal, alteration or demolition of
~he building and perhaps even havIng succeeded in obtaining that permit, one finds that under sub-clause
(7) the permit will be subject to
whatever conditions the council
thinks fit. Maybe in 999 cases out of
I ,000 those conditions will be perfectly consistent and acceptable.·
Where they are not, there is no
appeal.
I suggest to the Minister that
before this Bill reaches another
place· sub-clause (7) should· be examined because we are neatly
arranging Ior permits to be issued
after the relevant delay and consideration, but upon the terms and
conditions that the council thinks fit,
without any appeal against those
conditions and without any hearing
subsequent to the issue of the permit. The first that the applicant will
know about it is when the permit
is issued. There is no provision for
him to re-argue his case at that
point.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I thank the honorable
member for Gippsland West for
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bringing this matter to my attention.
I" shall certainly raise it with the

Minister for Local Government.
The · clause, as amended, was
adopted, as was clause 17.
Clause 18 was adopted with a
verbal amendment.
Clause 19, providing, inter alia( 4) For the .purposes of this Act in the
construction of the Lands Compensation
Act 1958 and the Valuation of Land Act
1960 unless inconsistent with the context or
subject-matter" Works " or " the undertaking " shall
mean the preservation of the designated building.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I moveThat the following expression be added
to the sub-clause:but for the purpose of sub-section (2) of
section liB of the Lands Compensation Act
1958 the specification of a building on the
register or the addition of a building to the
register under this Act shall not be regarded
as a notice or statement relating to the proposal to investigate or carry out the works
to the sub-clause:-

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas).Under. this clause the Minister is
empqwered compulsorily to acquire
a d~s.ignated building or the land on
which it is situated. This is one of
the most important provisions in the
BHI. · The provisions relating to the
compensation which would follow
from such an acquisition are important and must be considered carefully. When considering this provi_sion before having seen the amendment, the first question that came
to mind was that obviously the
designation of a building will have a
diminishing effect on its value.
The restrictions in the Bill on selling,
altering or demolishing a building
must have a diminishing effect on
its value. When compensation is
being assessed, the assessor should
ignore the fact that the building has
been designated, otherwise the
owner . of the building will be prejudiced. The amendment proposed
by the Minister refers to the Lands
Compensation Act and deals with
section 11 B. The relevant provision
of the Lands Compensation Act is
1
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sub-section (2) of new section llB,
which was inserted by Act No. 8432.
The sub-section providesIn determining the market value of any
land for the .purposes of this Act any
change in the value of the propel'lty caused
by publication by or on behalf of the Crown
or any public statutory authority of any
notice or statement relating to the proposal
to investigate or to carry out the ·Works or
undertakings prior to the service of the
notice to treat shall be disregarded.

The proposed amendment states that
the designation of a building does
not come within the definition of the
clause. Instead of disregarding the
designation, the designated building
will be looked at. If my interpretation is correct, this will be to the
detriment of the person whose
property is being acquired. It may
work differently in practice, but that
is the difficulty which I see.
I ask the Minister to refer this
matter to the Minister in another
place, who has the carriage of the
legislation, to ascertain whether he
is satisfied with the provision,
because I can see problems with it.
·Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-1 shall be pleased to do as
the honorable member for Dundas
has requested.
The amendment was agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
Clause 20, providing, inter alia(5) Subject to any order under the hand
of the Minister, any land tax or rate remitted under this section during the preceding five years shall become .payable on( a) .the building .being removed from the
register on the application of any
owner; or
(b) any owner obtaining a permit to remove demolish or alter the building under section 16.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-1 moveThat, in sub-clause (5), the words "subject to any order under the hand of the
Minister, " be omitted ;
That, in paragraph (b) of sub-clause ( 5) ,
the words " demolish or alter " be omitted
with the view of inserting ·the words "·or
demolish";
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That following sub-clause (5) the following he added:·
" unless .the Minister other·wise directs and
shall become payable if the Minister so
directs on( c) any owner obtaining a .permit to alter
the building under section 16.
(6) In the case of an owner obtaining a
permit 1to alter a building the Minister shall
not give a direction under sub-section (5)
unless in ·his opinion the granting of the
permit ·Will result in a substantial increase
in the value of the land on which .the building is situated."

The amendments were agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
Clause 21, providing, inter alia(1) An owner of any land upon which
a designated building is situated may enter
into a convenant with the Minister which
binds him as to the development or use
of the land or any part thereof or the
preservation maintenance or care of any
buildings thereon.
(2) A covenant under this section may
be released by the Minister or varied by
an agreement between the Minister and all
persons interested in the land burdened by
the covenant.

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of
Opposition).-! move-

the

That the following sub-clause be inserted
to follow sub-clause ( 1) :
" ( ) An owner of any land may enter
into a convenant with the National Trust of
Australia (Victoria) which binds him to the
development or use of the land or any part
thereof or the preservation maintenance or
care of any buildings thereon if the
National Trust of Australia (Victoria) considers that any building on the land is of
historic or architectural importance or interest."

This provision is important and I
should like the Government to consider it. I do not understand why
the Government has not been prepared to enable the owner of land
to enter into a covenant with the
National Trust of Australia (Victoria)
which binds him to the development
or use of the land or any part thereof or the preservation, maintenance
or care of any buildings if the
National Trust of Australia (Victoria)
co·nsiders that any building on the
land is a historic or architectural
importance or interest. The essence
of .the proposal was that the owner
voluntarily entered into a convenant

Bill.

with the National Trust. The provision can be beneficial to the owner
as well as being important to the
trust. It strengthens the Bill and I
ask the Minister to give it close
consideration.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-I should like to think about
this. As the Leader of the Opposition pointed out, any owner may
voluntarily do this, but I should like
to consider whether the provision
should be included in the Bill. I
assure the honorable member that I
will discuss the matter with my
colleague when the Bill reaches
another place.
The amendment was negatived.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McLaren).1 suggest to the Leader of the Opposition that amendments Nos. 22 to
25 inclusive are joined with amendment No. 21 and are contingent
thereon. Therefore I suggest that
they not be proceeded with.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition).-In that case I accept
the undertaking of the Minister and
will not press the amendments at
this stage. However, the Opposition
does nOit abandon them.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I moveThat, in sub-clause (2), the words .. interested in the land burdened by the covenant" be omitted .wtth the view of lnsert.ing
the words "having an interest in the land
burdened .by the covenant who are bound
by the covenant ".

The amendment was agreed to, as
were verbal amendments, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 22, providing, inter aliaThe Town and Country Planning Act 1961
is hereby amended as ·follows:(f) After Part IliA there shall be inserted

the following Part-

" PART IIIB.-HISTORIC BUILDINGS.·

59c. (1).

(2) A .permi.t referred to in sub-section

(1) shall in addition to any other conditions
imposed by the responsi-ble authority be
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subject to a condi·tion that the owner of the
land upon which the designated building is
situated enters into a covenant with the
Minister administering the Historic Buildings Aot 1973 under section 21 of that Act
for the preservation and maintenance of the
designated building.

59o. ( 1) A responsible authority which
is p~ng a planning scheme for any area
in wh1ch there is a designated building shall
in preparing the planning scheme be concerned to ensure as far as practicable the
conservation -and enhancement of .the designated building.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-1 moveThat, in sub-section (2) of proposed section
59c, after the word "that", where fii'Sit occurring, the words " prior to the commencement of any development" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DUNSTAN '(Minister of Public
Works).-! moveThat, in sub-section ( 1) , of proposed
section 59o, after the word " building ",
where first occurring, the words " within the
meaning of the Historic Buildings Act 1974 "
be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
· The clause was consequentially
and verbally amended, and, as
amended, was adopted.
Clause 23The Government Buildings Advisory
Council Act 1972 is hereby repealed.

Mr. DUNSTAN ·(Minister of Public
Works).-Clause 23 repeals the Government Buildings Advisory Council
Act. By its omission the council will
be retained. I invite honorable members to vote against the clause.
The clause was negatived.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-I propose the following
new clause to follow clause 6:AA. ( 1) The Council shall delegate its
function of making recommendations .to the
Minister under .paragraph (a) of sub-section
(1) of section 10 to a sub-committee which
shall be called the Classifications Sub-committee and which shall consist of the members of the Council referred to in paragraphs
(a) and (b) and sub-paragraphs (i), (U)
and (iii) of .paragraph (d) of sub-section
( 1) of section 5.

1974.)
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· (2) Three members of the Classifications
Sub-committee shall be a quorum and subject to there ·being a quorum the sub-committee may act notwithstanding any
vacancy in its membership.
( 3) All questions shall be decided by a
majority of those .present at any meeting of
the sub-committee at which there is a
quorum, and in ·the event of an equality of
votes on any question the chairman of the
sub-committee shall have a second or casting vote.
( 4) Subject to any directions given by
the Minister, a member of the sub-committee is concerned to the Council for conrefer any matter ·wi.th which the sub-oom·
mittee is concerned to the Council for consideration and decision and the sub-committee shall comply ·with such a request.
( 5) The Council may appoint other subcommittees and may delegate any of its
functions to ·those sub-committees.
(6) A delegation under sub-section (5)
shall be revocable at wiU and no such delegation shall prevent the exercise of any
powers by the Council.
(7) A sub-committee shall appoint one
of its members to be chairman and the
chairman shall preside at all meetings of the
sub-committee at ·Which he is present and
in his absence a member elected by the
members present shall preside and, whilst
so presiding shall have all .the .powers of ·the
chairman.
(8) Subject to this Act a sub-committee
may regulate its own proceedings.

The new clause was agreed to.
Mr. DUNSTAN {Minister of Public
Works) .-I propose the following
new clause to follow clause 21:BB. ( 1) For the purposes or in the
course of .carrying out any of its functions
or duties under this Act the Council, any
member of the Council and any person authorized by the Council may with the consent
of the occupier or, in the absence of such
consent, after giving two clear days' notice
to the occupier (if any) enter into and upon
any building or land at any reasonable time
and no member or person so authorized
shall be liable to any legal proceedings on
account of any such entry.
(2) Every person who(a) obstructs or hinders; or
(b) refuses permission to enter anv
buildings or land to any member of
the Council or any person authorized by the Council in the performance of anything which that
.person is authorized by .this section
to doshall :be guilty of an offence against this
Act.
Penalty : $50.
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. Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).---This
new clause provides that two clear
days' ~otice will be given to the
occupier, if any. That is a short
period and appears to be somewhat
harsh. The occupier would · have
arrangements to make and so on. I
suggest to the Minister that instead
of being two clear days the period
should be seven clear days.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The clause is worded in
this way because it closely follows
section 8A of the Town and Country
Planning Act. If the honorable member for Benambra would like me to
do so, I shall take up his suggestion
with the Minister for Local Government.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra).-1
would be grateful if the Minister did
that.
The new clause was agreed to.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-1 propose the following
new clause to follow new clause
BB:cc. ( 1) The Governor in Council may

Adjournment;

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Edu-:-

cation) ,.....;...! move -

·

·. ·.jj.·.

That the Hous·e· .do no"Y .adjourn: .. ;~;:,::_,..'':

~r. EDM{)NDS (Moonee ·Porids).-:I dtrect the attention of the Minister
of Education to problems related to
Japanese language classes conducted
on Saturday mornings at the University High School, school of modern
languages. A student has written to
inform me that he has attended the
classes. At present he is a form V.
student at the Essendon High School.
He says that he hopes to matriculate
in the subject of Japanese. Recently
the department decided to. stop any
language classes with fewer than teri
students.
The
student · states
that this will result in the abandonment of Japanese classes at both
leaving and matriculation levels. He
states that he received· instruction for only two hours a week
and that this aggravates the
problem of learning Japanese ~n,d
Asian languages in general which
deserve special attention, particularly
because of their dissimilarity with
English. This student states that there
make regulations for or ·with respect to( a) specifying certain alterations which is only one alternative left to him.
may be made to designated build- The alternative is to attempt. to learn
ings or to any specified designated the language in a class which caters
building or specified class of desig- for both form V. and form VI. levels·:
nated .buildings without a permit
under section 16; and
Many former Rotary exchange
(b) generally for 1the purposes of this students have shown a marked inAct.
(2) Any regulation may incorporate by terest in learning Japanese.· H the
reference any document published by the Minister intervened he would find
National Trust of Australia (Victoria) or by out that the department needs to
any authority or body •Whether as in force at take another look a.t the fact that .a
the time of such incorporation or whether teacher has been mlissing for. some
as amended or prescribed or published from
time in respect of language dasses
time to time.
at the school, and it would quickly
The new clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House rectify the difficulty if another
with amendments, including an teacher was appointed. It seems inamended title, and passed through congruous that these circumstances
will disadvantage a student part way
its remaining stages.
through the Japanese language
ADJOURNMENT.
course. I ask the Minister to urgently
JAPANESE LANGUAGE CLASSESexamine the matter.
BRUNSWICK GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL.
Mr.
BORNSTEIN
(Brunswick
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of EduEast).-I draw the attention of the
cation) .-1 moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until Minister of Educatoion to the staff
shortage at the Brunswick Girls High
tomorrow, -at half...past Ten o'clock.
School. Currently the school is five
The motion was agreed to.
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teacners · short and .the subjects
affected are Greek, science, mathematics, physical education, and art
and crafts. Although the school is
five teachers short, it is four teachers
under· target. The Minister ,js probably. aware that on 20th February, the then Assisitant Director of
Secondary Education, Mr. T. J. Ford,
issued a memorandum to principals
stating that his aim was to provide
all schools with at least one teacher
above target.
Since that time,
another person has taken Mr. Ford's
place as Assistant Director of Secondary Education, although I do not
believe the policy enunciated by him
has changed. The memorandum implied that all schools well above
target would have to provide teachers
for schools which were below target.
As . well as the shortage of
teachers, the school has had no
deputy principal nor is it likely to
have one appointed until some
time early next year, although
the school has been entitled to
the appointment since 18th December last under a Teachers
Tribunal award.
Because of the
absence of a deputy principal
and the shortage of teachers, the
principal, Miss June English, has had
to take exttreme measures such as
arnvmg at the school, on one
occasion two weeks ago ·at 5 a;m.
and on other occas,jons at 6 a.m. in
order to carry out her normal duties
as principal in addition to teaching
for one day a week.
In 'the interests of the school I
appeal to the Minislter to urgently
examine the staffing situation because I am sure the honorable
gentleman will agree that if the pfiincipal continues to teach one day a
week and to make the sorts of sacrifices 'that she has been making in
order to perform her normal dUities
as principal, she is likely to have a
nervous breakdown and the school
will be without a princ·ipal and a
deputy principal as well as a number
of teachers.
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In addition Miss English is forced
to operate from a storeroom because
her office has had to be used as a
class-room. I urge the Minister to
look at the matter quickly with a
view to bringing the staffing up· ·to
target and also securing the services
of a deputy principal ~to which the
school has been entitled now= for
approximately six months.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Education).-! will examine rthe question
of a shortage of teachers at the
Brunswick Girls High School as
mentioned by the honorable member
for Brunswick Eas~t.
I have noted the remarks by the
honorable member for Moonee Ponds
concerning the shortage of a teacher
of Japanese at the University High
School. I will discuss the problem
with the honorable member for
Benambra and other notable experts
is this field.
The motion was agreed to.

The House adjourned at 2.46 a.m.
(Wednesday).
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.

The following answers to questions
on notice were circulated:KINDERGARTENS AND
PRE-SCHOOL CENTRES.
(Question No. 897)

Mr. LACY (Ringwood) asked the
Minister of Health1. In respect of each kindergarten and
pre-school centre in the electoral district
of Ringwood-( a) how many children are
currently enrolled; and (b) how many
children are currently on the waiting list
for placement?
2. Which new kindergartens and preschool centres in the electoral district have
been approved for Government subsidies
for capital works since 1st May, 1973?
3. What local committees, other than
those concerned with centres referred to
in part 2, have been formed with a view
to establishing a pre-school in the future?
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Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health).-The answer is1.
Enrolled

of

75
75
50

Waiting
list

3
Nil
4

(Question No. 908)

Mr.
STIRLING (Williamstown)
asked the Minister of Public WorksWhat percentage of requests from primary, secondary, and technical and trade
training schools are being met by the audiovisual education centres?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-The answer is-

City of Croydon-

Brentwood Park, Mandowie
Crescent
Lipscqmbe Park, Binbrook
and Sandgate avenues
North Croydon, 90 Bonnie
View Road
Steiner School, Wonga Road

AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION

CENTRES.

Shire of LillydaleMooroolbark-

Charles Street
Gray Court
Manchester Street

on Notice.

50

25

50

10

50
50

10

City of Ringwood-

Greenwood Park, Greenwood
Avenue
50
Heathmont, 41 Viviani Crescent
54
Heathmont Baptist, Cuthbert
50
and Sunset streets
Hea·thmont Pres., Waterloo
Street
50
Heathman t East, Pleasant
Drive
58
Maroondah, 16 Evon Street 50
North Ringwood, Adelaide
Street
50
Norwood, Warrandyte Road,
50
Notlen Park
Oban, Hollyrood Crescent 50
Pinemont, 29 Hygeia Parade
75
Ringwood East, 42 Dublin
Road
44
Ringwood
Methodist,
2
Greenwood Avenue
44
Warrawong, Grey Street 50

8

10
10
8
15
8
10

8
8

Nil
6
8
8

Doncaster-Templestowe-

Warrandyte,
Taroona
Avenue
50
50
Catjump
Park Orchards, 570 Park
Road
50

Nil
9
11

2. City of Doncaster and Templestowe,
Polaris Drive.
City of Ringwood, Hollyrood Crescent.
City of Ringwood, Wonga Park.
City of Ringwood, North Ringwood.
3: City of Croydon, Barngeong Reserve.
City of Lillydale, Blue Hills.

The system of booking films by schools
from the Audio-Visual Education Centre
does not provide a breakdown of
borrowings of schools in each of the divisions of primary, secondary and technical.
Film despatches would suffer if staff were
required to record this information.

film

Despatch of reels have more than doubled
in the past five years. This reflects the
ever-increasing
demands
from betterequipped schools .and teaching personnel
who have benefited from the Audio-Visual
Education Centre's regular in-service training programme.
In 1972 over 99,000 films (180,000 reels
of film) were despatched. In 1973 over
79,000 films (146,000 reels of film) were
despatched ·although more schools requested
films. The reduction of service .jn 1973 was
due to staffing problems.
The appointment of ·additional booking
and checking staff has improved the present
rate of despatch of films, ·and <at this time
in 1974 the library has exceeded the despatches at the same time in both 1973 and
1972.

RAIL FREIGHT SERVICES IN
MURTOA AREA.
(Question No. 913)

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Minister of Transport1. What was the cost of and revenue
received trom operating freight services, including grain, on the Murtoa-Patchewollock
railway line in the past three years?

2. What was
received from
including grain
railway line in

the cost of and revenue
operating freight services,
on the Lubeck-Bolangum
the past three years?

3. What amounts were spent on maintenance on each of the above-mentioned
lines in the past three years?
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Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
Transport) .-The answer is-

APRIL,

of

Outwards revenue from
freight traffic (including
wheat)

1. Murtoa-Patchewollock line$

1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

1,637,033
2,091,248
1,282,945

2. Lubeck-Bolangum line.1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

377,126
407,467
423,113

The railways have not taken out the
details of the costs of operating or maintaining the Murtoa-Patchewollock line, or
the Lubeck-Bolangum line beyond those
supplied to the honorable member in
answer to his question No. 21 in the Legislative Assembly on 12th September, 1972.

EMPLOYEES OF 3M AUSTRALIA
PTY. LTD.
(Question No. 929)

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) asked
the Minister of Labour and IndustryWhether employees of 3M Australia Pty.
Ltd., corner Blackburn and Fern Tree Gully
roads, Mount Waverley, employed as salesmen are covered by an award; if so, which
award and what are the conditions?

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-The answer
isThe company, 3M Australia Pty. Ltd.,
corner of Blackburn and Fern Tree Gully
roads, Mount Waverley, employs commercial
travellers whose wages and conditions of
employment are prescribed by the determination of the Commercial Travellers
Wages Board.

LICENSING OF TRAVEL
AGENTS.
(Question No. 939)

Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South)
asked the Minister of Health, for the
Minister of TourismWhether, in view of recent legislation
licensing travel agents in New South Wales,
and following an answer given by the honor-
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able the Premier in the spring session that
legislation would be introduced in this
autumn session in the event that the
Federal Government had not introduced
legislation licensing travel agents, the
Government has arranged to introduce such
legislation in the current session?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health) .-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Tourism isInitially Victoria prepared the draft legislation for the registration of travel agents
and submitted it to all States and to the
Commonwealth .
Members of the tourist industry had
deputations to me advising that ·the industry
required uniform legislation rather than
seven different Acts. It was also obvious
that the State legislation would only affect
a limited number of travel agents as most
travel agents operated on travel outside the
State.
The Commonwealth and other States then
agreed that legislation should be introduced
by the Commonwealth Government and if
necessary supported by State legislation in
order to cover the whole field.
At all meetings of Tourist Ministers, the
Commonwealth indicated their willingness to
present legislation. If there is evidence that
no such legislation will be introduced then
I am prepared to discuss the matter again
with the industry to see whether Victoria
will introduce separate legislation.

MOTOR BODY REPAIRS.
(Question No. 961)

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Consumer Affairs1. What is the hourly rate set by the Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce
Insurance Company for motor body repairs?

2. What rate is set by the Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce and notified
by formal notice to its members?
3. Under what provision insurance companies are authorized to set an hourly rate
for this work?

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Consumer Affairs) .-The answer isThe answer is the same answer as the
one I gave to the honorable member in
answer to his question No. 867 on 20th
March, 1974, that is, that the honorable
member should direct his question to the
Chief Secretary.
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Bl,JS :TRANSPORT OF STUDENTS.
(Question No. 971)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education!. Which schools in Victoria are required
to transport students by bus to other
schools due to a shortage of class-room
.accommodation?

on No.tice:'

2. How many students are involved in
each case?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer· is-

of

The State schools in Victoria which are
required to transport students by bus to
other schools due to a shortage of classroom accommodation and the number involved are as under:-

School

Pupils

Reason

Brunswick North Primary School

270

Collingwood (Cromwell
Primary School
Glenroy Primary School

380

Pupils being bused to a temporary location in order to
maximize the use of the restricted site. Remodelling
and partial replacement of the school is included in
the 1974-75 building programme.
·
Pupils being bused to a temporary location during
remodelling of the school currently in progress.
Pupils being bused to an adjoining school following
destruction of two class-rooms by fire. Replacement
of these rooms is under consideration
Transport of children is necessary pending the construction of the Richmond West Primary School. This
project will proceed at a very early date.
(Two days per week). Awaiting a portable. Transport
will be required possibly until the beginning of tem1 2.
Awaiting construction of annexe. Transport will be
required possibly until the end of the year
Awaiting
relocatable workshop ;
it is under
construction.
Second stage of building is under construction. Transport
will be required possibly until the end of term.
Awaiting two portables. Transport will be required
possibly until term 2.

Street)

Elizabeth Street flats, Richmond

70
290

Springvale Technical School

35

Sunshine Technical School

80

Huntingdale Technical School

70

Lilydale Technical School

150

Werribee Technical School

82

BURWOOD HEIGHTS HIGH
SCHOOL.
(Question No. 972)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of EducationWith regard to the Burwood Heights High
School1. What is the Education Department
staffing target at the school?
2. What is the actual number of teachers?
3. Whether further portable class-rooms
are to be provided, if so, when?
4. When the further stages of the
permanent building programme will be commenced?
5. What is the current school enrolment
and the projected enrolment for 1975, 1976
and 1980?

Mr. THOMPSON {Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

1. Teachers Tribunal staffing schedule for
this school is 23; the department's target is
30·4.
2. There are 30 · 5 teachers on the staff
(19th March, 1974).

3. One additional new 24 feet x 24 feet
standard portable class-room is expected to
be delivered within the next two weeks.
4. The next stages are blocks C and D
and the Public Works Department anticipates that construction will commence in
May.
5. (a) Enrolment February 1974-505.
(b) If we assume an annual form 1
input of 150 pupils and the existing retention pattern to continue
the future enrolments for the
school could be approximately
1975--600; 1976--660; 1980--750800.

SCHOOL BUILDING WORKS.
(Question No. 976)

1\lr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Public WorksWhether the Public Works Department
Ins received from the Education Department details of major school building works
required to be completed by the commencement of the 1975 school year; if so, what
are the schools concerned, what works are
to be undertaken, and when it is expected
that contracts will be let in each case?
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· Mt. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
answ~r is·--.:..

Wdrks).:;::.::...The

The Education Department has provided
a list of school construction required well
beyond February,- 1975.
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Apart fr-om projects which · ha-ve·· :been
under· construction for a considerable· ·
period, ·the following projects have recently
been committed or will be commenced in
the near future:-

~----..~~~--------------~----------~~-------------------------------------------

Current position ...

School

Extent of work

Mei:ti>'n High S~hool
Mouin Eli%a High School
Scoresby High ~School
Rrel!ttw.ood Jligh School
Chandler High School
. ..
Burwood Heights High School
Gladstone Park High School..'
Wellington High School
..
Mooroolbark ·High School· ..
Fairhills Higli School
..
Doncaster EaSt High School ..
Montmorency High School ..
Debney Meadows Primary School
Richmond West Primary School
(Lennox Street)
Narre Warren Station Primary
-School
Chandler Park Primary School
Yarraville Primary School
Rollins Primary School
Footscray Primary School
(Hyde Street)
.
Newcomb South Primary School
Waverley Park Primary School
Ya-r.r.a.leen Primary School
..
Lincolnville Primary School . .
Waverley Meadows Primary
School
·
Rosewood Downs Primary School
Spring Valley Primary School
Coomoora Primary School . .
Tintoi:nvale Primary School . .
Coonara Primary School
..
Grovedale West Primary School
Coburn Primary School
..
Deer Park North Primary School
Castlemaine Technical School
Belmont Technical School
Wangaratta Technical School
Horsham Primary School
Monash Primary School
Hallam High 'School
Sunbury High· School
Shepparton High School
Glem,lale Primary School
..
Wheelers Hill ·Primary· School
Sherbourne Primary School

Blocks C. and F
Blocks C and F
Blocks, C and F
..
Block C
..
..
Blocks. A, B, P and H
Blocks C and D
·Blocks C, E and J
Blocks H and D
..
Blocks H and D
Blocks A, B, H and D
Blocks G, E and J ..
Blocks B, C and D . .
..
..
New building 16 cr's Library ar~/craft..
New building 16 cr's Library, art/craft ..

l

Under construction.
Contractor has· received
Under construction.
Contractor has received
Contractor has received
Contractor has received
Un'der construction.
Under construction
Under construction.
Under construction.
Under construction.
Under construction.
Under construction.
Under construction.

possession ··or site.
possession of site.
possession of site.
possession -of site.

New building 10 cr's Library, art/craft ..

Under construction.

New
New
New
New

Under construction.
Under construction.
Under construction.
Contractor has received possession of site.

building 16
building .16
building 14
building 16

cr's
cr's
cr's
cr's

..
Library,
Library,
Library,

..
..
art/"raft ..
art/craft ..
art/craft ..

New building 8 cr.'s Library, art/craft

JNew building 10 cr's and Library
New building 18 cr's Library, art/craft ..
New building 12 cr's Library, art/craft ..
New building
..
..
..
New building 10 cr's Library, art/craft ..
. New building 16 cr's . .
..
..
New building 16 cr's Library, art/craft ..
1st section
1st section . .
..
..
Additional cr's and Science wing
New building 14 cr's
New building 14 cr's
Blocks A and B
2-storey additions
2-storey additions
Additional wing
..
..
..
New building 12 cr's Library, art/craft ..
Additional wing

Whilst under normal circumstances it
could have been anticipated the majority of
the above works would have been completed by .February, 1975, the current shortages of materials and labour, together with
the existing pronounced industrial unrest
and inflationary pressures make the completion· of all projects by February, 1975,
extremely unlikely.

SUNSHINE TECHNICAL
SCHOOL.
(Question No. 978)

Mr. ·FOGARTY (Sunshine) asked
the Minister of Educationi.ri' · res.pect of the Sunshine Technical
Schooi1. When
temporary class-rooms were
first provided at the school?

Work will commence ?n site in May. ·
Contractor has rec~ived possession of site.·

Work will commence in May.
Work will commence in May.
Work will commence when site available.
Under construction.
Work will commence in April.
Expected work will commence in June.
Under construction.
Under construction.
Under construction.
Under construction.
Under contruction.
Expected work will commence in May.
Under construction.
Under construction.
'Anticipated work will commence in May.
Anticipated work will commence in June.
Under construction.

2. How many temporary class-rooms ar~
now at the school?
3. Whether all temporary class-rooms
and temporary toilet blocks are completed?
4. Why there has been a delay in the
construction of a permanent junior secondary wing and when it is now intended that
the wing will be commenced and completed?
5. What stage has been reached on the
new school design and contract documentation?
6. Whether teachers at the school and
representatives of the local community were
involved in the formulation of the educational specification of the school as now
envisaged?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

1. The first portable .class-room arrived
at the school during 1966.
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class-rooms now at the

school or to be provided in the near future.
Equivale,lt

class..,.oom.f

1 house used as a remedial centre

2 verti weatherboard units

18 portable general class-rooms
2 portable science laboratories
1 portable woodwork
1 portable motor mechanics
4 portable boys' toilets
1 portable girls' toilet
1 portable male staff toilet
1 portable female staff toilet
1 portable staff room
1 old weatherboard school building

=

1
4

18
2
1
1

=

=

2
29

Summary

Temporary facilities
37
Temporary teaching areas
29
or
Portable facilities
30
Portable teaching areas
22
3. All temporary toilets are completed.
Two portable science rooms, 1 portable
automotive practices and 1 portable woodwork room have yet to be installed.
4. (a) Schools with a greater need for
provision of accommodation took a higher
priority on the Technical Schools Division
building programme.
(b) The availability and acquisition of
property to extend the site.
(c) The provision of funds from the financial allocation to the Technical Schools
Division capital works programme to reestablish a school project of this magnitude
costing in the vicinity of $3 million.
The reconstruction of the school is
scheduled to be commenced during June,
1975 and completed late in 1976.
5. Planning is now in the advanced stages
leading to detailed contract documentation.
6. Yes; members of the school staff and
the school council were involved in providing the Technical Schools Division with
an educational specification and a set of
building requirements to enable the buildings facilities office of the Technical Schools
Division to prepare the educational brief
for presentation to the architects.

PORT FAIRY PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPANY.

on Notice.

State of Tasmania used in manufacture of
goods and substances for pharmaceutical
purposes and, in that, event-(i) what indication was given of a shortage of poppy
straws used in the manufacture of codeine
and other pharmaceutical goods in the foreseeable future; (ii) whether there is any
agreement or basis of future negotiations
relating to the future source of supply of
poppy straws or other pharmaceutical raw
materials; and (d) whether there is any
export market for Australian pharmaceutical goods, such as codeine, manufactured
at the Port Fairy branch of the company,
where raw material is available from Tasmania or any other Australian State?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The answer isAn application under Part XVIII. of the
Health Act 1958 has been lodged by Glaxo
Australia Pty. Ltd. with the Commission of
Public Health for a permit to cultivate the
opium poppy (papaver somniferum) on a
substantial area of land in the Port Fairy
district. This area was subsequently reduced to an area of 100 acres as a pilot
project. The application has been rejected
by the commission, the pilot project being
disallowed also as it is already known that
the opium poppy could be grown over a
wide area on the mainland of Australia.
The growing of opium poppy in Australia was considered by an earlier conference of Commonwealth and State Ministers
associated with health and with law enforcement. The conference adopted a recommendation to be submitted to all Governments concerned that all requirements of
Australian drug manufacturers for poppy
straw would be met by growers in Tasmania and other States would not license
or otherwise permit the growing of the
opium poppy. It is expected that a further
meeting of the Ministers will be held later
this year to again examine the question of
poppy growing in Australia.
It would be possible for the company to
obtain considerably more poppy straw by
contracting with farmers in Tasmania for
its supply.
However, many Tasmanian
farmers, because of better returns from
other crops and from wool and sheep, have
been unwilling to grow the opium poppy.
The problem, therefore, is largely one of
economics.

(Question No. 980)

ADVENTURE PLAYGROUNDS
FOR MOONEE PONDS.

Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine) asked
the Minister of Agriculture-

(Question No. 983)

Whether the Government has entered into
negotiations recently with an overseas based
pharmaceutical company which operates a
manufacturing plant at Port Fairy; if so(a) what is the name of the company; (b)
what is the nature of the negotiations; (c)
whether the negotiations related to the
possible shortage 0f a material from the

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of Housing1. What stage has been reached with
proposed plans for the landscaping and
developing of adventure playgrounds at the
Ascot. estate within the electoral district of
Moonee Ponds?

Questions
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2. Whether tenders have been called for
this work, if so. when, who was awarded
this contract, and when it is expected the
works will be commenced?

Mr.
MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister of Housing is1. Architectural plans for landscaping
and adventure playgrounds in section 4
which is surrounded by Savige Street,
Churchill Avenue and Wingate Avenue, and
section 6 which is surrounded by Churchill
Avenue, Portal Road, Epsom Road and
Morshead Street, have been completed and
agreed between the commission and the
Essendon City Council.
It is anticipated that commission approval
to call tenders for the work in section 6
will be sought early in May.
Preliminary works of widening existing
roadways and constructing additional car
parks which needed to be carried out before
the landscape adjustments could be made,
are under construction in section 6. Works
in section 4 are expected to follow two
months }ater.
2. Tenders have not been called for the
landscaping and playground work.

ROAD CODE BOOKLET.
(Question No. 984)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick
asked the Chief Secretary-

West)

With reference to the publication Victorian Road Code published by the Road
Safety and Traffic Authority!. Whether it is intended to publicize the
availability of the booklet; if so, how?
2. Whether it is intended to publish the
booklet in the major migrant languages?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is1. Yes. By means of press publicity and
direct advice to organizations representative of road users.
2. Yes.

MINING REPORTS.
(Question No. 985)

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Minister of
MinesWhat reports have been furnished to the
Mines Department on expenditure and work
in progress by Gippsland Minerals N.L.,
Coopers Creek Mining and Exploration N .L.
and Centaur Mining and Exploration Co.
N.L., respectively, and what were the details
of those reports?
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Mr. BALFOUR (Minister of Mines).
-The answer isThe only reports required at present in
respect of work in progress are those from
Coopers Creek Mming and Exploration
N.L., which company is currently the holder
of exploration licences.
Reports submitted cover results of
drilling, assays, geological, geochemical and
geophysical surveys. A statement of expenditure is also supplied. Such reports
are treated as confidential by the depart.
ment until six months after the termination
of licences.
No exploration licences are currently hel<.l
by Gippsland Minerals N.L. or Centaur
Mining and Exploration Co. N.L. In so far
as Centaur Mining and Exploration 0>,
N.L. is concerned that company never at
any stage held a mining title in Victoria.

TROTTING CLUB MEETINGS.
(Question No. 986)·

Mr. CURNOW -(Kara Kara) asked
the Minister for Youth, Sport and
RecreationHow many meetings are allocated to each
trotting club in Victoria, indicating in each
case, the number of-( a) Totalizator
Agency Board and non-board meetings
respectively; (b) day and night meetings,
respectively; and (c) meetings on which
only a Totalizator Agency Board double
operates?

Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-The answer
isThe following table lists the number of
meetings allocated to each trotting club in
Victoria for the 1973-74 trotting season and
the information required in parts (a), (b)
and (c) of the question.
METROPOLITAN TROTTING MEETINGS

1973-74.

Full
T.A.B. n!~~!r
T.A.B. double
of
coverage only meetings
Trotting Control BoardRoyal Agricultural Showgrounds).
Country Trotting Meetings
1973-74(1) Night clubsArarat
Ballarat
Bendigo
Echuca
Geelong
Horsham
Mildura•
Nyah
Shepparton • . .
Terang
\Vangaratta . .
Warragul

43

43

9

9
l.l
13

13
13

7

1

13

7
14
5
I5
10
8
12

I
2
3

126

6

lJ
8
16
-~

15
10

s

12

132

*Includes one meeting each on Anzac night.
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(2) Day clubs-

·No.

Total

T~.:.~~; ·. T.A.B ... nu~rr
.
· · '.Boort•
:Charlton
Cobram
Cranbourne

c~verage meetings

5

..

9

Hamilton
Healesville
Kilmore···
Maryborough
Ouyen
..
.St. Arnaud ..

6
6.

Gunbower

Stawen•

..

Wedderburn ..
T.C.B. Cranbourne
T.C.B. Kilmore · ·

3
2
2·

3
7
2

I

9
I

4

3
3
7

5

7 ..

86

22

*Includes· one· meeting each .on Anzac

Day._

(Question No. 987)
Mr~. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Premier-

Why the Government will not adopt ·a
rate remission scheme for pensio1;1ers similar
to that currently operating in New South
Wales?

and

The attention of the honorable member is
directed to pages 4362 and 4363 of Hansard
of 9th April, 1974, wherein I informed the
House that an approach had been made to
the · Commonwealth Government to see
whether it would contribute half of the
amount involved in implementing such a
scheme. I said that the Victorian Government was prepared to meet its share of the
cost forthwith.
A reply from the Commonwealth is still
awaited.

MARYBOROUGH TECHNICAL
COLLEGE.
(Question No. 988)

Mr . CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Minister of EducationWhether, as a result of the recent decision of the Education Department to upgrade
staff-rooms,
-the
Maryborough
Technical College will receive new staffroom facilities; if so, what are the full details of the alterations and additions proposed?

THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

. : :· ...

Mr. ROSSITER (Chtef Se.cretary) .
-The answer is·

RATE REMISSIONS FOR.
· PENSIONERS.

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .--The answer is-

··

( How many persons ·have undert~~h ~
motor car driving licence test at Box' Hill
in the .past four months, indicating · how
many ~of such persons received their
licence-(a) ·at the first test; (b)· at: the·
second test; (c) .at the third test; and (.d)
following numerous attempts?
·
2. What are the names of those persons
qualified to: conduct a· motor car .·driving
hcence test at Box Hill? ·
· · · ·· · . · '' ·
3. Which driving sChools ·arrange for'
motor car driving licence tests for their
· ·· ··
pupils: at the Box Hill centre?

6

2
4
1
I
4

_BOX ~ILL.
. . ·'.. ...... . ··;·.:.
(Question No. 989):
;::·,. ·
Mr. CURNOW .(Kara Kara) asked
the Chief Secretary_:_ .

8
9
6
7
4
8
4
5
7

2

9

64

~r·.
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(a:) Consideration will be given · to the
problem of improving staff and toilet
accommodation in the near future.
(b) .. The nature of. alterations required
has not yet been determined.

1. During the four months from the 1st
December, 1973 to· the 31st March, 1974,
4,632 persons were tested for motor . car
driving licences at the Box Hill testing
station and 2,951 passed the test or: !the'
person~ who passed the test, 1,814 did so
on their first attempt, 1,075 on their: .second
attempt and 62 on their third attempt.
2. Anthony Larocca
Albert Opray
John Crout
Bruce Bateman
John Makrides
3. Practically all the driving schools in
the metropolitan area have arranged motorcar driving licence tests at the Box Hill
testing station from time to time. How-·
ever, the driving schools which make the
gre~test 1;1se of this testing station to have
their pupils tested for their licences, are:Ronalds Driving School
Goodwin's School of Motoring
A.B.C. School of Driving
Burton School of Motoring
Action Driving School
Pathfinder Driving School
A.D.C. Driving School
Don Pittard Driving School
Bill Boot Driving School
Box· Hill Motor School
Hillcrest School of Motoring
Twin-care Driving School
E. Lutley Driving School
Excel Driving School
Monash Motor School
Nina's Motor School
R.A.C.V. Driving School
Ringwood Driving School
S.O.S. Driving School
Wattle. School of Motoring

POLICE FACILITIES AT
DARTMOUTH DAM SITE.
(Question No. 991)

Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra) asked
the Chief Secretary.

Whether a police station and residenc~
has now been erected at the · Dartmouth
dam site; if not, why?

Questions
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!Vir: ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is. No. · Because of the work associated
with the Dartmouth dam project, an additional member was appointed to Mitta
Mitta, and a police office erected at the dam
site· for the use of police when attending to
duties in the area. A police divisional van,
complete with radio communications, has
also been allotted to the Mitta Mitta police
and arrangements have been made for the
connection of the Dartmouth dam project
radio to the police van.
Despite the distance between Mitta Mitta
and the dam site, it is considered that,
from an operational point of view, the required level of police service will be
achieved through a two-man station at
Mitta Mitta rather than by the provision of
a one-man station at that town and another
one-man station at the dam site.
However, the police manpower requiremE-nts of the dam site area are under constant review.

RECRUITMENT OF PRISONS
DIVISION STAFF.
(Question No. 992)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the

Minister of Agriculture, for
M'inister for Social Welfare-

the

1. When Mr. B. D. Bodna, Deputy
Director-General of Social Welfare, travelled overseas to recruit prison staff?
2. How many officers were recruited,
stating their countries of origin?
3. How many of these officers are still in
the service of the Prisons Division?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agricl,llture).-The answer supplied
by the ·Minister for Social Welfare
is1. Mr. Bodna was involved in a recruiting campaign for prison officers in the
United Kingdom in late May, 1973.
2. Twenty-seven; all from the United
Kingdom.
3. Nineteen.

School

Boo lara
Mitcham Primary School
Moorabbin West Special
Nangiloc Primary School
Wangaratta Primary School
Drouin High School
Strathmore High School
Melbourne High School ..
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SCHOOL SWIMMING

POOL~.

(Question No. 993)

1\'lr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked. ·the
Minister of Education!. How many schools in Victoria have
established swimming pools on school sites,
indicating when such facility was provided,
the location, and cost in each case?
2. What subsidy was allocated by the
Government in each case?
3. What progress has been made with
the request from Coburg Technical School
for financial assistance to develop a swimming pool on the school site?

l\1r. THOMPSON (Minister. of
Education) .-The answer is1 and 2. Seventeen swimming pools have
been established at primary schools as
follows:Ballarat (Pleasant Street) Primary School
Ballarat (Urquhart Street) Primary School
Ballarat (Queen Street) Primary School
Boolara Primary School
Doncaster Primary School
Doncaster East Primary School
Footscray (Hyde Street) Primary School
Glendonald School for Deaf Children
Heidelberg Primary School
Mitcham Primary School
Moorabbin West Special School
Murrumbeena Primary School
Nangiloc
Ormond Special School
Wangaratta Primary School
Warrandyte Primary School
Wonthaggi Primary School
Three pools have been provided at high
schools viz.:Drouin High School
Melbourne High School
Strathmore High School
Most of the pools at primary schools were
provided many years ago and information
as to when they were constructed and at
what cost is not known. Details of more
recently built pools are as follows:Construction
date

1971
1960
1968
1970
1968
1961
1964
1959

Total cost

$
1,500
9,600
18,480
6,790
16,030
29,600
32,660
173,398

Department"s
share

$

Nil1'4,600
4,600
3,395
4,600
5,624
6,500J:
47,398·•

t This project involved the erection of an " above ground " proprietary pool.
• This project was a combined gymnasium and pool. No break-up of costs between the gymnasium and the pool
is available.
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3. I have tentatively approved of a special
grant on the $1 for $1 basis up to a maximum of $10,000 towards the cost of the proposed swimming pool at Coburg Technical
School. The buildings branch of my department will communicate with the school regarding the engagement of an engineer to
prepare a scheme and estimate for the work.

MOTOR BOAT ACCIDENTS.
(Question No. 994)

Mr·. DOUBE (Albert Park) asked
the Chief SecretaryHow many accidents have been reported
in which death or injury occurred as a result
of explosions and subsequent fires on motor
boats in Victorian waters in each of the
years from 1965 to 1973, inclusive, indicating how many people were-(a) killed; and
(b) injured, in such accidents in each of
these years?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary) .
-The answer isThe information requested is not readily
available and an extensive search of files
would be necessary to obtain the data in
the form sought. I regret that I am not
able to assist the honorable member.
Arrangements were made recently for the
motor boating squad to record detailed information in relation to motor boating
accidents occurring in the future.

CAR CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION.
(Question No. 997)

Mr. BORNSTEIN (Brunswick East)
asked the PremierWhether he has received any written submission from the Car Consumers Association; if so-( a) when such submission was
received; (b) what were the contents of the
submission; and (c) what was the nature
of the Government's response?

M:rr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer).-The answer is-

and

The association wrote on 22nd November,
1973, seeking details on road safety
statistics. The letter was acknowledged on
13th December, and its contents brought
to the notice of the Chief Secretary's
Department for the urgent attention of the
chairman, Road Safety and Traffic Authority.
The Acting Under-Secretary replied to the
association on 21st January, 1974, seeking
clarification of the request in view of the
very Jarge amount of data sought.

on Notice.

METROPOLITAN PLANNING.
(Question No. 999)

Mr. HOLDING (Leader. of the
Opposition) asked the PremierFurther to his statement on 25th March,
1974, in relation to metropolitan planning
that " acquisition will be the exception
rather than the rule", whether this applies
to Geelong which has been proclaimed an
investigation area?

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer).-The answer is-

and

The statement applies to Geelong equally
as much as the other areas selected for
investigation. The declaration of an investigation area does not necessarily imply
that the whole of it, or indeed any part of
it, will be used for urban development, nor
does it imply large-scale Government
requisition.

SHOOTERS' LICENCES.
(Question No. 1000)

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Minister for ConservationWhat revenue has been received to date
from shooters' licences issued in this
financial year and how this money is to be ,
apportioned?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation).-The answer isThe revenue to date from shooters'
licences issued this financial year is
$269,308' 55.
The Firearms Act provides that the costs
incurred by the Chief Commissioner of
Police in issuing shooters' licences but not
exceeding 15 per cent of all fees paid to
the Chief Commissioner of Police for
shooters' licences shall be the first charge
against this revenue. Funds from this source
are also being used for the purchase of land
for wildlife reserves, the cost of enforcing
the provisions of the Game Act, the improvement and management of wildlife habitats
including faunal reserves, game refuges and
State game reserves and for carrying out
scientific research into wildlife. These expenditures are not allocated on :a predetermined apportionment but are met as they
arise.

PENSIONER BUS TRAVEL IN
GEELONG.
(Question No. 1001)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of TransportWhat is the estimated weekly number of
pensioner passenger journeys being undertaken on Geelong buslines?

[23
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Mr.
MEAGHER
(Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

APRIL,

of

The estimated weekly number of pensioner
passenger journeys being undertaken on
Geelong buslines is 7,300.

ON-SHORE MINERAL
EXPLORATION LEASES.
(Question No. 1002)

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Minister of
Mines1. Which companies have been granted

exploration
Licence
No.

131
132

147
154
233 .
380
507
508
509
511
512

leases

for

onshore

mineral

Licensee

Western Mining Corp. Ltd.
Western Mining Corp. Ltd.
Coopers Creek Mining and Exploration
N.L.
Coopers Creek Mining and Exploration
N.L.
Quilmin Mines and Exploration N.L.
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd.
Commonwealth Aluminium Corporation Ltd.
C.R.A. Exploration Pty. Ltd.
Pennzoil of Australia Ltd. . .
John B. Griffiths and Peter M. Rush
Newmont Proprietary Limited

Licences numbered 131 to 380 have been
extended for a twelve-monthly term.
Licences are granted for a period of two
years and may be extended for a period
not eX'ceeding twelve months at a time.
Fees payable, by way of an annual rental, on -the issue or extension of an explor-ation licence are as set out in the
Thirty-third Schedule of the Mines Act 1958.
2. Exploratory operations are restricted
to geophysical, geological, and geochemical
surveying and drilling. Each licence carries
an expenditure condition that is related to
the size of the licensed area and to the
exploration programme that is required to
be furnished pursuant to section 515 (2)
(d) of lthe Mines Act 1958.
3. It is not possible to specify the particular conditions concerning work required
as the approved exploration programmes

1974.]
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search or have had leases renewed since
23rd October, 1973, indicating the terms of
the leases, their duration and cost?
2. What specific conditions relating to the
amount of work required and finance expended are laid down in exploration licences
authorizing mineral search?
3. Whether he will specify the particular
conditions concerning work required and
finance to be expended in respect of each
~f the leases referred to in part ~?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister of Mines).
-The answer is1. The exploration licences that have
been either granted or renewed since 23rd
October, 1973 are as follows:Date of expiry
(subject to extension)

Annual
rental

$
239

2nd November, 1974
2nd November, 1974
7th December, 1974

..

30th November, 1974

246.50
316
81.50

7th February, 1975
Cancelled 23rd January, 1974
15th October, 1975
Cancelled 23rd January, 1974
5th March, 1976
5th March, 1975
5th March, 1976

330

292.20
285

20Q
280

are far too detailed and extensive. The
nature of the exploratory operations permissible is set out in part 2 of this answer.
The expenditure condition contained in
each licence is as follows:Licence No.

Term (years)

Expenditure
required.

$

131
132
147
154
233
380
507
508
509
511
512

.1
1
1

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

8,000
8,000
9,000
2,000
44,000
24,000
21,000
12,000
21,000
15,000
18,000
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LAND·FOR GEELONG FREEWAYS.
.

~Question

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of TransportWhat properties, if any, have been-(a)
purchased; and (b) under notice of acquisition in each of the past three years, for
fr~eway purposes in the Geelong area?

Mr.

MEAGHER (Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

of

The Country Roads Board has not purchased . any property or served notice of
acquisition on any owner for freeway purposes in the Geelong urban area as defined
by the Commonwealth Statistician covering
the cities of Geelong, Geelong West, Newtown and parts of the shires of Corio,
Bellarine and South Barwon.

LA TROBE TERRACE, GEELONG
WEST AND NEWTOWN.
(Question No. 1004)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of Transport·what are the present plans and proposed
stages for completion of road widening
works at La Trobe Terrace, Geelong West
and Newtown?

of

There are no plans for general road
widening works in La Trobe Terrace. Some
road widening will be necessary for the
const;.ruction of the proposed road over rail
overP,ass from Keera Street to La Trobe
Terrace. Plans are not sufficiently advanced to enable exact boundaries to be
defined. It is expected that construction
will ·commence within three years.

PENSIONERS' CONCESSIONS BY
BUS OPERATORS.
(Question No. 1006)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of TransportvVhether any reports have been received
of private bus operators not providing concessional fares for pensioners; if so, what
are the respective bus services and what
action has been taken to remedy the
matter?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
Transport) .-The answer is-

GEELONG-MELBOURNE RAIL

SERVICE.

No. 1003)

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

on Notice.

of

There were some difficulties in the early
stages following introduction of the scheme.
The .Transport Regulation Board took action
in ahy case coming to notice to inform bus
operators of the requirements of the
scheme.

(Question No. 1007)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of Tninspor~- .
What are the proposed plans and dates
for upgrading the Geelong-Melboume rail
service?

Mr.
MEAGHER (Minister
Transport) .-The answer is-

of

The railways have recently completed a
survey of passenger preferences relating
to improved services on the Geelong line.
These preferences will now be applied by
railway planners to the task of drawing up
a detailed works programme for the upgrading of this line.

VICTORIAN OVERSEAS TEACHER
SELECTION PROGRAMME.
(Question No. 1008)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Treasurer!. When the Treasury was first informed
that American personnel used in the Victorian overseas teacher selection programme were being recompensed in part
by way of airline tickets?
2. Whether the Education Department
has now been informed that this form of
recompense must cease; if so, when?

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer).-The answer is-

and

1. This was a departmental arrangement
and was not reported to Treasury.
2. The matter is under examination.

PETROLEUM.
(Question No. 1010)

Mr. STIRLING (Williamstown)
asked the Minister for Fuel and
Power, for the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization!. Whether B.P. Australia Ltd. is closing
its bulk terminal at Portland?
2. Whether distribution of petroleum
products by road from Portland to Hamilton
by the company has ceased?
3. Whether the company is transporting
fuel from Geelong to the areas mentioned
for 2 cents per gallon less and whether this
is brought about by the company not having
to pay harbor dues?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power).-The answer supplied by
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization isFrom inquiries made of the company, the
answer to each of the questions is in the
negative.
·

FUNDS~

· ·

on Notice. ·
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FOR COUNTRY ROADS
. ····: BOARD•. ·.,
(Question No. 1009)

board in each category of expenditure are
.. listed as follows:.. .
FuNDs ·AvAILABLE TO CouNTRY RoADS BoARD
(INCLUDING ROADS (SPECIAL PROJECTS)

FUNJ?).

Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland
East) asked the Minister of Transport.:.....:..

Amount.

$
17,147
21,130
24,248
28,547
35,599
36,869
43,185
45,165
.:. :
48,192
50,179 .·r:.
56,765
58 535.
.: ....
63:857 . .... ..
69,87q ..
73,812 .
80,502
88,317
95,916
99,817
105,383

1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

What total funds have been made available to· the Country Roads Board in each
of the past twenty years, indicating how
much has been expended in each division
of the board in each category of
expenditure?

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister
Transport).-The answer is-·

1953-54--1972-73.

Year.

of

The total funds made available to the
Country Roads Board from the Country
Roads · Board Fund, Commonwealth aid
roads funds, Loan Fund and Roads (Special
Projects) Fund in each of the past twenty
years indicating how much has been expended in each regional division of the

:

EXPENDITURE FROM CoUNTRY ROADS BOARD FUNDS (INCLUDING FROM ROAD (SPECIAL PROJECTS) FUND).
$'()()()
Division

1953-54Bairnsdale
BaJJarat
Ben alla
Bendigo
Dandenong
Geelong
Horsham
..
Metropolitan ..
Tniralgon · ..
Warrnambool ..
Total ·road expenditure

Main
roads

State
F
highways reeways

415
359
800
524
804
437
606
699
605
439

579
379
888
780
466
274
645
127
420
449

5,688

5~007

Tourist
roads

Forest
roads

17
4
39

52
16
9
14
38

85
183
30

MRB&P

16
18

72

..

Nil

53
24

16

435

217

34

Unclassified
roads

Total

163 . 1,226
184
942
265
2,017
261
1,597
195
1,58~
169
1,13~
192
1,473
65
891
236
1,314
262
1,190
1,992

13,373

OrnER EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
Management and operating

65
1,340
1,338
922

..

Grand total

1954-55Bairnsdale
Ba1larat
Bena1la
Bendigo
Dandenong
Geelong
Horsham

Metropo1it~n ..
Traralgon ....
Warinamb~l. .

Tota] road expenditure

375
382
1,068
764
1,109
565
787
724
739

768
500
905
888
515
354
766
111

17,038
22
8
82

..

104
279
55

60
6
6
7
4
90

620

669

40

101
2

7,133

6,068

590

276

592

23
37

60

246
308
369
447

257
208
350
105
280
320

1,471
1,204

.2A53
2,143
1,989
1,496
1,958
940

1,712
.1.~51

2,890. )1,017
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Freeways Tourist
roads

Forest
roads

OrnER EXPENDITURE
Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
..
..
Statutory payments
Management and operating

MRB&PUn~ Total

..

52
1,17()
1,467
1,076

---

Grand total
1955-56Baimsda.le
Ballarat
BenaJia
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
War.nambool ..
Total road expenditure

507
516
993
872
1,160
502
968
811
752
695

654
573
1,195
978
467
538
834
179
545
1,056

7,776

7,019

20,782

32
30
100
107
258
105

57
8
14
l3
34
67

58

96'
1

690

290

341
3%
54
46

426
167
394
438

1,591
1,523
2,861
2,449
2,116
1,673
2,333
1,157
1,787
2,248

3,863

19,738

505

540
348

308

100

OTHER ExPENDITUR.E

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
Management and operating

47
1,254
1,638
1,386

Grand total
1956-57Baimsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warrnambool ..
Total road expenditure

286
302
977
964
1,651
771
779
769
628
717

698
549
1,794
1,494
1,018
968
579
108
401
548

7,844

8,157

24,063

--32
22
58
80
258
60

37
12
23
16
12
95

60

35
3

570

233

87
59

261
354
712
744
672
466
396
425
508

1,314
1,239
3,651
3,277
3,433
2,558
1,814
1,302
1,544
1,836

_5,018

21,968

480
146

OTHER EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
Management and operating

..

56
1,241
2,766
1,680

--27,711

Grand total
1957-58Bairnsdale
Ballarat
Ben alia
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warrnambool ..
Total road expenditure

55
5
7
12
19
99

424
661
1,544
1,470
2,058
974
1,360
588
864
946

840
727
1,959
1,740
1,517
1,280
826
130
470
714

38
20
138

90

43
16

10,889

10,203

915

256

110
364
155

129
86

215

375
521
1,071
1,000
1,056
643
583
342
535
850

1,732
1,934
4,848
4,308
4,760
3,360
2,924
1,060
1,912
2,616

6,976

29,454
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Tourist
roads

State
highways Freeways

OTHER ExPENDITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
Management and operating
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Forest
roads

MRB&P Unclassified
roads

..

73
2,106
1,880
1,646

Grand total

35,159

---

1958-59-

Baimsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
GeeJong
Horsham
Metropolitan
Traralgon
Warmambool..
Total road expenditure

Total

484
617
1,559
1,405
2,104
983
1,343
563
923
1,132

782
715
1,735
1,741
1,603
1,838
630
247
553
798

38
12
144
22
31

11,113

10,642

57

149
358
135

48
14
51
20
30
93

96
70

4
70

112
11

906

379

166

358
492
868
1,050
994
680
615
208
640
872

1,710
1,850
4.453
4,286
4,902
3,983
2,723
1,022
2,228
2,883

6,777

30,040

OTHER EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
Management and operating

70
1.427
2,016
1,940

Grand total

35,493

1959-{)()-

Bairnsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warmamboo~ ..
Total road expenditure

486
641
1,743
1,645
2,431
1,035
1,361
882
1,031
1,221

946
819
2,173
1,695
2,398
1,267
723
260
596
881

79
444

12,476

11,758

533

90
18
163

..
10

..
144
555
77

80
14
37
19
45
88

56

85
16

1,103

384

..
141
108

249

365
617
1,049
1,240
974
756
648
679
699
911

1,967
2,109
5,316
4,707
6,071
4,145
2,809
1,821
2,411
3,085

7,938

34,441

OTHER EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
Kew offices
..
Management and operating
Grand total

..

..
..

75
2,056
2,055

..

2,367

904

.. 41,898

1960-61-

Baimsdale
Ballarat
Benatla
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warmambool ..
Total road expenditure

356
609
1,662
1,514
2,437
1,079
1,123
1,071
935
1,040

1,135
824
2,527
2,177
1,882
1,363
1,026
1,302
617
1,000

400
1,403

11,826 . 13,853

2,193

..
150

..

88
20
220

..

174
525
104

238
2

112
9
60
15
82
95

63

153
26

1,194

552

102
75

177

2,022
2,015
5,957
5,065
6,061
5,259
2,940
3,601
2,506

331·
553
1,236
1,284
1,086
794
687
990
799
1,002

3,1.31

8,762

38,557
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T~oU:J~t

Forest
roads

MRB&P Un::~:s;fted Total

OTHER EXPEl\'DITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
..
Kew offices ..
Management and operating

..

87
1,416
1,781
1,056
2,262

---

Grand total
1961--62Bairnsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warrnambool ..

Total road expenditure

359
767
1,730
1,700
3,454
1,272
1,102
1,965
1,162
1,240

1,028
746
1,935
1,608
2,695
1,711
807
1,377
666
1,067

14,751

13,640

..
633

..

339
260

..

45,159

102
36
217

..

226
478
85

125
9
1,366

73
32
53
28
96
100

..
85
53

..

5

180
27

1,149

589

138

372.
620
1,277
1,407
1,463
1,062
852
1,059
895 .
1,176
10,183

1,934
. 2,201
. '5,930
4,796
8,273
4,883
2,846
4,526
2,912
3,515
'41,816

OTHER EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
..
Kew offices ..
Management and operating

..

100
350
2,256
39
3,521

---

Grand total
1962--63Bairnsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warrnarnbool ..

Total road expenditure

48,082

128
98
262

74
4
54
40
91
114

274
697
1,590
1,828
3,243
1,445
879
1,294
1,014
1,213

944
770
1,725
1,786
3,029
997
944
1,206
602
1,138

656
92
59
16

..

11
6

156
16

13,477

13,141

864

941

549

..
41

..

177
245
14

..
89
34

..
123

1,766
346
2,141
572
1,191 ··4,952
1,462 . 5,150
1,422 .. 8,618
3,816
923
926 '· 2,763
871
3,430
2,660
'861
3,571
1,198
. 9,772

38,867

OTHER EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
..
Kew offices . .
Management and operating

..

111
1,832
2,374
542
3,652
47,378

Grand total
1963-64Bairnsdale
Ballarat

BenaJia

Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Wamuunboo1 ..
Total road expenditure

342
726
1,702
1,987
3,792
1,489
963
1,556
1,160
1,207

1,605
1,124
2,595
2,654
4,328
1,502
1,178
1,806
792
1,577

2,020
195

14,924

19,161

2,640

1
98

143
183

--150
49
. 255

..

172
581
80

157
51
67
34
88
170

46
41

..

93
44

164
10

1,424

741

87

336
566
1,273
1,560
1,587
1,080
958
934
778
991

2,590
2,517
6,036
6,276
11,987
'5,017
3,179
4,439
3,170
3,829

10,063

49,040
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Forest
roads
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roads

Total

OTHER ExPENDITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
Kew offices ..
..
Management and operating

..

150
1,193
2,490
378
3,507
56,758

Grand total
1964-65-

Baimsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Dandenong
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warmambool..
Total road expenditure

474
709
1,607
1,827
4,333
1,442
891
1,583
1,060
1,263

1,427
1,005
1,797
2,117
4,451
1,730
941
1,470
862
1,280

3,296
473

15,189

17,080

4,853

36

857
191

102
6
256

..

348
518
85

171
48
34
30
85
.148

80
87

..

61
46

185
12

1,422

713

167

567
2,741
608. 2,376
1,279
5,089
.1,559
5,620
2,033 14,546
5,586
1,275
922 . 2,839
1,220
5,130
714
3,073
953
3,554
11,130

50,554

0TIIER EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
Management and operating

..

197
697
2,691
4,386

Grand total

58,525

1965-66-

Baimsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warrnambool
Total road expenditure

464
824
1,652
1,870
4,622
1,524
905
2,171
1,116
1,372

1,726
1,294
2,048
2,163
3,514
1,224
1,064
1,932
919
1,400

2,158
834

16,520

17,284

4,149

..
145

968
44

179
15
135
552
468
67

135
39
92
16
94
156

84
12

140
27

1,512

699

133
7

140

469
716
1,483
1,810
2,211
1,494
965
1,645
866
1,236

2,973
2,888
5,688
5,866
13,151
5,700
. 3,001
6,716
3,169
4,047

12,895

53,199

OTHER. EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking and traffic lights
Plant purchases
Statutory payments
Management and operating

..

238
1,149
3,687
4,905

Grand total

62,778

1966-67-

Bairnsdale
Ballarat
Benal1a
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warrnambool
Total road expenditure

450
796
1,546
1,702
4,899
1,599
826
2,376
1,150
1,422

1,907
1,601
1,751
2,042
4,705
1,507
1,128
1,680
995
1,596

3,239
1,307

16,766

18,912

5,934

91

804
493

139
23
368
1,030
556
89

127
108
44
23
110
161

76
31

158
6

2,312

737

26
19

45

648
711
1,632
1,694
2,112
1,476
999
1,544
821
1,161

16,095
6,606
3,042
6,404
3,693
4,216

12,798

57,504

3,271
3,239
5,458

5,480
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roads
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roads

MRB&P u~::ified Total

OrnER EXPENDITURE

212
40
3,045
147
1,388
5,240

Traffic line marking ..
Traffic lights ..
Statutory payments
..
..
..
..
Contribution to Australian Road Research Board
Plant purchases
Management and operating
Grand total
1967-68Baimsdale
Ballarat
Benall a
Bendigo
Dandenong
Geelong

..

Horsham

Metropolitan ..

Traralgon
Wannarnbool ..
Total road expenditure

487
737
1,513
1,668
4,722
1,478
778
2,335
1,697
1,354

1,450
1,635
2,108
1,925
4,888
1,574
1,018
1,511
1,079
1,564

16,769

18,752

67,576
179
9
465

..
33

3,444
1,082

1,558
519
68

3,221

83

50
32

..

16

137
5

2,857

659

455
8,235

158
58
19
35
92
155

82

527
784
1,718
1,777
2,367
1,526
1,105
.1,591
.1,151
1,165

2,801
3,223
5,866
5,437
17,071
6,334
2,969
8,658
4,602
4,104

13,711

61,065

OTHER EXPENDITURE

240
3,342
1,234
6,562

Traffic line marking
Statutory payments, etc.
Plant purchases
Management and operating·

72,443

Grand total
1968-69Baimsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
J;lendigo
Dandenong
Geelong

Horsham

..

Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Wannarnbool ..
Total ·road expenditure

1,322

1,344
1,454
1,832
2,232
4,847
1,876
1,066
1,006
1,135
1,379

16,939

18,171

612
724
1,557
1,778
4,934
1,484
725
2,127

1,616

410
21
3,195
498

242
79
413
1,468
444
23

138
74
18
34
67
157

7,112
367
258

97
27

182
8

11,861

2,793

678

56
30

86

554
1,011
1,499
1,842
2,457
1,442
1,045
2,024
1,127
1-,247

2,890
3,342
5,785
5,937
16,968
5,901
2,859
12,269
4,584
4,241

14,248

64,776

OTHER ExPENDITURE

270
3,752
1,583
7,071

Traffic line marking
Statutory payments' etc.
Plant purchases
Management and operating

77,452

Grand total
1969-70BairnsdaJe
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Dandenong
Geelong

Horsham

Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warrnambool ..
Total road expenditure

15

613
1,117
1,653
1,963
2,018
1,243
1,664
3,645
1,134
1,307

3,153
4,321
7,371
6,405
14,715
5,965
4,331
17,855
4,.843
4,719

798

112 . 16,357

73,678

8,971
266
34

123
53

135

1,565

1,577
1,774
2,639
2,263
3,571
1,625
1,514
2,415
1,422
1,745

17,783

20,545

14,971

3,112

516
1,011
1,908
1,865
4,246
998
1,087
2,824
1,763

297
590
245
3,182
1,386

145
58
500
1,572
599
62

302
64
17
25
126
114

..

64
44

4
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Total

OTHER EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking ..
Statutory payments
Planning and research
Plant purchases
Management and operating

319
3,781
720
1,818
6,799

--87,115
---

Grand total
1970-71

Baimsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong.
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warmambool ..
Total road expenditure

517
1,030
1,921
1,826
4,879
977
1,224
3,550
1,900
1,549

1,706
2,172
2,867
2,121
3,230
1,929
1,652
1,830
1,423
1,614

19,373

20,544

..

5,119
651
16

122
86

121
15

656
1,122
1,708
2,085
2,387
1,253
1,773
3,568
1,187
1,478

18,790

2,665

902

69 .17,217

1,093
493
400
8,003
3,009

228
12
510
1,005
632
70

401
15
27
28
82
153

..
32
37

3,508
5,504
7,558
6,497
19,586
7,953
4,719
14,067
5,410
. 4,758
79,560

OTHER EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking ..
Statutory payments ..
Planning and research ..
Plant purchases
Management and operating

412
3,943
941
1,956·
9,026

--95~838
---

Grand total
1971-72-

Baimsda,Je
Ballarat
Benalia
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Traralgon
Warmambool
Total road expenditure

585
1,122
1,985
1,777
5,297
1,012
1,192
3,772
1,997
1,633

1,601
1,552
2,634
2,181
3,111
1,977
1,517
4,310
1,544
1,680

20,372

22,107

..
1,082
116
1,969
8,752
2,541

190
8
399
499
893
106

310
24
62
37
115
158

3,394
493
4

..

95
94

134
18

18,351

2,284

858

..
16
101
3

..

120

760
1,142
1,790
2,245
2,527
1,242
1,698
2,756
1,292
1,593

3,446
4,930
7,002
8,310
20,301
7,823
4,516
14,232
5,555
5,022

17,045

81,137

OTHER EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking ..
Statutory payments ..
Planning and research ..
Plant purchases
Management and operating

515
4,105
1,283
2,060
10,584

---

Grand total
1972-73-

Baimsdale
Ballarat
Benalia
Bendigo
Dandenong ..
Geelong
Horsham
Metropolitan ..
Tra.ralgon
Warrnambool ..
Total road expenditure

590
1.,052
1,925
1,728
5,671
983
1,089
4,003
2,029
1,590

1,584
1,310
2,620
2,107
1,688
1,665
1,640
2,319
1,313
1,797

20,660

18,043

..
247
60
4,160
12,018
3,160
3,996
210
6
23,857

99,684

294
18
447

..

127
642
78
24 .
119
1,749

308
32
79
34
96
125

..
55
75

118
48
840

130

825
1,237
1,808
2,274
2,537
1,302
1,752
2,943
.1,384
1,651

3,601
3,896
6,994
10,378
22,137
7,877
4,559
13,261
5,078
5,211

17,713

82,992
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OTHER
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EXPENDITURE

Traffic line marking ..
Statutory payments
Planning and research
Plant purchases
..
Management and operating

619
4,189
1,157
1,765
12,765

Grand total

RAIL CONCESSIONS FOR
PENSIONERS' CHILDREN.
(Question No. 1011)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of TransportWhether he will give consideration to the
provision of concessional rail fares for
dependent children of pensioners in receipt
of such concessions?

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister
Transport).-The answer is-

of

This is a matter of policy affecting State
finance. I shall therefore refer the matter
to the Treasurer.

OMBUDSMAN OFFICE STAFF.
(Question No. 1013)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Premier1. How many senior staff have been
appointed to the office of the Ombudsman
follo~ing recent press advertisements?
2. What are the names, qualifications and
relevant experience of these officers?

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer).-The answer is-

and

1. Five since 30th October, 1973.
2. (a) T. A. Neesham, Assistant Ombuds-

man. ·LL.B. (London); barrister at law,
Lincoln's Inn; called to English Bar 1957;
admitted to practice as a barrister and
so-licitor of the Supreme Court of Victoria,
1960; Victorian Bar 1961-1973; prosecutor
for the Queen 1972-73.
(b) M. A. Lincoln, Senior Investigation
Officer, barrister at law, Inner Temple;
called to English Bar 1959; English Bar
1959-1967; admitted to practice as a barrister and solicitor of the Supreme Court
of _South Australia; Assistant Crown Prosecutor, South Australia, 1967-68; Stipendiary
Magistrate, South Australia, 1968-70; admitted to practice as a barrister and solicitor
of the Supreme Court of Victoria; Victorian
Bar 1971-74.
(c) K. R. Clarke, Investigation Officer,
LL.B., B.Com., A.S.A. (Prov.} admitted to
practice as a barrister and solicitor of the

. . 103,487

Supreme Court of Victoria, 1957-1973; employed in the office of the Public Solicitor
and Crown Solicitor.
(d) A. O'Connell, Investigation Officer:part-time, formerly Stipendiary Magistrate,
21 years.
(e) R. L. Underwood, Executive· and
Special Duties Officer, A.A.S.A., A.C.I.S.
qualified accountant; twenty years' experience in Administrative Division, including fourteen years as Research Officer,
Chief Secretary's Office.

DEMOLITION OF " C " DIVISION,
PENTRIDGE PRISON.
(Question No. 1014)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Agriculture, for the Minister for Social Welfare'What proportion of "C" division at
Pentridge
Prison
has
actually b¢en
demolished and what is the target date for
completing the demolition?
·

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture).-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Social Welfare
isThe section of " C " division currently
being demolished is the western yard Comprising tiers one and two, a total of 111
cells. A further 119 cells remain. No
target date has been set for the completion
of the demolition, however, every effort is
being made to complete the project by the
earliest possible date.

FUNDS FOR TEACHER IN-SERVICE
ACTIVITIES.
(Question No. 1018)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray)
the Minister of Education-

...
.a:s~ed

··

1. Who is responsible for disbursing the
funds set aside in accordance with the
Karmel report for teacher organized· .inservice activities in Victoria?
2. Whether any of this finance has been
disbursed as yet; if not, when disbursement
will be made?
3. On what basis the finance will be djsbursed?

Questions
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.·Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Edu·cation).-The answer is-

Mr. · BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation).-The answer· is-

1. Th.e question relates to teacher initiated
education centres and activities as described
in the Karmel report.
Members of the Australian Schools Commission have been in Victoria of late,
meeting with representatives of proposed
centres and are reporting to the Australian
Schools Commission with recommendations.
2 and 3. Action will be taken when advice
has been received from Australian Schools
Commission.

The Environment Protection Authority did
not circulate a list of the licences gra!l ted
by it on 30th October, 1973. However, the
relevant list was published in the Public
Notices column of the Melbourne Age on
3rd November, 1973. The authority is not
bound by any statutory obligation to provide such lists to municipalities but undertakes the action as a matter of courtesy.
Failure to circulate this list was solely due
to oversight.
For the information of the honorable
member, I will lay on the table of the
Library a copy of the advertisement which
appeared in the Age on 3rd November, 1973.

UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK,
BUS SERVICE.
(Question No. 1020)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Transport-

NEWPORT" D" POWER STATION.

In regard to the Union Street bus service,
wh~ther he will lay on the table of the
Library the file relating to-( a) its operation for 1972-73; and (b) the closure of the
service?

Mr. STIRLING (Williamstown)
asked the Minister for Fuel ··and
Power-

Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister
Transport) .-The answer is-

of

The file referred to contains a number of
.documents of a confidential nature. I shall
be pleased to make the file available for
perusal by the honorable member at my
office.

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE.

.. :ivlr.

(Question No. 1023)·

JONES (Melbourne) asked the
PremierWhether the Governor's office carries out
independent investigations of matters referred on complaint to His Excellency the
Governor; if so-(a) what staff is employed
in the office for this purpose; and (b)
whether the relevant departmental files are
made available for the purposes of an
investi'gation?

··Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-The answer is-

and

No. His Excellency the Governor seeks
the advice of his responsible Ministers on
matters of complaint referred to him.

EFFLUENT DISCHARGE TO
HOBSON'S BAY.
(Question No. 1025)

Mr. DOUBE {Albert Park) asked
the ~inister for ConservationWhether he will lay on the table of the
Library a copy of the "Advice to
Municipalities" notice sent to councils for
public display purposes in connection with
the granting of a licence on 30th Octoher,
1973, to discharge effluent to Hobson's Bay
via .a Port Melbourne City Council drain?

(Question No. 1026)

What is the value of contracts let for
the proposed Newport "D" power station,
specifying the cost of-(a) contracts for
materials and equipment that could be
utilized at an alternative site; and (b) contracts for the Newport site works?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-The answer isThe value of contracts let for the proposed Newport power station is(a) for contracts for materials and equipment that could be utilized at an
alternative site-$84 million ....
(b) for contracts for the Newport site
works-$8 million.

COMPLAINTS TO OMBUDSIVIAN.
(Question No. 1027)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick
asked the Premier-

West)

In respect of the Ombudsman, since his
appointment..
1. How many complaints have been received by the Ombudsman, specifying which
department or Government instrumentality
was the subject of complaint?
2. How many complaints were outside his
jurisdiction, specifying how many related to
local government?
· ·
3. How many complaints were received
from prisoners, indicating how many have
been investigated and how many were found
to be justified?
4. How many complaints have·been~(a)
investigated; and (b) found justified, indicating in each case the department invGlved?

4720
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Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-The answer is-

and

1. 802.

2. 180-including 30 against municipal
councils.
3. 228.
4. The Ombudsman reports in detail on
the exercise of his functions as soon as possible after 30th June each year and he will
in addition report quarterly after 30th June,
1974. I do not believe it to be appropriate
or desirable that he be asked to report in
a random manner in response to questions
on notice on these matters.

on Notice.

before the spring, and it is considered most
unlikely that many will survive after hatching, particularly in southern Victoria, as
climatic conditions are unlikely to favour
their development. However, the department, with the help of farmers, will locate
egg beds where hatching occurs and will
provide farmers with chemicals to spray the
hoppers when they develop to the banding
stage.
At the same time, the department will
maintain liaison with the New South Wales
Department of Agriculture to monitor the
development of swarms of locusts north of
the River Murray which could pose a threat
to Victorian farmers if they migrate south.

LOCUSTS.
(Question No. 1028)

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas)
asked the Minister of AgricultureWhat action will be taken by the Department of Agriculture prior to next summer
to prevent the widespread problems created
by locusts, which were encountered throughout the State this year?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The answer isThe Department of Agriculture has, with
the help of farmers throughout the areas
in which locusts were in large numbers
during the summer, located a large proportion of locust egg beds which were established in the last two months within Victoria. Eggs have been collected from many
areas to check whether they are in the
diapause state or not, whether they are
parasitized or infertile.
While the percentage varied from site to
site, the majority of eggs are in the diapause
stage. This means they will not hatch

BENDIGO INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY.
(Question No. 1029)

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) asked
the Minister of EducationIn respect of the engineering trades
machine shop at the Bendigo School of
Mines and Industries!. How many machines are located in the
machine shop, indicating the year of manufacture of each machine and when each
machine was installed?
2. Whether each of these machines is in
a condition which ensures that the operator
can use them with the maximum provision
for his safety?
3. Whether requests have been received
for the replacement of any of these
machines; if so, when?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

BENDIGO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

Identification of machine

Macson flat bed lathe (7 inches)
..
Colchester copy turning lathe (5 inches)
Macson flat bed lathe (8 inches) one long bed
Nuttall lathe (6 inches)
New Visby lathe (8 inches)
Carroll Jamieson lathe (7 inches)
Harrison lathe (6 inches)
Colchester lathe (6 inches)
Sheraton diploma lathe
Sheraton cadet lathe . .
..
Hercus bench lathe (without quick change box) ..
Hercus bench lathe (with quick change box)
Sheraton bench lathe ..
Myford super 7-bench lathe
Reinecker relieving lathe
Capstan latbe-Herberk
Cincinatti 2MI milling machine
Cincinatti milling machine (flat belt drive)

Number
of
machines

Approximate
year of
manufacture

1

1946-49
1963
1930-33
1953
1929
1931
1961
1954
1963-69
1965
1940
1962
1966
1965
1950

1

1950
1920

4

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
2

5
2
1
l

1
1

1940

Approximate
installation
date of
machine

1946-49
1963
1930-33
1953
.1929
1932
1961
1954
1963-69
1965
1940

'1962

1966

196.5
1950
1950

1950
1920
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Identification of machine

Victoria horizontal milling machine
Richmond vertical milling machine
Pacific ML 3A milling machine
Kearno horizontal boring machine
Demak bobbing machine
Elliott shaping machine
lnvicta shaping machine
Tos 2Ud cylindrical grinder
B and S cylindrical grinder
Summerskill planning machine ..
McPherson slotting machine
Cash tool and cutter grinder ..
J and S surface grinder
Tos tool and cutter grinder
Power surface grinder (hand operated)
Drilling machine-pedestal type
Drilling machine-bench type
Total
2. All the machines at present in use
have reasonably adequate safety provisions;
however, some of these machines have not
been used for some time as it is considered
they are obsolete.
3. Yes. The Education Department does
not replace machines but a small annual
grant for the replacement of all special
equipment in the institute has been made
each year. In general this would not be
sufficient to cover the cost of replacement
of machines in the machine shop. The
grant has risen to $10,000 in recent years
for non-tertiary equipment wiith th.e Commonwealth
States
Grants·
(Technical
Training) Acts. Replacement machines vary
in price from $3,500 for lathes to about
$11,000 for the most specialized machine
tools (excluding numerically controlled
machines). One lathe has jus:t been replaced
under the metrication programme.

DESIGN OF SCHOOLS.
(Question No. 1030)

Mr. FORDHAM (Foo.tscray) asked
the Minister of Public WorksIn respect of a recent statement by the
Director-General of Public Works published
in the journal of the Victorian Teachers
Union1. Whether architects and planners in the
Public Works Department have the
authority to offer creative solutions to individual school design problems; if so, why
the Director-General claims that the department would do better if it is given a
chance?
Session 1974.-169

Number
of
machines

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
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Approximate
year of
manufacture

Approximate
installation
'date of
machine

1954
1930
1970
1964
1966
1966
1954-62
1968
1944
1910
1910
1940
1971
1959
1949
1944
1944-64

1954
1930
1970
1964
1966
1966
1954-62
1968
i944
1910
1910
1946
1971
1959
1949
1944
1944-64

50
2. In relation to the over. 200 private consultants referred to by the ·Director-General
as being on the approved list within the
department-(a) how many are architects;
(b) how many of these architects have been
asked to design school facilities as opposed
to simply documenting Public Works Department designs; and (c) · what schools
recently constructed have been designed by
private architects?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The answer is1. The staff of the Public Works Depart~
ment carry out creative design-a recent
example is the new primary school design,
the construction of which is currently being
undertaken by the concrete housing pro~
ject (Holmsglen) as contractors to the Public Works Department. All design is based
on briefs provided by client departments
and the availability of funds for the project.
In the context of the article, the DirectorGeneral also referred to the practice of
some school committees and councils employing comml:tants to undertake Government subsidized work such as libraries, arts
and crafts centres, etc. It is his belief and
that of other senior officers, that the Public
Works Department could offer interesting
and economical individual designs.
2. (a) One hundred and fifty six.
(b) S?cteen architects where departmental mvolvement has been minimal and
restricted to the supply of basic design
lines and details.
(c) Clayton
Technical
School-gymna~ium, music block .. State College of Victo!Ja at Melbourne-library. Murrumbeena
Htgh . School-sports pavilion.
Essendon
TeChn!Cal Sch~I-Iibrary, science block,
Oakletgh Techmcal School-library, science
block.
Frankston Technical SchOol....;.
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library, science block. State College of
Victoria at Frankston--extensions. Princes
Hill High School-rebuilding.

on Notice.

TALLY HO BOYS SCHOOL.
(Question No. 1033)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education-

HOSPITAL BENEFITS
ASSOCIATION LTD.
(Question No. 1031)

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) asked
the Chief Secretary-

Whether the Education Department has
entered into an agreement with ·the Central
Methodist Mission to provide for the department to take over responsibility for the
buildings and maintenance of the Tally Ho
Boys School; if so, what were the terms of
the agreement and what steps the department has takeri to improve the condition of
the school buildings and grounds?

If he will ascertain and inform the House
whether contributors' funds have been paid
by the Hospital Benefits Association Ltd. to
Associated World Public Relations Pty. Ltd.
to promote the justification of further increases of 24 cents per week in contributions to the association; if so-(a) what · Mr. THOMPSON .(Minister of
sum was paid; and (b) whether contributors· Education) .-The answer iswere consulted and, if not, by what authority the action was taken?
1. The Central Methodist Mission has
made a gift of an area of 3 acres (which
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary) . includes the present school building) to the
-The answer isEducation Department.
It is understood that the firm Associated
2. The gift has been accepted.
World Public Relations Pty. Ltd. has been
3. An amount of approximately $20,000
retained by the Hospital Benefits Association
Ltd. to assist the association in communica- has been authorized for immediate expendition with its contributors and the public.
ture in line with the report :and recommendation furnished by the Public Works
The costs involved constitute a management item of expense authorized by the Department.
Board of Directors which represents the
contributors. Information as to amounts
paid in respect of such management exHOUSING FOR ARMY
penses is not available as the association
PERSONNEL.
is not required to supply the information to
the Government Actuary.
(Question No. 1034)

Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the M1nister of Housing-

WARRNAMBOOL INSTITUTE
OF ADVANCED EDUCATION.
(Question No. 1032)

. Mr. ROSS-EDWA)lDS (Leader of
the Country Party) asked the Minister
of EducationWhether it is the Government's intention
to introduce teacher education at the
Warmambool Institute of Advanced Education; . if so, on what date?

1. How many Housing Commission homes
have been allocated to Army personnel in
Wodonga since 1st January, 1974?

2. How many Army appiicants, if any, are
included in the 209 applications outstanding
at 31st March, 1974?

of

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Ho_using is_:_

The Government has announced its approval of the introduction of teacher education at Warmambool Institute of Advanced
Education· from 1975. The actual date of
commencement is a matter for the Victoria
Institute of Colleges. Planning has commenced. The date of first intake depends
on the completion by the institute of staffing
appointments which have just been advertised, the obtaining of course approval, and
the obtaining of finance from the C9mmonwealth.

1. No handovers of new houses specifically
built for use by Army personnel have
occurred since 1st January, 1974. There
are, however, current contracts for the con·
struction of an additional 50 houses for
Defence Department (Army)-the costs
being borne by the Commonwealth Government.
2. Of the current applications, nine ·are
from Ariny personnel,. some of · whom
anticipate discharge from the servic~.

Mr_ THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

